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The main challenge in biosensor development is their application for various practical 
tasks to provide a continuous and reliable flow of information about the indicators of 

natural and industrial processes and the surroundings, so enabling adequate feedback 
and control. Biosensors can provide essential information, as the quality of life depends 

mainly on our knowledge about what we breathe, what we eat and how our bodies 
are able to metabolize the material, which we contact. This book includes 14 chapters, 

written by 52 authors and is focused on the applications of biosensors for monitoring the 
parameters of environment, the quality of food and biomarkers of health.
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Preface

At present, the main field of biosensor applications is still the determination of blood glu‐
cose, as over 90% of all commercial biosensors are developed for diabetes control. However,
regardless of the remarkable success in the development of glucose biosensors, there are nu‐
merous other emerging fields to be addressed, particularly the monitoring of environment,
healthcare and medical diagnostics. Biosensor based technologies form a promising plat‐
form for continuous in-site examination of the markers of the quality of surrounding envi‐
ronment and potentially hazardous compounds, enabling the achieving of rapid results and
real – time feedbacks for minimizing the effects of potential threats.

The present book is a collection of scientific reports on the recent research and current state
of the art in the technology and applications of biosensors for the markers of environment,
life quality and health. It consists of 14 chapters, dealing with different aspects and applica‐
tions of bio – sensing.

I would like to express sincere appreciation to all authors who contributed to this book with
their research results and wish them success and novel ideas in their studies.

Dr. Toonika Rinken,
Institute of Chemistry,

University of Tartu,
Estonia





Section 1

Biosensing Environment





Chapter 1

Recent Progress in Optical Biosensors for
Environmental Applications

Feng Long, Anna Zhu, Chunmei Gu and
Hanchang Shi

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter

http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/52252

1. Introduction

The rapid screening and sensitive monitoring of environmental pollutants, such as pesticides,
persistent organic pollutants (POPs), endocrine disrupting chemicals (EDCs), explosives, and
toxins, is indeed essential to ensure environmental quality, and therefore, human health. Until
recently, the quantification of most contaminants has been limited to the traditional chromato‐
graphic and spectroscopic technologies. These methods, although accurate with low detection
limits, are labor-intensive and require expensive and sophisticated instrumentation, as well as
complicated and multistep sample preparation, which prohibits frequent and real-time on-
site monitoring of contaminants in environment.[1] Considerable research interests, therefore,
have risen for detecting low levels of environmental pollutants in biosensor development be‐
cause of their simplicity, robustness, sensitivity, specificity and cost-effectiveness. [2]

A biosensor is an analytical device combined a biological sensing element with a physical
transducer, in which the binding or reaction between the target and the recognition element is
translated into a measurable electrical signal. [3] Among them, optical biosensors are power‐
ful alternative to conventional analytical techniques due to their cost-effective, fast and porta‐
ble  detection,  which  makes  on-site  and real-time monitoring  possible  without  extensive
sample preparation. Optical biosensors have vast potential applications in environmental
monitoring, food safety, drug development, and medical diagnosis.[4] Although the use of op‐
tical biosensors in water quality early-warning and pollution control is still in its infancy, re‐
search on this topic is an active area and the remarkable technological progress has been made.

The present article gives an overview of the recent advances in optical biosensors and their
applications in the environmental field. Functional biorecognition materials (e.g. enzyme,

© 2013 Long et al.; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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antibody, aptamer, and DNAzyme), a key component of biosensor and specifically binding
a broad range of analytes including inorganic, organic, and biomolecules, will be first re‐
viewed. Then, nanomaterials such as quantum dots, graphene, nanogold particles, carbon
nanotubes, and magnetic nanoparticles will be introduced, which have been successfully in‐
corporated into optical biosensors to improve the sensibility, sensitivity, and selectivity due
to their unique physicochemical properties. In addition, the recent significant improvements
in instrumentation will also be discussed, which have allowed a wider variety of pollutants
to be analysed in details, and led to the increasing application of optical biosensor technolo‐
gy throughout the environmental detection field. Finally, recent developments of optical bi‐
osensors for pollution control and early-warning will be highlighted.

2. Functional biorecognition materials

Functional biorecognition materials are key components of biosensors, and generally have
high affinity (low detection limit), high specificity (low interference), wide dynamic range, fast
response time, and long shelf life. The antibodies are most frequently used biorecognition mol‐
ecules in the optical biosensor community. However, enzymes were the first recognition ele‐
ments used in biosensors. Another frequently used recognition elements are nucleic acids such
as aptamer and DNAzyme for the monitoring of environmental pollutants.

2.1. Antibody

Immunosensors, based on specific antigen-antibody interactions, have become the gold-stand‐
ard technique in clinical diagnostics and environmental monitoring. [4-9] Antibody is a large Y-
shaped protein used by the immune system to identify and neutralize a unique part of foreign
target, called an antigen, and is produced by white blood cell (a plasma cell). Antibodies are
typically made of basic structural units: each with two larger heavy chains and two shorter
light chains. The IgG molecule (see Figure 1) is the most used antibody type and is about 150-
kDa protein composed of four polypeptide chains.[8] Antibodies are produced as monoclonal
and polyclonal varieties, with monoclonal antibodies binding to a single epitope and polyclo‐
nal antibodies being capable of binding to multiple epitopes.[9,10] In immunoassay, two anti‐
gen binding sites of antibody have a highly specific interaction for one particular target, and
this immunochemical reaction can be detected by the transducer (e.g. optical, electronical).
[5-9] Therefore, the immunosensor assay provides a highly repeatable and highly specific reac‐
tion format, and the capacity for specific recognition of environmental contaminants.

Due to most of the environmental pollutants have the low molecular weight (<1 kDa) and
are called haptens which are non-immunogenic, it has to be conjugated to carrier proteins to
make them immunogenic.[11] Preparation of antibodies against haptens, such as pesticides,
persistent organic pollutants (POPs), and endocrine disrupting chemicals (EDCs), is based
on covalent binding of the hapten to a carrier protein and immunisation of animals by the
synthesised immunogens. The specificity of antibody is important for immunoassay, while
the specificity and quality of antibody is mostly determined by the manner of chemical
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binding of the hapten to the carrier protein, called complete antigen. In our group, the com‐
plete antigen of microcystin-LR (MC-LR-BSA), the most frequent and most toxic hepatotox‐
in, was synthesized by introducing a primary amino group in the seventh N-
methyldehydroalanine residue, and then the product aminoethyl-MC-LR was coupled to
bovine serum albumin (BSA) by glutaraldehyde.[11] The residue is located most distantly
from both of the variable amino acid residues and Adda, promising active and possibly
more specific immunoreactivity. Polyclonal antibodies and a monoclonal antibody (Clone
MC8C10) against MC-LR were generated by immunization with MC-LR-BSA, respectively.
An indirect competitive enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ic-ELISA) with MC8C10 was
established to detect the MCs in waters, which showed highly specificity with MC-LR and
have a detection limit for MC-LR 0.1 µg L-1.[12]

Figure 1. The structure of antibody

A compact, portable, multichannel fiber-optic instrument was reported to detect four targets
simultaneously using antibody immobilized fiber-optic probes. [13] This biosensor was si‐
multaneously able to determine 105 cfu/mL of Bacillus globigii, 107 cfu/mL of Erwinia herbicola,
and 109 pfu/mL of MS2 coli phages. A biosensor platform (Analyte 2000) developed by the
Naval Research Laboratory (USA) was used to simultaneous determine both the explosives
2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) and hexahydro-1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5-triazine (RDX). [14] The limit of
detection of TNT and RDX was 5 µg/L and 2.5 µg /L, respectively.

The main advantage of immunosensors over other immnunological methods (e.g., ELISA
formats) is the better regeneration and binding properties of the sensing surface, which is
critical for the successful reuse of the same sensor surface and the accuracy of detection re‐
sults.[15] In environmental analysis, targets interest are usually small molecule substances
(molecular weight <1kDa), which are greatly difficult to be directly immobilized onto the bi‐
orecognition sensing surface. Therefore, antibody immobilisation is always utilized in pre‐
paring sensor surface of immunosensors.[5-8,16] However, the control over the number of
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antibodies and their orientation and position relative to the sensor surface is very difficult.
Because of the possibility of inadvertently disrupting the binding site when conjugating an‐
tibody with active surface of sensor, the activity loss of antibody is inevitable.[17,18] Most
important, due to strong acid being usually used in regeneration process, the recognition
ability of antibodies immobilized may be lower after senor surface reuse, which will affect
the stability and reliability of the immunosensor. The cycles of regeneration are usually no
more than fifteen times and in each cycle, antibody activity decreased, which leads to inac‐
curate detection results. Therefore, hapten-carrier-protein conjugates as bio-recognition mol‐
ecules were immobilized onto the surface of immunosensor for obtaining the stable reusable
sensor. For example, a reusable immunosurface is provided via the covalent attachment of
the 2,4-D-BSA and MC-LR-OVA to a self-assembled monolayer formed onto the fiber optic
sensor.[19] The regeneration of the sensor surface allows the performance of more than 100
assay cycles.

2.2. Enzyme

Enzymes are biological molecules that catalyze (i.e., increase the rates of) chemical reactions,
and are usually very specific as to which reactions they catalyze and the substrates that are
involved in these reactions. Enzymes are historically the first molecular recognition ele‐
ments included in biosensors and continue to be the basis for a significant number of publi‐
cations reported for biosensors in general as well as for environmental applications.[4]
Enzyme biosensors have several advantages, such as a stable source of material, the possibil‐
ity of modifying the catalytic properties or substrate specificity by means of genetic engi‐
neering, and catalytic amplification of the biosensor response by modulation of the enzyme
activity with respect to the target analyte. [20]

Most of enzyme biosensors normally use enzymes as the bioreceptors and achieved pollu‐
tants detection based on the enzyme inhibition mechanism.[4][20] Due to ChE enzymes can be
inhibited by several toxic chemicals such as organophosphate and pesticides, heavy metals,
and toxins, the ChEs biosensors is of particular interest in the area of global toxicity monitor‐
ing.[4,21,22]

Due to various pollutants that inhibit the activity of enzymes in a different ways, multi-ana‐
lytes detection can be achieved by enzyme sensors. For example, simultaneous detection
both pesticides and heavy metal ions in a sample solution is possible due to selective inhibi‐
tion of butyrylcholine esterase by pesticides and urease by heavy metals ions.[4-6,23] Com‐
paring with the inhibition level of urease or butyrylcholine esterase, respectively, the
pesticides or heavy metal ions can be determined. The enzyme-inhibition based biosensors
array could achieve the simultaneous determination of various pollutants in water samples.

Enzyme biosensors have some limitations for the detection of environmental pollutants,
which include the limited number of substrates for which enzymes have been evolved, the
limited interaction between environmental pollutants and specific enzymes, and the lack of
specificity in differentiating among compounds of similar classes.[6,23] However, artificial
or synthetic enzymes could be a useful alternative to natural enzymes for the development
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of new biosensors, which are more robust, available, chemically malleable and cheap, in

comparison with their natural analogues.

No Target Aptamer type Sequence Reference

1 2,3',5,5'-

Tetrachlorobiphenyl;

 2,3,3',4,5-

Pentachlorobiphenyl

DNA 9.1:CGCTACACCT,CGCCAGCAAA,TTGCCGCCCG,CAGCCCTCTA

9.2:GGGACTCGAG,ACCCGTTCCG,TTCTCCGCTT,GCCCCACAAT

[26]

2 4,4’-

methylenedianiline(MDA)

RNA M1:CUGCGAUCA,GGGGUAAAUU,UCCGCGCAGG,CUCCACGCCG,C

M2:CUCGA,GUCCUCUUGA,GCGGUUCCUA,CUUCCCUCUG,CUGUG

[27]

3 Organophosphorus

Pesticides:phorate,profenof

os, isocarbophos,

omethoateas

DNA 1: AAGCTTGCTTTATAGCCTGCAGCGAT TCTTGATCGGAAAAGG

CTGAGAGCTACGC

2:AAGCTTTTTTGACTGACTGCAGCGATTCTTGATCGCCACGGTCTGGAAAA

AGAG

[28]

4 bisphenol A DNA CCGGTGGGTGGTCAGGTGGGATAGCGTTCCGCGTATGGCCCAGCGCATC

ACGGGTTCGCACCA

[29]

5 17β-estradiol DNA GCTTCCAGCTTATTGAATTACACGCAGAGGGTAGCGGCTCTGCGCATTCA

ATTGCTGCGCGCTGAAGCGCGGAAGC

[30]

6 Chloramphenicol DNA 1:ACTTCAGTGA,GTTGTCCCAC,GGTCGGCGAG,TCGGTGGTAG

2:CACCAAGCGC,AGGGAATTAC,ATTGAAGTGT,GGGATTGGCT

[31]

7 Oxytetracycline DNA 1:CGACCGCAGGTGCACTGGGCGACGTCTCTGGTGTGGTGT

2:CGACGCGCGTTGGTGGTGGATGGTGTGTTACACGTGTTGT

[32]

8 Tetracycline DNA T7:GGGCAGCGGTGGTGTGGCGGGATCTGGGGT,TGTGCGGTGT

T15:GGAGGAACGGGTTCCAGTGTGGGGTCTATC,GGGGCGTGCG

[33]

9 Kanamycin DNA TGGGGGTTGAGGCTAAGCCGA [34]

10 ricin B chain DNA ACACCCACCGCAGGCAGACGCAACGCCTCGGAGACTAGCC [35]

11 Ochratoxin A DNA GATCGGGTGTGGGTGGCGTAAAGGGAGCATCGGACA [36]

12 E. coli DNA ATCCGTCACACCTGCTCTACGGCGCTCCCAACAGGCCTCTCCTTACGGCAT

ATTA TGGTGTTGGCTCCCGTAT

[37]

13 Staphylococcus aureus

Enterotoxin B

DNA GGTATTGAGGGTCGCATCCACTGGTCGTTG

TTGTCTGTTGTCTGTTATGTTGTTTCGTGATGG CTCTAACTCTCCTCT

[38]

14 Salmonella entericaserovars DNA 23:CCGCCTTTACTAAATTGACGAACATAGGAATCAATGAAGC

24:GGGAGTCAGAACGCCTGGGCAAGCATAGTACTCGCCGGAA

[39]

17 Ibuprofen DNA IBA2:ACAGTAGTGAGGGGTCCGTCGTGGGGTAGTTGGGTCGTGG

IBA8:GCGAACGACTTCATAAAATGCTATAAGGTTGCCCTCTGTC

[40]

18 Arsenic DNA TTACAGAACAACCAACGTCGCTCCGGGTACTTCTTCATCG [41]

Table 1. DNA/RNA aptamers
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2.3. Aptamer

Aptamer is a single-stranded oligonucleotide that folds into complex three-dimensional
structure and bind strongly and selectively to one certain kind of target or one class of tar‐
gets. [4-6] The aptamer is selected using an in vitro process called Systematic Evolution of Li‐
gands by EXponential enrichment (SELEX), which was first put forward by Ellington et al.
and Tuerk et al. in 1990.[24,25] For the selection of DNA aptamer, the SELEX starts from the
construction of a random pool of DNA sequences (~1015), and then the selection procedure
could take place, including: (a) binding between the library and the target; (b) separation of
the unbound ssDNA and the ssDNA-target complex; (c) elution the bound ssDNA from the
ssDNA-target complex; (d) amplification of the bound ssDNA, usually using the PCR meth‐
od; (e) generation of single strand DNA from the double strand PCR products. Generally, a
traditional aptemer selection process need 10-12 cycles. The ssDNA pool from the first selec‐
tion cycle is used as the starting library for the second selection cycle, then repeating proce‐
dure (a), (b),(c),(d) and (e). After the last selection cycle, molecular cloning and DNA
sequencing was applied, and the aptamer with high affinity and specifity is obtained.

Aptamers offer a useful alternative to antibodies as sensing molecules and have opened a
new era in development of affinity biosensing due to their unique characterizations. In vitro
selected aptamers could be produced for any targets such as proteins, peptides, amino acids,
nucleotides, drugs, heavy metal ions, and other small organic and inorganic compounds.
[26-41] Aptamers could be chemically synthesized without the complicated and expensive
purification steps by eliminating the batch-to-batch variation found when using antibodies.
Furthermore, modifications in the aptamer through chemical synthesis can be introduced
enhancing the stability, affinity and specificity of the molecules. In addition, aptamers are
more stable than antibodies and thus are more resistant to denaturation and degradation.
Often the affinity parameters of aptamer-target complex can be changed for higher affinity
or specificity. In addition, aptamers have the higher temperature stability and can recover
their native active conformation after denaturation, whereas antibodies are large, tempera‐
ture-sensitive proteins that can undergo irreversible denaturation. Recently, several
DNA/RNA aptamers, selected for POPs, EDCs, organophosphorus pesticides, antibiotics, bi‐
otoxins, and pathogenic microorganisms, are listed in Table 1.

Aptamers have become increasingly important molecular tools for environmental bioassay.
EDCs are contaminants of emerging concern and required routine monitoring in water sam‐
ples, as posed by EPA Unregulated Contaminant Regulation (UCMR3). Gu et al. [42] report‐
ed a reusable evanescent wave aptamer-based biosensor for rapid, sensitive and highly
selective detection of 17β-estradiol, frequently detected in environmental water samples. In
this system, the capture molecular, β-estradiol 6-(O-carboxy-methyl) oxime-BSA, was cova‐
lently immobilized onto the optical fiber sensor surface. With an indirect competitive detec‐
tion mode, the limit of detection of 17β-estradiol was determined as 2.1 nM. Kim et al. [41]
developed a high affinity DNA aptamer for arsenic that can bind to arsenate [(As(V)] and
arsenite [As(III)] with a dissociation constant of 5 and 7 nM, respectively. Through the “sig‐
nal-on” mode or the “signal-off” mode, reflecting the extent of the binding process thereby
allowing for quantitative measurement of target concentration, several DNA aptamer fluo‐
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rescence-based sensors have been developed for the detection of Hg2+, Pb2+ and other trace
pollutants.[43] Although a variety of aptamer has been successfully selected for environ‐
mental contaminants, the detection of the real water samples using the right aptamer is still
in the cradle.

2.4. DNAzyme

DNAzymes are small single-stranded nucleic acids that fold into a well-defined three-di‐
mensional structure with high specificity to various ligands, such as low-molecular-weight
organic or inorganic substrates or macromolecules or metal ions.[43] DNAzymes have a
promising capacity to selectively identify charged organic and inorganic compounds at ul‐
tratrace levels in environmental samples or biological systems. Furthermore, DNAzymes
can perform chemical modifications on nucleic acids, while aptamers can bind a broad range
of molecules. A combination of the two has generated a new class of functional nucleic acids
known as allosteric DNAzymes or aptazymes. Combining the specificity of nano-biological
recognition probes and the sensitivity of laser-based optical detection, DNAzymes are capa‐
ble of provide unambiguous identification and accurate quantification of environmental pol‐
lutants, ranging from small ions to large molecules. RNA-cleaving DNAzymes are the most
widely used due to their simple reaction conditions, fast turnover rates and significant mod‐
ifications of their substrate lengths.

Using the in vitro selection of specifical DNAzymes, several fluorescence biosensors have
extensively been developed for the detection of various heavy metal ions, such as Pb2+, Cu2+,
Mg2+, Ca2+, Zn2+, Co2+, Mn2+, UO2 2+, Hg2+ and Ag+, etc.[43,44] Moreover, DNAzymes and ap‐
tazymes have already found many applications in almost every aspect of DNA nanotechnol‐
ogy, which result to new materials and devices that may penetrate into many other fields for
practical applications, including environmental monitoring.

3. Nanomaterials in optical biosensors

Nanomaterials exhibit unique size-tunable and shape-dependent physicochemical proper‐
ties that are different from those of bulk materials.[45-50] Specially, the interaction of nano‐
materials and functional biomaterials opens a new door to develop various novel optical
biosensors. NPs such as gold NPs (AuNPs), quantum dots (QDs), magnetic NPs (MNPs),
graphene and carbon nanotubes have specific optical, fluorescence and magnetic properties,
and interactions between these properties give NPs great potential for environmental
screening.[45-51] The extremely high surface-to-volume ratios and exceptional nanoscale
properties make NPs useful for next-generation environmental detection.

3.1. Quantum dots

Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs), nanocrystals of inorganic semiconductors, have
emerged as promising alternative bioanalytical tools because of their unique optical proper‐
ties including high quantum yield, photostability, narrow emission spectrum, and broad ab‐
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sorption.[52,53] QDs’ band gap depends on the size of the nanocrystal. That is to say, the
smaller the nanocrystal, the larger the difference between the energy levels and, therefore,
the wider the energy gap and the shorter thewavelength of the fluorescence. [52,53]

The main application of QDs as sensors exploits the Forster resonance energy transfer effect
(FRET) due to their narrow, size-tuned, and symmetric emission spectra, which has made
them excellent donors for fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) sensors, and great‐
ly reduces the overlap between the emission spectra of donor and acceptor and circumvents
the cross-talk in such FRET pairs.[52,53] Meanwhile, QDs have broad excitation spectra as
donor, and allow excitation at a single wavelength far removed (>100nm) from their respec‐
tive emissions, which enables QDs to be used in multiplex assays without the need for mul‐
tiple excitation sources. In addition, the high photobleaching threshold and good chemical
stability of QDs greatly improve the detection sensitivities and detection limits. Therefore,
QD-based FRET biosensors have been widely used in environmental monitoring, medical
imaging, clinical/diagnostic assays, and biomolecular binding assay. Among available QDs,
CdSe/ZnS core-shell quantum dots are most commonly used for biosensing applications.
Antibody (or aptamer) bioconjugates of QDs, prepared using covalent or non-covalent link‐
ing approaches, are the most developed and widespread detection bioprobes to integrating
QDs into bioanalyses. The fluorescent detection of pathogens such as respiratory syncytial
virus,[54] E. coli O157:H7,[55] and Bacillus thurinigensis,[56] has been performed based on
QDs-FRET.

However, the control over the number of antibodies (or aptamers) per QD and their orienta‐
tion and position relative to the QD is very difficult. Due to the possibility of inadvertently
disrupting the binding site when conjugating QD with antibody, the activity loss of anti‐
body is inevitable.[52,57] Additionally, antibodies usually need to be cryopreserved but QDs
cannot be freezed, which makes the storage of QD-antibody a major obstacle for its practical
applications. To effectively address these challenges, we have developed carrier-protein-
haptens-coupled quantum-dot nanobioprobe protocols to perform rapid and sensitive detec‐
tion of small targets in real water samples.[58] 2,4-Dicholrophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D), one
of the most widely used pesticides worldwide, was selected as a model target. QD nano-im‐
munoprobe were prepared through conjugating carboxyl quantum dots with 2,4-D-BSA
conjugate, which regarded as the immunological recognition of anti-2,4-D antibody as well
as for optical transducer. With a competitive detection mode, samples containing different
concentrations of 2,4-D were incubated with a given concentration of QD immunoprobe and
fluorescence-labeled antibody, and then detected by an all-fiber microfluidic biosensing
platform developed by our group. A higher concentration of 2,4-D led to less fluorescence-
labeled anti-2,4-D antibody bound to the QD immunoprobe surface, and thus to lower fluo‐
rescence signal. The quantification of 2,4-D over concentration ranges from 0.5 nM to 3 µM
with a detection limit determined as 0.5 nM. The structure of multiplex-haptens/BSA conju‐
gate coupling to QD greatly improves the FRET efficiency and nanosensor’s sensitivity.
With the use of different QD immunoprobes modified by the conjugates of other haptens/
carried protein, the methodology presented here has the potential to extend to toward the
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on-site monitoring other small analytes in a variety of application fields ranged from envi‐
ronmental to biomedical areas.

3.2. Nanogold particles

Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) typically have dimensions ranging from 1-100 nm and display
many interesting electrical and optical properties. Nanogold particles based optical biosen‐
sors commonly take use of the fluorescence quenching through fluorescence resonance ener‐
gy transfer (FRET) or a visible color change due to the aggregation of AuNPs of appropriate
sizes.[59] Over the past decades, AuNPs based optical sensors have an important role in the
detection of environmental pollutants such as toxins, heavy metals and other pollutants due
to their typically high signal-to-noise ratios.[51]

Uzawa et al.[60] developed sugar-coated GNPs for the detection of ricin with visual read-
out using the naturally occurring infection mechanism and the strong affinity of the toxin
ricin to sugar. Many kinds of immunoassays using GNP-antibody conjugates have been de‐
veloped for detection of ochratoxin A (OTA), zearalenone (ZEA), and aflatoxin B1 (AFB1).
[51,61] AuNP-based biosensors have also been used to highly competitive assay technolo‐
gies for the detection of oligonucleotide targets.[51]

Heavy metal contamination is an ongoing concern worldwide, and it is vital for rapid and
simple monitoring technologies of heavy metal ions in environment. Darbha et al.[62] devel‐
oped a GNP-based sensor for rapid, easy and reliable detection of Hg2+ ions in aqueous solu‐
tions, which had a detection limit of 5 ng/ml (ppb) through non-linear optical properties. A
visual detection methode of Cu2+ was reported by Lcysteine-functionalized GNPs in aque‐
ous solution.[63] This colorimetric nanosensor allows rapid, quantitative detection of Cu2+

with a sensitivity of 10-5 M. Similarly, Xue et al.[64] developed a novel and practical system
for room temperature colorimetric detection of mercury based on T-Hg2+-T structure with a
sensitivity of 3.0 ppb. Several AuNPs-based optical sensors have been developed on the ba‐
sis of the principle of FRET. Based on modulating photoluminescent-quenching efficiency
between a perylene bisimide chromophore and GNPs in the presence of Cu2+, a homogene‐
ous assay to detect Cu2+ was reported.[65] Chen et al.[66] developed a GNP-rhodamine 6G-
based fluorescent sensor for detecting Hg2+ in aqueous solution with a detection limit of
0.012 ppb. Li et al.[67] used a T-Hg2+-T structure to develop a detection method of aqueous
Hg2+ with the limit of detection of 50 nM. Freeman et al.[68] showed a multiplex assay for
detecting Hg2+ and Ag+ using FRET.

Small molecules, such as hydrogen, carbon dioxide, TNT, and ammonium ions, can also be
detected by AuNPs. Dasary et al.[69] developed a cysteine-modified GNP-based label-free
surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy probe based on the reaction between TNT and cys‐
teine on the GNP surface. An AuNPs color change is induced in the presence of TNT with a
detection limit of 2 pM in water samples.
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3.3. Graphene

Graphene, a true two-dimensional material, has received increasing interest due to its
unique physicochemical properties such as high surface area, fast electron transportation,
high thermal conductivity, high mechanical strength, and excellent biocompatibility.[70]
These properties of graphene give it potential applicability in biosensors, especially for elec‐
trochemical biosensors. However, the optical properties of graphene have received consider‐
able attention. Wen et al.[71] reported a fluorescence sensor for Ag(I) ions based on the
target-induced conformational change of a silver-specific cytosine-rich oligonucleotide
(SSO) and the interactions between the fluorogenic SSO probe and graphene oxide. He et al.
[72] developed a SERS-based biosensor for DNA detection. The Raman signals of dye were
dramatically enhanced by the substrate based on gold nanoparticles-decorated graphene.
This platform showed extraordinarily high sensitivity and excellent specificity for DNA de‐
tection with a detection limit as low as 10 pM.

Lee et al.[73] reported on a platform based on chemiluminescence resonance energy transfer
(CRET) between graphene nanosheets and chemiluminescent donors. In contrast to FRET,
CRET occurs via nonradiative dipole-dipole transfer of energy from a chemiluminescent do‐
nor to a suitable acceptor molecule without an external excitation source. This graphene-
based CRET platform was used for immunoassay of C-reactive protein (CRP) using a
luminol/hydrogen peroxide chemiluminescence (CL) reaction catalyzed by horseradish per‐
oxidase with a LOD of 1.6 ng mL-1.

Graphene oxide (GO), a promising precursor for graphene, has great potential for use in bio‐
sensors due to its unique characteristics such as facile surface modification, high mechanical
strength, good water dispersibility, and photoluminescence.[74,75] The GO has negatively
charged functional groups such as carboxylic acids, hydroxy groups, and epoxides, which
benefit to the biomolecules bound to the GO sheets. A GO-based immuno-biosensor system
has been developed for the detection of rotavirus.[76] The anti-rotavirus antibodies are im‐
mobilized on the GO array, and captured the rotavirus cell by specific antigen-antibody in‐
teraction. The capture of a target cell was verified by observing the fluorescence quenching
of GO by FRET between the GO and AuNPs. AuNP-linked antibodies were bridged with
100-mer single stranded DNA molecules, which provide facile control of distance between
Ab and AuNPs. When the Ab-DNA-AuNP complexes were selectively bound to the target
cells that were attached to the GO arrays, the fluorescence emission of GO decreased by
AuNP quenching, which enabled the identification of pathogenic target cells.

3.4. Carbon nanotubes

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are molecular-scale tubes of graphitic carbon with outstanding
properties such as high aspect ratios, high mechanical strength, high surface areas, excellent
chemical and thermal stability, and rich electronic and optical properties.[77] Carbon nano‐
tubes (CNTs) have been explored for highly sensitive biosensing assay of various types of
targets such as cells, proteins, DNA, heavy metal ions, small molecules, and so on.
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Compared with biosensors using CNTs’ electrochemical or electrical properties, the num‐
ber of the CNTs’ biosensors that exploit the optical properties of CNTs is small. However,
several CNTs-based optical biosensing platforms have been developed by the use of the
ability of CNTs to quench fluorescence or the near-infrared (NIR) photoluminescence ex‐
hibited by semiconducting nanotubes. Due to NIR radiation is not absorbed by biological
materials,  luminescence  of  SWNTs  is  particularly  interesting  for  biosensing,  especially
within biological samples or organisms. With the ability of CNTs to quench fluorescence,
Yang  et  al.[78]  demonstrated  a  DNA  detection  system  using  the  preference  for  single
stranded oligonucleotides  to  wrap around SWNTs compared with the related duplexes.
Without the complementary DNA (cDNA), the oligonucleotides labeled with the fluoro‐
phore  6-carboxyfluorescein  wrap  around  the  SWNTs  and  the  fluorescence  will  be
quenched. With the present of complementary DNA, the fluorescence labeled DNA probes
has hybridization with cDNA and forms a rigid duplex, which does not wrap around the
nanotubes and hence a fluorescence signal will be observed. The similar methods have al‐
so been used to detect the heavy metal ions.[79]

3.5. Magnetic nanoparticles

Magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs), consist of magnetic elements such as iron, nickel and cobalt
and their chemical compounds, are a class of nanoparticle which can be manipulated using
magnetic field.[80] MNPs are usually prepared in the form of superparamagnetic magnetite
(Fe3O4), greigite (Fe3S4), and various types of ferrites (MeO Fe2O3). MNPs provide attractive
possibilities in environmental monitoring. On the one hand, MNPs bound to biorecognitive
molecules (e.g. DNA or antibody) can be used to enrich the analyte to substantially improve
the sensitivity of the biosensors. On the other hand, many of the MNPs are superparamag‐
netic, which can immediately be magnetised with an external magnetic field and resuspend‐
ed immediately once the magnet is removed. It is greatly useful for the separation of targets
from the complex matrix of environmental samples when developing sensitive and selec‐
tively biosensors.

Chemla et al.[81] used MNPs labelled antibodies for detecting biological targets, in which
the sensitive superconducting quantum interference device was used to only detect the anti‐
gen-antibody magnetic NPs. A good relationship between the luminescence and the mouse
IgG concentration was obtained in the 1-105 fg/cm3 range. Moreover, using magnetic NPs
substantially shortened the assay time. Tudorache et al.[82] reported a magnetic-beads-
based immunoassay strategy for sensitive atrazine with a limit of detection of 3pg/L.

4. Optical biosensing platform for environmental applications

4.1. Optical waveguide based biosensors

Optical waveguide (e.g. fiber optic and planar waveguide) transmit light on the basis of the
principle of total internal reflect (TIR). When the incident light is totally reflected, the evan‐
escent wave that penetrates essentially into the surrounding cladding of lower refractive in‐
dex, decays exponentially with distance[83] (Figure 3):
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Where δis the distance from the interface. For multimode waveguides, the penetration
depth dp, is a function of the two refractive indices, the angle of incidence of the light, and
the wavelength, is given by:
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Figure 2. The principle of evanescent wave fluorescence biosensor 

In evanescent wave fluorescence biosensor, the evanescent wave can excite fluorescence primarily from the fluorescently labelled 
analyte complexes that have been bound to the surface through affinity recognition interactions. Not only does this decreases the 
need for washing or separation procedures to avoid optical interference or contribution from free components, but the signal 
obtained is directly related to the binding kinetics of the detection interaction.[84]  
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Figure 2. The principle of evanescent wave fluorescence biosensor

In evanescent wave fluorescence biosensor, the evanescent wave can excite fluorescence pri‐
marily from the fluorescently labelled analyte complexes that have been bound to the sur‐
face through affinity recognition interactions. Not only does this decreases the need for
washing or separation procedures to avoid optical interference or contribution from free
components, but the signal obtained is directly related to the binding kinetics of the detec‐
tion interaction.[84]

4.1.1. Evanescent wave fiber-optic biosensor

Evanescent wave fiber optic biosensors, one of the most promising detection technologies to
achieve the rapid, specific, sensitive, cost-effective, and real-time on-site detection of the en‐
vironmental pollutants. They have been applied to detect a wide variety of analytes such as
TNT, 2,4-D, atrazine, Escherichia coli O157:H7, and Staphylococcal enterotoxin B, etc.[19]
Despite the technological leaps made in the past decades, Evanescent wave fiber optic im‐
munosensor, based on the selective interaction between antigen and antibody, has few ac‐
tual applications to routine analysis. The following problems should be responsible for this
situation. The conventional evanescent wave fiber optic biosensor always have the large
size, number of optic components, such as chopper, off-axis parabolic reflector, biconvex
silica lens and so on. Such a conventional bulk optics arrangement is costly and requires cru‐
cial optical alignment. Once the direction of any element appears inaccurate, the whole sys‐
tem will be destroyed and be difficult to reconvert.
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In evanescent wave fluorescence biosensor, the evanescent wave can excite fluorescence primarily from the fluorescently labelled 
analyte complexes that have been bound to the surface through affinity recognition interactions. Not only does this decreases the 
need for washing or separation procedures to avoid optical interference or contribution from free components, but the signal 
obtained is directly related to the binding kinetics of the detection interaction.[84]  
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In evanescent wave fluorescence biosensor, the evanescent wave can excite fluorescence pri‐
marily from the fluorescently labelled analyte complexes that have been bound to the sur‐
face through affinity recognition interactions. Not only does this decreases the need for
washing or separation procedures to avoid optical interference or contribution from free
components, but the signal obtained is directly related to the binding kinetics of the detec‐
tion interaction.[84]
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Evanescent wave fiber optic biosensors, one of the most promising detection technologies to
achieve the rapid, specific, sensitive, cost-effective, and real-time on-site detection of the en‐
vironmental pollutants. They have been applied to detect a wide variety of analytes such as
TNT, 2,4-D, atrazine, Escherichia coli O157:H7, and Staphylococcal enterotoxin B, etc.[19]
Despite the technological leaps made in the past decades, Evanescent wave fiber optic im‐
munosensor, based on the selective interaction between antigen and antibody, has few ac‐
tual applications to routine analysis. The following problems should be responsible for this
situation. The conventional evanescent wave fiber optic biosensor always have the large
size, number of optic components, such as chopper, off-axis parabolic reflector, biconvex
silica lens and so on. Such a conventional bulk optics arrangement is costly and requires cru‐
cial optical alignment. Once the direction of any element appears inaccurate, the whole sys‐
tem will be destroyed and be difficult to reconvert.
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Recently, we reported a portable evanescent wave all-fiber biosensor (EWAB) (Figure 3),[85]
whose configuration is simple, compact and portable, has been developed.With a single–
multi-fiber optic coupler, both the transmission of the excitation light and the collection and
transmission of the fluorescence are achieved by fiber optic in this system, which reduces
optical components required and does rarely need optical alignment. Meanwhile, the effi‐
ciency of light transmission is higher, light loss lower, and the S/N ratio improved.

Figure 3. (a) Schematic of EWAB; (b) Photograph of EWAB.

Fast and sensitive detection of microcystin-LR (MC-LR) was conducted with this portable
evanescent wave biosensor based on the principle of immunoassay and total internal reflec‐
tion fluorescence. The reusable biosensing surface was produced by covalently immobiliz‐
ing a MC-LR-ovalbumin (MC-LR-OVA) conjugate onto a self-assembled thiol-silane
monolayer of fiber optic sensor through a heterobifunctional reagent. The MC-LR-OVA im‐
mobilized fiber optic probe is highly resistive to non-specific binding of proteins, and can be
reused more than 150 times. The limit of detection (LOD) of MC-LR is 0.03 µg/L. The devel‐
oped immunosensor method was applied to the monitoring of MC-LR in various types of
water with the recovery ratio ranged from 80 to 110%. The sensitive and rapid detection of
the herbicide 2,4-D has also been achieved with the EWAB. Under optimum conditions, cali‐
bration curve obtained for 2,4-D had detection limits of 0.07µg/L. The portable biosensor is
commercially obtained from the company JQ-environ Co. Ltd. (China).

Ultrasensitive DNA detection was achieved by the EWAB based on quantum dots (QDs)
and total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF), which featured an exceptional detection
limit of 3.2 amol of bound target DNA.[86] The ssDNA coated fiber probe was evaluated as
a nucleic acid biosensor through a DNA-DNA hybridization assay for a 30-mer ssDNA, the
segments of the uidA gene of Escherichia coli, labeled by QDs using avidin/biotin interaction.
Based on our proposed theory, the quantitative measurement of binding kinetics can be ach‐
ieved with high accuracy, indicating 1.38×106 M-1s-1 for association rate and 4.67×10-3 s-1 for
dissociation rate.
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Moreover, based on a direct structure-competitive detection mode, we report a rapid and
highly sensitive Hg2+ detection method using the EWAB.[87] In this system, a DNA probe
covalently immobilized onto a fiber optic sensor contains a short common oligonucleotide
sequences that can hybidize with a fluorescently labeled complementary DNA. The DNA
probe also comprises a sequence of T-T mismatch pairs that binds with Hg2+ to form a T-
Hg2+-T complex by folding of the DNA segments into a hairpin structure. With a structure-
competitive mode, higher concentration of Hg2+ lead to less fluorescence-labelled cDNA
bound to the sensor surface and thus in lower fluorescence signal. The total analysis time for
a single sample, including the measurement and surface regeneration, was <6 min with a de‐
tection limit of 2.1 nM.

4.1.2. Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) biosensors

SPR is  a  surface sensitive optical  technique for monitoring biomolecular interactions ex‐
ploiting special  electromagnetic  waves due to fluctuations in the electron density at  the
boundary of two materials.[88] SPR has given it a great potential for the real-time and la‐
bel-free study of the binding interactions between a biorecognition molecules immobilized
on sensor surface with its special receptors (analyte). The SPR biosensors have been used
to investigate protein binding, association/ dissociation kinetics, and affinity constants, and
have wide applications such as clinical diagnosis, drug discovery, food analysis, environ‐
mental monitoring. [89]

The principle of SPR biosensor was shown in Figure 4. Using a Kretschmann configuration,
SPR detects a small refractive index change at the metal/analyte interface, and the informa‐
tion of the molecular interactions can be obtained by measuring the optical intensity (or
phase/polarization) of light reflected from the optical instrument.[88,89] In SPR sensors,
changes in the plasmonic resonance signals at a thin metal film are strongly dependent on
the refractive index (RI) of the medium. SPR biosensors containing a biorecognition mole‐
cule layer can detect minute changes in RI on binding of the special receptors. The sensitivi‐
ty of the SPR biosensor is limited by the magnitude of the refractive index change at the
metal surface, and the minimum SPR shift is detectable by the instrument as a result of rec‐
ognition events occurring between a surface-bound receptor and analyte of interest.

Recently, there is a growing interest to use indirect competitive SPR immunoassays for de‐
tection of environmental contaminants including atrazine, dichloro diphenyl trichloroethane
(DDT), 2,4-D, Benzo(a)pyrene (BaP), biphenyl derivatives, carbaryl, 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodiben‐
zop-dioxin (TCDD), TNT, and so on.[89] BaP, a potential marker of environmental pollution,
is a carcinogenic endocrine disrupting chemical and its content well correlates with the total
amount of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in the environment. An SPR immuno‐
sensor for BaP was reported using the indirect competitive immunoreaction principle with a
detection limit of 10 ppt.[90] Svitel et al.[91] showed the sensitive detection of 2,4-D by ex‐
ploring the binding interaction of dextran matrix with D-glucose and concanavalin A. Shi‐
momura et al.[92] developed an immunosensor for the detection of TCDD,
polychlorobiphenyl (PCB) and atrazine, and found a higher sensitivity with the indirect
competitive assay than the direct assay. A possibility of ultra-highly sensitive detection of
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TNT has been shown by an indirect competitive SPR immunoassay using commercial and
home-made antibodies. Mauriz et al.[93] showed the detection of carbaryl, DDT and chlor‐
pyrifos using a portable SPR instrument, where the immunosensor fabricated by a self-as‐
sembly method is highly stable and regenerable for more than 250 cycles. Despite the
progress has been made, the complex matrix of environmental water samples will still be a
great challenge for the practical applications of SPR biosensor.
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Figure 4. The schematic of SPR biosensor

4.2. Optical biosensor arrays

Analytical microarrays have emerged as powerful tools for high-throughput and rapid anal‐
ysis of multiple analytes.[94] Antibody and hapten arrays are specific quantitative analytical
techniques using antibodies/antigens as highly specific biological recognition elements.
They possess the capability to simultaneously detect numerous analytes in low sample vol‐
umes. Because antibodies have been generated which specifically bind to individual com‐
pounds or groups of structurally related compounds with a wide range of affinities,
immunosensors are inherently more versatile than enzyme-based biosensors. Recent advan‐
ces reported for immunosensor arrays for environmental applications have primarily been
focused on using analyte derivatives as immobilized recognition molecules. For example, Jin
et al.[95] have developed a fluorescent immunosensor system for the detection of bioterror‐
ism agents with high sensitivity, specificity, and reproducibility.

We developed a proof-of-concept development of a novel optic fiber-based immunoarray bi‐
osensor for the detection of multiple small analytes.[96] This was developed through immo‐
bilization of two kinds of hapten conjugates, MC-LR-OVA and NB-OVA, onto the same
fiber optic probe. The technique is significantly different from conventional immunoarray
sensors. Microcystin-LR and trinitrotoluene (TNT) could be detected simultaneously and
specifically within an analysis time of about 10 min for each assay cycle. The limits of detec‐
tion for MC-LR and TNT were 0.04 µg/L and 0.09mg/L, respectively. Good regeneration per‐
formance, binding properties, and robustness of the sensor surface of the proposed
immunoarray biosensor ensure the cost-effective and accurate measurement of small analy‐
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tes. This compact and portable quantitative immunoarray provides an excellent multiple-as‐
say platform for clinical and environmental samples.

There are, however, several limitations in the use of immunosensors for environmental
monitoring applications. For example, the complexity of assay formats; and the number of
specialized reagents (e.g., antibodies, antigens, tracers, etc.) that must be developed and
characterized for each compound; and the limited number of compounds typically deter‐
mined in an individual assay as compared to the multiple compounds that contaminate en‐
vironmental samples.[4-8]

4.3. Emerging optical biosensors

Label-free optical biosensing is a rapidly emerging research area with potential applications
ranging from medical and clinical diagnostics to food safety and environmental detection,
especially for portable, easy-to-use devices.[88,89] Without the use of radioactive or fluores‐
cent labels, the complexity in the detection and screening process significantly reduces and
the intrinsic properties of the target molecules have been few influenced.[88,89] To dated,
the most well established technique for label-free optical biosensing is surface plasmon reso‐
nance (SPR) based biosensor. Recently, several novel optical biosenors such as optical ring
resonator based biosensor, photonic crystal biosensors, and optical nano-biosensors, have
been developed in very small dimensions and allowed to fabricate with standard CMOS
techniques. Although they have little applications in the monitoring of environmental pollu‐
tants, these biosensors have great potential posibilities for on-site real-time detection of mi‐
cro-environment.

4.3.1. Optical ring resonator based biosensors

Optical ring resonator is an emerging sensing technology, in which at least one is a closed
loop coupled some sort of light input and output (see Figure 5).[97] In a ring resonator, the
light propagates in the form of whispering gallery modes (WGMs) or circulating waveguide
modes. When light of the resonant wavelength transports through the loop from input
waveguide, it builds up in intensity over multiple round-trips due to constructive interfer‐
ence and is output to the output bus waveguide which serves as a detector waveguide. [97]

The WGM spectral position is related to the refractive index (RI) through the resonant con‐
dition:θ=2πrneff / m, where r is the ring outer radius, neff the effective RI experienced by the
WGM, and m is an integer. neff changes when the RI near the ring resonator surface is modi‐
fied due to the capture of target molecules on the surface, which in turn leads to a shift in
the WGM spectral position.[98] Thus, by directly or indirectly detecting the WGM spectral
shift, the quantitative detection of targets will be achieved.

4.3.2. Photonic crystal biosensors

Photonic crystal fibres have wavelength-scale morphological microstructures that run along
the entire fiber length by corralling it within a periodic array of microscopic air holes.[99]
Overcoming the limitations of conventional fiber optics, photonic crystal fibers are proving
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to have a multitude of important technological and scientific applications including biosen‐
sors. Due to their well-defined physical properties such as reflectance/ transmittance, pho‐
tonic crystal biosensors are enabled superior levels of sensitivity resulting in precise
detection limits. Photonic crystal biosensors are very small and are possible through cou‐
pling the incident and reflected/transmitted light to optical fibers and analyzing them in re‐
mote locations.

Figure 5. Various ring resonator biosensors

To design a photonic crystal biosensor, some portion of the resonant electric field must be in
contact with liquid media that contains the analyte, providing a surface on which biorecog‐
nition molecules may be adsorbed. Label-free photonic crystal biosensors generally detect
shifts in resonant wavelength or coupling angle caused by the interaction between the target
molecule and the evanescent wave.[99] The narrow spectral linewidth achieved by using
high Q factor passive optical resonators enables sensor systems to resolve smaller wave‐
length shifts associated with the detection of analytes at low concentration, such as environ‐
mental pollutants. Photonic crystals biosensors have been applied for sensing the pH and
ionic strength of solutions, metal ions and trace orgnic pollutants. [100]

4.3.3. Optical nano-biosensors

Recent developments have greatly improved the sensitivity of optical sensors based on
nano-structures and nanoparticles.[101] Optical biosensors have been used to provide a reli‐
able method of monitoring various chemicals in microscopic environments and to detect dif‐
ferent entities within single cells.

Vo-Dinh et al.[102] have designed fiber-optic nanosensors for environmental and biochemi‐
cal monitoring. The nanosensors were fabricated with tapered optical fibers with distal ends
with a 20~500m diameter. Biorecognition molecules, such as antibody, peptides, and nucleic
acids, are immobilized on the fiber tips and designed to be selective to bind target molecules
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(analyte) of interest. This fiber-optic nanosensor has become a powerful tool for measure‐
ments in submicron environments and for probing individual chemical species in specific
locations throughout a living cell due to their small nanoscale sizes. In their previous work,
[103] the nanosensors have been developed for in situ measurements of the carcinogen BaP
inside single cells using the antibody probe. In another study,[102] nanosensors have been
used for the measurement of intracellular concentrations of benzopyrene tetrol (BPT) in the
cytoplasm of human mammary carcinoma cells and rat liver epithelial cells. They performed
calibration measurements of solutions containing different BPT concentrations ranging from
1.56 × 10−10 to 1.56 ×10−8 M. Fiber-optic nanosensors for monitoring single cells have opened
up new applications due to their small sizes, which provide important tools for minimal in‐
vasive analysis at single cellular or subcellular level.

5. Optical biosensors for pollution control and early-warning

The new technologies for environment pollutants, which are rapid, specific, sensitive, cost-
effective, and suitable for real-time on-site detection, have a strong demand due to a large
number of pollutants and their derivates present in surface and ground waters and stricter
regulations for the detection of these pollutants set out by the legislative bodies.[104] Exist‐
ing analysis methods, such as HPLC or GC/MS, are very sensitive at detecting these toxic
targets, however, the analytical procedure are rather complicated and therefore labour-in‐
tensive and time-consuming. Moreover, contaminant concentrations in water courses are
dynamic, changing both as a result of inputs and changes in water flow. With monthly sam‐
pling and analysis, it is extremely unlikely that the maximum concentration for a period of
time can be detected. The need for cheap and general network system (multiple autonomous
analytical stations that extensively control the sites of interest in rivers and lakes) for pollu‐
tion control and early warning has generated great interest.

The EWS is an integrated system for monitoring, analyzing, interpreting, and communicat‐
ing monitoring data, which identify low probability/high-impact contamination events in
sufficient time to be able to safeguard the public health. The ideal integrated EWS should
demonstrate a number of characteristics as following: [104]

• provide a rapid response and warning in sufficient time for action

• covers all potential threats

• exhibit a significant degree of automation, including automatic sampling

• allows acquisition, maintenance, and upgrades at an affordable cost

• require low skill and training

• identify the source of the contaminant

• demonstrate sufficient sensitivity

• give minimal false-positives/false-negatives
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• exhibit robustness and ruggedness in long-term monitoring

• reproducible and verifiable

• allow remote operation

Single device alone may not satisfy all of these requirements. Therefore, an early warning
system network (EWSN) including various detection technologies will be usesful for homo‐
geneous environments such as for rivers and coastal areas. A new generation of monitoring
tools based on sensor technology has emerged in the last decades. Optical biosensors have
proven advantages over other types of sensors for multitarget sensing and continuous real-
time on-site monitoring. Optical biosensors have been integrated into many early warning
systems (EWS) that can provide easy, rapid and on-site measurements. These EWS are use‐
ful for mapping of contamination such as after accidental spills or pollution events.

A number of early warning systems have been developed. For example, J-Mar BiosentryTM

can perform low density microbial suspension detection in drinking water using eight on‐
line sensors and instruments.[105] This system was able to indicate significant visual re‐
sponses to the introduction of E. coli and B. globigii down to concentrations of 600 cfu/mL.
The YSI SondeTM system can simultaneously achieve measurement of conductivity, salini‐
ty, temp, depth, pH, dissolved oxygen, turbidity, chlorophyll and blue-green algae, which
is ideal as early warning of algae blooms with good sensitivity at natural levels. [106]

TOXcontrolTM uses freshly cultivated light emitting bacteria (Vibrio fischeri) as a biological
sensor,[107] which combines the advantages of whole organism toxicity testing and instru‐
mental precision. The luminescence is measured before and after exposition to calculate the
inhibition in percent. The more toxic the sample, the greater the percent light loss from the
test suspension of luminescent bacteria.

The DaphTox II[108] is a new sensitive system to detect hazardous compounds in water
from rivers (source-water protection) based on the Extended Dynamic Daphnia Test. Sam‐
ple  water  (0.5-2  L/h)  continuously  runs  through the  measuring  chamber  containing  the
daphnia. The live images obtained using a CCD-camera are evaluated online with an inte‐
grated PC to analyse changes in the behaviour of the daphnia. If the change is statistically
significant, an alarm is triggered. The method of image analysis enables a series of meas‐
urement methods and plausibility tests to assess the daphnia's behaviour using different
criteria.

Supported by the Water Framework Directive (WFD), the automated water analyser com‐
puter-supported system (AWACSS)[109], based on an optical immunosensor, was the es‐
tablishment  of  an  early-warning  system  by  means  of  a  network  of  measurement  and
control stations. The AWACSS system included four major components: the AWACSS in‐
strument with fluidics control and optical transducer chip, the HTC PAL autosampler for
sample preparation, the personal computer at the sampling site and the server with data‐
base and web site. The sampling site software allows for bi-directional autosampler con‐
trol. Using fluorescence-based immunoassay technology, this system can measure several
organic pollutants at low ng/L in a single few-minutes analysis without any prior sample
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neither pre-concentration nor pre-treatment steps.  A web-based AWACSS system allows
for the internet-based networking between the measurement and control stations,  global
management, trend analysis, and early-warning applications.

6. Key trends and perspectives

There is no doubt that the progress of biosensor technology in recent years makes an im‐
portant contribution to protect human health and local ecosystems.[2-5] However, biosen‐
sors are not  as  successful  as  was expected initially,  and there is  a  challenge to creating
improved, cost-effective, and more reliable instruments. There are many reasons for this,
and a few of them are mentioned here. First, most of the biosensor systems commercially
available today are either prohibitively costly or highly inflexible. Second, the content of
the  environmental  samples  is  complex and vary,  which is  not  like  that  of  clinical  sam‐
ples. It is essential to reduce the effect of matrix of environmental samples on the bioas‐
say. Third, the storage of bio-reagents is one of the key issues to be resolved in long-term
monitoring. Finally, the stability and reliability of biosensors should be improved to satis‐
fy the practical applications.

Optical  biosensors  have  proven advantages  over  other  types  of  sensors  for  multi-target
sensing  and  continuous  monitoring.[4,6-8]  Development  of  new functional  materials  al‐
lows the optical  biosensor to have more practical  applications.  The unique properties of
nano-materials offer excellent prospects for interfacing biological recognition events with
optical transductor and for designing next-generation of biosensors exhibiting novel func‐
tions. Recent technological developments in miniaturizing optical biorecognition elements
and wireless-communication technology have led to the emergence of environmental sen‐
sor networks, which will greatly enhance on-site long-term monitoring ability of the natu‐
ral environment and provide more effective way to deal with the pollution incidents with
less effort and cost.  The trend toward multianalyte sensing and toward biosensor arrays
allow optical  biosensors  become more compact,  robust,  smaller  and adaptable  for  rapid
toxicity screening, multianalyte testing, and continuous on-site monitoring of environmen‐
tal pollutants.  Moreover, biosensor will  offer strong potential for researchers to more ef‐
fectively investigate and understand diverse environmental phenomena, including the fate
and transport of contaminants,  which provide novel insights into the mechanisms of re‐
mediation. The number of opportunities to incorporate new science and technology into
optical biosensor systems is almost overwhelming. In the near future, we believe that op‐
tical biosensor will provide the most productive paths to solve real problems in everyday
life.
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Biomimetic Sensors for
Rapid Testing of Water Resources

Jill M. Grimme and Donald M. Cropek

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter

http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/52438

1. Introduction

Environmental monitoring is a critical mission of the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers due to its
commitment to support not only the soldiers, but also to maintain the environment on military
lands and installations. The detection of contaminants present in the environment, specifically
water resources, is vital to ensure the safety of soldiers at forward base locations and to promote
the sustainable usage of military lands. Therefore, fieldable, robust, and sensitive detection
mechanisms are required for screening applications that provide rapid environmental
assessment. Typically, sensor and detector research focuses on new techniques and methods
to characterize a sample for an analyte of interest. A metric that must be satisfied for success
is the selectivity of the sensor, i.e., how well it can measure only a particular analyte without
response to other closely related chemicals. Under certain conditions, it makes sense to use
sensors with specificity. However, a quantitative result alone does not translate easily to a
measure of toxicity to the soldier or to an assessment of environmental impact. Further, the
uncertainties inherent to unfamiliar and frequently hostile environments preclude exact
knowledge of a complete set of potential analytes.

Our Biomimetic Sensor for Rapid Testing of Water Resources program at the Construction
Engineering Research Laboratory (ERDC-CERL) was initiated precisely to investigate and
advance aspects of miniaturized microfluidic devices for toxicity sensing. This work package
represents a change in the sensor and detector paradigm typical of legacy Corps of Engineer
analytical research. Providing the soldier in the military environment with a rapid, universal
indicator of a chemical threat may prove more powerful and vital than identifying what
compound is present. Our goal in this program was to assess the property of overall toxicity,
rather than acquisition of a compendium of individual chemical concentrations. The chosen
way to acquire this property was to expose the water sample of interest to a population of
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living cells where we ascertain the harmful impact of the sample on cellular metabolism,
function and communication.

Most commercially available rapid toxicity screening test kits use luminescent bacteria,
photosynthetic algae, or plant enzymes to monitor toxicity via luminescence or colorimetric
assay, which report a decrease in cellular respiration or enzyme turnover in relation to the
toxicity of the test sample (http://www.epa.gov/nrmrl/std/etv/vt-ams.html#rtts). From a
soldier health perspective, however, the use of mammalian (human) cell-based biosensors for
rapid risk assessments would be more beneficial due to the direct correlation of the toxicity
data to the human health effects on the soldiers. Therefore, many of the sensing mechanisms
we are developing integrate more biorelevant cells for specific major organ systems into the
sensing platform. Further, we maintain a more ambitious goal to move beyond homogeneous
cell culture to an intelligently designed heterogeneous population of multiple cell types that
recapitulates in vivo tissue function. Depending on the final application however, these same
sensor platforms could be populated with fish and animal cells/tissues when direct environ‐
mental impact analyses are required on particular strata of an ecosystem.

Cell-based biosensors utilize immobilized living cells (either prokaryote or eukaryote) as the
biorecognition element. The impact of the chemical stimulus on the cell generates changes to
the intracellular or extracellular biochemistry that are most frequently detected either electri‐
cally or optically [1, 2]. While the cellular response may require an incubation time with the
contaminant that increases total analysis time, the ability of cells to respond to minute changes
in their complex environment imbues cell-based biosensors with high sensitivity and more
importantly for our task, biorelevance. Also, the ability of the biosensor to report the bioavail‐
ability of a compound may be more critical than the analytical determination that the com‐
pound is present. Unlike some current biorecognition based sensors that utilize antibodies,
aptamers, or other analyte-specific binding mechanisms, biosensors incorporating intact living
cells can respond to emerging or little known chemical or biological threats and can be engaged
as broad spectrum screening tools [1]. Finally, by exploiting the biochemical response of the
living cell to the entire complex composition of a water sample, we can ascertain additive and
synergistic effects impossible to discern using a suite of selective sensors.

Despite the advantages of using cell-based biosensors, there are non-trivial obstacles to
consider when incorporating living cells onto a device to be used in austere environments.
Perturbations in temperature, pH, oxygen/carbon dioxide levels, nutrients, and sterility can
all have deleterious effects on the survivability of the cell population thus rendering the
biosensor less reliable or simply unusable. Therefore, maintaining a well-defined and healthy
cell population with adequate controls presents the most difficult challenge for the develop‐
ment and wide spread usage of cell-based biosensors.

Recognizing these hurdles, we formed a collaborative research effort that aimed to create
sensors that instantly alert personnel to a toxic threat in water by designing, building, and
testing microfluidic devices that accurately replicate the physiological response of an organ
structure to contaminants in water. We are developing both electrical and optical transduction
methods for the detection and translation of the cell’s physiological response to a water
toxicant. The ultimate goal of the project was the development of a microfluidic platform that
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housed a complete set of three-dimensional (3D) “organs” reconstructed from heterogeneous
cell/tissue populations that worked in a physiologically realistic manner to represent the
circulatory pattern of an entire organism (e.g., human). With the understanding that recapit‐
ulating a truly physiologically accurate “body on a chip” is a momentous task, we have focused
our research efforts to develop tools, technology and scientific knowledge that bring us closer
to this vision. This chapter describes several of the resultant scientific collaborations with
academic partners in this biomimetic sensor program.

A class of in vitro tissue models known as micro-cell culture analogs (µCCAs) has been
developed by pioneering research in the laboratory of Dr. Michael Shuler at Cornell University
[3-5]. Micro-CCAs are composed of a microfluidic platform that allows multiple “organs” to
be combined in a physiologically realistic manner. Such a device is a tangible representation
of a physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) model that translates in vivo conditions
such as liquid to cell ratios, fluid residence times, and physiological shear stress that are
realistic to each organ type into parameters that can be integrated into a microfluidic device
through microfabrication. Therefore, each organ is recreated on the chip with cells housed in
a precisely designed organ chamber [6] (Figure 1). The evolutionary design of the µCCA has
increased from three chambers [5], to four chambers [7] and includes more complex organs
and tissue types such as fat cells, which may alter the response [8]. Additionally, one of the
main routes of toxicant introduction into the body is through oral ingestion and subsequent
absorption from the gastrointestinal (GI) system, which represents first pass metabolism.
Therefore, a critical component to the µCCA was the inclusion of the GI system mimic (Figure
2). We have developed a GI module that incorporates a mixture of cell types to better mimic
realistic intestinal cell populations, which include absorptive enterocytes and mucus produc‐
ing goblet-like cells [9-11]. The mixture of cells is cultured on a microporous membrane to
allow introduction of the analyte of interest at the apical side, but limits passage to the
basolateral side to only those analytes that successfully pass through the functional GI cell
barrier layer (Figure 2C). For total system recirculation, a peristaltic pump is used with tubing
connecting the analyte source and the apical GI surface (for continuous “ingestion”), and the
basolateral GI surface is connected to the µCCA body chip (Figure 2A and 2B). Devices such
as these are valuable not only as tools for toxicity screening but also as tools for screening drug
candidates, indicating drug efficacies and side effects as well as combinatorial effects from
mixtures of compounds, thus lessening the dependence on animal models.

Figure 1. Micro-CCA device with fabricated organ chambers. Image provided by M. Shuler.
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Figure 2. (A) Image of the systemic µCCA. Organ chambers and channels are fabricated to accurately scale the cham‐
ber size and the interconnecting channels so they are representative of in vivo circulating conditions for those organs.
The other tissues of the body were represented by the external de-bubbler, which was a 200 µL reservoir. (B) Image of
the systemic and GI tract µCCA experimental set-up. (C) The GI module housed in a plexiglass chamber with cells seed‐
ed on a semiporous membrane. Images provided by M. Shuler.

2. Electrochemical detection methods for cellular stress biomarkers

One type of cellular response to a toxicant is through the generation of extracellular biomark‐
ers. In this manner, we can transform a toxicity response to a contaminant suite into a bio‐
marker concentration. The main focus of our collaboration with Dr. Scott Banta at Columbia
University is the generation of a streamlined platform for the rapid development of new
biosensors that can be used to detect virtually any desired protein biomarker target. The overall
selectivity and sensitivity of the biosensor are dependent not only on the recognition element,
but also on the transducer used to detect the response. Therefore, our research combines
generation of novel biorecognition elements with electrochemical transduction to fabricate
powerful selective sensing modalities [12].

The process we have developed includes: biomarker (target) selection and immobilization,
phage display to select binding peptides, peptide synthesis with a terminal thiol, quartz crystal
microbalance (QCM) for in-situ monitoring of peptide immobilization, and analyte detection
using electrochemical techniques (Figure 3A). Target selection involves several rounds of M13
phage display followed by enrichment of short unstructured peptides that bind to the desired
target with increased affinity. For the sensor performance, the selected, final round peptides
are chemically synthesized and immobilized on a gold surface, allowing for detection of the
target using QCM (Figure 3B) or electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) (Figure 3C).
The use of short unstructured peptides over more complex protein-based affinity scaffolds has
several advantages: 1) peptides are stable and resistant to harsh environments, 2) peptides can
be synthesized easily and inexpensively, and 3) peptides can be more amenable than antibodies
to engineering at the molecular level due to their smaller size. In addition, peptide immobili‐
zation on gold electrodes has been well established.

We demonstrated the utility of this approach by creating a novel peptide-based electrochem‐
ical biosensor for the enzymes alanine transaminase (ALT), a well known biomarker of
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hepatotoxicity. The sensor was prepared using the selected ALT peptide that had been
modified with a C-terminal cysteine to facilitate the immobilization on a gold surface. Once
the peptide had been immobilized, any remaining bare gold was blocked by the addition of
free cysteine to prevent non-specific binding of the target directly to the gold surface. The
binding and blocking processes were monitored by QCM, cyclic voltammetry (CV) and EIS.
The peptide immobilization resulted in a frequency drop in the QCM signal due to the
increased mass loading, a drop in current was detectable by CV, and an impedance increase
in the EIS due to the blocking of the gold surface. The packing density of the surface-bound
peptide can be calculated using the Sauerbrey equation [13]:

 m ff C x mD = - D (1)

where Δfm is the frequency change due to mass loading, Δm is the mass change at the QCM
crystal surface and Cf = 0.0566 Hz/(ng/cm2) for a 5 MHz AT-cut crystal at 20°C. The frequency
drop of the QCM due to the immobilization of the peptide was roughly 21 Hz, which correlates
to a packing density of 2x10-10 mol/cm2 or 1.2x1014 molecule/cm2 using a peptide molecular
weight of 1851 g/mol.

Next QCM, CV and EIS were used to demonstrate the affinity and specificity of the immobi‐
lized peptide for ALT (Figures 4 and 5). A frequency drop (Df = -31 Hz) in QCM was observed
upon binding of ALT versus the frequency of the sensor in buffer alone (Figure 4A). A current
decrease in CV (Figure 4B) as well as a large impedance increase (Figure 4C) was measured
upon addition of ALT, while buffer alone resulted in no change.

Figure 5 shows the specificity of the peptide (Au-Peptide) for ALT over streptavidin (SA) or
bovine serum albumin (BSA). The greatest frequency change of -31 Hz was observed with
ALT. Although a small frequency change (about -3 Hz) was seen with SA and BSA, this change
may be due to a small amount of non-specific binding of the proteins to unoccupied sites on
the surface or non-specific interactions with the peptide itself.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram illustrating the general process of biosensor development. (A) Work flow diagram for
biosensor development: 1. Target protein biomarker selection, 2. Phage display selection, 3. Peptide synthesis, 4. QCM
diagnosis, 5. Biomarker detection. B) The basic principle of QCM where the binding of the target protein to the immo‐
bilized peptides causes a frequency change in the oscillation of the quartz crystal. C) The basic principle of EIS where
the binding of the target protein to the immobilized peptides causes increased resistance to the reaction of an added
redox couple.
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Figure 5. Specificity of the ALT biosensor. The shift in QCM frequency in response to injections of SA, BSA or ALT on
the Au-Peptide modified crystal. The concentrations of all three solutions were 10 µg/mL.

For quantitative measurements, CV was not performed due to the limited detection range since
the current decreases upon target binding. Therefore, we performed only QCM and EIS using
a range of ALT concentrations (Figure 6). A quantitative response was observed for both QCM
(Figure 6A) and EIS (Figure 6B) for the range of ALT concentrations tested. The LOD obtained
by QCM is 60 ng/mL, while EIS has a LOD of 92 ng/mL. The sensitivity of the QCM system
was 8.9 +/- 0.9 Hz/(mg/mL), while the sensitivity of the EIS system was 142 +/- 12 impedance
percentage change %/(mg/mL). The quantitative response achieved for both QCM and EIS
validates that both methods could be used as a sensing technique in quantitative ALT
measurements.

Figure 4. Sensor operation. A) QCM frequency change of Au-Peptide electrode in Buffer alone and in 10 mg/mL ALT,
B) CV of Au-Peptide electrode before (Baseline) and after Buffer alone or ALT binding, C) EIS of Au-Peptide before
(Baseline) and after Buffer alone or ALT binding. After incubation in Buffer or 10 mg/mL ALT, the electrodes were
transferred to 1 mM solution of Fe(CN)6

4-/3- in 0.1 M NaClO4 for the EIS measurements.
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Figure 6. Response curves of ALT binding. Measurements were made using QCM (shown as absolute value of fre‐
quency change) (A) and EIS (B). Each run was performed using a single electrode with successive tests in ALT solutions
from low to high concentration. The apparent amount of bound ALT (NALT) for the QCM measurements was calculated
using Eqn. 1 and is shown on the right ordinate. Error bars represent standard deviations obtained from triplicate
measurements.

In addition to the generation of this ALT-specific recognition element, we have developed a
recognition element for the cardiac specific biomarker, troponin I (TnI) [13, 14]. Again, phage
display was employed to generate the recognition peptide while QCM and EIS validated and
quantified the binding events and specificity of the peptide for the target, TnI. Therefore, the
generation of a peptide recognition element specific for the binding of either ALT or TnI
followed by immobilization onto a gold surface for signal transduction supports this method
of biorecognition element generation for the detection of any specific cellular stress biomarker.
The recognition peptide provides the next step toward increasing stability over antibodies, but
quantitative impact versus longevity depends upon how it is used in a more mature device.
We are currently engaged in transitioning the peptide recognition schemes onto a fieldable
chip. Reuse conditions for the chip must also be investigated but likely involves introduction
of a release buffer with glycine-HCl.

We recognize that gold components within microfluidic devices, specifically as electrode
materials, are prone to biofouling. In an effort to use an electrode material both more resistant
to biofouling and possessing a larger potential range compared to noble metal electrodes
[15-17], we developed a new method for the fabrication of carbon paste electrodes (CPEs) that
optimizes their stability in a flow-based microfluidic device [18]. The greater stability of these
CPEs results from exploiting beneficial properties of both soft and rigid composites, which are
used as the binder, during CPE fabrication. As a result of our collaboration with Dr. Charles
Henry at Colorado State University, we have developed a mixed binder to create on-chip CPEs
for flow-based devices. The mixed binder composed of a soft composite (mineral oil) and a
rigid composite (poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS)) enhanced the overall CPE robustness and
electrochemistry over that of a CPE fabricated with mineral oil or PDMS alone. Analysis of the
CPE performance was carried out using cyclic voltammetry in static solutions or amperometry
with flow injection analysis.

The CPEs are fabricated simply by filling channels molded in previously cross-linked PDMS
using a method analogous to screen printing with the CPE mixture, which is composed of
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graphite powder and the PDMS:mineral oil binder (Figure 7). Further, we demonstrated that
the PDMS: mineral oil CPEs can easily be chemically modified for the detection of biologically
relevant molecules. The monitoring of thiols provides an indication of the functioning of
numerous critical cellular pathways [19, 20]. Traditional carbon paste electrodes can be used
to detect thiols, however, they suffer from low peak currents due to poor interactions between
the carbon and the thiols. Therefore, we added the electrocatalytic reagent cobalt phthalocya‐
nine (CoPC), which is widely used as a reduction/oxidation mediator for lowering the
overpotential of thiols [21-23], to decrease decrease the detection potential and increase the
peak current obtainable with carbon electrodes. The model analyte dithiothreitol (DTT) was
used to demonstrate the sensitivity of the CoPC modified CPEs for the detection of thiols.
Cyclic voltammetry and amperometry were used to compare the CoPC modified CPEs to bare
CPEs (Figure 8). The detectable electrocatalytic process occurs in two steps that involve the
initial electrochemical oxidation of Co(II)phthalocyanine followed by the chemical oxidation
of DTT as it regenerates the Co(II)phthalocyanine [23]. Figure 8A shows the cyclic voltammo‐
grams of a CoPC modified CPE (solid line) versus an unmodified CPE (dashed line) of 1 mM
DTT in MES buffer (2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid, 30 mM, pH 7.4). Under these
conditions, the unmodified CPE failed to detect the DTT whereas the expected oxidation peak
of DTT was observed for the CoPC modified CPE [24]. We evaluated the performance of the
CPEs for DTT detection with respect to the amount of CoPC added to the graphite and
determined that a mixture of 12% CoPC in graphite performed the best (data not shown). Also,
the composition of the binder was investigated to identify the best DTT detection performance,
and the ratio of 2:3 PDMS:mineral oil was optimal to maintain robustness and electrochemical
performance. The secondary means to characterize the performance of the CoPC modified
CPEs involved flow injection analysis using amperometric detection for the continuous
detection of DTT (Figure 8B). Using a CoPC modified electrode, we observed nearly a 2-fold
improvement in the electrochemical signal (4.0 ± 0.2 nA (n = 3) versus 2.5 ± 0.2 nA (n = 3)) for
a bare CPE for 100 µM DTT. Additionally, the limit of detection (LOD, defined as the concen‐
tration yielding a 3x larger signal than baseline noise) for DTT with a CoPC modified CPE was
2.5 ± 0.2 µM (n = 5) versus 16.8 µM (n = 5) for an unmodified CPE.

Figure 7. Flow-based microfluidic system using CPEs. (A) Schematic for electrode fabrication process (side view), (B)
Photogragh of electrode alignment in a microfluidic device for the flow injection system with amperometric detection
(top) and for cyclic voltammetry study (bottom). Size of electrodes: 250 µm wide and 50 µm deep. Electrode spacing
(center-to-center), 300 µm. Microfluidic channel dimension: 250 µm wide, 50 µm deep and 2.5 cm long. Reproduced
by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Figure 8. Comparison of working electrode performance for DTT detection between CoPC modified CPE (solid line)
and unmodified CPE (dashed line). (A) Cyclic voltammograms of 1 mM DTT in 30 mM MES buffer, pH 7. (B) Flow injec‐
tion analysis with amperometric detection of 100 µM DTT using 30 mM MES, pH 7, as a running buffer. Paste composi‐
tion ratio is 5 : 3 : 2 (graphite:oil:PDMS). Off-chip reference and auxiliary electrodes were used. Applied potential: 0.2 V
(vs. Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl)) for both types of working electrodes with Pt wire as an auxiliary electrode. Flow rate: 60 mL
min-1. Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Next, we chemically modified the CPEs with multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) for the
detection of catecholamines.  The importance of the ability to detect  biologically relevant
compounds from cells is critical not only for our current application of detection of toxic
compounds in the environment, but also for the detection or monitoring of debilitating diseases.
Catecholamines like dopamine are known to be involved in the progression of neurological
diseases such as Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s [25, 26]. Using the MWCNT modified CPEs, we
were able to detect the release of dopamine from cultured rat PC12 cells. The data for the flow
injection analysis for the detection of 10 µM dopamine is shown in Figure 9 using both MWCNT
modified (solid line) and unmodified (dashed line) CPEs. A more significant improvement in
signal was observed for the MWCNT modified CPEs when detecting catecholamines, namely
dopamine, than shown above for DTT. We determined that the lowest dopamine concentra‐
tion detectable by MWCNT modified CPEs was 50 nM whereas concentrations below 500 nM
for unmodified CPEs were undetectable. This order of magnitude increase in detection likely
results from the increased surface area of the electrode achieved with the addition of the
MWCNTs and therefore, the peak currents obtained for the CPEs.

We also observed the release of catecholamines from PC12 cells upon exposure to high
concentrations of potassium. At each time point, the catecholamine released was measured
from potassium-stimulated PC12 cells (6 x 104 cells/time point) using the flow injection analysis
system with MWCNT modified CPEs. Figure 10 shows the plot of the peak area versus time
for the duration of potassium exposure. At three minutes, the calculated concentration of
released catecholamine was estimated to be 3.6 µM (58.3 pM/cell). Concentrations of catechol‐
amine released by PC12 cells upon exocytotic events have been reported to be 67 µM [27, 28]
or 20-160 µM dopamine from 1.3 x 104 cells exposed to calcium stimulation [29]. The lower
levels of catecholamines detected by our system may be the result of very low capture efficiency
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of this non-optimized CPE design. Interestingly, it is likely that neuronal cells, like PC12s, have
a process to re-uptake catecholamines, and this common theory is supported by the sharp
decrease in catecholamine signal we observed with our MWCNT modified CPE system at time
points after the significant release that occurs at three minutes.

Figure 10. Effect of potassium on catecholamine release from PC12 cells. 6.15 x 104 cells were stimulated at each time
point. Supernatant was removed and stored on ice until analysis. All experimental conditions same as in Fig. 9. Repro‐
duced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.

The ability to determine the biological consequences of known and unknown toxicants is
essential for the protection of the environment and soldier health. We have generated a novel
approach for the development of carbon paste electrodes that are integrated, robust, and low
cost for microfluidic detection of extracellular biomarkers [18]. Figs 8B and 9 show that the
CPEs are stable and reusable over many cycles, although the exact number of cycles depends
upon the sample matrix and the run conditions. The CPEs can be readily modified to monitor
biologically informative species, which can indicate the cellular responses to environmental
stimuli. With its simple modification scheme to introduce electrode selectivity and its intricate
design capability allowing for detailed electrode features, this biosensing system can be easily
incorporated into many detection platforms.

3. Cell-based sensor designs

We have developed a simple and direct in vitro method to control the alignment and elongation
of cells in order to form self-organized 3D tissues as part of a collaborative effort with Dr. Ali

Figure 9. Flow injection analysis of dopamine. Comparison of unmodified CPE (dashed line) and MWCNT modified
CPE (solid line). Sequential injections of 10 µM dopamine. Off-chip reference and auxiliary electrodes were used. Ap‐
plied potential: 0.6 V (vs. Ag/AgCl (3M KCl)) with Pt wire as an auxiliary electrode. Flow rate: 60 mL min-1. Reproduced
by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Khademhosseini’s laboratory at Harvard University. By harnessing the intrinsic potential of
certain cells to form aligned tissues in vivo, we can generate functional tissues in vitro by
confining the cells in the appropriate 3D microarchitecture [30]. Cells possessing the prereq‐
uisite ability to self-organize in vivo include fibroblasts, myoblasts, endothelial cells, and
cardiac stem cells. The process involves embedding the cells in microengineered 3D gelatin
methacrylate (GelMA) hydrogels, which are micropatterned into high aspect ratio rectangular
constructs. In contrast, the cellular alignment in unpatterned microconstructs remained
random. By precisely controlling this microgeometry, we can induce the controlled cellular
alignment and elongation throughout the entire engineered construct in a user-defined
manner. We envision this technology to enable the construction of engineered functional 3D
tissues with aligned cells and anisotropic function. Additionally, we extended this technology
for the development of a cell-based biosensor for the detection of cardiotoxicity in real-time
by following changes in cardiomyocyte beating properties [31].

To demonstrate the control of cellular alignment and elongation properties in vitro, we encapsu‐
lated 3T3-fibroblasts (10 x 106 cell/mL) in a GelMA construct (800 µm (l) x 150 µm (h) x 50 µm
(w)). A 1 mm border surrounded the multiple parallel microconstructs to serve as an unpat‐
terned control (Figure 11). The GelMA macromer concentration (5% w/v, ~80% methacryla‐
tion degree) was chosen to maintain the mechanical stiffness but still preserve cell viability and
allow the micropatterning of the intricate cell-laden features. After 1 day, elongation of the cells
was observed mainly along the edges of the micropatterns and followed the major axis of the
channel, but spread throughout the construct by 4-5 days. The lower series of panels illus‐
trates the lack of alignment within the unstructured GelMA. Additionally, the elongation and
alignment responses could be controlled by the cell density, hydrogel concentration, and culture
time (data not shown) further demonstrating the ability to fine tune these cellular properties.

Figure 11. Cell morphology and organization as a function of time in patterned and unpatterned microconstructs.
Patterning 3T3-fibroblast-laden 5% GelMA hydrogels into high aspect ratio rectangular microconstructs (50 µm (w) x
800 µm (l) x 150 µm (h)) induced cellular alignment and elongation, while cellular orientation in unpatterned hydro‐
gels remained random. (A) Rhodamine B stained GelMA hydrogel construct shows patterned and unpatterned re‐
gions. (B) Representative phase contrast images of 3T3-fibroblasts (10 x 106 cells/mL) encapsulated in patterned (top
row) and unpatterned regions of the GelMA hydrogel (bottom row) on days 1, 3 and 5 of culture show that elonga‐
tion increases over time for all hydrogels, while alignment is only induced in patterned constructs.
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We quantitatively analyzed the effects of microgeometry by patterning cells in GelMA
constructs with a standard length and height but varying widths (800 µm (l) x 150 µm (h) x
200, 100 or 50 µm (w)) (Figure 12). We observed a strong correlation between the ability of cells
to align and elongate throughout the construct with the decrease in width. Alignment was
assessed by counting cells whose nuclei were within 10° of the preferred nuclear orientation
as described [32]. Overall nuclear alignment and shape index were evaluated with NIH ImageJ
software to evaluate cell alignment and elongation [33, 34]. The narrowest microconstruct had
the best alignment with 64 ±8% of cells aligned (Figure 12A), and this increased to ~90% if the
preferred nuclear orientation was defined to within 20° (Figure 12F). That alignment percent‐
age decreased with increased channel width resulting in 40 ±6% for the 100 µm and 31 ±8% for
the 200 µm channels. However, compared to the unpatterned control, the 100 µm channel was
still statistically different (p < 0.01). The 200 µm channel was not statistically different and the
unpatterned control showed only 19 ±9% alignment to the construct (Figure 12A). In compar‐
ing the nuclear shape index (Figure 12B), the results were consistent with the lowest mean
nuclear shape index corresponding to the 50 µm wide rectangular microconstructs (0.807
±0.02). The 100 µm and 200 µm wide micropatterns displayed 0.869 ±0.03 and 0.917 ±0.02 mean
nuclear shape indices, respectively, while the unpatterned control had a mean nuclear shape
index of 0.923 ±0.03 (Figure 12B). Figures 12G-J show representative images of the unpatterned
and patterned microconstructs where increasing cell alignment and elongation is visible in
constructs of decreasing width.

Next, we expanded the number of cell types used for micropatterning to include additional,
self-organizing cells (human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC), rodent myoblasts
(C2C12), and rodent cardiac side population cells (CSP)) and non-organizing cells (Hep-G2)
to investigate the applicability of this technique to engineer a variety of tissues representative
of vascular system, skeletal muscle, and myocardial tissues, respectively (Figure 13). Accu‐
rately mimicking the in vivo microarchitecture of these systems would require highly elongat‐
ed, organized and aligned cell-ECM constructs. As a control, we selected a cell type that lacks
the intrinsic potential for self alignment in vivo or in vitro, human liver carcinoma cells (Hep-
G2). All cells were encapsulated in 5% (w/v) GelMA and micropatterned in 50 µm wide
rectangular microconstructs. After a five day culture time, the patterned and unpatterned cells
were stained with DAPI and phalloidin to visualize cell nuclei and F-actin, respectively (Figure
13A and B). Images revealed the HUVEC, C2C12, and CSP cells to be highly aligned, elongated,
and interconnected along the major axis of the micropatterned hydrogels. In contrast, the
unpatterned cells remained random with minimal nuclear organization observed only at the
edges of the hydrogel. Significant differences were observed upon quantitative analysis for
both cellular alignment and elongation (Figure 13C) as well as for mean nuclear shape index
(Figure 13D) for the HUVEC, C2C12 and CSP cells when comparing the patterned to unpat‐
terned constructs. Consistent with the lack of intrinsic potential, Hep-G2 cells did not show a
significant difference in observed alignment and elongation between the patterned and
unpatterned hydrogel constructs, but rather formed cell clusters of multiple cell nuclei
regardless of the aspect ratio of the microconstructs. Therefore, the in vivo ability of cells to
form aligned tissues is required to promote this alignment and elongation behavior in vitro via
specified microgeometry.
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In the quest to form a 3D tissue construct, we tested the ability of the self-assembly properties
of the microconstructs by generating a closely spaced rectangular array of cell-laden GelMA
hydrogels (Figure 14). We again used 3T3-fibroblasts embedded in 5% (w/v) GelMA patterned
into 50 µm wide microconstructs that were spaced 200 µm apart. After four days, the micro‐
constructs had merged in some sections along the channel (Figure 14A, red arrows). The
merging continued until day seven when the constructs had completely converged into a larger
macroscale tissue construct (~ 1cm2) (Figure 14B). F-actin staining of the macroscale tissue
revealed a fiber network that was aligned in one direction along the major axis of the micro‐
patterns and extended across the voids between the micropillars once the constructs fully
converged (Figure 14C).

Since a major goal of this research program is the development of portable devices that can
monitor toxicity, we applied the ability to form a 3D microengineered hydrogel for the
development of a cell-based biosensor capable of detecting cardiotoxicity using lens-free
imaging [31]. We have developed a cell-based biosensor that utilizes cardiomyocytes that are
imaged using a lens-free imaging technique with a complementary metal oxide semi-conduc‐
tor (CMOS) imaging module extracted from a standard webcam. The cardiomyocytes are
derived from mouse embryonic stem cells (ESCs) and tested for the changes in beating rates

Figure 12. Cell elongation and alignment as a function of microconstruct width. Decreasing the width of patterned
rectangular 5% GelMA microstructures (800 µm (l) x 150 µm (h)) increased 3T3-fibroblast alignment as well as nuclear
elongation after 5 days of culture. (A) Mean percentage of aligned cell nuclei (within 10° of preferred nuclear orienta‐
tion) shows 100 µm constructs were significantly more aligned than unpatterned controls, while 50 µm constructs
were significantly more aligned than all other groups. (B) Mean nuclear shape index (circularity = 4*π*area/perime‐
ter2) shows a similar pattern with 100 µm constructs having a significantly lower index than unpatterned controls,
while 50 µm constructs were significantly different than all other groups. (C), (D), (E) and (F) Histograms of the relative
alignment in 10° increments demonstrates increased cellular alignment with decreased microconstruct width. (G), (H),
(I) and (J) Representative phase contrast images of unpatterned, 200 µm, 100 µm and 50 µm wide microconstructs,
respectively, show significantly increased cell alignment and elongation inside the constructs with decreasing width.
(Error bars: ± SD; ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.01).
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and beat-to-beat variations upon exposure to known cardiotoxic compounds, isoprenaline and
doxorubicin. Figure 15 shows a schematic of the experimental setup with the CMOS module
positioned below the cardiomyocytes cultured in a commercially available chamber slide while
the white LED light source, controlled by a pinhole, is positioned over the cell culture. The
beating responses are monitored in real-time via an imaging processing program. Initial
characterization of the lens-free system prior to exposing the cardiomyocytes to any drugs
involved the cells being cultured in standard medium and the beating rates monitored
continually for 150 minutes (Figure 16). An average of 100 beats per minute was observed and
was consistent with literature reports [35, 36]. Only a 3% variation was measured in the beating
rates and indicated the cells displayed normal beating patterns.

In order to measure the chronotropic effects of a drug on our cardiomyocytes-based biosensor,
we selected two drugs with opposing effects: isoprenaline is a sympathomimetic β-adrenergic
agonist drug that can cause an abnormally increased heart rate (tachycardia) and doxorubicin
is an anti-cancer drug with side effects that can lead to an abnormally decreased heart rate
(bradycardia). In the case of isoprenaline, different concentrations (1, 5, 10, and 100 nM) were
dissolved in culture medium and added to the chamber slide. Measurements were collected
consecutively for 20s over a period of 1 min. Figure 17A shows the increases in relative beating

Figure 13. Cell elongation and alignment in multiple cell types. Patterning cell-laden 5% GelMA hydrogels into rec‐
tangular microconstructs (50 µm (w) x 800 µm (l) x 150 µm (h)) induced cellular alignment and elongation after 5 days
of culture only in cell types possessing an intrinsic potential to organize into aligned tissues in vivo, while cellular ori‐
entation in unpatterned parts of the same hydrogels remained random. Representative z-stack overlays of DAPI/F-ac‐
tin staining of (A) patterned and (B) unpatterned hydrogels laden with HUVEC, C2C12, CSP, and Hep-G2 cells
respectively show patterning induced aligned and elongated cell-network formations in HUVEC, C2C12 and CSP cells
and patterning independent cell-cluster formations in Hep-G2 cells. (C) Mean % of aligned cell nuclei (within 10° of
preferred orientation) shows patterned HUVEC-, C2C12- and CSP-laden constructs were significantly more aligned
than unpatterned controls, while in Hep-G2-laden constructs patterning failed to induce cell alignment. (D) Mean nu‐
clear shape index (circularity = 4*π*area/ perimeter2) similarly shows patterned HUVEC-, C2C12- and CSP-laden con‐
structs were significantly more elongated than unpatterned controls, while in Hep-G2-laden constructs patterning
failed to induce cell elongation. (Error bars: ± SD; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001)
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rates corresponding to the increase in isoprenaline concentration. After introduction of the
isoprenaline, the time interval between the beats became shorter and a new pulse pattern was
observed that indicated an increase in the beating rate (Figure 17B). Following a 12 min
exposure, the beating rates as a function of isoprenaline concentration were compared (Figure
17C). The beating rates increased 24% and 44% for 1 and 5 nM isoprenaline, respectively, and
70% for both 10 and 100 nM. This resulted in a statistical difference between 1, 5 and 10 nM,
but not between 10 and 100 nM. The patterns we observed are consistent with reported studies.

Figure 14. Self-assembly of multiple aligned microconstructs into a macroscale and aligned 3D tissue construct. 3T3-
fibroblast-laden 5% GelMA hydrogels patterned into rectangular microconstructs (50 µm (w) x 800 µm (l) x 150 µm
(h)) spaced 200 µm apart self-assembled into macroscale and aligned 3D tissue constructs after 7 days of culture
through convergence of multiple, aligned microconstructs. (A) Rhodamine B stained hydrogel shows initial microcon‐
struct spacing of 200 µm at day 0; representative phase contrast images of cell-laden microconstructs at days 1, 4 and
7, respectively, show focal points of contact between neighboring aligned microconstructs at day 4 (red arrows) and
formation of a macroscale 3D tissue construct at day 7. (B) Image of a 1 cm x 1 cm, self-assembled 3D tissue construct
at day 7. (C) Representative F-Actin staining of the middle xy-plane of a macroscale 3D tissue construct shows oriented
actin fiber organization in a single direction.

Figure 15. Schematic of the experimental setup. ESC-derived cardiomyocytes were plated on a chamber slide. The
white LED and pinhole combination was used as a light source for imaging the beating cardiomyocytes. The real-time
beating rates of the cardiomyocytes were measured using the CMOS imaging module which was controlled by an im‐
age processing program. Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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[36, 37]. An increasing isoprenaline concentration resulted in an increase in the beat-to-beat
variation (Figure 17D).

Figure 17. Chronotropic effects of cardiomyocytes under treatment of different concentrations of isoprenaline (1, 5,
10 and 100 nM). (A) The change in beating rate. The beating rates increased after isoprenaline injection. (B) A plot of
the image difference value. A pulse pattern was observed. The decreased beating intervals were observed clearly after
isoprenaline was injected. (C) The change in beating rates over time during the first 12 min after treatment of isopre‐
naline. (D) The beat-to-beat variations. Beat-to-beat variations increased under treatment of isoprenaline. * shows a
significant difference in variance (p < 0.05). For statistical analysis, one-way ANOVA was used. Reproduced by permis‐
sion of The Royal Society of Chemistry.

As expected for doxorubicin, exposure to the drug slowed beating rates in a time dependent
manner (Figure 18A). Again, the drug was dissolved in culture medium at various concentra‐
tions (10, 100, 200 and 300 µM) and added to the chamber slide. The measurements were

Figure 16. Characterization of the lensfree cardiotoxicity detector. Prior to injection of the drugs, the ESC-derived car‐
diomyocytes were cultured in normal medium and their beating rates were observed for 150 min. The beating rates
were stable and the beating signal had a regular pulse pattern. Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of
Chemistry.
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collected consecutively for 30s for a period of 5 min. The higher concentrations (200 and 300
µM) of doxorubicin resulted in a rapid decrease in the beating rate, and the beating stopped
after 20 min for the highest concentration. The effects were much slower for the lower
concentrations, however, a decrease in beating rate was still observed. The pulse pattern
slowed as the interval between the spikes became longer (Figure 18B) indicating a decrease in
the beating rates. A change in amplitude was also apparent, however, our imaging processing
program did not contain an amplitude detection algorithm, and the apparent decrease could
be contributed to a small difference between the reference and the live frame images. At 100
min, the beat rates as a function of doxorubicin concentration were compared and are shown
in Figure 18C. A statistical difference was observed at 100 and 200 µM doxorubicin with the
beating rates decreasing 26% and 54%, respectively. We also measured the beat-to-beat
variations induced by the different doxorubicin concentrations (Figure 18D). The response
time of the beat-to-beat variations was slower than observed for the change in beating rates.
These findings are consistent with electrical measurements from a previous study [38].
Following injection of the doxorubicin, the beating of the ESC-derived cardiomyocytes became
more irregular than was observed in the presence of isoprenaline.

Figure 18. Chronotropic effects of cardiomyocytes under treatment with doxorubicin (10, 100, 200 and 300 µM). (A)
The change in beating rate. The beating rates decreased after doxorubicin injection. (B) The beating signal. The in‐
creased beating intervals were clearly observed after doxorubicin injection. (C) The change in beating rates at 100 min
after the treatment with doxorubicin. (D) The beat-to-beat variations. In contrast to beating rates, the beat-to-beat
variations increased after treatment with doxorubicin. * shows a significant difference in variance (p < 0.05). For statis‐
tical analysis, one-way ANOVA was used. Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.

The development of a cell-based biosensor using an off-the-shelf CMOS system represents a
low-cost, relatively straight forward system that can be useful in monitoring the physiological
response of cells to a drug or contaminant. We envision the expansion of this platform to harbor
complex matrices of cells that recapitulate major organ systems and respond to toxicity via
different modes of action.
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Our collaborative efforts with Dr. Robert Langer at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
have yielded the development of sacrificial melt-spun interconnected microfibers as an
artificial vascular system [39, 40]. The system is based on the initial experiments by Bellan, et
al. that used standard sugar-based cotton candy to create an interconnected 3D microchannel
network inside several materials, including polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), epoxy, and
polycaprolactone (PCL) [39]. Briefly, the microchannel network of cotton candy (attached to
larger sticks of sugar in order to produce macrochannel interfaces) was embedded within the
material of choice, which was then allowed to solidify. The embedded sugar fibers were
dissolved by submerging the structure in a warm water bath, leaving behind a 3D microchan‐
nel network in the shape of the cotton candy. The resulting device supported flow of a solution
of either 2 µm polystyrene spheres or heparinized whole rat blood. The channel sizes and
spacing between channels were very similar to the relevant parameters for natural capillary
beds thus providing an excellent means to replicate the cardiovascular network.

We next evolved the microvasculature network into a more complex 3D structure with the
integration of  larger,  lithographically  patterned microchannels  [40].  This  3D structure  is
composed of a melt-spun sugar microfiber network “sandwiched” between a top and bottom
lithographically patterned microfluidic system, and the fabrication process is  detailed in
Figure 19. A comparison of the filling ability was made between our hybrid device and a
device with the lithographically patterned channel system connected by simple, vertical pipes.
Both were filled with a fluorescent dye solution to visualize the extent of delivery into the
device volume (Figure 20). Fluorescent dye was carried only to localized regions within the
device lacking the 3D microfluidic network (Figure 20B). However, fluorescence was observed
throughout the device volume for the hybrid device containing the microfluidic network
(Figures 20C, 20D, and 20E). This indicated that the microfluidic network was well distribut‐
ed throughout the device and thus greatly increased the channel surface area. We achieved
an  approximate  five-fold  increase  in  total  volume  addressed  with  the  inclusion  of  the
microfluidic  network  between  the  larger,  lithographically  patterned  channel  systems.
Consequently, with this increased surface area comes an order of magnitude increase in the
measured flow resistance ranging from 12-27 psi min mL-1 compared to the device lacking
the microfluidic network (~0.5 psi min mL-1).  The drastic difference can be explained by
comparing the cross-sectional area of the smallest channels of the two devices. The conven‐
tional device contains channels with the smallest cross-section of 100 µm x 50 µm, while
hybrid channels are much smaller at approximately 10 µm, which is similar to a natural
capillary. We also observed some device-to-device variations in the flow patterns due to the
differences in the volume of  sacrificial  material,  the fiber density,  and the interfaces be‐
tween the fiber network and the larger lithographic pattern. Nevertheless, a hybrid device
with a combination of conventional planar microfluidics and a 3D microchannel network
may provide the best option to deliver the highest volume of nutrients and oxygen to an
embedded cell population while maintaining the desired channel density and interconnectiv‐
ity.

We envision a hybrid device such as this containing a capillary bed-like vasculature to be a
valuable tool for tissue engineering applications involving cell embedded scaffolds or
biomaterials as a means to exchange oxygen and nutrients, remove waste products, and
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Figure 19. Illustration of hybrid device assembly process. A) A conapoxy mold is patterned from a silicone master. B)
The conapoxy mold is coated with a thin layer of sugar. C) A melt-spun sugar microfiber network is adhered to the
sugar layer on the conapoxy mold. D) A second sugar-coated conapoxy mold is placed on top of the microfiber net‐
work. E) The space between the two conapoxy molds is infiltrated with uncured PDMS. F) When the PDMS has cured,
the conapoxy molds are removed. G) The device is placed in a water bath to remove all sugar structures. H) The top
and bottom of the channel system are sealed using flat slabs of PDMS.

Figure 20. A) Illustration of hybrid device architecture, showing two lithographically patterned channel systems
(green) connected by a 3D microfluidic network (blue) formed with sacrificial microfibers. B-D) Fluorescence microsco‐
py images of cross-sections of devices that have been exposed to Rhodamine B dye for 45 minutes. B) A conventional
two-layer microfluidic device. C) A hybrid microfluidic device containing both conventionally patterned channels and a
microfiber-formed 3D channel network. D,E) Higher magnification images of a hybrid device.
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reproduce the in vivo flow properties to achieve a physiologically realistic organ mimic. This
method is rapid, inexpensive, easily scalable, and requires no toxic materials and therefore
enables significant advancements in biomaterials and cell-based biosensor development.
However, to produce fully biomimetic scaffolds, it must eventually be adapted for use with
hydrogels and we have already made significant progress in this arena.

In collaboration with Dr. Michael Shuler’s laboratory at Cornell University, we have developed
a micro cell culture analog (µCCA) with 3D hydrogel-cell cultures that reproduces multi-organ
interactions and enables chemical toxicity studies in a more physiologically relevant environ‐
ment [41, 42]. Specific organ cell-hydrogel cultures (liver, marrow, or tumor) are maintained
as discrete populations but are connected by channels mimicking blood flow within the device.
The fluidic pattern of channels is precisely calculated so that upon fabrication of the chip, the
resulting fluid flow mimics the properties of circulating blood. From previous studies, the
µCCA was used to observe the physiological effects of naphthalene, doxorubicin, and Tegafur,
which all have metabolism-dependent toxicity effects in the body [7, 41, 43]. This microfluidic
network enables an accurate physical representation of pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic
(PK-PD) models for PK profile studies of a compound (e.g., toxicant, pharmaceutical, drug
candidate, etc.) [44]. The body’s organ systems are accurately represented as individual
compartments connected by a “vascular system” of networked fluidic channels. This physical
tool allows for the testing of the PK mathematical modeling that predicts the concentration
and metabolite profiles of a drug from a given dose [45]. In contrast to PK, the PD of a
compound relates to the pharmacological effect of that substance at a given concentration. The
time course of pharmacological effects of a substance (at one concentration) can be predicted
by combining the PK and PD models [46]. Our advancements of the µCCA have integrated a
microfluidic system and a PK-PD modeling approach into an in vitro/in silico system that allows
for the comparison of physical effects and mathematical predictions in order to generate a more
realistic prediction of the toxicity or efficacy of a drug compound (Figure 21) [47].

The multilayered µCCA device is assembled between an aluminum frame and a plexiglass top
that seals the PDMS layer that contain the fluidic channel features to a silicon gasket (0.2 mm
thick) with cell culture reservoirs (Figure 21A). A polycarbonate base and an additional silicone
gasket (0.5 mm thick) are also included to improve sealing of the device. The PDMS fluidic
channels mimic the distributed blood flow volume observed in vivo for the organ systems
represented on the µCCA device: liver (58%), tumor (18%) and marrow (24%) as determined
by the PBPK model (Figure 21B) [41, 48]. The cell lines chosen are HepG2-C3A (liver), HCT-116
(colon cancer tumor), myeloblasts Kasumi-1 (marrow), and each population is encapsulated
its own hydrogel matrix (alginate or Matrigel™). Figure 21C shows the assembled device.

As an alternative to a peristaltic pump-induced recirculation [41], we adapted the µCCA
system to be a pumpless device that functions using gravity-induced flow (Figure 22A) [42].
The pumpless operation eliminates troublesome bubbles that can form and get trapped within
the device channels due to use of a peristaltic pump. As shown in Figure 22B, the flow rate is
linearly proportional to the height difference. However, the finite size of the reservoir likely
explains why the line does not extrapolate to zero. In assembled, rocking µCCA devices, cell
survivability was maintained for at least three days without replacement of the medium, but
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viability was extended for a longer time (5 days) with regular changes of medium. For testing,
the device was placed on a rocking platform with a directional change occurring every three
minutes. The desired concentrations of the drug compound tested, 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) with/
without uracil, was added to the cell culture medium, and after the determined exposure time,
the device was disassembled for viability staining of the cells (details given in [42]).

Figure 22. (a) Medium recirculation with gravity-induced flow in a mCCA. Tilting of the device causes liquid to flow
from one well to the other well. In about 3 min, the rocking platform changes the angle and medium flows in the
opposite direction. (b) A plot of measured flow rates against various heights. Reproduced by permission of The Royal
Society of Chemistry.

The chosen cells (liver, tumor and marrow), encapsulated in a hydrogel matrix (alginate or
Matrigel), were tested following a three day exposure to 5-FU (0.1 mM) in the presence or

Figure 21. (a) A schematic of device components. A fluidic channel layer and a cell culture chamber layer are superim‐
posed and sealed by top and bottom frames. A silicone gasket and a polycarbonate base are inserted for sealing. (b) A
corresponding PBPK model, with the liver, tumor and marrow compartment. Below is a PD model for cell death in
each compartment. Although not drawn explicitly, a PD model for each compartment exists separately, and the ‘or‐
gan’ can be the liver, tumor or marrow. (c) A picture of the assembled device. A red dye was used for visualization of
channels, and a blue dye was mixed with the alginate. Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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absence of uracil (0.5 mM) (Figure 23). The metabolism of 5-FU, a chemotherapeutic, is
inhibited by uracil due to competition for the enzyme (DPD) that primarily metabolizes 5-FU
[49, 50]. The addition of uracil allows more 5-FU to remain, and since 5-FU is toxic to cells over
time, this combination should prove more toxic to the cell populations. In the case of cells
encapsulated in alginate, the viabilities were not statistically different (Figure 23A). However,
for the Matrigel-encapsulated cells, the tumor and marrow cells showed a significant decrease
in viability with the addition of uracil (Figure 23B). Although both hydrogels are biologically
compatible, they likely have different effects on the metabolic activity of the embedded cells.
Cells do not readily attach to and remodel alginate because it is a negatively charged polymer,
lacking functional groups that facilitate cell signaling and functioning [51]. Matrigel, a protein
mixture secreted by Engelbreth-Holm-Swarm (EHS) mouse sarcoma cells, may be more
suitable for eukaryotic cells to maintain their functionality and thus their toxicity response, as
reported for hepatocytes [52, 53]. This may explain the viability differences we observed
between the hydrogels for the cell lines tested, and this remains an area of active research.

Figure 23. (a) Viability of three cell lines after 3-day treatment with 5-FU alone or 5-FU plus uracil (U) in a µCCA, en‐
capsulated in 2% alginate. (b) Viability of three cell lines after 3-day treatment with 5-FU alone or 5-FU plus uracil (U).
Cells were encapsulated in Matrigel™ in a µCCA. Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.

The simplification of this rocking µCCA system lessens the requirement for specialized
techniques for assembly and operation often an issue with microfluidics. We have preserved
the ability to perform pharmacokinetic-based toxicity testing on multiple cell types as 3D cell-
hydrogel cultures. Further, our research indicates that the physical assembly of the biosensor
can be performed without significant cell damage. This supports the use of this type of cell-
based biosensor for the use in toxicity monitoring applications.

4. Conclusions

We believe that the work detailed in the above sections provides key technologies and tools
that bring us closer to the realization of a total “body on a chip” for applications ranging from
pharmaceutical testing of drug candidates to fieldable devices that are capable of physiologi‐
cally accurate toxicity responses. Additionally, the technologies developed are pursuant
toward increasing the cell lifetime and survivability in the biosensor constructs. Since our focus
is on military applications, a robust toxicity microanalysis system has innumerable potential
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uses for the soldier including toxicity devices for water resources in harsh environments,
monitoring at military installations to ensure environmental sustainability, rapid screening of
drinking water, and enhanced decision processing for military bases.
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1. Introduction

Household and industrial human activities cause ever increasing pollution of water bodies
of rivers, lakes, water reservoirs, seas. Express assessment of the extent of pollution by or‐
ganic compounds is an important and, in some cases, essential component of ecological con‐
trol. Given the constantly growing list of substances released into the environment as
pollutants, it can be stated that complete chemical analysis is a complex and expensive pro‐
cedure. An efficient tool of analysis proves to be methods based on an integral assessment of
organic components. In this context, significant attention is given to the development of bio‐
sensor methods of control that enable an integral estimate of pollution density, considerably
increase operational efficiency of the analysis and reduce its cost (D’Souza, 2001).

An essential integral characteristic of the quality of water is biochemical oxygen demand
(BOD), i.e., the amount of dissolved oxygen (in mg) required to oxidize all biodegradable
organic compounds that occur in (1 dm3 of) water. The BOD assessment is an empirical test
in which a standardized laboratory procedure is used to determine the oxygen demand in
analyzed water samples. The BOD is determined conditionally by the change of oxygen con‐
tent before and after placing a water sample into a sealed flask and holding it for a certain
period of time. The standard BOD determination method assumes incubation of an oxygen-
saturated sample, into which activated sludge (a mixture of various microorganisms) is in‐
troduced, for 5, 7, 10 or 20 days (BOD5, BOD7, BOD10 or BOD20, respectively) at
20°C(Standard Methods…, 1992). The obtained result – the amount of consumed oxygen
normalized to 1 dm3 – characterizes the total content of biochemically oxidizable organic im‐
purities in water, as well as its capability of self-clarification. In surface waters of most water
bodies, the values of BOD5 usually change within the range of 0.5–4 mg/dm3 and are subject
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to seasonal and diurnal variations. Changes of BOD5 values vary rather significantly de‐
pending on the extent of water body pollution. Depending on the category of a water body,
the value of BOD5 is regulated as follows: it should be no more than 3 mg/dm3 for water
bodies of household water use and no more than 6 mg/dm3 for water bodies of social-ameni‐
ty and recreational water use. For seas (categories I and II of fish-husbandry water utiliza‐
tion) the BOD5 at 20°C should not exceed 2 mg/dm3. The BOD test is also widely used at
wastewater treatment facilities to assess the biodegradation efficiency in wastewater purifi‐
cation processes. The traditional BOD test has certain advantages, is a universal means of
assaying most samples of waste waters and water bodies; besides, it requires no expensive
equipment. However, the test has serious limitations with respect to analysis time. This tra‐
ditional technique is largely devalued by its low responsiveness. It can provoke ecologically
hazardous situations, when the inflow of accidentally polluted waters to the treatment facili‐
ties or their incomplete purification in the regeneration process goes unnoticed.

Operational analysis is made possible by developing BOD assessment methods based on the
use of biosensor analyzers. The biosensor is an integrated device capable of providing quan‐
titative and semi-quantitative analytical information using a biological recognition element
that is in close contact with the transducer. BOD biosensor R&D has been underway since
1970s (Karube et al., 1997b; Hikuma et al., 1979), and these systems continue to be actively
developed at present (Rodriguez-Mozaz et al., 2006). It should be noted that biosensors ena‐
ble a rapid determination of the BOD index (BODbs). However, BODbs is not always identical
to the value of the traditional BOD5. There is a simple explanation of this effect. The receptor
element of the biosensor may contain one or several cultures. The culture(s) may have a
rather broad substrate specificity, which will undoubtedly be less broad than in the cultures
of activated sludge used in the standard BOD5 method. Therefore, the oxidation of organic
compounds by the culture(s) occurring in the receptor element will always be lower than by
activated sludge cultures.

Recently, novel approaches to the biosensor analysis of the BOD have started to be devel‐
oped; these approaches make it possible to achieve an acceptable fit of the data obtained
by  biosensor  measurements  with  those  determined  by  traditional  methods  and  to  ap‐
proach the solution of many applied issues. Thus, methods of determining the BOD in wa‐
ter bodies of rivers are being developed, which is of extreme importance along with the
assessment of the BOD in waste waters (Chee, 2011). A highly efficient approach is to cou‐
ple two procedures – cleanup of polluted wastewaters from organic impurities and pro‐
duction of electric energy by using biofuel cells based on microbial cells (Deng et al., 2012;
Du et al., 2007). Herewith, it should be noted that the general tendency of the search is to
increase the correlation between the data measured by the biosensor and those determined
by traditional  methods.  The correlation of  the data obtained using a  biosensor analyzer
with those by the BOD5 method can be of the order of 0.95–0.98 (Bourgeois et al.,  2001).
Calibration of the biosensor for BOD measurements is made using synthetic waste waters,
or the biorecognition element of the BOD biosensor is made based on microorganisms ca‐
pable of efficient oxidation of particular waste waters. Thus, it is expedient to develop bio‐
sensors, choose microorganisms and calibration solutions that would provide for the most
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efficient detection of the BOD in accordance with the particular type of waste waters, i.e.,
to develop specialized BOD biosensors.

The popularity of and demand for R&D of BOD-determination biosensor systems logically re‐
sulted in commercialization and industrial production of a number of models. Nevertheless,
BOD-biosensor systems still have a number of limitations that impede their use. These include
drawbacks in the standardization procedure, imperfections of legislation in most countries,
complicated service requirements and insufficient stability of used microbial cultures with re‐
spect to heavy metals and various toxic substances (Rodriguez-Mozaz et al., 2006).

Reviews on microbial sensors (D’Souza, 2001; Liu & Mattiasson, 2002; Lei et al., 2006; Xu &
Ying, 2011; Ponomareva et al., 2011), as well on the use of biosensors for analyzing objects of
the environment and for ecological monitoring (Rodriguez-Mozaz et al., 2006; Baeumner,
2003) give examples of BOD sensors developed. An important role of biorecognition elements
based on eukaryotic microorganisms in biosensors for solving environmental problems is not‐
ed, including for determining the BOD of water bodies (Walmsley& Keenan, 2000). Detailed
information on BOD sensors based on Clark-type electrode is summed up, as well as on some
commercially available biosensor systems developed prior to 2000 (Liu & Mattiasson, 2002).

In this review, we generalize information about the principles of functioning, design, analyt‐
ical characteristics of BOD biosensors, the properties of biorecognition elements; the func‐
tioning parameters and characteristics of various BOD sensor types are given.

2. Operating principles of BOD biosensors

2.1. Oxygen electrode-based film biosensors

Most BOD sensors described are film-type microbial sensors based on whole cells. The prin‐
ciple of their operation is based on the measurement of oxygen consumption by microorgan‐
isms immobilized on the surface of the transducer. In 1977, Karube et al. (1977b) published a
paper, which first described a microbial sensor for BODbs determination using microorgan‐
isms taken from activated sludge of wastewater treatment facilities. A feature of such bio‐
sensors is that between the porous (most often, cellulose) membrane and the gas permeable
membrane of the oxygen electrode there is a layer of microbial film that forms the biological
recognition element. Part of oxygen occurring in the layer of immobilized microorganisms is
consumed in oxidation of organic compounds contained in the sample. Remaining oxygen
penetrates through the gas permeable teflon membrane and is reduced at the cathode of the
oxygen electrode. The strength of current in the system is directly proportional to the mag‐
nitude of oxygen reduced at the electrode. After an equilibrium is established between the
diffusion of oxygen to the layer of immobilized microorganisms and the endogenous respi‐
ration rate of immobilized microorganisms, the equilibrium (background) current is record‐
ed. When a waste water sample is introduced into a measuring cuvette, organic substances
of the analyzed sample are utilized by immobilized microorganisms, as the result of which
the respiratory rate of the cells increases to lead to an increase of the oxygen consumption
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rate. In this case, a smaller amount of oxygen penetrates through the teflon membrane to be
reduced. The current will decrease until a new equilibrium is established. When the buffer
solution for washing the biosensor is fed to the measuring cuvette, the microbial endoge‐
nous respiratory rate is restored and the initial equilibrium of the oxygen flows in the sys‐
tem is re-established. As the process is controlled by the rate of substrate diffusion to the
layer of immobilized cells, the sensor signal will be proportional to the concentration of
readily oxidized substrates in the sample.

Two methods of biosensor-response processing are used to obtain the analytical signal: the
equilibrium method (determination by the endpoint) and the kinetic method (determina‐
tion by the initial rate) (Tan et al.,  1993). In the equilibrium method, the BODbs  is deter‐
mined using the difference between currents in two equilibrium states of the biosensor –
before and after substrate is introduced. The measurement time in this case is from 15 to
30 min with the subsequent rather long recovery, which can take 1 h and more. In the ki‐
netic method, the dependence of the rate of current strength (the first derivative of current
with respect to time) on time is used as a sensor response. This rate is registered after a
sample is added. This parameter reflects the rate of microbial respiration and, to a certain
extent, is proportional to the concentration of substrate. In this case, the sensor response is
registered within 15 to 30 s,  and the recovery time of the biorecognition element is  less
than 10 min. It  should be noted that a broader range of determined BOD values can be
achieved by taking the initial rate of response as the biosensor response, at an insignificant
loss  in  reproducibility  (Yang  et  al.,  1997).  Thus,  the  kinetic  method of  biosensor  signal
processing is more preferable in the case when the BOD index should be constantly con‐
trolled, e.g., in the course of the purification of waste waters or in the analysis of a large
number of samples (Liu et al. 2000).

At present, novel biofilm BOD sensors based on the oxygen electrode are developed (Rodri‐
guez-Mozaz et al., 2006; Bourgeois et al., 2001; Liu & Mattiasson, 2002; Baeumner, 2003). Ma‐
jor attention is given to the improvement of BOD sensor parameters: increase of stability,
rise of correlation of the data obtained by the biosensor and standard BOD5 assessment
methods. First and foremost, this is associated with the search for new efficient microorgan‐
isms, use of modern materials and new biomaterial immobilization methods.

2.2. Oxygen electrode-based bioreactor-type biosensor systems

The BODbs is determined using bioreactor-type sensor systems with the respirometer to con‐
stantly measure the respiratory activity of microbial suspension. Strictly speaking, in accord‐
ance with the IUPAC definition, such systems are not biosensors, because the biorecognition
element is not in direct contact with the transducer. However, such systems have found
wide use at wastewater treatment facilities for continuous control of the extent of purifica‐
tion (Iranpour & Zermeno, 2008). A common feature of all respirometric BOD sensors is the
presence of bioreactors, in which activated sludge (or individual microorganisms) and read‐
ily oxidized organic substances are together (Spanjers et al., 1996). Samples of waste waters
are constantly transported through the flow reactor, which has a small volume (Spanjers et
al., 1991, 1993). Most often, unidentified microorganisms from waste water, e.g., activated
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sludge, are used in such systems as a biorecognition element. To increase the reproducibility
of the results, it is proposed to use individual strains of microorganisms with a broad range
of oxidized substrates that belong to the genera Trichosporon (Sohn et al., 1995), Rhodococcus
and Issatchenkia (Heim et al., 1999).

An advantage of the bioreactor configuration of the recognition elements is that the trans‐
ducer in such systems is easily replaceable. This does not disturb the activity of microorgan‐
isms. Besides, the bioreactor-type BOD sensor has more stable operational characteristics as
compared with the biofilm type (Praet et al., 1995). A drawback of these devices is their sta‐
tionary arrangement and impossibility of field measurements. Thus, reactor-type biosensor
systems have a strictly definite purpose: continuous control of waste water purification
processes at respective facilities.

2.3. Mediator-type biosensors

The BOD value determined using microbial respiration can be affected by the amount of dis‐
solved oxygen in the sample. It is known that some synthetic compounds (artificial electron
acceptors) can be reduced by certain microorganisms, i.e., are artificial acceptors of electrons
(Tkac et al., 2003). If these compounds possess reversible redox properties, they can serve as
carriers of electrons from the biocatalytic systems of microorganisms to the electrode.

When using mediators,  the  results  of  measurements  become in  practice  independent  of
the partial pressure of oxygen in the medium, and, if the oxidation of the reduced medi‐
ator does not involve protons, the mediator electrode can be relatively insensitive to pH
changes. Thus, one of the most promising trends is the development of BOD biosensors
using electron transport mediators (Liu & Mattiasson, 2002; Tkac et al.,  2003; Yoshida et
al.,  2000;  Trosok et  al.,  2001;  Yoshida et  al.,  2001;  Nakamura et  al.,  2007a,b;  Chen et  al.,
2008; Liua et al., 2010). The equilibrium state of current in such systems sets in in sever‐
al  seconds,  which provides for  a  higher speed of  analysis.  Due to the large area of  the
measuring electrode, appreciable currents that can be greater than currents of the oxygen
electrode are generated in mediator microbial sensors (Arlyapov et al.,  2008a). An essen‐
tial  characteristic  of  biosensors  is  the  possibility  of  their  miniaturization.  Using  screen-
printed  electrodes,  it  is  possible  to  develop  cheap  disposable  biosensors  based  on
microbial whole cells to extend the potential of their use by a broad range of consumers
(Farré & Barceló, 2001).

One more advantage of using mediators is that the BOD can be measured under anaerobic
conditions, because the microbial respiratory chain enzymes are capable of regeneration ow‐
ing to the reduction of artificial electron acceptors. Pasco and co-workers (2004) proposed a
fast microbial technology of BOD measurements under anaerobic conditions in the presence
of co-substrate potassium hexacyanoferrate(III). Addition of substrate to the measuring cuv‐
ette increases the catabolic activity of microorganisms and leads to the accumulation of the
reduced form of mediator, which is successfully re-oxidized at the working electrode; the
amount of electricity is measured by a coulometric transducer.
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2.4. Microbial biofuel cells as BOD sensors

Carube and coworkers (1977a) developed a sensor based on the biofuel cell (BFC)for the de‐
termination of the BODbs. The current generated in the biofueld cell is the result of the bioox‐
idation of hydrogen or is due to the formation of products from organic compounds by way
of reduction under the action of the bacteria Clostridium butyricum under anaerobic condi‐
tions. A significant contribution to the development of BOD sensors based on mediator-free
biofuel cells was made by Korean investigators (Kim et al., 2003a, b; Moon et al., 2004;
Chang et al., 2004, 2005). The long-time stability of a system based on a mediator-free fuel
cell was an enormous achievement in the development of BOD sensors: the sensor was oper‐
ated for 5 years without any maintenance (Moon et al., 2004). At the same time, a slow re‐
sponse time (about 1 h) and the fixed position of the system restricts its applications.

2.5. Optical BOD biosensors

Intensive development of fibre-optic devices at the end of the last century made it possible
to produce miniature optical biosensors (Hyun et al., 1993; Karube & Yokoyama, 1993; Chee
et al., 2000; Sakaguchi et al., 2003; Kwok et al., 2005; Lin et al., 2006; Jiang et al., 2006; Pang et
al., 2007; Sakaguchi et al., 2007). There are two approaches to the development of optical
BOD sensors: to use luminescent bacteria in the biorecognition element of the sensor or to
use a luminescent support for biomaterial. In the former case, the measurement principle is
based on the relation between the intensity of luminescence produced by bacteria and the
cell assimilation of organic compounds from waste water samples (Hyun et al., 1993; Karube
& Yokoyama, 1993; Sakaguchi et al., 2003; Sakaguchi et al., 2007). In the former case, oxygen-
sensitive dyes are introduced into the material of the support, and whole microbial cells are
used in this matrix as a biorecognition element. Microbial respiration intensity depends on
the content of organic compounds in the analyzed sample, which are oxidized by microor‐
ganisms in the presence of oxygen. A change in the content of oxygen in the film is regis‐
tered by optical methods using a dye (Chee et al., 2000; Sakaguchi et al., 2003; Kwok et al.,
2005; Lin et al., 2006; Jiang et al., 2006; Pang et al., 2007). Optical biosensors possess a high
sensitivity and, thus, make it possible to determine low BOD values. An important advant‐
age of such systems is that they enable micro printed circuit boards, microsensors, on-chip
biosensors (Sakaguchi et al., 2003; Sakaguchi et al., 2007).

2.6. Other types of BOD biosensors

BOD determination methods using biosensors are not limited by those described above.
Thus, for instance, Vaiopoulou and co-workers (2005) developed a biosensor for on-line de‐
termination of the BOD in wastewater treatment facilities. The main operating principle of
the biosensor is based on the on-line measurement of the concentration of CO2 produced in
the degradation of waste waters’ carbon component by microorganisms.

An unconventional approach to BOD determination is described by Tønning et al. (2005).
Samples of waste water from the a Swedish cellulose company at various degrees of purifi‐
cation and pure water were analyzed using an amperometric biosensor with several cells
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and electrodes using mathematical methods of chemometry for processing the array of ob‐
tained data (the so called biosensor language). Waste water samples were characterized by
the chemical consumption of oxygen, biological consumption of oxygen, total amount of or‐
ganic carbon, suppression of nitrification, inhibition of respiration and toxicity with respect
to Vibrio fischeri, freshwater marine alga Pseudokirchneriella subcapita and freshwater crusta‐
cean Daphnia magna.

Another approach to BOD detection is based on the registration of temperature changes
caused by microbial destruction of organic compounds. This approach is based on the use of
calorimetric transducers: a biosensor based on this transducer is described in Mattiasson et
al. (1977). In recent years, this trend has not been intensively developed.

3. Biorecognition elements of BOD sensors

3.1. Microorganisms as the basis of biorecognition

To develop biorecognition elements of BOD sensors, use is made of either pure cultures
with certain consumer properties (a broad range of oxidized substrates, resistance to nega‐
tive environmental factors or specificity with respect to certain waste waters), or a mixture
of identified microorganisms (artificial associations), or induced consortium of microorgan‐
isms, or else activated sludge and even thermally killed bacteria. Each of these approaches
has its advantages and disadvantages.

Usually BOD biosensors based on a pure culture have an advantage of biosensor system sta‐
bility. At the same time, these biosensors may show a decreased value of the BOD due to the
limited range of substrates oxidized by one strain. Whole cells of bacteria (Bacillus polymyxa,
Bacillus subtilis, Pseudomonas putida) or yeasts (Arxula adeninivorans, Hansenula anomala, Kleb‐
siella, Candida, Trichosporon,Serratia marcescens, Saccharomyces cerevisiae) are known to be used
as biocatalysts. The yeasts are a more preferable biomaterial for almost all types of biosen‐
sors, as they are resistant to negative environmental factors and can function in biosensor’s
recognition element for a long time (Seo et al., 2009; Dhall et al., 2008). At the same time,
yeast cultures are more liable to contamination than bacterial cultures.

The number of oxidized substrates is increased by using microbial associations, consisting
more often of two strains, e.g., Trichosporon cutaneum and Bacillus licheniformis (Suriyawatta‐
nakulet al., 2002). As most of the described BOD sensors developed with the view to im‐
prove the convergence and operational stability, this biorecognition element makes use of a
mixture of two identified strains. This led to expand the substrate specificity and to stabilize
the sensor operation for a long period of time. BOD sensors based on a composite microbial
population, such as in activated sludge or microbial consortia, have a high ability to detect a
broad range of substrates. However, due to the instability of the composition in the consorti‐
um the sensor operation often becomes unstable in the course of time.

Biosensors based on living cells require their vital activities to be constantly sustained and
need nutrients and minerals in long-time storage. BOD sensors based on thermally killed
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cells do not have this drawback. Cells killed by temperature can be stored in phosphate buf‐
fer for a long time at room temperature (Tan & Lim, 2005; Qian & Tan, 1999; Tag et al., 2000).

3.2. Immobilization of microorganisms

The method of immobilizing microorganisms is for each biosensor an important determin‐
ing procedure, as, in fact, it sets the basic parameters of BOD biosensors. Immobilization de‐
termines their lifetime, operational stability, response, sensitivity. In this context, we should
note continued studies on the introduction of new modifications of immobilization techni‐
ques (Guo et al., 2008). Microbial cells on the surface of the physico-chemical transducer are
retained in most cases by simple adsorption, i.e., cells are placed, for the most part, on a po‐
rous membrane by suction or retention of water by hydrogels, a polyvinyl alcohol aqueous
solution (Qian & Tan, 1999 ) or polycarbomoyl sulphonate (Tag et al., 2000; Chan et al.,
2000). For BOD sensor miniaturization, the method of crosslinking rubber (ENT-3400) under
the action of UV light was used to immobilize cells on the surface of a micro-oxygen elec‐
trode (Lehmann et al., 1999). As an alternative, disposable BOD sensors can be used, in
which the biofilm should be readily replaceable. A BOD sensor was developed whose biore‐
cognition element was prepared by mixing magnetic powder with activated sludge. Magne‐
tized sludge was then placed on the teflon membrane of the cathode and retained due to
magnetic interactions (Yang et al., 1996).

A promising modern trend of making biorecognition elements based on microbial whole
cells is their immobilization in sol gel matrices (Sakai et al., 1995; Chen et al., 2002). These
elements are highly permeable for analyzed samples, have a good strength and stability, as
well as low toxicity for immobilized microorganisms. However, fabrication of these films is
a rather complex problem, because most sol gel formation methods are based on the temper‐
ature treatment of the reagent mixture.

4. Standards used for calibration of BOD sensors

The choice of the correct standard for calibration of a BOD biosensor is one of the key factors
that determine the correlation between BODbs and BOD5. The solution of a mixture of glu‐
cose and glutamic acid (GGA) at a total concentration of 300 mg/dm3 (glucose, 150 mg/dm3;
glutamic acid, 150 mg/dm3), which corresponds to the BOD5 of 205 mg/dm3, is usually used.
Although GGA is widely used as the standard for the classical method of BOD measure‐
ment (Testing Methods…, 1990; PNDF 14…., 1997; Standard Methods…, 1992), this mixture
does not satisfy the conditions for the calibration of microbial BOD sensors. Firstly, GGA is
unstable due to rapid microbial contamination; secondly, the rate of glutamic acid oxidation
by microorganisms decreases in the presence of glucose, which does not in practice affect
the 5-day analysis, but may have a strong effect on the result of an express analysis. Thirdly,
GGA consists of only two readily oxidized components, and real waste waters are a com‐
plex mixture of components, predominantly with low oxidation rates, so GGA calibration
may give unreliable results (Liu & Mattiasson, 2002).
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Much attention at present is given to the development of calibration solutions – synthetic waste
waters containing an approximate list of compounds, which are the main components of ana‐
lyzed water samples (Liu et al. 2000; Sakaguchi et al., 2003; Jianbo et al., 2003; Thévenot et al.,
2001; Kim & Park, 2001; Melidis et al., 2008; Tanaka et al., 1994). The most widely used are syn‐
thetic waste waters recommended by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Devel‐
opment  (OECD),  whose  basic  components  are  peptone,  meat  extract,  urea  and  various
inorganic salts (Organization for Economic Corporation and Development…, 1991). As com‐
pared with the GGA calibration, the calibration using the OECD standard makes it possible to
increase significantly the correlation between the BODbs and BOD5(Liu & Mattiasson, 2002). A
number of publications also describe the use of other standards for calibration of the BOD bio‐
sensor (Chee et al., 2000; Lehmann et al., 1999; Tanaka et al., 1994); however, those composi‐
tions can simulate the composition of only certain types of waste waters and are not universal.

5. Characteristics of various types of BOD sensors

The efficiency of a biosensor is determined by its analytical and metrological characteristics
and operational parameters. They include the properties of the analytical signal (response
value and time) in response to the addition of an analyzed substance, reversibility of the sys‐
tem after the analyte is removed, stability of the biosensor, the measurement technique, op‐
erational conditions and many others. Optimization of the biosensor system is an integrated
problem, because often an improvement of one property leads to a deterioration of another.

To obtain quantitative information about the content of analyzed substances in a sample, it
is necessary to know the calibration characteristics of the BOD biosensor, i.e., the depend‐
ence of the analytical signal on the concentration of the tested compound. The description of
the calibration should indicate under which conditions it was obtained and for which cali‐
bration solution. The linear character of the dependence of BOD biosensor responses on the
concentration within a certain interval is a measure of the possibility to determine the BOD
in the analysis of waste waters with various concentrations of substrates. A broad linear in‐
terval is desirable for the measurements to be correct and reliable. The linear character of
BOD biosensor characteristics in steady-state measurements is lower than when using the
initial rate of change of the biosensor signal. Besides the calibration dependence proper, oth‐
er quantitative characteristics are also used to compare the efficiency of biosensors: the sen‐
sitivity and the detection limit (Chen et al., 2002). The sensitivity coefficient is determined as
the maximal value of the derivative of the response value with respect to the concentration.
An important characteristic is the detection limit. In the case of amperometric biosensors,
the following regularity can be observed. The sensitivity of the sensor can be increased by
increasing the amount of biomaterial. Still, as a rule, this leads to a shift of the detection limit
to the region of higher concentrations of the analyzed compound. Thus, the ratio of the de‐
tection limit to the sensitivity can be an objective characteristic of a biosensor.

The linear character and quantitative characteristics of the calibration dependence are relat‐
ed to the design of the transducer, type of sensor and concentration of cells in the recogni‐
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sensitive but have a narrower linear interval. These parameters are also affected by the sen‐
sitivity of the sensor with respect to certain types of organic compounds. A BOD sensor may
yield dissimilar linear characteristics when using different calibration solutions and samples
with different compositions of organic substrates.

As the goal of developing BOD sensors is to set up a fast alternative analytical method, the
analysis by means of biosensors should be no less accurate than by the traditional BOD5

method. The BOD5 is determined in the 5-day test by the GGA standard solution, for which
the averaged value of BOD5 is 205 mg/l, and the standard deviation is 30.5 mg/l, which is
about 15.4%. The repeatability of biofilm-type BOD sensors varies within the limits of 10–
11% for a sensor based on one strain, and increases up to 15% for sensors based on a micro‐
bial association (Liu & Mattiasson, 2002).

An important consumer quality of biosensors is analysis time, which sums up from the bio‐
sensor response time and bioreceptor element activity recovery time. The BOD sensor re‐
sponse time varies, first and foremost, depending on the measuring technique used. The
sensor signal can be registered after 5–25 min in steady-state measurements and after 15-30 s
in measurements of the initial rate. In steady-state measurements, the new steady-state set‐
up time depends on the concentration of substrate in the sample and increases significantly
in the analysis of samples with high concentrations of substrates. Usually the time required
for the base line to be restored is greater than the signal development time, i.e., 15–60 min in
the processing of the signal by the equilibrium method and 5–10 min in the processing by
the kinetic method, respectively.

It should be noted that waste waters of some productions, e.g., cereal-processing enterprises
(distilleries, breweries, starch plants) are characterized by a high content of organic impurities
leading to the death of the surrounding natural ecosystems. A major problem is the utilization
of liquid wastes. The first step in the utilization consists in the examination of wastes for the
content of organic components. For such enterprises, it is not only difficult in practice, but also
inexpedient to try to develop a universal BOD sensor. It is reasonable to design biosensors and
choose respective microorganisms that would provide for the most efficient detection of BOD
in accordance with the particular type of waste waters, i.e., to develop specialized BOD biosen‐
sors. Thus, to control the extent of purification of waste waters in a starch works, it was pro‐
posed to use in the BOD biosensor acetobacteria Gluconobacter oxydans that provide for a high
sensitivity to alcohols and sugars (Jung et al., 1995; Arlyapov et al., 2008b); this enabled the de‐
velopment of an express method for controlling the BOD of the waste waters of that works. The
problem of pollution of the environment with organic compounds is the most acute in distill‐
ery industry, in particular, with respect to the utilization of distiller’s spent grains, the main
production waste. A biosensor method for determining the general content of readily oxidized
organic compounds in the wastes of such fermentation plants was developed (Arlyapov et al.,
2008a; Reshetilov et al.,. 2008). The method of analysis using the developed biosensor has a
high speed, high sensitivity and selectivity. The authors note that biosensors intended for the
ecological control of food-production waste waters can be also used for monitoring the fermen‐
tation processes at these productions. This will make it possible to reduce expenses for the
equipment and to increase the economic returns of the enterprise.

Some characteristics and parameters of various types of BOD biosensors described in the lit‐
erature are given in Table 1.
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Microorganisms, immobilization Measurement conditions Characteristics Reference, year

Activated sludge preparation whose

cells were killed by heating at 300°C for

1.75 min

GGA Tan & Lim, 2005

Association of microorganisms

immobilized on a nylon membrane

GGA, analysis of waste water

samples

Response time 90 min, stability for 400

measurement cycles, storage at 4°C, lower

detection limit 1 mg О2 l–1, correlation between

BODbs and BOD5 (deviation 10%), convergence

3.39–4.45%, reproducibility 1.85–2.25%

Dhall et al., 2008

Gluconobacter oxydans cells

immobilized by adsorption on a

Whatman GF/A glass fibre filter

GGA, analysis of food-

production waste waters

Stable operation time 12 days, sensitivity 0.28

nA×dm3/min×mg, duration of measurement

7–10 min, linear range of BOD5 biosensor

response dependence 2.0–20.3 mg/dm3

Arlyapov

et al., 2008b

Microbial association Synthetic waste waters

(OECD), waste waters of a

rubber-treatment plant

Biosensor response time 10–15 min, difference

between the values of the standard method

less than 10%

Kumlanghan

et al., 2008

Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells,

encapsulation in calcium alginate

GGA, analysis of waste water

samples

For a 20-ppm calibration solution the

correspondence between BODbs and BOD5 is r

= 0.95 (n = 6)

Seo et al., 2009

Debaryomyces hansenii cells

immobilized by adsorption

GGA, analysis of communal

and biotechnological waste

waters

Stable operation time "/>30 days, duration of

single measurement 10–17 min, linear range

of BOD5 biosensor response dependence 2.2–

177 mg/dm3

Arlyapov

et al., 2012

Microbial associations of

Debaryomyces hansenii, Pichia angusta

and Arxula adeninovorans

GGA, samples of

fermentation mass and

waste waters of waste-water

treatment facilities

Stable operation time 31 days, duration of

single measurement 10–15 min, linear range

of BOD5 biosensor response dependence 1–93

mg/dm3

Kamanin

et al., 2012

Strain Aeromonas hydrophila P69.1

immobilized using a semipermeable

membrane

Synthetic waste waters

(OECD), waste waters from

meat-processing plants

Linear range of BOD7 biosensor response

dependence 5–45 mg/dm3, biosensor lifetime

110 days, biosensor response time up to 20

min

Raud et al., 2012

Mediator-type BOD biosensors

Yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, a two-

mediator system with ferricyanide and

lipophilic mediator menadione

Analysis of sea water and

river water samples

Linear range within 1 µM to 10 mM

concentration of hexacyanoferrate (II) (r

2 = 0.9995, relative standard deviation = 1.3%).

For 14 days under storage conditions at 4°C,

decrease of sensor response 93%

Nakamura et al.,

2007b
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Microorganisms, immobilization Measurement conditions Characteristics Reference, year

Glass-carbon electrode modified by

ferricyanide in ion-exchange

polysiloxane

GGA, sea water samples Linear interval up to 40 mg О2 l–1 (r = 0.994),

convergence < 3.8%, reproducibility < 7.7%,

correspondence between BODbs and BOD5 (r =

0.988)

Chen et al., 2008

Bacteria Gluconobacter oxydans in

graphite paste with mediator ferrocene

GGA, analysis of food-

production waste waters

Stable operation time 30 days, sensitivity 4

nA×dm3/mg, duration of single measurement

6–7.5 min, linear range of BOD5 biosensor

response dependence34–680 mg/dm3

Arlyapov

et al., 2008a

Klebsiella pneumoniae cells,

ferricyanide mediator

GGA; synthetic waste waters

(OECD), municipal waste

waters

Linear range of BOD5 biosensor response

dependence 30–500 mg/l or 30–200 mg/l,

using GGA and synthetic waste waters,

respectively

Bonetto

et al., 2011

Escherichia coli cells immobilized in

PVC-polyvinyl pyridine copolymer;

mediator, neutral red

GGA; synthetic waste waters

(OECD); urea and real waste

waters

Liu et al., 2012

Optical BOD biosensors

Bacillus subtilis cells im-mobilized into

composite sol gel of quartz and

polyvinyl alcohol; oxygen-sensitive film

from tris(4,7-diphenyl-1.10-

phenanthroline)-ruthenium(II)

GGA Kwok

et al., 2005

Microorganisms Bacillus licheniformis,

Dietzia maris and Marinobacter marinus

from sea water, immobilized in

polyvinyl alcohol. Sensitive film from

organically modified silicate film, with

em- bedded ruthenium com-plex

sensitive to oxygen

GGA; sea water samples Stable operation time up to 10 months; with

GGA as a standard, the correlation coefficient

(R 2) within the range of 0.3–40 mg/l BOD was

0.985; reproducibility, ±2.3%

Lin et al

2006;

Jiang et al., 2006

BFC-based BOD biosensors

Real-time monitoring of

waste waters

Stable current in 60 min after introduction of

samples at various concentrations into a

biofuel cell; reproducibility 10% in the

determination of BOD at a concentration of

100 mg/l

Chang et al., 2004,

2005

Synthetic and real waste

waters

Linear dependence on BOD up to 350 mg/ml;

stable operation time, 7 months

Di Lorenzo

et al., 2009
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Microorganisms, immobilization Measurement conditions Characteristics Reference, year

BOD biosensors based on other registration methods

Measurement of the concentration of

CO2, produced by the degradation of

waste waters’ carbon component by

microorganisms. Control of CO2 using

an infrared spectrometer

Real-time determination of

the BOD of waste water

treatment facilities

Vaiopoulou et al.,

2005

Amperometric bioelectric “language”

in the group cell using mathematical

data processing methods. Modification

of electrodes by tyrosinase, horseradish

peroxidase, acetylcholin-esterase and

butyrylcholinesterase.

Samples of waste waters Tønning

et al., 2005

Activated sludge, рН-transducer.

Determination of CO2 under aerobic

conditions and of NaOH under

anaerobic conditions

Monitoring of the extent of

pollution with organic

compounds and of toxicity

Melidis et al., 2008

Saccharomyces cere-visiae, the

colorimetric method in the presence of

2,6-dichlorophenol-indophenol

GGA; river water samples Linear interval 1.1–22 mg

O2 l–1 (r = 0.988, n = 3), storage 36 days

Nakamura et al.,

2007a

Table 1. Characteristics and parameters of BOD sensors

6. Commercial BOD biosensors

Most biosensor designs described in the literature have remained breadboard models. To
date, only several models of BOD biosensors are available commercially. The first commer‐
cial model of biosensor for the BOD analysis was put on the market by Nisshin Electric Co.
Ltd in 1983. Later, several commercial BOD biosensor analysers were produced by other
Japanese (Central Kagaku Corp.) and European (Dr. Lange GmbH, Aucoteam GmbH, Pruf‐
geratewerk Medingen GmbH) companies. The first commercial BOD sensors were Clark’s
oxygen electrode-based biosensors and, as a rule, made use of activated sludge as receptor
element substrate (Liu & Mattiasson, 2002).

The method of BOD analysis using biosensors was included into the Japanese Industrial
Standard in 1990 (JIS K3602). Several models of BOD biosensors are sold on the market at
present: QuickBOD α1000, BOD-3300, HABS-2000 (all by Central Kagaku Corp., Japan)
(http://www.aqua-ckc.jp/product2/bod.html#top). The model BOD-3300 enables the BOD
determination within the range of 0–500 mg/l in 30–60 min and costs about 80 thousand US
dollars. The weight of the analyzer is ~210 kg. QuickBOD α1000 is a more advanced device
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developed by Japanese engineers and makes it possible to determine the BOD within the
range of 2–50 mg/l in 60 min; the weight of the device is 16 kg and its cost is 30 thousand US
dollars. It should be noted that this analyzer, in contrast with its many precursors is based
on the use of one culture (Т. cutaneum).

7. Conclusion

Thus, the determination of the BOD by means of biosensors is a rather advanced trend of
analytical biotechnology. However, BOD biosensors have a number of limitations that im‐
pede their use, so it is topical to conduct own Russian research and to perform works estab‐
lishing the basis for commercial production of BOD biosensors. Biosensor BOD analyzers
are robust, simple and cheap analytical tools that can be successfully used for controlling
aqueous ecosystems along with the traditional BOD determination methods.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Fouling, the undesirable load

A lot of the marine invertebrates have a planktonic larval stage, in this period the larvae are
dispersed and transported by currents. When larvae mature and attain the ability to meta‐
morphose, they start looking for suitable substrates, swimming toward the bottom and ex‐
ploring the surfaces. When larvae encounter suitable substrate, they settle and
metamorphose into juveniles; the survival of them is heavily dependent on where they set‐
tle. On the other hand, larval settlement and metamorphosis are influenced by local factors
as salinity, temperature, light, kind of substrates, larval age, and nutritional conditions of
larvae. However, one of the most important factors for settlement is the presence of chemi‐
cal tracks originated from nonspecific adults and prey organisms. Microbial films are in‐
cluded also in those kinds of tracks and induce differentially larval settlement and
metamorphosis in many invertebrate species; unfortunately, these bacterial biofilm factors
have not been fully characterized [1]. The first biofilm formed on a surface, the settlement
and the following steps of biological colonization are known as fouling, which could be de‐
fined (since an industrial point of view) as the undesirable accumulation of dissolved chemi‐
cal compounds, microorganisms, algae and animals on submerged substrates leading to
subsequent bio-deterioration of the colonized surface.

The fouling process is an ecologically complex of interactions between basibionts, surface-
colonizing microbes, and fouling larvae, all mediated by chemical signaling. The assessment
of fouling organism over basibionts can have severely deleterious effects on them such as
inhibition of photosynthesis, blockage of filter feeding, and elevated risk of mechanical dis‐
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lodgement or predation. In this scenario, competition for space represents ecological forces
comparable to predation, because the space is a limited resource in the ocean; therefore, ma‐
rine invertebrates have to compete for their place on a surface. Consequently, sessile inverte‐
brates establish evolutionary weapons to colonize: when they are larvae, they must locate
and colonize a surface in order to colonize and metamorphose; but when they are adults,
they have to keep their own surfaces clean and ward off settlement by larvae [2].

Nowadays, the biofouling has been understood as a four-step sequential process. The initial
step consists in the adsorption of organic macromolecules, it occurs almost immediately af‐
ter submersion of any surface, and is characterized by the formation of a film composed by
proteins, glycoproteins and polysaccharides, this film is colonized subsequently by bacteria.
The second step, which occurs within an hour of surface immersion in water, is character‐
ized by the assessment of prokaryotes and the subsequent development of a bacterial bio‐
film. Once the bacterial attachment to the surface has occurred, bacterial cells begin
producing a matrix of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) that is critical for maintain‐
ing adhesion and subsequent biofilm development and consolidation. Those biofilm are bac‐
terial communities assembled coordinating different phenotypes that change with the time
and the environment, and depend of different factors that influence, as well, further coloni‐
zation of a surface. Recently, Quorum Sensing (QS) has been recognized as one of the main
factors that determinate biofilm maturation, and this is perhaps the strongest determinant
for the establishment of a proper biofilm. This phenomenon is defined as the regulation of
gene expression depending on the bacterial population density and allows the synchroniza‐
tion of phenotypes by bacterial communication. It is important to explain briefly, how this
QS regulation works (Figure 1). Basically, it works through a genetic circuit compose by a
transcriptional factor (LuxR) and an acyl homoserin lactones (AHL’s) synthetase (LuxI). The
accumulation of AHLs in the media, due to the amount of bacterial cells preset in a culture,
leads to the expression of the genes regulated by LuxR; some of them involved in biofilm
maturation (for review see: [3]).

The third step in fouling formation is the colonization by unicellular eukaryotes; these in‐
clude photosynthetic taxa such as diatoms, and heterotrophic suspension feeders and preda‐
tors. The final step is the attachment of propagules of multicellular organisms, invertebrate
larvae and algal spores, the predominant organisms differ in temperate zones and the trop‐
ics, season and other local conditions. It is now recognized that the nature of biofilms varies
widely, and can present a range of positive and negative stimuli to settling larvae. Larvae
may respond in the water column to chemical cues emanating from the substratum, and/or
upon contact to physicochemical and biological characteristics of the substratum and elect to
settle or reject the surface. In this context, is not surprising that the host-specific bacterial
communities are maintained by many invertebrates, and may inhibit fouling by chemical
deterrence of larvae, or by preventing biofilm formation by inductive strains. Finally, the
larval settlement naturally occurs in a turbulent environment, yet the effects of waterborne
versus surface-adsorbed chemical inductors and/or defences have not been completely un‐
derstood [1].
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Figure 1. LuxR/I system in V. fisheri. QS is defined as the gene expression regulated by the population density. The luxI
gene encodes the AHL’s synthetaze. The AHL’s molecules works as an “auto-inductor” that can diffuse freely through
the cell membrane, and when it is accumulated up to a specific threshold it binds to the LuxR protein, a transcriptional
factor. The complex LuxR-AHL activates the transcription of genes regulated under the luxbox promoter, in this case
those responsible of bioluminescence.

To sum up, we can distinguish within the fouling structure two levels of organization, the
microfouling and the macrofouling. The first one rules the second, and nowadays the efforts
to control the fouling phenomena are concentrated in biofilm control, because its inhibition,
by the use of quorum sensing inhibitors, could avoid the macrofouling assessment.

The fouling has been identified as a cause of severe problems in different scenarios, e.g., it is
estimated that fuel consumption of ships increases 6% for every 100 of hull roughness
caused by fouling organisms. Another example is the higher frequency of dry-docking oper‐
ations required or the invasive species that can be spread inadvertently by fouled ships.
Therefore, inadequate protection against fouling is a consequent threat to marine ecosys‐
tems with incalculable damage, and just for the shipping industry the cost could be estimat‐
ed in several billion of dollars [4]. Other industries could be affected by this phenomenon,
i.e. marine industries as gas and petroleum exploitation, aquaculture, cooling towers, drink‐
ing water distribution systems, building materials, etc; and hull fouling is also a major vec‐
tor for marine invasive species. The fouling problem is quite important for sensor devices,
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particularly in marine and riverine sensors [5]; even more, not only the bacterial and marine
invertebrates are challenging for antifouling technologies the blood cells are too [6]. In order
to deal with this problem the use of antifouling (AF) paints has emerged as the most useful
solution; antifouling paints contain biocides that are released during the lifetime of the coat‐
ing; these biocides are present within a surface micro-layer of water adjacent to the paint
surface, avoiding the settlement of juvenile fouling organisms. Due the great number of or‐
ganisms involved on marine fouling the biocides used in antifouling paints must have a
wide spectrum of activity to be able to deter the colonizer organisms on the ship’s surface.
So, the antifouling products play an important role in the shipping industry and are of sig‐
nificant economic importance [4].

The use of antifoulants to protect the boats is not a new concept; furthermore, the Romans
and Greeks coated their boats with lead sheathing. In the discovery and colonization of
America the vessels were coated with pitch and tallow, and the British Empire used as anti‐
fouling paints grease, sulphur pitch and brimstone, and later copper sheathings were used.
Finally, in the mid-1800s the antifouling paints were developed, because with the introduc‐
tion of iron ships the copper sheathing caused corrosion of the iron, and new formulation
were necessaries. These antifouling paints included a lot of toxic compounds as copper ox‐
ide, arsenic, and mercury oxide to resin binders. After Second World War, the synthetic cop‐
per based paints became most popular until the tributyltin (TBT) proved to be excellent in
the prevention of fouling [7]. A lot of advantages were attributed to TBT antifoulant, e.g. it
exhibits broad-spectrum biocidal properties, and is effective against most of the colonizing
organisms. It could be incorporated into coloured paints because it does not have color, and
does not promote galvanic corrosion on iron ships; furthermore, it can also be used on alu‐
minium surfaces. Due it is an organic compound it can be co-polymerised into resin-based
paints, and incorporated into self-polishing coatings that remain effective for long periods of
time [4]. However, nowadays it is known that organotins, such as tributyltin (TBT) and trib‐
utyltin oxide (TBTO), are the most toxic biocides ever introduced to the marine environment
[8] because they have important deleterious biological effects over a great number of marine
organisms, a lot of them non-target marine organisms, e.g. tissue’s analyses of sea mam‐
mals, fish and some birds have revealed detectable concentrations of TBT. In this way, the
International Maritime Organization (IMO) adopted an international treaty entitled “The In‐
ternational Convention on the Control of Harmful Anti-Fouling Systems on Ships in 2001”, which
banned the presence of organotin compounds in antifouling paints by 1 January 2008 [4].

The prohibition of TBT-based paints forced to develop alternatives that includes booster bio‐
cides, like irgarol 1051, sea-nine 211, dichlofluanid, chlorothalonil, zinc pyrithione, diuron,
TCMS pyridine, TCMTB, zineb, etc. These biocides are being used in many countries, but
they have been found to accumulate in coastal waters and have become a threat to the ma‐
rine environment as well. These alternatives to TBT are also toxic and their putative impact
on non-target organisms is poorly known in some cases, for that reason their contamination
in the aquatic environment has been a topic of increasing importance over the last few years,
interesting review could be consulted in Antifouling Paint Biocides [7] or Ecotoxicology of
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Antifouling Biocides [4]. Nowadays, some countries have signed an agreement to restrict the
useof Irgarol 1051 and diuron biocides [7,8].

In this context, the developing of “environmentally friendly” antifoulants is an urgent neces‐
sity, which include fouling-release coating and electrical antifouling systems; however,
many researchers are trying to employ chemical defense systems from sessile marine organ‐
isms for this purpose [8]. These natural compounds incorporated into a painting would
mimic the marine organisms, which keep their body surfaces clean due to the natural pro‐
duction of antifouling substances with high anesthetic, repellent, settlement deterrent, and
settlement inhibitory properties, but without having biocidal effects. Compounds with dif‐
ferent structures have been identified as antifoulants, and include terpenes, nitrogen-con‐
taining compounds, phenols, steroids and others. Additionally, mixtures of natural products
could be useful taking advantages of the synergistic properties observed; it is expected this
mixture to be much better antifoulants than the organotin compounds, see [9]. Dr. Fussetani
has presented several reviews about the use of natural products as antifoulants, where dif‐
ferent compounds have been identified as the most promising natural product for the anti‐
fouling paints. To mention some examples: the sesquiterpene elatol isolated from red alga
Laurencia elata, the furanones isolated from the red alga Delisea pulchra with, some isocyano‐
terpenes isolated from the sponge Acanthella cavernosa and from the nudibranchs Phyllidia
pustulosa, P. ocelata, P. varicosa y Phillidiopsis krempfi, and the 5,6-Dichloro-1-methylgramine
(DCMG) inspired in the natural product 2,5,6-tribromo-1-methylgramine.

There is, however, one drawback; the known supply problem for Marine Natural Products
(MNP), that has to be overcome in order to apply these products in antifouling technologies.
In this context, bacteria and fungi are promising sources, and more efforts towards the de‐
velopment of antifouling compounds from marine microorganisms should be made [1,8,10].

On the other hand, current antifouling paints are not effective against microfouling coloni‐
zation (bacterial and diatom species) because the microorganisms have the ability to colo‐
nize entire surfaces previously treated with common antifouling paints. Therefore, the
development of new compounds to regulate the density of microbes on antifouling coatings
is urgently needed. In this context, the Quorum Sensing Inhibitors (QSI) are a new alterna‐
tive, and these compounds can be used too for antimicrobial protection in aquaculture, and
even more in the control of medical caterer biofilm development. Dobretsov et al. [11]. estab‐
lished the ability to prevent microfouling by the kojic acid in a controlled mesocosm experi‐
ment. This acid inhibited formation of microbial communities on glass slides, decreasing the
densities of bacteria and diatoms. The study suggested that natural products with QS inhibi‐
tory properties can be used for controlling biofouling communities [11-15].

2. Common bioassays used in the evaluation of chemical compounds as
candidates to combat the microfouling

As it was mentioned before the fouling is a natural process of colonization of submerged
surfaces, involving a wide range of organisms from bacteria until invertebrates. Due to the
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diverse range of organisms involved, there are not specific assays that may show the anti‐
fouling potential of a compound, moreover the latest publications agree that no single sub‐
stance could inhibited the settlement and growth of all the organisms implicated in the
marine fouling. However, several bioassays have been developed to determine whether nat‐
ural products inhibit specific organisms known to be involved in the microfouling process,
mainly directed to understand the influence of the initial colonization by bacteria (micro‐
fouling) on the subsequent settlement and growth of macrofouling.

Because it is necessary to screen plenty of candidates in order to select the most promis‐
ing among them, the identification of effective biocides and coatings requires laboratory
tools  development.  The direct  evaluation of  the  candidates  in  field  conditions  demands
great amounts of each compound, and these assays are affected in an uncontrolled way
by numerous factors, including the season, weather etc, so a previous selection is strong‐
ly  recommended,  and  the  most  recommended  way  is  the  use  of  laboratory  test.  As  a
consequence,  a  number  of  laboratory-based  AF  assays  have  been  developed  in  recent
years;  however  few  compounds  have  been  tested  in  field  assays  or  in  moving  water,
which is needed to evaluate the ecological role of a putative antifouling compound. The
test could be grouped in three main groups according with the target involved, microfo‐
ulers, macrofoulers and enzymes [16].

Because the wide diversity of organisms involved in the fouling process, several different
AF targets (organisms) are required for proving the antifouling activity of a particular com‐
pound. So, a wide range of test organisms has been used in AF bioassays; however the selec‐
tion of the target most be done according with the answer to be solved. E.g. For
understanding the ecological process must be selected as target organisms those that reflect
the potential micro- or macrofoulers of the studied species; for the discovery of new bio‐
cides, to be used in AF paints, the AF assays are conducted using the dominant fouling spe‐
cies in the area (marine bacteria, diatoms, algae, mussels and barnacles). However, the
difficulty and cost of culturing higher benthic organisms has influenced the final choice of
test organism. Some bioassays use a single species of micro- or macrofouler, but for micro‐
fouling assays, mixed consortia are sometimes used. In this sense, the most used microor‐
ganisms are strains of bacteria, isolated from marine biofilms, especially these pioneer
strains since marine bacteria are relatively easy to isolate and maintain. Some diatoms have
been also widely used for bioassays, and it is important because many AF coatings fail
against microalgal slimes dominated by diatoms. Marine fungi have been used in a few
studies, because they are not in the main group of fouler organisms. On the other hand, the
most important macroorganisms involved in ship shield colonization are the barnacles; so
on the most popular test is involved cypris of the subtropical barnacle Balanus amphirite. The
second group of macrofouling organisms of importance in terms of the number of publica‐
tions is the mussels, Mytilus spp are the most used for bioassays [16].

Growth inhibition test as microfouling assays could be done both disc diffusion and liquid
media; however these assays are not so relevant because the fouling involves biofilm, and
these assays do not take account this fact, furthermore, it is well known that the sensitivity
of microorganisms growing in a biofilm is lower than those in planktonic culture. On the
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other hand, these tests could be automated and the compounds evaluated rapidly in multi‐
well plates by measuring the change in turbidity. E.g. For diatoms, the inhibition of growth
can be evaluated in liquid flasks by measuring absorbance or chlorophyll a concentration.
The attachment assays (Bacteria and Microalgae) are another test to evaluate microfouling
activity; however, most of them generate an in vitro biofilm under static water conditions,
with a few exceptions using flow chambers, and those conditions don not reflect the real
fouling conditions. Additionally, a bacterial multispecies biofilms reflect in the best way the
natural conditions because the role of synergy in the resistance to antimicrobial agents. Fi‐
nally, nowadays it is recognized the fundamental role of Quorum Sensing in the biofilm
consolidation and in the fouling process, due this fact the QS inhibition assays are being
conducted to determinate the antifouling potential of pure compounds [8,16].

3. Asking for antifouling molecules with the use of bacterial sensors

QS inhibition has been a strategy of algae, animals, plants, bacteria and other microorgan‐
ism to control its own population and to synchronize the expression of different phenotypes
in a community. QS can be inhibited in several points of the communication circuits. The
most used inhibition mechanisms are degrading the signaling molecules or competing with
the signaling molecule for the binding site in the regulatory protein. Some bacteria have use‐
ful phenotypes regulated by QS, for example bioluminescence, or different pigments as vio‐
lacein, these traits can be exceptional reporters for QS inhibition. Some of these genes have
been used in synthetic biosensors to study with a molecular sight the mechanisms of QS in‐
hibition. Those systems are the common tool to evaluate the activity of new molecules using
them in simple Petri dishes assays. In this section we introduce our current classification of
QS inhibition biosensors and the next generation of biosensors made to order.

3.1. Searching molecules into a complex ecosystem

In a complex social-competitive environment, organisms have developed several mecha‐
nisms to control their own populations; one of them is the inhibition of QS, a phenomenon
called quorum-quenching (QQ) [30]. Many quorum-quenching molecules have been identi‐
fied since the 2000 when Rasmussen and Co-workers reported the halogenated furanone
produced by the seaweed Delisea pulchra (see [17,18]). They show how this molecule and
some derivatives could affect the QS and the swarming motility in Serratia liquefaciens. Some
of the examples are previously mentioned in this chapter, however it is important to men‐
tion that moreover that secondary metabolites there are other examples of QS inhibitors in‐
cluding AHL-lactonases, AHL-acylases and paraoxonases (PONs), which degrade AHL
signals [19]. Bacillus sp. strain 240B1 produces an AHL-lactonase metalloprotein, encoded by
the aiiA gene, able to attenuate the virulence of Erwinia carotovora [20], even many species of
Streptomyces have been reported to encode AHL-acylases able to degradate AHL signals, de‐
creasing the production of virulence factors such as elastases, proteases and LasA in P. aeru‐
ginosa [21]. Currently, the use of quorum-quenching molecules could be applied to the
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control of AHL-mediated pathogenicity and biofilm formation as has been proposed by
Park and Co-workers [21].

Because of its own wide-diversity, searching of quorum-quenching molecules in the envi‐
ronment is a complex procedure. Different aspects must be considered, for example the
complexity of the holobiont and the conditions that should be carefully selected depending
on the organism that may be producing the molecules. In fact, the biggest problem is to be
sure of the origin of such a molecule in a complex sample where bacteria, microalgae, fungi,
invertebrates among other organism could be included and responsible of the activity. Con‐
sequently, the current challenge is to design a wide-ranging method that allows sensing
these molecules avoiding the conflicts caused by the origin. The main problem after defining
the chemical extraction required and the amount of sample according to the producer or‐
ganism is it to find a wide detection method for the bioactivity.

Since years, biosensors have been used for the detection of QS activity, induction or inhibi‐
tion, and recent studies suggest that the biosensor assays in the simple Petri dishes method‐
ology are the best way, up to now, to detect such molecules. Some of the biosensors used as
tool for quorum-quenching detection are wild type strains with reporter phenotypes that
can be inhibited by the selected substance or could be mutant biosensors with the AHLs
synthetase disrupted and a reporter gene induced by synthetic AHL’s; this signalization is
then impaired by the molecule being tested [22,23]. The main goal now is to find a wide
range of detection because usually the biosensor strains have a specific LuxR type protein
that can detect a specific range of AHL’s.

3.2. Kind of quorum-quenching biosensors:

We define two main approaches to identify quorum-quenching molecules using the biosen‐
sors mentioned above: (1) Inhibiting a certain phenotype under the regulation of QS. (2) Dis‐
rupting the induction of QS regulated reporter gene in a biosensor strain stimulated with
foreign AHL’s. Both approaches are illustrated in the Figure 2.

3.2.1. Inhibiting a certain phenotype under the regulation of QS

The best example for the first approach is the inhibition assay using the Chromobacterium vio‐
laceum wild type as a biosensor strain. This strain is able to produce the pigment Violacein
under the regulation of QS when a quorum-quenching molecule is present in the medium C.
violaceum is not able to produce the pigment (Figure 3).

This approach use wild-type strains able to express phenotypes regulated by QS, some of
the most used phenotypes are bioluminescence from Vibrio sp, pigments from Serratia mar‐
cescens or Cromobacterium violaceum or antibiotics from Erwinia carotovora among others.
These phenotypes are multi-factorial traits, which mean there are many genetic and meta‐
bolic determinants involved. Consequently special condition should be provided in order to
test the quorum-quenching activity of a selected molecule (Figure 3, left).
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Figure 2. Approaches to identify quorum-quenching molecules. Left: Inhibiting a certain phenotype under the regula‐
tion of QS. This approach use wild-type strains able to express phenotypes regulated by QS. Right: Disrupting expres‐
sion of a reporter gene regulated by QS in a biosensor mutant. This approach use biosensors strains designed by
transformation with synthetic plasmids. The arrows represent potential targets for quorum-quenching molecules:
Left: their own wild-type regulation circuit. Right: the communication between strains, the reporter system and the
stimulatory system.

Figure 3. Inhibition of Violaceine in Chromobacterium violaceum: Right: control disk with no QS inhibition halo. Left:
Disk impregnated with a QSI compound (results under publication)

3.2.2. Disrupting the induction of QS regulated reporter gene in a biosensor strain stimulated with
foreign AHL’s

The second approach uses biosensors made with synthetic plasmids; those are more stable
and can be easily manipulated. The biosensors mutants in the Quorum Sensing systems
(mainly from Gram-negative bacteria) have been a helpful tool to analyze the communica‐
tion system present in a complex environment sample. Therefore, a large number of strains,
genetically transformed with truncated QS circuits, have been developed (for review see
[22]). These mutants require AHLs in the media to induce the reporter phenotype regulated
by QS, consequently the media to test the quorum-quenching activity must be supplement‐
ed with the respective AHL’s. However, it should be mention that the QS mutated strains
have lots of problems with the laboratory maintenance and the growth conditions.

These transformed biosensors can be classified in two kinds concerning the response level of
the reporter gene:
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a. The first one is the plasmid-based biosensors of overall population response, the best
example are the plasmids pSB403 and pHV200I designed by Winson et al. 1998 [23].
Both used the system LuxR/I able to sense the molecule 3-oxo-C6HL. The strains trans‐
formed with this plasmid are is able to sense the 3-oxo-C6AHL molecule in the growth
media and induce the expression of the reporter system LuxCDABE. This reporter sys‐
tem induces the expression of bioluminescence over all the population and the biolumi‐
nescence is the summatory of the entire bacterial culture.

b. The second type is the plasmid-based biosensors of single cell response, the best exam‐
ple is the plasmid pJBA-132 designed by Andersen et al. 2011. This plasmid used also
the system LuxR/I but with the reporter gen gfp (green fluorescent protein). Certain bac‐
terial strain transformed with this plasmid is able to sense, as well the 3-oxo-C6AHL
(because it has the same LuxR protein), in the growth media and induce the expression
of GFP. The fluorescence of GFP can be determined in a single cell and therefore it can
be quantified individually into a population or community.

Additionally, plasmid-based biosensors can be classified regarding the kind of promoter
used. These can be constitutive promoters (for example, the plasmid pSB403) or inducible
promotes (pHV200I). The use of inducible promoters allows the directly manipulation by
activating certain biosensor as desired. The most common used promoter is the PlacO1 pro‐
moter. Despite the role of PlacO1 promoter in lactose catabolism has been widely described,
we propose this promoter as a mechanism to switch between an activated or inactive state at
the genetic level of expression of certain reporter system. PlacO1 promoter regulation mech‐
anism works as a response of environmental lactose levels. In an environment without lac‐
tose the protein LacI repressor binds to operator region of lac operon inhibiting the
transcription of genes under its control (inactive biosensor). On the other hand, in an envi‐
ronment with lactose or analogous (IPTG), this can bind to LacI to assemble a complex Lac‐
tose-LacI and it is possible to induce the expression of genes (active biosensor). We used this
mechanism to switch our biosensor strain whenever we want it. These biosensors are used
in the screening of quorum-quenching molecules adding in the media the respective AHL
molecule to produce the specific stimulus. The use of plasmids with designed circuits im‐
proves the knowledge of the variables that should be controlled in the experiment, in con‐
trasts with the wild type-strains biosensors mentioned above (Figure 3, right).

Nowadays, it  is possible to select the biosensor following the questions we have for the
environmental sample more over a Synthetic Biology approach through successive steps
of in silico  design, in vitro  construction and in vivo  expression is a very useful tool to al‐
low scanning and testing quorum-quenching molecules  in  an artificial  communicational
environment.

3.3. The next generation, biosensors made to order:

As an interesting perspective, we could select our desired biosensor-stimulatory environ‐
ment  from  parts  assembly  by  Synthetic  Biology  approaches  to  test  quorum-quenching
molecules.
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Dubrin et al. 2007 [24] define Synthetic Biology (SB) as a variety of experimental approaches
with the aim to mimic o modify a biological system. This recent field of research has been
widely studied [25-27]. A model to test quorum-quenching molecules through SB may be
constructed following two main steps: (1) design and (2) manufacturing. Heinemann et al.
2006 [28] reported a deep description of each step.

For the particular case of systems of QS, a large number of studies have established a pat‐
tern of interactions, levels of regulation, transcription rates and other parameters relating to
components of these networks [3,29,30]. This allows us to meet one of the main require‐
ments in SB, in which you have sufficient data to perform a mathematical and computation‐
al modelling of various QS systems based on the parameters reported in the literature in
order to predict the behaviour of the entire network under certain events that can be simu‐
lated (e.g. lactonase activity, AHL acylases concetrations, a mutation in the gene, response to
external signals, receptor competition, etc).

The assumptions and standard parameters to be used when performing a computational or
mathematical modeling of a QS system have been clearly described in the work of Garcia-
Ojalvo, et al., 2004 [31], McMillen et al., 2002 [32] and Dockery & Keener 2001 [33].

The goal of synthetic biology is not only perform a mathematical modelling in silico, but to
perform an assembly in vitro and monitoring in vivo of a particular genetic network. In that
sense, it is necessary to establish requirements to design a model and that it can be viable at
all levels (in silico, in vitro and in vivo).

Friesen et al., 1993 [34] and Kaznessis 2007 [35] have defined four criteria to design a model
in SB, these are: (1) there must be a network topology, where some biomolecules control the
concentration of others. (2) Any unit of excitation must activate the system. (3) An oscillat‐
ing system must include a restoration process that returns the oscillating system to steady
state (negative feedback) and (4) there must be a process leading to overcoming the steady
state values before the inhibition will be fully effective. A diagram illustrating the basic
structure which must have a model designed in SB studies are presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Adapted from Friesen et al. (1993) [34]. Basic structure of a model built in Synthetic Biology. NR represents
the excitatory input may or may not be rhythmic. V represents the variables and D delays. Arrows indicate induction
and perpendicular indicates inhibition.
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Many components of QS systems have been employed in the construction of artificial mod‐
ules and these meet the requirements presented in Figure 4.

Following these criteria it is possible to simulate a QS- communication environment when
we can test our samples with the aim to search Quorum-Quenching activity and establishing
the presence of quorum quenching molecules.

Finally, we can use bacterial as bio-factories to produce inhibitors molecules in higher
amounts than classical approaches under regulation of inducible promoters by using easily
manipulated strains.

4. Working model (combined strategy) to measure the potential of
inhibitors in marine microfouling process

According to  the  current  knowledge of  the  fouling process  mentioned in  the  preceding
sections, the selection of compounds capable of inhibiting it  is not an easy task. For the
search  of  good  antifoulants  most  researchers  in  this  area  use  the  results  of  bioassays
mainly  against  larvae  or  spores  of  macro-organisms.  Once  selected  these  compounds,
they are applied as additives in antifouling paints. However, there is increasing evidence
that  microorganisms,  in particular bacteria,  re-colonize entire surfaces treated with com‐
mercial antifoulants [11]. Consequently, there is a real need to find new and more potent
antifouling  compounds  effective  against  the  microorganisms  that  are  deposited  in  the
first stage of the process of colonization.

Therefore, we have developed a strategy using natural compounds or their analogues to in‐
terfere with the microfouling considering that the process of biofouling consists of three
main stages developed in a sequential manner (Figure 5). The first, usually known as micro‐
fouling (attachment of microorganisms mainly bacteria and algal cells), involves the adsorp‐
tion of dissolved organic molecules; those molecules provide nutrients for attaching the
primary colonizers. The subsequent stages involve the recruitment of invertebrate larvae
and algal spores (macrofouling) [36,37]. However, it is important to have in mind that these
stages can overlap, could be developed in a succession or occurs in parallel [8].

The Figure 5 which illustrates schematically the process of fouling. One can observe several
key points within the microfouling step: firstly the reversible attachment of microorganisms
(A) (mainly bacteria and algal cells, assay a, blue arrow), at this point they could be detach‐
ed from the surface just by washing with water; secondly the irreversible attachment of
those microorganisms to the solid surface (B) followed by cell division (assay b, red arrow)
(C), growth (D), biofilm formation (assay c, yellow arrow) (E) and continuing recruitment
(F). At this point Quorum Sensing and biofilm formation of bacteria which are found in all
submerged structures in the marine environment frequently in association with algae, pro‐
tozoa and fungi [38] are key points. Although it is likely that for the majority of organisms a
biofilm surface is not a pre-requisite for settlement, in practice colonization by spores and
larvae of fouling organisms almost takes place via a biofilmed surface (G). Therefore, we
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think that in the way to prevent fouling in marine submerged surfaces we could use natural
compounds or their analogs selected through their evaluation as potential antifouling agents
using antibacterial activity test against marine bacteria associated with heavy fouled surfa‐
ces, quorum sensing inhibition QSI and biofilm inhibition assays.

Figure 5. Scheme of the process of fouling. In the Figure 5 which illustrates schematically the process of fouling one
can observe several key points within the microfouling step: firstly the reversible attachment of microorganisms (A)
(mainly bacteria and algal cells, assay a, blue arrow), at this point they could be detached from the surface just by
washing with water; secondly the irreversible attachment of those microorganisms to the solid surface (B) followed by
cell division (assay b, red arrow) (C), growth (D), biofilm formation (assay c, yellow arrow) (E) and continuing recruit‐
ment (F). At this point Quorum Sensing and biofilm formation of bacteria which are found in all submerged structures
in the marine environment frequently in association with algae, protozoa and fungi [38] are key points. Although it is
likely that for the majority of organisms a biofilm surface is not a pre-requisite for settlement, in practice colonization
by spores and larvae of fouling organisms almost takes place via a biofilmed surface (G). Therefore, we think that in
the way to prevent fouling in marine submerged surfaces we could use natural compounds or their analogs selected
through their evaluation as potential antifouling agents using antibacterial activity tested against marine bacteria as‐
sociated with heavy fouled surfaces, quorum sensing inhibition QSI and biofilm inhibition assays.

Although, no laboratory bioassay could replicate the complex process of fouling since it in‐
volves a wide range of physical, chemical, and biological interactions [16]; recently, some
technical approximations have been reported as indicators of the antifouling potential of
chemical compounds. Those strategies use as a model the growth inhibition bioassay and
the disruption of biofilm formation in bacteria associated with heavily fouled marine surfa‐
ces [8]. As we mention, it has been established that bacteria are the first organisms to colo‐
nize immersed surfaces [2] and they are usually associate with soft-bodied organisms or
with inert surfaces. The formation of bacterial biofilms is regulated by QS systems, and it
has been recognized as fundamental track for the attachment and growth of other organisms
such as other bacteria, invertebrate larvae or spores of algae [15]. Thus, the conformation of
the bacterial community is involved in the process of fouling by regulating the settlement of
organisms and by promoting or inhibiting colonization [15,16,41,47].

Therefore, in our recent research on marine metabolites we have been focused on the search
of compounds that exhibit antifouling properties mainly from octocorals that keep their sur‐
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faces free of fouling organisms [39-45] using their own metabolites as chemical defenses
against the settlement and metamorphosis of invading species. After a quick in vitro anti‐
fouling test using the bacterial strains associated with fouled surface Ochrobactrum pseudog‐
ringnonense, Alteromonas macleodii; Kocuria sp., and Oceanobacillus iheyensis (described bellow
in section a) [41] to evaluate 39 extracts of marine organisms, the Eunicea knighti and Pseudo‐
plexaura flagellosa extracts showed the strongest antifouling properties [41,43-45]. Conse‐
quently, these octocorals E. knighti and P. flagellosa were collected in Santa Marta bay,
Colombian Caribbean Sea by scuba diving. The animals were identified by Prof. Dr. S. Zea,
and Prof. Dr. M. Puyana. The fresh coral colonies were immediately frozen after collection
and remained frozen until extraction. The organisms E. knighti (650 g) and P. flagellosa (360
g) were cut in small pieces and separately extracted with a MeOH-CH2Cl2 (1:1 v/v) mixture,
concentrated by rotary evaporation and the extracts obtained subjected to reversed-phase
HPLC for final purification, to afford pure compounds 1-8 from E. knighti and 9-16 from P.
flagellosa (Figure 6) as was reported by Tello et al, 2009 [43], 2011 [44] and 2012 [45].

The structures of compounds 1-16 (Figure 6) were established by the analysis of their spec‐
troscopic features (MS, one- and two- dimensional NMR) and their absolute configurations
were determined by a combination of chemical and NMR methods (multiple correlations
observed in a ROESY and NOESY experiments, and by the modified Mosher method and
the values of their optical rotations). Additionally, the stereostructures of compounds 9-16
(Figure 6) were confirmed by single-crystal X-ray diffraction.

The cembranoid type compounds isolated from E. knighti and P. flagellosa were subjected to
Quorum Sensing and Bacterial Biofilm inhibition assays (Tables 1 and 2) finding interesting
values for microfouling activity particularly for compounds 2-5, 7-9, 11, 12, 14, and 15. These
results and their structure similarity, indicated an interesting structure-activity relationship,
in this specific case of antifouling activity. For this reason, we envisaged a strategy to obtain
diverse analogues with a high functional diversity, in order to enhance their activity making
possible their use in antifouling technologies. Thus, we selected among the most active natu‐
ral compounds, six lead compounds (2-5, 9, 11, and 12), based on their antifouling proper‐
ties, on the easy access to substantial amounts of those compounds and on the presence of
highly reactive functional groups in their structure. The latter made them suitable templates
for the synthesis of analogues possessing uncommon structural features which enhanced its
antifouling properties and leaves the possibility of assessing new interesting biological ac‐
tivities. Thus, we selected a group of regioselective, straightforward, fast, reproducible and
high yield reactions to afford the synthetic analogues of cembranoids 17-52 (Figure 7) i.e. ep‐
oxide ring opening, oxidation reactions, treatment with iodine, photochemical reactions,
methylation and acetylation, and cyclizations [46]. The analogues thus synthesized were
subsequently subjected to antimicrofouling assays as explained below to evaluate their
properties i.e. if they were capable of inhibiting marine bacteria involve in marine fouling,
disrupt Quorum Sensing systems and avoid or inhibit biofilm formation and the subsequent
steps of fouling as described in section 1.
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4.1. Marine bacteria involved in fouling process and their use as preliminar sensors to
evaluate the antimicrofouling activity of compounds 1-16

As no laboratory bioassay could replicate the complex process of fouling as mentioned be‐
fore, some technical approximations have been reported as indicators of the antifouling po‐
tential of chemical compounds [16]. These approximations use as one of the models, marine
bacteria involved in fouling process.

Our experiments used bacterial strains associated with the fouled surface of the sponge
Aplysina lacunosa and from the calcareous surface of a shell of the bivalve Donax sp. Those
bacteria were collected at Santa Martha Bay in the Colombian Caribbean, and identified by
the 16S rRNA sequencing as Ochrobactrum pseudogringnonense, Alteromonas macleodii; Kocuria
sp., and Oceanobacillus iheyensis [41]. The natural compounds were tested in a growth inhibi‐
tion assay against these marine bacterial strains, using the common antimicrobial test (disk–
diffusion technique) [41,48,49]. The results showed in general that most of the assayed cem‐
branoids exhibited high activity against most of the isolated bacteria, mainly O. pseudogring‐
nonense. Specifically, compound 1 has a wide antibacterial activity and the best potency
(halo >10 mm) of all compounds tested, although it was more specific against Gram (+) bac‐
teria. Compounds 4 and 5 exhibited activity against isolates of O. pseudogringnonense. The
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compound 3 showed a wide activity, but it was more powerful against Gram (+) bacteria as
was reported previously by us in Tello et al., 2009 [43].

4.2. Quorum sensing inhibition assay and its role as a tool to decide which of the natural
and or the analogues synthesized exhibited the best potency as antimicrofoulants

The Quorum Sensing involves the cell control of bacterial population by communication us‐
ing chemical signals (molecules) and a complex network of genetic circuits with a positive
feedback regulation. Sensing these chemical signals bacteria can respond as groups and de‐
tect the “quorum” of a population in order to regulate different phenotypes [11,36], i.e. the
biofilm formation and maturation [50]. Thus, QS inhibitors can avoid the maturation of bac‐
teria biofilms, and affect the attachment larval indirectly [15]. We decided to evaluate all 52
compounds (naturals and synthetics) in this bioassay, in order to establish whether these
cembranoid compounds can interfere with the QS systems signals and at the same time if
the chemical transformations to the natural cembranoids led to obtain synthetic analogues
with a QS inhibitory activity increased. Thus, to evaluate the QSI activity of the natural and
synthetic cembranoid analogues the Chromobacterium violaceum ATCC 31532 biosensor strain
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compound 3 showed a wide activity, but it was more powerful against Gram (+) bacteria as
was reported previously by us in Tello et al., 2009 [43].
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was used in a standard disk–diffusion assay [49]. The disks were loaded with µg amounts of
every compound (1-52) as was previously reported by us in Tello, et al, 2011 [44], 2012a [45],
and 2012b [46]. The known QS inhibitor kojic acid [11] was used as a positive control togeth‐
er with the common antifouling agent Cu2O.

Assay Quorum Sensing Inhibitiona (μg/disk)b

Compounds Chromobacterium violaceum Compounds Chromobacterium violaceum

1 - 27 -

2 - 28 5.0

3 7.5 29 -

4 - 30 -

5 - 31 30.0

6 - 32 -

7 7.5 33 -

8 15.0 34 30.0

9 - 35 7.5

10 - 36 30.0

11 7.5 37 30.0

12 - 38 -

13 - 39 15.0

14 7.5 40 -

15 30.0 41 -

16 - 42 -

17 - 43 -

18 7.5 44 -

19 2.5 45 -

20 7.5 46 -

21 - 47 7.5

22 7.5 48 30.0

23 2.5 49 15.0

24 - 50 -

25 7.5 51 7.5

26 7.5 52 -

Kojic acid 90.0 Solvent -

aActivity was measured by the inhibition of violacein pigment. bMinimum quantity in μg per disk of compound re‐
quired to inhibit violacein pigment. – No zone of inhibition was observed, even at 30 µg/disk.

Table 1. Quorum Sensing Inhibition activity of compounds 1-52.
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All compounds listed in the Table 1 were tested in the QS inhibition assay and were evaluat‐
ed. The results showed mainly, that only six of the natural compounds showed QSI activity,
being the most active compounds 3, 7, 11, and 14 (all 7.5 µg/disk). The synthetic compounds
that showed the best QSI activity were 19 (2.5 µg/disk), 23 (2.5 µg/disk), and 28 (5.0 µg/disk)
which present a similar structure and functional groups. All in all, the carried out reaction
resulting in an enhanced QS Inhibitors compounds, because, eighteen active analogue com‐
pounds were obtained and is noteworthy to say that the most active cembranoid analogues
(19, 23, and 28) were most potent than the most active natural products 3, 7, 11, and 14, ach‐
ieving the main proposal of the work [46].

4.3. Disruption of Bacterial biofilm formation and maturation as indicator of antifouling
potency of natural and semisynthetic cembranoid analogues

Bacterial biofilms have long been recognized as fundamental settlement cues for many in‐
vertebrate larvae that colonize hard substrata, such as sponges, cnidarians, mollusks, barna‐
cles, bryozoans and ascidians [8]. This intrinsically complex process is the result of a
network of interactions both in the pioneering biofilm and in the community of colonizers
[14]. These interactions in a biofilm determine the composition of different populations and
the establishment in a specific environment, all these together create a chemical pattern that
gives specific signals for the subsequent colonization of other organisms.

Biofilm inhibition assaya

Compounds Pseudomonas aeruginosa Staphylococcus aureus Vibrio harveyi

1 4,1 2,0 0,3

2 12,8 1,3 9,8

3 9,3 3,2 1,0

4 14,7 0,01 >100,0

5 5,0 0,3 >100,0

6 8,3 0,5 >100,0

7 10,1 0,01 80,2

8 17,8 0,8 >100,0

9 4,0 10,1 17,1

10 4,5 10,0 69,7

11 11,5 "/>100,0 11,0

12 17,2 >100,0 >100,0

13 9,2 20,9 0,3

14 6,4 1,0 >100,0

15 12,2 5,7 9,5

16 6,8 1,4 53,8

Kojic acid 17.2 24.7 >100,0

Solvent NI NI NI

aConcentration that inhibits 50% of the biofilm and expressed in ppm. NI Non biofilm inhibition.

Table 2. Biofilm inhibition activity of compounds 1-16.
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For biofilm inhibition assays, Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC 27853 (Gram negative), Staphylo‐
coccus aureus ATCC 25923 (Gram positive) and Vibrio harveyi PHY-2A (Gram negative) were
used as model bacteria. The pure compounds 1-52 were evaluated in this bioassay to test if
they are capable of inhibit the bacterial biofilm formation [44-46]. The bioassay was per‐
formed in a 96-well polystyrene microtiter dishes as was previously described in Tello, et al,
2011 [44]. For the natural compounds the IC50 values were calculated (Table 2).

The results of the disruption of Bacterial biofilm formation showed that approximately 60%
of compounds inhibited the biofilm formation in a 50% extension, in at least one strain of the
three used for this bioassay. Most of the cembranoid compounds showed outstanding bio‐
film inhibition activity against all the strains used in this bioassay, mainly against the Gram
positive bacterium S. aureus. Thereby, fifteen compounds inhibited the bacterium S. aureus
at lower concentrations than 1.0 ppm, being the compounds 4, 7, 18, 19, 25, 35, and 36 the
most active even better than the known QS inhibitor kojic acid (24.7 ppm). Against P. aerugi‐
nosa nine compounds showed IC50 values lower than 10.0 ppm and the most active com‐
pounds were 1, 5, 9, and 10. The control kojic acid showed an IC50 of 17.2 ppm. Finally,
against V. harveyi just three natural compounds (1, 3, and 13) presented lower IC50 values
than 1.0 ppm,, the kojic acid presented an IC50 value upper than 100 ppm against this strain
(data being published). The kojic acid has been proved by Dobretsov et al. [11] to have the
ability to prevent microfouling in a controlled mesocosm experiment by inhibition of micro‐
bial communities on glass slides, decreasing the densities of bacteria and diatoms. Addition‐
ally, the biofilm inhibition in all cases was achieved without interference in the bacterial
growth.

Then, based on the results obtained in the above assays for all compounds (1-52), it was pos‐
sible establish the natural compounds 3 and 7, and the synthetic compounds 18, 19, 25, 35,
and 36 as the most active cembranoids in the anti-microfouling bioassays, which could be
used as additive in antifouling coating.
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Figure 8. Most active compounds in the anti-microfouling bioassays.
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4.4. Field test

Based on the previous results we chose compound (19), one of the most active compounds
in the antimicrofouling bioassays to evaluate its activity in a field experiment with natural
conditions (the sea) as additive in an industrial coating (Table 3). Thus, white ceramic panels
(12 cm × 12 cm × 5 mm) used as surface were polished and then coated with the test paints
(code I and II), a copper-based paint (30% of Cu2O), and a kojic acid-based paint (0.5% of
kojic acid).

Code Paint Compound 19 epoxymastic (marine paint) catalyst Acetone

I 1 2.0% 47.0% 47.0% 4.0%

II 1 0.5% 48.0% 48.0% 3.5%

Table 3. Formulation of the paints used in field tests.

Field experiments were conducted at Rosario Islands, Caribbean coast of Colombia, between
25 April and 9 July of 2012. The test panels were placed at random at a depth of 2 to 6 meters
and vertically using SCUBA diving.

The results showed that the copper-based paint was cover with microfouling during the
test period, otherwise showed good antifouling activity against macroorganisms after 75
days,  the  panel  control  was  completely  fouled  mainly  by  algae,  the  test  panels  treated
with the compound 19 completely prevented settlement of macrofouling during the test‐
ed  period,  further,  the  panels  were  slightly  fouled  with  microalgae  but  remained most
free of fouling and showed excellent antifouling performance after 75 days of exposure.
Finally, barnacles and bivalves were observed alongside the pier wall, but were not found
on the test panels. The results of biofilm inhibition activity and the field test will be pub‐
lished in near future.

As summary,  QSI  and Bacterial  biofilm inhibitors  compounds were  more effective  than
the known antifoulants kojic acid and Cu2O, and is noteworthy that the most of the ana‐
logues  of  cembranoids  were  significantly  less  toxic  against  the  tested  bacteria  (C.  viola‐
ceum, V. harveyi, S. aureus and P. aureginosa). Thus, marine cembranoids are recognized to
be promising environmentally friendly candidates to be included in industrial coatings as
antimicrofouling agents.  The results  showed that  the  analogue 19  completely  prevented
settlement of  macrofouling and inhibited most of  the microfouling during the period of
testing.  The above support the use of cembranoids (particularly compound 19) as excel‐
lent candidates to be used as antifoulant agents in a commercial antifouling paint, but be‐
cause of its structural complexity, the synthesis of more simple compounds together with
QSAR studies should be the next step in the search for potential non-toxic antimicrofou‐
lant agents.
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5. Concluding remarks

Although it is well known that in the marine environment all natural and artificial substrata
are quickly colonized by micro- and macroorganisms in a complex physical, chemical and
biological process, only recently the studies on microfouling have emerged as a key area of
research, in an effort to develop more efficient and environmental friendly antifoulants.
Since, the formation of a biofilm is considered an initial step in the development of fouling
and taking into consideration that QS controls bacterial biofilm differentiation and matura‐
tion, the use of chemical compounds (natural or synthetic analogs) as interferences in these
processes has been proposed as one potential approach for controlling microfouling. Fur‐
thermore, since larvae of many marine invertebrates preferentially settle on bacterial bio‐
film, disruption of bacterial biofilm could lead to the reduction of macrofouling of
submerged surfaces as well. In this sense, this chapter, that includes our own working mod‐
el (combined strategy) to measure using bacterial sensors, the potential of marine isolated
compounds and their synthetic analogs as inhibitors in marine microfouling, should surely
contribute to the significant expansion of this area of research.
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Chapter 5

Inhibitive Determination of Metal Ions Using a
Horseradish Peroxidase Amperometric Biosensor

B. Silwana, C. van der Horst, E. Iwuoha and
V. Somerset

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter

http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/53815

1. Introduction

The  development  of  electro-analytical  methods  for  the  determination  of  mercury,  lead,
cadmium and various other trace metals in acidic media or at different pH values are not
new and for  that  reason,  the  investigation  of  alternative  techniques  have  been ongoing
and especially  to  find mercury-free  electrodes  (Ugo et  al.,  1995).  Stripping voltammetry
has been widely used for trace metal analysis with mercury as the working electrode due
to its remarkable analytical properties.  However, due to the toxicity of mercury and the
human health risk that it poses (bioaccumulation in the food chain), there have been in‐
sistent efforts to remove the use of mercury completely. Electroanalysis has therefore seen
the use of mercury-free sensors, while much attention has been dedicated to the develop‐
ment of such sensors over the last decade (Hwang et al., 2008; Sonthalia et al., 2004). Sev‐
eral  heavy  metals  create  environmental  and  human  health  concerns  when  elevated
concentrations  of  these  metals  are  present  in  the  environment.  In  this  regard,  lead (Pb)
and mercury (Hg) and more increasingly cadmium (Cd) heavy metals are of prime envi‐
ronmental concern, since they are significant for environmental surveillance, food control,
occupational medicine, toxicology and hygiene (Ensafi and Zarei, 2000). Lead (Pb) is fur‐
thermore constantly monitored in natural and drinking water due to the harmful effects
that are often manifested in young children (Zen et al., 2002). It is also known that several
trace metals are regarded as essential micro-nutrients and play an integral role in the life
processes  of  living  organisms.  In  contrast,  metals  such  as  aluminium,  silver,  cadmium,
gold,  lead and mercury play no biological  role  in  living organisms and lead to  toxicity
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and adverse human health effects when present (Somerset et al.,  2010a; Estevez-Hernan‐
dez et al., 2007; Honeychurch et al., 2002).

The simultaneous analysis of metal ions is typically performed with inductively coupled
plasma atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES), inductively coupled plasma mass spec‐
trometry (ICP-MS), X-ray fluorescence spectrometry (XRF), or atomic absorption spectrome‐
try (AAS). These are well established methods that are characterised by low detection limits,
but these methods require expensive instrumentation and trained personnel and cannot be
used for field and on-site measurements. On the other hand, anodic stripping voltammetry
(ASV) is one of the most favourable techniques for the determination of heavy metal ions
due to its low cost, high sensitivity, easy operation and the ability of analysing element spe‐
ciation (Li et al., 2010; Somerset et al., 2010b).

In this chapter the use of a conducting polymer modified platinum surface on which horse‐
radish perioxidase (HRP) has been immobilised was investigated as an alternative transduc‐
er platform for the amperometric analysis of Hg2+, Pb2+ and Cd2+ ions in aqueous solutions.
The results obtained for the quantitative analysis of the metal ions included the detection
limit, linear range, sensitivity and R.S.D. for individual metal ions and are discussed in this
chapter. Results for the biosensor storage stability and response reproducibility were also in‐
vestigated and reported.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Chemicals

The reagents aniline (99%), 2,2´-dithiodianiline (98%), potassium dihydrogen phosphate
(99%), hydrogen peroxide (30%), disodium hydrogen phosphate (98%) and diethyl ether
(99.9%) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, Germany. The enzyme peroxidase (EC 1.11.1.7
type IV from horseradish) was also purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Germany. The potassi‐
um chloride, sulphuric acid (95%), ethanol (98%) and hydrochloric acid (32%) were obtained
from Merck, South Africa. The standards for cadmium (Cd), lead (Pd) and mercury (Hg)
were purchased as atomic adsorption standard solutions (1000 mg/l) and purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich, Germany.

2.2. Apparatus

Electrochemical protocols were performed with a PalmSens portable potentiostat / galvano‐
stat, with the PSTrace program and accessories (PalmSens® Instruments BV, 3992 BZ Hout‐
en, the Netherlands). The portable potentiostat was interfaced with a microcomputer
controlled by PS 2.1 software for data acquisition and experimental control.

A conventional three-electrode system was employed consisting of a platinum (Pt) working
electrode, a BAS 3 M NaCl-type Ag/AgCl reference electrode, and a platinum wire auxiliary
electrode (Somerset et al., 2010a).
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2.3. Construction of Pt/PANI/HRP biosensor

2.3.1. Electrosynthesis of polymer film on platinum electrode

During electropolymerisation a three-electrode cell with a 10 ml capacity was utilised. Elec‐
tropolymerisation from a 0.2 M aniline solution dissolved in a 1 M hydrochloric acid (HCl)
solution onto a thoroughly cleaned and polished Pt electrode was performed. The aniline /
HCl solution was first degassed by passing argon (Ar) through the solution, followed by
electropolymerisation to obtain a smooth polymer coated electrode surface. During electro‐
polymerisation the potential was repeatedly scanned from − 200 mV to + 1200 mV, at a scan
rate of 40 mV/s. This was done for 20 voltammetric cycles, to ensure a relatively thick poly‐
mer film was obtained for enzyme immobilisation (Mathebe et al., 2004; Somerset et al.,
2009; Somerset et al., 2010a; Nomngongo et al., 2011).

2.3.2. Enzyme immobilisation and biosensor preparation

Electropolymerisation of a fresh PANI polymer film on a Pt electrode was followed by acti‐
vation of the polymer film for enzyme attachment. The Pt/PANI electrode was transferred to
a batch cell, containing 1 ml of a 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 6.8) solution, degassed with
argon. The fresh PANI polymer film was first reduced at a potential of - 500 mV (vs. Ag/
AgCl) until a steady current was achieved. The Pt/PANI bioelectrode was next transferred
to a 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 6.8) solution, containing HRP (2 mg/ml in 1.0 ml fresh buf‐
fer solution). The enzyme solution was then argon degassed, after which enzyme immobili‐
sation onto the Pt/PANI bioelectrode was achieved by oxidation of the PANI film in the
presence of HRP at a potential of + 400 mV (vs. Ag/AgCl), until steady-state current was
achieved. The resulting biosensor will be referred to as Pt/PANI/HRP biosensor (Morrin et
al., 2003; Mathebe et al., 2004; Somerset et al., 2009; Nomngongo et al., 2011).

2.4. Biosensor response evaluation

2.4.1. Voltammetric measurements

Cyclic and differential pulse voltammetry measurements were used to monitor the respons‐
es of the Pt/PANI/HRP biosensor towards hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) as substrate (Morrin et
al., 2005; Mathebe et al., 2004; Nomngongo et al., 2011). Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was per‐
formed at a slow scan rate of 10 mV/s in order to study the catalytic oxidation of H2O2 by
applying a potential scan between + 400 mV and - 1200 mV (vs. Ag/AgCl). Furthermore, to
differentiate between the voltammetric responses, the cyclic voltammogram was first re‐
corded in the absence of the substrate, followed by analysis in the presence of H2O2 as sub‐
strate. This was achieved by sequential addition of 1 mM of H2O2 solution to the 1 ml of 0.1
M phosphate buffer (PB) solution, degassed with argon that was repeated after each addi‐
tion of the substrate (Chen and Gu, 2008; Nomngongo et al., 2011).

Differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) immediately followed the CV analysis in the same solu‐
tion mentioned in the previous paragraph. The cathodic difference differential pulse voltam‐
mogram (DPV) was collected in the reduction direction only by scanning the potential between
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+ 400 mV and - 1200 mV (vs. Ag/AgCl), at a potential step of 20 mV and a pulse amplitude of 20
mV. As for the CV analysis, the DPV measurements were first obtained in the absence of the
substrate, followed by analysis in the presence of H2O2 as substrate (Nomngongo et al., 2011).

2.4.2. Inhibition response measurements

The electrochemical cell prepared for biosensor inhibition measurements consisted of the Pt/
PANI/HRP bioelectrode, a platinum wire and Ag/AgCl as the working, counter and refer‐
ence electrode, respectively. Inhibition measurements were performed in a 1 ml test solution
containing 0.1 M PB solution that was degassed with argon before any substrate was added
and after each addition of small aliquots of 1 mM H2O2 solution.

Inhibition plots for each of the heavy metals studied (e.g. Cd2+, Pb2+, and Hg2+) were obtained
using  the  percentage  inhibition  method.  This  procedure  involved  the  study  of  the  Pt/
PANI/HRP biosensor in the presence of H2O2 solution first, followed by exposure to sequential
additions of the heavy metal solutions. The heavy metal concentrations evaluated during se‐
quential addition were 0.001 ppb, 0.005 ppb and 0.01 ppb for each of Cd2+, Pb2+, and Hg2+.

For the inhibition studies, the Pt/PANI/HRP biosensor was first placed in a stirred 1 ml of
0.1 M PB solution (anaerobic conditions) and multiple additions of a standard peroxide sub‐
strate solution was added until a stable current and a maximum concentration of 6 mM
were obtained. This steady state current was related to the activity of the biosensor with no
inhibitor present. In the second phase of the inhibition studies, the biosensor was transferred
to a fresh 1 ml of 0.1 M PB solution (anaerobic conditions) and multiple additions of a stand‐
ard heavy metal solution (e.g. Cd2+, Pb2+, and Hg2+) was again added, until a stable current
was obtained (Nomngongo et al., 2011).

The percentage inhibition was then calculated using the formula (Somerset et al., 2007;
Guascito et al., 2008; Nomngongo et al., 2011):

I %= 
I1 - I2

I1
 ×  100% (1)

where I% is the degree of inhibition, I1 is the steady-state current obtained in buffer solution
with no heavy metal ion present, while I2 is the steady-state current obtained after the bio‐
sensor was exposed to sequential additions of the separate heavy metal ions of Cd2+, Pb2+,
and Hg2+ respectively.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Cyclic voltammetric characterisation of PANI electropolymerisation

In Figure 1, the cyclic voltammogram (CV) for the electropolymerisation of polyaniline
(PANI) on a Pt electrode is shown, which was obtained by cycling the potential between −
200 and + 1100 mV at a scan rate of 40 mV/s.
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Figure 1. Results for the electropolymerisation of PANI in a 1 M HCl solution on a Pt electrode with the potential scan‐
ned from − 200 to +1100 mV at a scan rate of 40 mV/s.

The results obtained for the electropolymerisation of PANI in Figure 1, shows that PANI
displays very good redox activity at acidic pH. The CV obtained in Figure 1 further shows
two main anodic peaks in A and C, which corresponds to the transformation of leucoemer‐
aldine base to emeraldine salt and the emeraldine salt to pernigraniline salt forms. The re‐
verse scan in the cathodic direction shows the main peaks C´ and A´ that corresponds to the
conversion of pernigraniline salt to emeraldine salt and emeraldine salt to leucoemeraldine
base. The small redox couple of (B/B´) in the centre of the centre of the CV can be attributed
to impurities such as benzoquinone and hydroquinone. With repetitive cycling of the poten‐
tial an increase in the redox peaks was observed, which indicated the formation of a con‐
ducting polymer on the electrode surface (Mathebe et al., 2004; Morrin et al., 2005; Somerset
et al., 2007; Somerset et al., 2010a).

Further characterisation of the electrosynthesised PANI polymer was done to compare the
results obtained to that of other researchers. To determine the surface concentration of the
PANI film, ΓPANI, Brown-Anson analysis (Bard and Faulkner, 2001) was performed. Similar‐
ly, Randles-Sevcik analysis (Bard and Faulkner, 2001) of peak current (Ip) versus square root
of scan rate (v½) was performed, to estimate the electron transport diffusion coefficient, De,
for electrons within the polymer backbone. A summary of the results are shown in Table 1.
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Polymer parameter Mathebe et al., 2004 Nomngongo et al., 2011 This study

ΓPANI 1.85 × 10-7 mol/cm2 7.8 × 10-7 mol/cm2 6.19 × 10-8 mol/cm2

De 8.68 × 10-9 cm2/s 4.07 × 10-8 cm2/s 4.94 × 10-10 cm2/s

Table 1. Comparison of the results obtained for the surface concentration and electron transport diffusion coefficient
of the electrosynthesised polymers.

Analysis of the results in Table 1 shows that both the results for the surface concentration of
the PANI polymer and the electron transport diffusion coefficient obtained in this study,
compares well to that of similar studies performed previously.

3.2. Optimisation of solution pH for Pt/PANI/HRP biosensor

After construction of the Pt/PANI/HRP biosensor, evaluation of the biosensor was per‐
formed over the pH range from 4.5 to 7.2, to confirm the optimum current response for the
constructed biosensor. A fresh biosensor was constructed and evaluated at each of the pH
values evaluated from 4.5 to 7.2. The results obtained are displayed in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Results obtained for the optimisation of pH for the PtPANI/HRP enzyme electrode in 0.1 M phosphate buffer
solution.
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Analysis of the results in Figure 2 indicates indicate that a maximum amperometric re‐
sponse and sensitivity was obtained for the biosensor at a pH of 6.8. Similar studies per‐
formed on a similar biosensor construction have shown it to operate at an optimum pH
range from 6.8 to 7.2 in buffered electrolyte solution. All further biosensor studies was per‐
formed at a pH = 6.8 (Mathebe et al., 2004; Nomngongo et al., 2011).

3.3. Differential pulse voltammetric characterisation of Pt/PANI/HRP biosensor

After construction, the amperometric behaviour of the Pt/PANI/HRP biosensor was evaluat‐
ed in the presence and absence of H2O2 as substrate. Both the cyclic and differential pulse
behaviour of the biosensor in the presence and absence of the substrate were evaluated, al‐
though only the differential pulse voltammetric (DPV) results (Figure 3) will be discussed in
this section.

The results obtained for the cyclic voltammetric (CV) behaviour of the Pt/PANI/HRP biosen‐
sor (not shown here), have shown that with sequential addition of H2O2 to the phosphate
buffer (pH = 6.8) solution, the reduction peak current shifted and increased with addition of
the substrate (Mathebe et al., 2004; Nomngongo et al., 2011).

In Figure 3 the DPV results obtained for the evaluation of the Pt/PANI/HRP biosensor are
shown.

Figure 3. Net cathodic differential pulse voltammograms (DPVs) of the Pt/PANI/HRP biosensor in the presence of in‐
creasing concentrations of H2O2 as substrate. The experimental conditions were: frequency, 20 Hz; amplitude, 20 mV;
and potential step, 20 mV.
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The evaluation of the DPV results was done by cycling the potential in the cathodic direc‐
tion from + 0.4 to – 1.2 V (vs. Ag/AgCl). The results obtained in Figure 3 have shown that the
in the absence of the substrate, no electrocatalytic reduction of H2O2 was observed. Howev‐
er, as soon as H2O2 was added, an increase in the current of the peak observed at approxi‐
mately – 0.2 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) occurred, thereby demonstrating effective electrocatalytic
reduction of H2O2. With subsequent additions of substrate to the 0.1 M PBS, both a positive
shift in the reduction peak and reduction peak current was evident, proportional to in‐
creased H2O2 concentration. Similar observations for the same biosensor were made by
Mathebe et al. (2004) and Nomngongo et al. (2011).

In order to explain the DPV results obtained, the mechanism involved for the Pt/PANI/HRP
biosensor is shown in Figure 4. This scheme shows that when the Pt/PANI/HRP bioelec‐
trode is charged at a constant potential of – 0.2 V (vs. Ag/AgCl), the H2O2 substrate reduc‐
tion charge is propagated along the PANI polymer chain to the Pt electrode surface, by fast
electron transfer reactions. It is further shown that the PANI redox species (PANI0 ↔ PANI
+) is involved in the reduction charge propagation.

Figure 4. The Pt/PANI/HRP biosensor mechanism indicating the redox species that are either electron donors or hy‐
drogen donors in the reaction mechanism (Iwuoha et al., 1997).

Figure 4 also shows that the substrate H2O2 is reduced by HRP (in the ferric (FeIII) resting
state) to form water, which results in the oxidation of HRP to form the oxyferryl HRP-I (FeIV

= 0) compound. In turn this compound undergoes a two-electron reduction step to form an
intermediate compound called hydroxyferryl HRP-II (FeIV-OH). With continued charge
propagation taking place, the hydroxyferryl HRP-II compound goes back to the ferric HRP
resting state and the process is repeated (Iwuoha et al., 1997; Nomngongo et al., 2011).
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3.4. Cadmium (II), lead(II) and mercury (II) inhibition studies

The results obtained for the inhibition studies for each of the Cd2+, Pb2+ and Hg2+ metal ions
determined with the Pt/PANI/HRP biosensor are discussed in this section. Other studies
(Zhao et al., 1996; Shyuan et al., 2008; Nomngongo et al., 2011) have shown that enzymes
(e.g. HRP, alkaline phosphatase) are known to be inhibited by metals such as Cd2+, Co2+,
Cu2+, Fe3+, Ni2+, Pb2+ and Hg2+. Three different heavy metal concentrations were evaluated,
ranging from a relatively low, intermediary to higher concentrations. The inhibition results
obtained for each of these concentrations (added sequentially) are evaluated and discussed
in the following paragraphs.

3.4.1. Inhibition results for lowest metal concentration investigated

The percentage inhibition plots obtained for the inhibition of HRP when aliquots of 0.001
ppb of Cd2+, Pb2+ and Hg2+ was sequentially added to the 0.1 M PB (pH = 6.8) solution, are
shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Results obtained for inhibition of the Pt/PANI/HRP biosensor in the presence of 0.001 ppb of Cd2+, Pb2+ and
Hg2+, respectively.

For the results shown in Figure 5 it was observed that three distinctive patterns of inhibition
was obtained for each of the Cd2+, Pb2+ and Hg2+ metal ions investigated. For metal concen‐
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trations ranging from 0.001 – 0.004 ppb, it was observed that the decreasing trend of inhibi‐
tion was Hg2+ > Cd2+ > Pb2+. For higher concentrations the inhibition trend was Hg2+ > Pb2+ >
Cd2+. It was further observed that after the initial concentration of 0.001 ppb for each metal
was added to the Pt/PANI/HRP biosensor, the first inhibition results were 1.5% (Pb2+), 28.4%
(Cd2+) and 59.4% (Hg2+), respectively. This was a clear indication of the initial toxicity of the
respective metal ions to HRP as enzyme. The inhibition plots have also shown that for Pb2+ a
gradual increase in the inhibition was observed as the metal ion concentration was in‐
creased, with the final percentage inhibition at 47.2%. On the other hand, in the case of Hg2+

and Cd2+ an initial high percentage inhibition was obtained that gradually increased slightly
with increased metal ion concentration. The highest percentage inhibition obtained for Cd2+

and Hg2+ were 44.1% and 71.9%, respectively.

3.4.2. Inhibition results for intermediary metal concentration investigated

Figure 6 displays the results obtained for the percentage inhibition plots of HRP when aliquots
of 0.005 ppb of Cd2+, Pb2+ and Hg2+ was sequentially added to the 0.1 M PB (pH = 6.8) solution.

Figure 6. Results obtained for inhibition of the Pt/PANI/HRP biosensor in the presence of 0.005 ppb of Cd2+, Pb2+ and
Hg2+, respectively.
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Figure 6 also displayed the same characteristic trend for the percentage inhibition results,
compared to that in Figure 5. For metal concentrations ranging from 0.005 – 0.02 ppb, it was
observed that the decreasing trend of inhibition was Hg2+ > Cd2+ > Pb2+. For higher concen‐
trations the inhibition trend was Hg2+ > Pb2+ > Cd2+. The results in Figure 6 are characteristi‐
cally similar to that obtained in Figure 5 and differences were only observed when the
individual percentages were compared. For Pb2+ a gradual increase was again observed as
the concentration was increased, with the final percentage inhibition obtained at 44.7%. In
the case of Hg2+ and Cd2+ an initial high percentage inhibition was obtained that gradually
increased slightly with increased metal ion concentration. The highest percentage inhibition
obtained for Cd2+ and Hg2+ were 42.4% and 74.4%, respectively.

3.4.3. Inhibition results for highest metal concentration investigated

The percentage inhibition plots obtained for the inhibition of HRP when aliquots of 0.01 ppb
of Cd2+, Pb2+ and Hg2+ was sequentially added to the 0.1 M PB (pH = 6.8) solution, are shown
in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Results obtained for inhibition of the Pt/PANI/HRP biosensor in the presence of 0.01 ppb of Cd2+, Pb2+ and
Hg2+, respectively.
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Similarly, the same percentage inhibition trends as observed for the two previous investiga‐
tions were observed for the results shown in Figure 7. The decreasing trend of inhibition
was Hg2+ > Cd2+ > Pb2+ for the metal ion concentrations ranging from 0.01 to 0.04 ppb, while
it changed to Hg2+ > Pb2+ > Cd2+ for the last two concentrations evaluated. The highest per‐
centage inhibition obtained at the highest metal ion concentration of 0.06 ppb evaluated
were 42.6% (Cd2+), 44.9% (Pb2+) and 73.1% (Hg2+).

Analysis of the above inhibition results obtained for the three sets of starting metal ion con‐
centrations investigated showed interesting results and similarities. It was observed that the
enzyme HRP was inhibited by all three of the metal ions, Cd2+, Pb2+ and Hg2+. The inhibition
results obtained for Hg2+ ions was the highest of the metal ions investigated, clearly indicat‐
ing the known toxicity of these metal ions. At low to intermediate metal ion concentrations,
the results obtained showed a decreasing inhibition trend of Hg2+ > Cd2+ > Pb2+. The highest
inhibition results obtained for the Pt/PANI/HRP biosensor was 74.4% for Hg2+, followed by
47.2% for Pb2+ and 44.1% for Cd2+.

However, no results for the simultaneous analysis of two or more of either Cd2+, Pb2+ or Hg2+

were collected. These experiments will be conducted in future with the biosensor system de‐
scribed in this work and published in future papers.

3.4.4. Analytical characteristics of the Pt/PANI/HRP biosensor applied in metal inhibition studies

The amperometric responses of the Pt/PANI/HRP biosensor to various H2O2 substrate con‐
centrations  were  evaluated  and  compared  to  that  obtained  in  the  presence  of  selected
heavy metal ions of Cd2+, Pb2+ and Hg2+. For all three metal ions, decreased biosensor re‐
sponses  were  obtained,  clearly  showing that  inhibition was  taking place.  The analytical
characteristics of the Pt/PANI/HRP biosensor were evaluated for each metal ion using var‐
ious calibration curves to obtain the linear ranges, slopes of the calibration plots, correla‐

tion  coefficients,  limits  of  detection  (LOD =  3  ×  SD
m )  and  limits  of  quantification

(LOQ =  10 ×  SD
m ). For these calculations SD is the standard deviation of the blank signal (n

= 10) obtained in 0.1 M PB solution, while m is the slope of the calibration curve. The re‐
sults obtained are listed in Table 2.

Metal ion
Linear range

(ppb)

Sensitivity (µA/

ppb)
R² LOD (ppb) LOQ (ppb)

Cd2+ 1.5 - 4 3.19 x 10-2 0.992 0.0579 0.193

Pb2+ 1.1 - 5 1.90 x 10-2 0.991 0.0931 0.310

Hg2+ 1.5 - 4 1.20 x 10-2 0.991 0.0268 0.089

Table 2. Results for the analytical characteristics of the Pt/PANI/HRP biosensor from the various calibration curves for
the determination of Cd2+, Pb2+ and Hg2+ heavy metal ions.
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Analysis of the results in Table 2 showed that the Pt/PANI/HRP biosensor was very sensi‐
tive for the determination of Hg2+ ions, followed by Pb2+ and Cd2+ ions. This sensitivity was
confirmed with the lowest LOD obtained for Hg2+ ions. The increasing LOD values obtained
for this biosensor was Pb2+ < Cd2+ < Hg2+. These results further compared favourably with
that obtained in the study by Nomngongo et al. (2011), which used the same biosensor con‐
struction for the determination of Cd2+, Pb2+ and Cu2+ metal ions.

4. Conclusions

The results obtained in this study have showed that an amperometric Pt/PANI/HRP biosen‐
sor can be successfully applied for the inhibition determination of selected heavy metals of
Cd2+, Pb2+ and Hg2+. The inhibition results obtained for the three sets of starting metal ion
concentrations investigated showed interesting results and similarities. It was observed that
the enzyme HRP was inhibited by all three of the metal ions, Cd2+, Pb2+ and Hg2+. The inhibi‐
tion results obtained for Hg2+ ions was the highest of the metal ions investigated, clearly in‐
dicating the known toxicity of these metal ions. At low to intermediate metal ion
concentrations, the results obtained showed a decreasing inhibition trend of Hg2+ > Cd2+ >
Pb2+. The highest inhibition results obtained for the Pt/PANI/HRP biosensor was 74.4% for
Hg2+, followed by 47.2% for Pb2+ and 44.1% for Cd2+. The analytical features obtained for the
HRP biosensor showed high sensitivity for the determination of Hg2+ ions, followed by Pb2+

and Cd2+ ions. The respective LOD values obtained were 0.027 ppb (Hg2+), 0.058 ppb (Cd2+)
and 0.093 ppb (Pb2+).
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Chapter 6

Impedimetric Immunosensor for Pesticide Detection

Saloua Helali

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter

http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/53751

1. Introduction

Pollution of surface water by chemicals can disturb aquatic eco-systems and cause loss of
habitats and reduce biodiversity. Pollutants may accumulate in the food chain, and harm
predators consuming contaminated fish. Humans are exposed to pollutants through the
aquatic environment by fish or seafood consumption, drinking water and possibly recrea‐
tional activities. Pollutants may be found in the environment many years after being ban‐
ned; some may be transported over long distances and can be found in remote areas.
Pollutants may be released in the environment from various sources, e.g., agriculture, indus‐
try, incineration, as products or as unintended by-products, they may have been released in
the past or continue to be released from consumer products used in everyday life.

Recently, the European Commission adopted a proposal for a new Directive to protect sur‐
face water from pollution by chemicals (COM(2006)397 final) [1]. The proposed Directive
will set limits on concentrations in surface waters of 41 dangerous chemical substances in‐
cluding 33 priority substances and 8 other pollutants that pose a particular risk to animal
and plant life in the aquatic environment and to human health. Pesticides are important pol‐
lutants and are hazardous to human health and life. During the past 50 years, pesticides
have been used in increasing amounts throughout the word. Among pesticides, atrazine (2-
chloro-4-ethylamino-6-isopropylamino-1,3,5-triazine) is the most extensively applied herbi‐
cide to control broad-leaf plants and grassy weeds, because of its high relative mobility in
the soil in the world [2-7]. Atrazine is a putative endocrine disruptor and may cause serious
health risks even at very low levels (parts-per-billion concentration). At high concentrations
(100 µgl− 1), it causes dramatic effects on the photosynthesis, growth, chlorophyll content
and biomass of most aquatic producers [5]. Long-term exposure of humans and animals to
atrazine at low concentrations may induce subacute injury and potential hazards to the
body. Although studies on the toxicity of atrazine on humans have not been completely con‐
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clusive, atrazine exposure in rodent models has identified reproductive and developmental
abnormalities. The maximum level for atrazine contamination is 3.0 ppb in drinking water,
as established by the US Environmental Protection Agency [8].

The standard procedure for pesticide determination in water is extraction (liquid-liquid, liq‐
uid-solid), followed by chromatographical separation and specific detection (UV-visible
spectroscopy)[9]. Such techniques are reliable and currently used but they require purificati‐
on of samples prior to assay, thus limiting the number of samples that can be analyzed [10].
In addition, these conventional approaches are expensive, time consuming, frequently gen‐
erate considerable waste, and require highly trained personnel. Moreover, conventional en‐
vironmental monitoring typically involves several steps such as sampling, sample handling,
and sample transportation to a specialized laboratory that prevents real-time on-site detec‐
tion of the sample toxicity. These disadvantages of traditional analytical methods have
paved the way for the development of atrazine biosensors as simple, fast, sensitive, selec‐
tive, cost-effective, real-time, on-site, and field portable monitoring technologies with negli‐
gible waste generation[11-13].

Due to the highly sensitive and selective nature of the recognition between antigen (Ag) and
antibody (Ab), immunoassays are very useful in widespread applications such as medical
detection, processing quality control, and environmental monitoring. Traditional methods
used in immunoassays involve radioimmunoassay (RIA) and enzyme-linked immunosorb‐
ent assay (ELISA). Although they are sensitive, RIA exposes laboratory workers to a signifi‐
cant safety hazard, and ELISA is tedious and time-consuming. New techniques, such as
electrochemistry, chemiluminescence, piezoelectricity and surface Plasmon resonance have
attracted extensive interest in immunoassays due to their simple and specific characteristics.
Among these techniques, electrochemical immunoassay has received much attention for its
high sensitivity and low cost. As most antibodies and antigens are electrochemically inert,
the label-free technique of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is developed to
provide a direct detection of immunospecies by measuring the change of impedance. In ad‐
dition to its convenience, EIS provides a nondestructive means for the characterization of
the electrical properties in biological interfaces [14-15].

2. Biosensors overview

A biosensor can be described as a transducer that incorporates a biological recognition com‐
ponent as the key functional element. It consists of three main components as illustrated in
Fig. 1: the biorecognition element, the transducer and the signal display or readout [16]. The
interaction of the analyte with the biorecognition element is converted to a measurable sig‐
nal by the transduction system. The signal is then converted into a readout or display. Ana‐
lytical immunosensors are a subset of biosensors which utilize either antigen or antibody as
the biospecific sensing element.
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Figure 1. Composition of a biosensors

When antibodies or antibody fragments are used as molecular recognition element for spe‐
cific analytes (antigens) to form a stable complex, the device is called immunosensor [17].

Many kinds of nanomaterials, including metal nanoparticles (gold, magnetic beads), poly‐
mer (polypyrrole), and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been widely used in immunosensor
(Fig.2). The common characteristics of these nanomaterial in immunosensor are providing
signal amplifications comparing to the traditional metal ion labels, enzyme labels and redox
probe labels[18].

Figure 2. Nanomaterial used in immunosensor
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Electrodes are commonly made of inert metals such as platinium, gold or carbon, either in
the of graphite, glassy carbon as a solid or as a paste. These electrodes are commonly used to
detect chemical compounds produced or consumed by binding. Therefore, for the construc‐
tion of impedimetric immunosensors are needed.

2.1. Biosensors for monitoring pesticides

The first synthetic pesticides became available during the 1940s, generating large benefits in
increased food production. Each year an estimated 2.5 million tons of pesticides are applied
to agricultural crops worldwide. Pesticides can be classified into three different groups: in‐
secticides, herbicides and fungicides. Insecticides are usually organophosphorous com‐
pounds (e.g. parathion), organochlorine compounds (e.g. DDT) or carbamates (e.g.
carbofuran). Fungicides are either sulphur, copper or organic based compounds, while her‐
bicides can be either organic or inorganic compounds. Pesticides can be applied as dust or
granules, as a vapour or more commonly applied as, or in the presence of a liquid (water or
oil usually). Pesticides, depending on their water solubility can either remain in the soil to
be broken down by the action of certain organisms [19], or washed off, eventually washing
into rivers and sometimes water supplies. The persistency of pesticides and of their degra‐
dation products in the geosphere causes environmental problems. The transfer of pesticides
from treated soil to surface and ground water leads to contamination of drinking water re‐
sources and to subsequent intake of pesticides by man.

Pesticides can be carcinogenic, citogenic, they can produce bone marrow diseases, infertility,
nerve disorders and immunological and respiratory diseases [20]. For these reasons, there is
a growing demand for fast and reliable pesticide monitoring in agriculture and food pro‐
duction. Recently there has been a large increase in the number of publications concerning
biosensors for monitoring pesticides.

A biosensor for the detection of carbamate insecticides was based on the action of enzymes,
acetylcholinesterase [21]. Carbamate pesticides inhibited acetylcholinesterase and the de‐
crease in the enzyme activity was used to determine these pesticides. Acetylcholinesterase
was immobilized on silica gel by covalent binding. pH and conductivity electrodes were
used to detect the ionic change of the sample solution due to hydrolysis of acetylcholine.
The biosensors were used to analyze carbaryl in water.

The optical transducer of CdTe semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) has been integrated
with acetylcholinesterase enzyme (AChE) by the layer-by-layer assembly technique, result‐
ing in a highly sensitive biosensor for detection of organophosphorus pesticides (OPs) in
vegetables and fruits based on enzyme inhibition mechanism[22]. The detection limits of the
proposed biosensors are as low as 1.05×10−11 M for paraoxon and 4.47×10−12 M for parathion.

An amperometric biosensor which used the enzyme an acetylthiocholine (ATCh) has been
used for detection and quantification of three organophosphorus pesticides – paraoxon eth‐
yl, monocrotophos and dichlorvos. The inhibition curves for each pesticide was plotted and
the linear intervals were determined along with the corresponding equations and detection
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pounds (e.g. parathion), organochlorine compounds (e.g. DDT) or carbamates (e.g.
carbofuran). Fungicides are either sulphur, copper or organic based compounds, while her‐
bicides can be either organic or inorganic compounds. Pesticides can be applied as dust or
granules, as a vapour or more commonly applied as, or in the presence of a liquid (water or
oil usually). Pesticides, depending on their water solubility can either remain in the soil to
be broken down by the action of certain organisms [19], or washed off, eventually washing
into rivers and sometimes water supplies. The persistency of pesticides and of their degra‐
dation products in the geosphere causes environmental problems. The transfer of pesticides
from treated soil to surface and ground water leads to contamination of drinking water re‐
sources and to subsequent intake of pesticides by man.

Pesticides can be carcinogenic, citogenic, they can produce bone marrow diseases, infertility,
nerve disorders and immunological and respiratory diseases [20]. For these reasons, there is
a growing demand for fast and reliable pesticide monitoring in agriculture and food pro‐
duction. Recently there has been a large increase in the number of publications concerning
biosensors for monitoring pesticides.

A biosensor for the detection of carbamate insecticides was based on the action of enzymes,
acetylcholinesterase [21]. Carbamate pesticides inhibited acetylcholinesterase and the de‐
crease in the enzyme activity was used to determine these pesticides. Acetylcholinesterase
was immobilized on silica gel by covalent binding. pH and conductivity electrodes were
used to detect the ionic change of the sample solution due to hydrolysis of acetylcholine.
The biosensors were used to analyze carbaryl in water.

The optical transducer of CdTe semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) has been integrated
with acetylcholinesterase enzyme (AChE) by the layer-by-layer assembly technique, result‐
ing in a highly sensitive biosensor for detection of organophosphorus pesticides (OPs) in
vegetables and fruits based on enzyme inhibition mechanism[22]. The detection limits of the
proposed biosensors are as low as 1.05×10−11 M for paraoxon and 4.47×10−12 M for parathion.

An amperometric biosensor which used the enzyme an acetylthiocholine (ATCh) has been
used for detection and quantification of three organophosphorus pesticides – paraoxon eth‐
yl, monocrotophos and dichlorvos. The inhibition curves for each pesticide was plotted and
the linear intervals were determined along with the corresponding equations and detection
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limits – 0.87× 10−11 M for paraoxon, 1.08× 10−11 M for monocrotophos and 1.22 × 10−10 M for
dichlorvos [23].

Clemens Steegborn and Petr Skliidalt described a piezoelectric immunosensor for determi‐
nation of the herbicide atrazine. The Interaction of the anti-atrazine monoclonal antibody
(MAb, clone D6F3) with the immobilized atrazine was characterized using both crude ascet‐
ic fluid and Protein A-purified MAb preparates. As expected, the higher dilutions of MAb
provided improved sensitivity for the analyte. For the 1000X diluted ascetic fluid, 0.1 and 1
µg/l atrazine caused 5 and 30% decreases of the relative binding of MAb, respectively [24].

3. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)

Impedimetric immunosensors have recently received particular attention since they possess
a number of attractive characteristics associated with the use of electrochemical transducers,
namely, low cost of electrode mass production, cost effective instrumentation, the ability to
be miniaturized and to be integrated into multi-array or microprocessor-controlled diagnos‐
tic tools, remote control of implanted sensors, etc. Indeed, due to the above-mentioned char‐
acteristics, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)-based sensors are considered as
promising candidates for use at on-site applications [25,26].

3.1. Fundamentals [27-29]

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) is the method in which the impedance of an
electrochemical system is studied as a function of the frequency of an applied a.c. wave.

When the system is perturbed (by applied a.c. voltage) it relaxes to a new steady state. The
time taken for this relaxation is known as the time constant, τ, and given by:

τ = RC

where R is the resistance and C the capacitance of the system. The analysis of this relaxation
process would provide information about the system. The ratio of the response to the per‐
turbation is the transfer function. When the applied perturbation is an a.c. potential and the
response an ac. current, the transfer function is the impedance. To simplify calculations fur‐
ther, the perturbation and response are transformed from a function of time into the fre‐
quency domain via a Laplace transformation. The applied potential is given by

0exp( )E E j t= w (1)

where E0 is the amplitude of the signal and ω = 2πf is the radial frequency and f is frequency

The output current of the system is also a sinusoidal, is shifted in phase (φ) and has a differ‐
ent amplitude, I0 and it is given by,
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( )0 expI I j t= +w j (2)

According to Ohm's law, impedance (Z) of the circuit at any frequency (ω) can be represent‐
ed by:

( ) ( )0
0

0
exp exp

EEZ j Z j
I I

æ ö
= = - = -ç ÷ç ÷

è ø
j j (3)

The impedance is therefore expressed in terms of a magnitude, Zo, and a phase shift, φ. It is
possible to express the impedance as:

( ) ' "
0 0cos sin( )  Z Z jZ Z jZ= - = -j j (4)

The expression for Z
¯

 is composed of a real and an imaginary part.

Usually a low a.c. voltage of about 10 mV is applied to keep the system linear.

The most popular formats for evaluating electrochemical impedance data are the Nyquist
and Bode plots. In the former format, the imaginary impedance component (Z") is plotted
against the real impedance component (Z') at each excitation frequency, whereas in the latter
format, both the logarithm of the absolute impedance, |Z| and the phase shift, φ, are plotted
against the logarithm of the excitation frequency.

3.2. Equivalent circuit

Interpretation of EIS measurements is usually done by fitting the impedance data to an
equivalent electrical circuit which is representative of the physical processes taking place in
the system under investigation. In fact, one of advantages of EIS is that impedance functions
frequently display many of the features exhibited by passive electrical circuit.

The most important elements that can be used in equivalent circuits are summarized in table
1. The resistor, R, represents the resistor that charge carriers encounter in a specific process
or material. The capacitor, C, represents the accumulation of charged species. The induc‐
tance, L, is used to represent the deposition of surface layers such as the passive layer. The
Warburg element, W, is used to model linear semi-infinite diffusion which occurs when the
diffusion layer has infinite thickness. The constant phase element, CPE, is a general element
which can represent a variety of elements such as inductance (n=-1), resistance (n=0), War‐
burg (n=0.5), capacitance (n=1).
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Element Symbol Impedance expression

Resistance

Capacitance

Inductance

Warburg

CPE

R

C

L

W

Q

R

1/(jcω)

jlω

1/[Y(jω)1/2]

1/[Y(jω)n]

Table 1. Electrical impedance elements

Capacitive immunosensors exploit the change in dielectric properties and/or thickness of the
dielectric layer at the electrolyte–electrode interfaces, due to the antibody–antigen interac‐
tion, for monitoring this process. An electrolytic capacitor (working electrode/ electrolyte)
allows the detection of an analyte specific to the receptor that has been immobilized on the
surface of the working electrode. Ideally, this configuration resembles a capacitor in its abili‐
ty to store charge and thus, the electric capacitance between the working electrode and the
electrolyte is given by equation 5:

(5)

Where ε, is the dielectric constant of the medium between the plates, εo, is the permittivity
of free space (8.85419pF/m), S, is the surface area of the plates, and, d, is the thickness of the
insulating layer (m).

A decrease of the total capacitance, due to the increase of the distance between the plates is
thus expected upon the binding of the analyte to its specific receptor.
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Figure 3. Nyquist plot arising from a Randles circuit showing in the side panel

While no equivalent model can be guaranteed to be unique, simulation of the recorded im‐
pedimetric data to an equivalent electric circuit is a common strategy for understanding the
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physical origin of the observed response. The simplest, and in fact the most frequently used
equivalent circuit for modelling of EIS experimental data is the so called Randles circuit (Fig.
3.B), which comprises the uncompensated resistance of the electrolyte (Rs), in series with the
capacitance of the dielectric layer (Cdl) and the charge-transfer resistance (Rct), if a redox
probe is present in the electrochemical cell. The latter two components are connected in par‐
allel. An additional component, connected in series with Rct, the Warburg impedance (Zw)
accounts for the diffusion of ions from bulk electrolyte to the electrode interface. A typical
shape of the impedance spectrum of this circuit presented in a Nyquist plot (Fig. 3.A) in‐
cludes a semicircle region lying on the real axis followed by a straight line. The linear part
(ϕ=π/4), observed at the low frequency range, implies a mass-transfer limited process,
whereas the semicircle portion, observed at high frequency range, implies a charge-transfer
limited process.

4. Bioreceptors

The sensitivity of immunosensor is strongly dependant on the amount of immobilized anti‐
bodies and their remaining antigen binding properties. A variety of immobilization methods
for proteins has been reported in the literature [30]. The choice of the optimal immobilisa‐
tion method not only depends on the surface linking layer and its specific functional end
groups but also on the free functional groups in the antibodies or their respective fragments.
Numerous bi-functional cross linking reagents have been developed using reactive chemical
groups such as succinimide esters and aldehyde groups. These linkage strategies selectively
form covalent bonds with the lysine residues randomly present in the antibodies, giving rise
to a random orientation of the receptor molecules immobilized on the sensor surface.

4.1. Mixed biotinylated self-assembled monolayer

Self-assembled monolayers consisting of long alkyl-thiols chains on gold have been shown
to be stable in air, water and organic solvents at room temperature [31]. On the other hand,
the biotin/neutravidin couple has a quite high binding affinity and can act as a bridge to an‐
chor bioreceptor species. Therefore, a stable self-assembling system combined with a biotin/
neutravidin couple has potential application for construction of biosensors. In this study, a
mixed monolayer is chosen, which is composed of 1,2 dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoe‐
thanolamine N-(biotinyl) (biotinyl-PE) and 16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid (MHDA). It pos‐
sess a thiol group allowing its immobilization on gold surfaces, and an hydrophilic terminal
carboxyl group. The final stability of the mixed SAM layer is obtained through hydrophobic
interaction between long alkyl (C16) chains. Fig.4 shows the assembly of the mixed SAM.

After the mixed MHDA/biotinyl-PE self-assembled monolayer was formed on gold elec‐
trode and in order to reduce non-specific adsorption, an anti-goat IgG was used to block the
free space between biotinyl-PE molecules in the mixed SAM. Then, neutravidin was bound
on the biotinyl-PE. Like streptavidin, neutravidin can bind four biotinyl groups, so it can act
as a cross-linking agent between different molecular layers. Neutravidin is used as an alter‐
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native to streptavidin as it is carbohydrate free and has a neutral isoelectric point, which
provides exceptionally low nonspecific binding properties. In the following step, biotinyl-
Fab fragment K47 antibody was anchored onto neutravidin to allow the specific affinity im‐
mobilization of atrazine.

Figure 4. Schematic showing the assembly of a mixed self-assembled monolayer.

4.1.1. Electrochemical characteristics of mixed self-assembled monolayer [32]

The properties of mixed monolayer were characterized by cyclic voltammetry and impe‐
dance spectroscopy techniques.

Complex impedance plots of bare electrode (a) and mixed self-assembled monolayers (b) are
shown in Fig. 6.A. The impedance spectra of bare gold electrode fit the theoretical profile
and include a semi-circle region in the frequency range from 0.5 to 1x105 Hz. For the mixed
self-assembled monolayers deposited on the gold electrode, the impedance spectra include a
semi-circle region observed at high frequencies, corresponding to a change in the SAM
structure, followed by a linear region characteristic of lower frequencies attributed to diffu‐
sion phenomenon. The respective compressed semi-circle diameters correspond to the mem‐
brane resistance at the electrode surface, and increase on the addition of self-assembled
monolayers on the electrode surface.

The experimental non-faradic impedance spectra were fitted with computer simulated spec‐
tra using an electronic circuit shown in Fig. 5. This equivalent circuit includes the ohmic re‐
sistance of the electrolyte solution, Rs, the Warburg impedance, Zw, from the diffusion, the
constant phase element, CPE, and membrane resistance, Rm. The latter three components,
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Zw, CPE and Rm, represent interfacial properties of the electrode, and they are affected by
the surface modification.
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Figure 5. Equivalent circuit used to model impedance data in PBS solution.

An excellent fitting between the simulated and experimental spectra was obtained for the
bare Au-electrode and the mixed monolayer-modified Au-electrode Fig. 6.A. It can be seen
that the diameter of semi-circle at high frequency increases upon the stepwise formation of
modifier on the electrode surface. The membrane resistance values, Rm, were extracted from
the computer simulated spectra which are 2180 and 13967 Ωcm2 for bare Au-electrode and
mixed modified Au-electrode, respectively.

The values of the fractional coverage area of the mixed monolayer (θ) can be calculated from
the impedance diagrams using equation 6 [33]:

θ =1−
Rm

Rm
* (6)

where Rm and R*m are the values of the membrane resistance derived from the impedance
diagram of the bare gold electrode and mixed self-assembled monolayer, respectively. In
our system the fractional coverage area was equal to 0.84. The high value of the Warburg
impedance of the gold electrode with the covered SAM shows that the layer is not acting as
a blocking layer but as a diffusion layer because of the low percentage of area coverage.

The experimental variations of impedance versus time show a stability in the range of 8%,
which proves the mixed SAMs is quite stable. Such stability of the mixed monolayer offers
us a very good basis for further construction.

Cyclic voltammetry experiments further confirmed that the mixed SAM was successfully
formed on the gold surface. When the electrode surface was modified by addition of materi‐
al, the electron transfer kinetics of Fe(CN)6

-4/-3 were perturbed. As shown in Fig. 6.B, the step‐
wise assembly of bare gold and mixed SAMs is accompanied by a decrease in the peak to
peak separation between the cathodic and anodic waves of redox probe. This shows the for‐
mation of the mixed monolayer.
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Figure 6. (A) Nyquist diagram (Zr vs.Zi) for the non faradic impedance measurements corresponding to (a) bare Au-
electrode and (b) mixed self-assembled monolayer functionalized Au electrode. Symbols show the experimental data
in PBS solution. Solid curves show the computer fitting of the data using the equivalent circuits shown in Fig. 5. (B)
Cyclic voltammetry for bare gold and mixed SAM electrodes in 5 mM K3[Fe(CN)6]/K4[Fe(CN)6] in PBS pH 7.0.
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4.1.2. Recognition properties of the self-assembled multiplayer

In order to evaluate the recognition properties of the system, in terms of sensitivity and se‐
lectivity, we exposed the gold electrode with self-assembled multilayers to various concen‐
trations of atrazine after immobilization of biotinyl-Fab fragment K47 antibody. The
corresponding Nyquist plots of impedance spectra are shown in Fig.7 the semicircle diame‐
ter in Nyquist plot seems to decrease with the antigene concentration, implying that more
amount of antigen was linked to the interface and the mixed SAMs change its structure with
different concentration adding of antigen as the antigen was not immobilized on the entire
surface and thus do not act as a blocking layer.

When the concentration of antigen was increased over 300 ng/ml, the change of impedance
spectroscopy become gradually weak, showing that immobilization of the antibody on a
gold electrode trends to saturation situation. So we can conclude that the self-assembled
multilayer system that we developed allows distinguishing between specific immobilization
of a given receptor and parasitic adsorption of the other proteins present, and thus repre‐
sents an efficient means to constitute a biosensor for detection of atrazine. Taking into ac‐
count the blank and the signal fluctuation (noise), the detection limit for the binding of
atrazine on the self-assembled multilayer is 20ng/ml.

4.2. Functionalized magnetic beads

Recently, many improvements including enhanced sensitivity and reduced detection time
have been made to immunosensors. These improvements are considerably attributed to the
use of magnetic beads (MBs) in immunosensors. MBs allows (i) easy separation and localiza‐
tion of target proteins by an external magnet, (ii) fast immunoreactions between antigen and
antibody, and (iii) low nonspecific binding by surface modification[34]. Recently, MB-based
immunoassay systems are widely used in clinical laboratories, and MB-based immunoassay
becomes one of standard formats in high-throughput assay. The lowest detection limit of
these immunoassay system is generally in the pg/mL range. Accordingly, a more sensitive
detection method based on MB is required. Recently, many electrochemical immunosensors
using MB have been developed to achieve low detection limits. The high interest in electro‐
chemical immunosensors is due to their easy miniaturization and operation [35-37].

EIS correlates parameters of the system that are purely electrochemical, i.e. current/potential
[38]. Nevertheless, electrochemical systems have also been studied by extending the impe‐
dance concept to measurement obtained by application of perturbations of a non-electrical
character, such as temperature, magnetic field, illumination, etc., and in the measurement of
the responses of the responses of non-electrical character, such as optical transmittance,
mass determination via a quartz balance etc., after an electrochemical perturbation

Here, we present an ultrasensitive and promising analytical method employing an electro‐
chemical immunosensing strategy based on magnetic monolayer of magnetic particles coat‐
ed with streptavidin. This novel strategy takes advantage of easy magnetic separation and
immunoreaction by MB and a high binding affinity between the biotin/ streptavidin couple.
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Figure 7. Complex impedance plots of antigen–antibody/neutravidin/blocking with IgG/mixed SAM/gold electrode
under various concentrations of atrazine. The concentrations of atrazine (ng/ml): (a) 0; (b) 10; (c) 30; (d) 50; (e) 80; (f)
120; (g) 200; (h) 600; (i) 1100.
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4.2.1. Characterization of magnetic monolayer [39]

The magnetic coated streptavidin nanoparticles that display a diameter of 200 nm and an
iron oxide content of about 70%. A schematic illustration of the nanoparticle is presented in
Fig. 8. After application of a 300 mT magnetic field, a layer of magnetic particles coated with
streptavidin was formed on the gold electrode.

Figure 8. Nanoparticles structure.

The magnetic monolayer was characterized using faradaic impedance spectroscopy, cyclic
voltammetry and atomic force microscopy (AFM) techniques.

Cyclic voltammetry experiments further confirmed that a magnetic monolayer was success‐
fully formed on the gold surface. When the electrode surface was modified by addition of
material, the electron transfer kinetics of [Fe(CN)6]4−/3− were perturbed.

The stepwise assembly of bare gold and magnetic beads is accompanied by a decrease in the
peak to peak separation between the cathodic and anodic waves of the redox probe. This re‐
sult shows that the magnetic monolayer formed on gold electrode is not a real insulating
layer but presents a conductivity near the gold surface.

In order to characterize the formation of the magnetic monolayer and obtain information on
its architecture, AFM measurement were taken in tapping mode. Fig.9 shows an AFM image
of the bare gold and of the magnetic beads layer. The image shows the formation of magnet‐
ic monolayer homogeneous and dense. The line profile measurement of the magnetic beads
give diameter distribution 200 nm witch fit will with real beads dimension.

The faradic impedance spectra for bare gold electrode and the magnetic monolayer show a
strong decrease in the constant phase element. It is evident such a constant phase element de‐
crease can simply be attributed to a change in the thickness. Further, we have a decrease in
electron transfer resistance. This decrease could be due to changes in surface conductivity.
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voltammetry and atomic force microscopy (AFM) techniques.

Cyclic voltammetry experiments further confirmed that a magnetic monolayer was success‐
fully formed on the gold surface. When the electrode surface was modified by addition of
material, the electron transfer kinetics of [Fe(CN)6]4−/3− were perturbed.

The stepwise assembly of bare gold and magnetic beads is accompanied by a decrease in the
peak to peak separation between the cathodic and anodic waves of the redox probe. This re‐
sult shows that the magnetic monolayer formed on gold electrode is not a real insulating
layer but presents a conductivity near the gold surface.

In order to characterize the formation of the magnetic monolayer and obtain information on
its architecture, AFM measurement were taken in tapping mode. Fig.9 shows an AFM image
of the bare gold and of the magnetic beads layer. The image shows the formation of magnet‐
ic monolayer homogeneous and dense. The line profile measurement of the magnetic beads
give diameter distribution 200 nm witch fit will with real beads dimension.

The faradic impedance spectra for bare gold electrode and the magnetic monolayer show a
strong decrease in the constant phase element. It is evident such a constant phase element de‐
crease can simply be attributed to a change in the thickness. Further, we have a decrease in
electron transfer resistance. This decrease could be due to changes in surface conductivity.
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Figure 9. AFM image of (a) bare gold, (b) deposited magnetic beads on gold electrode and (c) profile measurement of
magnetic beads.

Figure 10. Nyquist diagram (Zr vs. Zi) for the non-faradaic impedance measurements corresponding to: (a) magnetic
beads/Au-electrode; (b) Fab fragmentK47 antibody/magnetic beads/Au-electrode; (c) 600ng/ml Atrazine/Fab frag‐
ment K47 antibody/magnetic beads/Au-electrode. Solid curves show the computer fitting of the data. Symbols show
the experimental data.
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4.2.2. Atrazine detection

The antibody, biotinyl–Fab fragment K47, forms a quite stable layer onto the magnetic mon‐
olayer due to the high affinity of the biotin/streptavidin interaction. After the antibody layer
formation an antigen, atrazine was injected to react with the antibody.

Complex impedance plots of the successive buildind-up of the sensing layer are shown in
fig. 10. To analyze the complex impedance spectra, data were fitted with the commercially
available software Zplot/Zview (Scibner Associates Inc.) to equivalent circuit:
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The electron transfer resistance values were 304.6 Ωcm2, 204.5 Ωcm2 and 188.5 Ωcm2 for the
magnetic monolayer, the antibody layer and after injection of 600 ng/ml of atrazine, respec‐
tively. The decreases of electron transfer resistance could be attributed to a reorganization of
the beads as the constant phase element decreases too. The constant phase elements, Q, ex‐
tracted from the computer fitting for the same steps were 17µF/cm2,15µF/cm2 and
14.29µF/cm2, respectively. This decrease is due to an increase in thickness.

In order to test the specific binding of the magnetic monolayer, we exposed the substrate to
various concentrations of atrazine, and Nyquist plots were recorded using EIS. A significant
difference in the impedance spectra was observed with increasing receptor concentration. A
linear relationship between the ΔRet values and the concentration of atrazine was establish‐
ed in the range from 50ng/ml to 500ng/ml.

4.3. Polypyrrole–neutravidin layer

A variety of methods capable of immobilizing biologically active material onto or in close
proximity of the transducer surface have been reported. The conducting polymers can be
considered as effective material for immobilization of biomolecules and for transducing/
amplification of electrical signal in design of immunosensing devices [40,41]. The conjugated
double bonds in the backbone of the conducting polymers allow free movement of electrons
within the conjugating length, which makes them electrically conductive [42]. Till now, pol‐
ypyrrole (PPy) has mostly been applied because of its high conductivity, high storage abili‐
ty, good thermal and environmental stability, high redox and capacitive current and
biocompatibility. Polypyrrole can be synthesized by chemical polymerization [43], photoin‐
duced synthesis [44] and electrochemical activation by anodic current[45]. Electrochemical
polymerization is the most commonly used procedure to deposit conductive polymers due
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to its simplicity and rapidity. During the electrochemical oxidation process, biomolecules
can be added into the monomer solution for subsequent entrapment. Typically, this poly‐
mer/biomolecule layer is developed at fixed potentials or by cyclic voltammetry. The meth‐
od allows the polymeric layer to be controlled, but could also lead to the denaturation of the
biologically active element during the immobilization process.

Moreover, by using this technique, thickness and morphology of deposited layer might be
controlled by application of well-defined potential and known current passing through the
electrochemical cell

In this approach, we present another way to immobilize biomaterials based on neutravidin
entrapment during electrochemical deposition of polypyrrole. The attachment of biotinyl–
Fab fragment K47 antibody through the specific biotin–neutravidin interaction was therefore
done on the total volume of the polypyrrole layer.

4.3.1. Preparation of the PPy/neutravidin layer [46]

In order to obtain a semi-transparent and thin polypyrrole film, we minimize the duration of
the cyclic voltammetry. The polypyrrole film with yellow color can be obtained with cyclic
voltammetry between 600 and 900mV. A reproducible PPy/neutravidin thickness layer can
be realized with the same method. However, the majority of proteins are not highly charged
in neutral pH. We have therefore used an anionic surfactant (SDS) as a co-dopant in order to
add an ionic behavior to the proteins which is very useful for the entrapment process within
the biofilm [47]. The confirmation the incorporation of neutravidin inside the Polypyrrole
film was studied by impedance spectroscopy. The impedance spectroscopy measurement
give big change in charge transfer resistance. If large size dopant molecules such as neutra‐
vidin were incorporated into PPy film during electropolymerization, the polypyrrole layer
might to have a porous structure. Therefore, we can confirm that neutravidin was inside the
PPy film since the high resistance deduced from the impedance plot was generally expected
to be related to the porous structure.

4.3.2. Immunoassay

After blockage of nonspecific sites close to the biofilm with Bovine serum albumin (BSA), the
subsequent grafting of Fab fragment will therefore be based only on biotin–neutravidin
bonding. This interaction is very rapid and the strongest known non-covalent binding with
a dissociation constant of 10−15 M [38]. The Nyquist plot after antibody attachment had a
semicircle shape which indicating a film charge-transfer resistance. It is clear that Fab frag‐
ment loading affect the dynamics of charge transfer near the electrode interface due to dif‐
ferences in the electroconductivity between PPy/neutravidin film and Fab immobilized
surface. A non-homogenous insulating protein layer was therefore added on the biofilm af‐
ter fixation of the immunoreceptor.

In order to assess the immunosensor sensitivity, different concentrations of atrazine in the
range of 0.1–200ng/ml were injected on the Fab fragment modified electrode show an in‐
crease in the semicircle diameter with antigen concentration. This was related to the positive
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change in the film charge transfer resistance after atrazine injection. An insulating organic
layer was progressively added to the biofilm since an immunoreactions near the electrode
surface was established between the Fab fragment and the antigen. This interaction might
affect the thickness of the double couche at the electrode interface. Fig.11 illustrates very
well the good sensitivity of our impedimetric immunosensor even with 0.1ng/ml of atrazine.
However, this excellent antigen detection limit could have an important non-specific part.
Thus, different concentrations of rabbit IgG (non-specific antigen) in the range of 0.1–200
ng/ml were added to the biosensor. The impedance measurements show a very little in‐
crease in the Nyquist plot diameter with respect to the atrazine detection.

Based on all these results and in order to illustrate the sensitivity and the selectivity of the
immunosensor, two curves corresponding to the variation of ΔRt (ΔRt is the change of
charge transfer resistance obtained by subtracting the resistance of the immobilized biotiny‐
lated Fab fragment from the resistance of the immune complex) with atrazine and rabbit IgG
concentrations were plotted (Fig. 11).

Figure 11. The variation of ΔRt with atrazine and rabbit IgG concentrations

As can be seen in Fig. 11, the plot for the atrazine detection was almost linear and tend to
reach saturation next to 200ng/ml. Whereas the response of the immunosensor to different
concentrations of non-specific antigen was clearly non-significant. These results have been
obtained with a good reproducibility. We are therefore sure that the above-observed impe‐
dance changes after atrazine injection were generated from the result of specific Fab frag‐
ment-antigen interaction.

4.4. Labeled magnetic nanoparticles assembly on polypyrrole film

In recent years, conducting polymers combined with metallic nanoparticles have been paid
more attention due to their potential applications in microelectronics, microsystems, optical
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sensors and photoelectronic chemistry. In many recent works, PPy films are found to be as‐
sociated with metallic nanoparticles (NPs) [48]. The development of such nanocomposites is
essentially motivated by their high analytical sensitivity in sensing applications. Different
properties emerging from the nanostructuration with NPs are at the origin of the increased
sensing sensitivity. The NPs size and high surface area have first the ability to facilitate di‐
rect and fast electron transfer between the nanocomposite and the transducer. Second, when
compared to homogeneous bulk matrices, the high surface area of the NPs assembly also
leads to nanoporosity for signal amplifications and increased sensitivity toward surface ad‐
sorption or surface reactions. Because of the same geometric properties the NPs assembly
also allows minimum diffusion of the target molecule, and in the same time, miniaturization
of the device. Finally it was shown that the selectivity of the sensor could been hanced by
tuning the molecular interactions between the NPs and linker molecules. The improvement
of the sensing properties resulting from the nanostructuration is such that various routes
were proposed in order to incorporate NPs either in the PPy film or by synthesis of the met‐
allic NPs directly on the PPy film.

We addressed this study to the preparation and characterization of a nanocomposite com‐
posed by a thin polypyrrole (PPy) film covered with an assembly of magnetic nanoparticles
(NPs). The magnetic particles were immobilized on PPy films under appropriate magnetic
field in order to control their organization on the PPy film and finally to improve the sensi‐
tivity of the system in potential sensing applications (Fig.12).

Figure 12. A schematic diagram of the immunosensor showing the stepwise immunosensor fabrication process.
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4.4.1. The polypyrrole film/magnetic nanoparticles composite [49]

The atomic force microscopy images of the PPy film shown in Fig.13.A. These micrographs
reveal the cauliflower morphology usually observed for electrochemically deposited PPy
films which is attributed to the nodular fractal-type growth of these polymers. However, the
high roughness of this surface does not allow atomic force microscopy acquisitions on large
area. The NPs assembly is clearly observable with atomic force microscopy as shown in Fig.
13.B. Cracks in the NPs assembly are again present at microscopic scale. AFM observations
allow us to assess for the distribution of both the PPy and the NPs on the electrode, which
should provide enhanced adsorption and sensitivity in sensing application.

Figure 13. Top AFM images of: (A) PPy film showing the cauliflower structure of this polymer, (B) PPy film covered with
an array of nanoparticles
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Cyclic voltammograms of the gold electrode present a reversible phenomenon, which is the
typical behaviour of gold surface with redox couple (Fig.14). The two peaks of the cathodic
and anodic waves of redox probe have been obtained. After modification of the gold surface
with PPy, the dc-current increases due to the conducting properties of the PPy film. After
immobilization of the magnetic particles on the PPy film, the direct current decreases due to
the insulating properties of the functionalized film (streptavidin) covering the particles. The
same explanation applies for the decrease of the direct current after immobilization of the
antibody and after the BSA blocking step.

Figure 14. Cyclic voltammograms after different steps of modification: (a) bare gold electrode, (b) PPy film modified
gold electrode, (c) PPy covered with streptavidin labelled magnetic particles,(d) immobilization of the antibody biotin-
Fab fragment K47 and (e) BSA blocking layer.

Fig. 15 shows the impedance spectrum of a PPy film coated gold electrode (curve a) com‐
pared with streptavidin labeled magnetic particles surface (curve b), with an antibody-im‐
mobilized surface (curve c) and with BSA blocking layer (curve d).

Note that all the spectra are almost similar, containing a distorted semicircle. The diameter
of the semicircle provides an estimate of the film charge transfer resistance. The resistance of
the studied interface increases after the immobilization of each step. This increase is due to
the decrease of the conductivity due to the insulating properties of grafted layers. This
confirms the results obtained with cyclic voltammetry.

4.4.2. Biosensor application

Biotinylated Fab fragment K47 antibody was covalently bound to the particles through
streptavidin/biotin linkage. This allows specific bounding of atrazine on the NPs and varia‐
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tion of the electrode impedance response. Atrazine–antibody interactions were monitored
by impedance spectroscopy at −1200mV. The semicircle diameter in the impedance spectro‐
scopy measurement is increasing with the atrazine concentration, implying that more
amount of atrazine was linked to the interface. These results revealed that the presence of
the PPy film under the NPs assembly increases over four orders of magnitude the sensitivity
of the sensor as compared to only the NPs assembly, with an excellent detection limit of
5ng/ml [38].

Figure 15. Nyquist diagram for the faradic impedance measurements corresponding to (a) PPy film/Au-electrode, (b)
streptavidin labeled magnetic particles/PPy film/Au-electrode, (c) biotin-Fab fragment K47 antibody/streptavidin la‐
beled magnetic particles/PPy film/Au-electrode and (d) blocked layer with BSA/biotin-Fab fragment K47 antibody/
streptavidin labeled magnetic particles/PPy film/Au-electrode. Solid curves show the computer fitting. Symbols show
the experimental data.

5. Conclusion

Over the last few years, there have been an increasing number of publications concerning
the application of biosensors to environmental analysis. Biosensors have been reported for
the commonly used pesticides and industrial chemicals. In some cases there is a need for
sensitivity and lifetime improvements as conventional techniques can outperform biosen‐
sors in these respects at present. The health and safety of workers applying pesticides or in‐
deed any other chemical could be protected by providing them with biosensors for
monitoring the levels of pesticides or chemicals in the air around them. Biosensors could
contribute towards monitoring the progress of clean-up operations after environmental
spillages of certain chemicals.
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1. Introduction

Environmental security is one of the fundamental requirements of our well-being. However,
it still remains a major global challenge, on account of the increasing number of potentially
harmful pollutants (chemical compounds, toxins and pathogens) discharges into the environ‐
ment [1]. In this context, the detection and monitoring of environmental pollutants in soil,
water and air is very important in the overall safety and security of humans, other animals
and plants.

The requirements for application of most traditional analytical methods to environmental
pollutants analysis often constitute an important impediment for their application on a regular
basis. These analysis calls for fast and cost-effective analytical techniques to be used in
extensive monitoring programs. So, the need for disposable systems or tools for environmental
applications has encouraged the development of new technologies and more suitable meth‐
odologies. In this context, biosensors appear as a suitable alternative or as a complementary
analytical tool. Biosensors can be considered as a subgroup of chemical sensors in which a
biological mechanism is used for analyte detection [2,3,4].

A biosensor (Figure 1) is defined by the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemis‐
try  (IUPAC)  as  a  self-contained  integrated  device  that  is  capable  of  providing  specific
quantitative  or  semi-quantitative  analytical  information  using  a  biological  recognition
element (biochemical receptor), which is retained in contact direct spatial with a transduc‐
tion element [5].
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Figure 1. Biosensor scheme [6].

Based on the principle of specific biological-recognition measurements coupled with a signal
transducer, biosensor technologies have developed over the past several decades, resulting in
commercial production of versatile and portable instruments for many applications that
greatly impacts the bioprocess control, food quality control, agriculture, environment, military
and mainly medicine and clinical analysis. Overall, there are three so-called generations of
biosensors: first generation biosensors operates on electrical response, second generation
biosensors function involving specific mediators between the reaction and the transducer for
generation of a improved response, and in third generation biosensors the reaction itself causes
the response and no product or mediator diffusion is directly involved [7].

In the 21st century, with the progression in the sciences, nanobiosensors with superbly
dedicated miniature sensors with highly miniaturization were developed. In this context,
nanomaterials transducer modification and genetic engineering of the biocomponents are the
main strategies to overcome the reported drawbacks of low sensitivity and reusability/
regeneration of working electrode [7,8].

The main classes of bioreceptor elements that are applied in environmental analysis are
microbial whole-cell, enzymes, antibodies and DNA. Additionally, electrochemical transduc‐
ers are used in most of the biosensors described in the literature for environmental applications
[5]. In recent years, the number of investigations on biosensors has been very high, which
reflects the considerable interest in the theme. Nevertheless, there is a lag between the high
level of technological and scientific development and the limited use of these devices in the
real environmental and agro-food analysis [9, 10].

So, given the applicability of biosensors, this chapter reviews the development and use of some
biosensors in the contaminants monitoring in food and environment for human and environ‐
mental health, describing the three main areas of application: fertilizers, pesticides and quality
and safety of food.

2. Biosensors for nitrogen compounds and fertilizers determination

Because  nitrogen  compounds  are  pollutant  found  in  several  industrial  effluents  its
determination is of extreme importance for the environment. Several methods are used to
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urea determination, including spectrophotometry, fluorimetry, potentiometry and amper‐
ometry. But some of these require a pretreatment or are unsuitable for monitoring in situ.
For this reason there has been growing interest in the development of biosensors for these
determinations.

Urea is a nitrogen compound widely used, such as fertilizer in agriculture and as a nitrogen
source for animal feeding stuff additive. The determination of urea is of great importance in
areas such as clinical analysis, food industry, cosmetics and environmental assessment. In the
environmental area, the large amount of urea in wastewater and water bodies can encourage
the eutrophication process.

In this context, the first urea potentiometric biosensor ever made was built by Guilbault and
Montalvo [11], and measured urea through its enzyme-catalyzed hydrolysis. This first device
was consisted of urease immobilization on polyacrylamide gel on the surface of an ammonium
ion-selective electrode. Furthermore, in 1984, Arnold and Glazier [12], developed a urea
potentiometric biosensor based on jack bean extract immobilization on the surface of an
ammonia gas sensitive electrode. Since then, several instruments were developed and Table
1 shows some biosensors for urea quantification with different transduction system.

Urease is abundant enzyme in plants and, moreover, it can be found at numerous of eukaryotic
microorganisms and bacteria. The bacterial and plant ureases have high sequence similarity,
suggesting that they have similar three-dimensional structures and a conserved catalytic
mechanism. Ureases (urea amidohydrolase, EC 3.5.1.5) catalyzes the hydrolysis of urea to yield
ammonia and carbamat, the latter compound decomposes spontaneously to generate a second
molecule of ammonia and carbon dioxide [13].

Biological component Transductor Reference

Urease immobilized on gelatin beads via cross-linking with

glutaraldehyde
Potentiometry [14]

Urease immobilized on electrosynthesized polymer Potentiometry [15]

Urease immobilized on air stable lipid films Optical [16]

Urease immobilized, through entrapping, onto the ion

sensitive membrane using a polymer matrix of

poly(carbamoylsulphonate) and polyethyleneimine

Potentiometry [17]

Urease immobilized on platinum electrode both by chemical

binding and electropolymerization
Conductometry [18]

Urease immobilized on electropolymerized toluidine blue film Amperometry [19]

Urease immobilized with sol-gel

approach onto a nylon membrane
Colorimetry [20]

Table 1. Biosensors for urea quantification.
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Other nitrogen compounds such as nitrate and nitrite are used in fertilizers. Nitrate is the most
ubiquitous chemical contaminant in groundwater and soil. The increasing levels of nitrate
found in groundwater and surface water concern because they can harm the aquatic environ‐
ment. In line with this, the regulations for treatment of urban wastewater in order to reduce
pollution, including pollution by nitrates from sewage treatment works of industrial and
domestic have been implemented [21]. Spectrophotometric methods for nitrate determination
have been developed over the past several decades. Popular methods for nitrate analysis utilize
ion-exchange chromatography combined with spectrometric, conductometric or electrochem‐
ical detection and are suitable for a wide range of environmental samples [22]. On the other
hand, nitrites are widely used for food preservation and for fertilization of soils. However,
continuous consumption of these ions can cause serious implications on human health,
particularly because it can react irreversibly with hemoglobin [23].

Moorcroft et al. [23] had written a review article on the current strategies employed to facilitate
the detection, determination and monitoring of nitrate and/or nitrite presence. This review
shows that the increasing demand for rapid on-site analysis will ensure the continued
development of both spectroscopic and electrochemical methods, which are more applicable
to miniaturization and remote operation. Thereby the biosensors development goes against to
the conclusion of Moorcroft et al [23]. Moreover, for the analysis of these compounds, biosen‐
sors based on nitrate reductase enzyme have been developed. Truly amperometric enzyme
sensors for this nitrogen compounds were first described in 1994. Nitrate reductase (NR) (EC
1.7.1.3) catalyzes NAD(P)H reduction of nitrate to nitrite.

Silveira et al. [24] had developed a non-mediated electrochemical biosensor for nitrite deter‐
mination. The instrument was based on the stable and selective cytochrome c nitrite reductase
(ccNiR) from Desulfovibrio desulfuricans (ATCC 27774), which has both high turnover and
heterogeneous electron transfer rates. This biological element performs the fast six electron
reduction of nitrite to ammonia. This biosensor had 120nM as a limit detectable concentration
and keeping a stable response up to two weeks. Other nitrite biosensor was developed by Rosa
et al. [25]. It was an optical biosensor based on cytochrome cd1 nitrite reductase, from the
aerobic denitrifier Paracoccus pantotrophus, immobilized in controlled pore glass beads. The
developed biosensor operates by measuring the optical reflectance of nitrite reductase, which
shows spectroscopic changes when nitrite reversibly binds to the reduced form and oxidizes
the enzyme. A biosensing device was developed to detect nitrite in water and obtained
detection limit of 0.93µM (nitrite concentration lower than the permissible in water imposed
by European Community regulations that is 2.2µM).

A highly sensitive, fast and stable conductimetric enzymatic biosensor for the determination
of nitrate in waters was described in Wang et al. [26-27]. Conductimetric electrodes were
modified by methyl viologen mediator mixed with nitrate reductase from Aspergillus niger by
cross-linking with glutaraldehyde in the presence of bovine serum albumin and Nafion®

cation-exchange polymer, allowing retention of viologen mediator. A linear calibration curve
in the range of 0.02 and 0.25 mM with detection limits of 0.005 mM nitrate was obtained. When
stored in pH 7.5 phosphate buffer, the sensors showed good stability over two weeks.
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3. Biosensors for pesticides determination

A pesticide, as defined by the EPA, is any substance or mixture of substances intended for
preventing, destroying, repelling, or lessening the damage of any pest [28]. Of all the envi‐
ronmental pollutants, pesticides are the most abundant, present in water, atmosphere, soil,
plants, and food [3].

Pesticides (insecticides, fungicides and herbicides) are used worldwide due to their wide range
of activity. They are released intentionally into the environment and, through various proc‐
esses, end up contaminating it. The presence of pesticide residues and metabolites in food,
water and soil currently represents one of the major issues in environmental chemistry research
[29]. Due to their increasing use in agriculture, pesticides are among the most important
environmental pollutants. So, the continuous monitoring for low pesticide levels in food,
water, and air has become a key activity in respect to human health [30].

Three of the main classes of pesticides that pose a serious problem are organophosphates (OPs),
organochlorines and carbamates. OPs are usually esters, amides or thiol derivatives of
phosphoric, phosphonic or phosphinic acids. These compounds commonly used includes
parathion, malathion, methyl parathion, chlorpyrifos, diazinon, dichlorvos, phosmet, fenitro‐
thion, tetrachlorvinphos and azinphos methyl [8].

While pesticides are associated with many health effects, there is a lack of monitoring data on
these contaminants. Traditional chromatographic methods, as High Performance Liquid
Chromatography (HPLC), are effective for the analysis of pesticides in the environment, but
have limitations and prevent adequate monitoring [31]. Due to the restrictions in conventional
methodologies, the development of biosensors for direct and indirect pesticide detection is of
particular interest.

Different types of pesticides used in food production can accumulate in fatty tissue in animals
– including humans, while the excessive use of fertilizers contaminates ground water with
nitrates, nitrites and phosphates. The majority of the insecticides used are acetylcholinesterase
(AChE) inhibitors, 55% of them belong to the group of organophosphates and 11% to carba‐
mates, whereas the others are pyrethroids, chlorinated hydrocarbons or other insecticides [32].
The acetylcholinesterase (EC 3.1.1.7) catalysed hydrolysis of acetylthiocholine generates the
electroactive product thiocholine. The current of its oxidation is recorded amperometrically at
a potential of +0.80 V/SCE [33].

As mentioned, applied to the monitoring of pesticides in the environment and in many foods,
the biosensors typically employ the enzyme acetylcholinesterase, monitoring the occurrence
of enzymatic inhibition by organophosphates and carbamates, as these chemical compounds
bind to the active center of the enzyme, preventing the hydrolysis reaction of acetylcholine
into choline and acetate [1].

For the detection of herbicides such as phenyl urea and triazines, which inhibit photosynthesis,
biosensors have been designed with membrane receptors of thylakoid and chloroplasts or
complete cells such unicellular alga, for which mainly amperometric and optical transductors
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have been employed [10]. Furthermore, enzymes like cholinesterase (AChE, BChE), organo‐
phosphorus-hydrolase (OPH), and urease are used in the design of electrochemical biosensors
for pesticides detection. These cholinesterase enzymes have different substrates: AChE
preferentially hydrolyzes acetyl esters, such as acetylcholine, whereas BChE hydrolyzes
butyrylcholine.

A great number of research studies report the development of biosensors for detecting
pesticides based on AChE enzymatic inhibition as shown in Table 2.

Biological component Transductor Analyte
Limit

detection
Reference

AChE immobilized on

multiwalled carbon

nanotubes

Amperometry Carbaryl 4.0μM [34]

AChE-choline oxidase on

a gold-platinum

bimetallic nanoparticles

Electrochemical impedance

spectroscopy

Paraoxon ethyl,

aldicarb and sarin

150-200nM,

40-60 μM and

40-50nM

[35]

AC1.W2.R1/ACCHE

sensors with the help of

Biosensor Toxicity

Analyzer

Amperometry

Residual pesticides

(organophosphorous

and carbamate) on

cotton

- [36]

AChE immobilized on

polyaniline and

multiwalled carbon

nanotubes

Chronoamperometry
Carbaryl and

methomyl
around 10μM [30]

Table 2. Biosensors used in pesticides detection based on the inhibition of enzymatic activities.

Sassolas et al. [37] had developed a review of biosensors for pesticide detection. The authors
discussed that the molecular imprinted polymers (MIPs) are innovative affinity-based
recognition elements that are exploited for the development of environmental sensors. MIPs
have been used as artificial recognition elements of biosensors for pesticide detection. These
synthetic materials can mimic the function of biological receptors but with less stability
constraints and can provide high sensitivity and selectivity while maintaining excellent
thermal and mechanical stability. In this context, Jenkins et al. [38] had constructed a pesticide
sensor with detection limits less than 10ppt and a response time of less than 15 min.

4. Biosensor applications in the food industry

The food industry needs suitable analytical methods for process and quality control. The
determination of chemical and biological contaminants in foods is of paramount importance to
the health of food because, unlike the contamination of a physical nature, they cannot be
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Amperometry Carbaryl 4.0μM [34]

AChE-choline oxidase on

a gold-platinum

bimetallic nanoparticles

Electrochemical impedance

spectroscopy

Paraoxon ethyl,

aldicarb and sarin

150-200nM,

40-60 μM and

40-50nM

[35]

AC1.W2.R1/ACCHE

sensors with the help of

Biosensor Toxicity

Analyzer

Amperometry

Residual pesticides

(organophosphorous

and carbamate) on

cotton

- [36]

AChE immobilized on

polyaniline and

multiwalled carbon

nanotubes

Chronoamperometry
Carbaryl and

methomyl
around 10μM [30]

Table 2. Biosensors used in pesticides detection based on the inhibition of enzymatic activities.

Sassolas et al. [37] had developed a review of biosensors for pesticide detection. The authors
discussed that the molecular imprinted polymers (MIPs) are innovative affinity-based
recognition elements that are exploited for the development of environmental sensors. MIPs
have been used as artificial recognition elements of biosensors for pesticide detection. These
synthetic materials can mimic the function of biological receptors but with less stability
constraints and can provide high sensitivity and selectivity while maintaining excellent
thermal and mechanical stability. In this context, Jenkins et al. [38] had constructed a pesticide
sensor with detection limits less than 10ppt and a response time of less than 15 min.

4. Biosensor applications in the food industry

The food industry needs suitable analytical methods for process and quality control. The
determination of chemical and biological contaminants in foods is of paramount importance to
the health of food because, unlike the contamination of a physical nature, they cannot be
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displayed. Apart from a few important analytes, such as sugars, alcohols, amino acids, fla‐
vours and sweeteners, food applications mainly focus on the determination of contaminants.
Therefore, it is necessary to invest in the development of biosensors to the analysis of the quality
of food, since they have proven to be an extremely viable alternative to traditional analytical
techniques such as chromatography. However, very few biosensors play a prominent role in
food processing or quality control. Considerable effort must be made to develop biosensors that
are inexpensive, reliable, and robust enough to operate under realistic conditions [39].

The potential uses of biosensors in agriculture and food transformation are numerous and
each application has its own requirements in terms of the concentration of analyte to be
measured, required output precision, the necessary volume of the sample, time required
for  the  analysis,  time  required  to  prepare  the  biosensor  or  to  reuse  it  and  cleanliness
requirements of the system [9].

In the area of food the interest in the development of biosensors mainly focuses on analysis of
food security (detection of compound contaminants, allergens, toxins, pathogens, and
additives etc.) Food composition and online process control (Table 3) [40].

Food safety

Xenobiotic compounds

• Additives

• Drugs

• Pesticides and fertilizers

• Other contaminants: dioxins, PCB's,

PAH's, heavy metals and biotoxins

Bacterial toxins:

• Mycotoxins

• Marine Toxins

Pathogenic microorganisms:

• Virus

• Bacteria

• Protozoa

Food quality

Composition of food:

• Sugars

• Amino acids

• Alcohols

• Organic acids

• Cholesterol

Lifetime:

• Polyphenols and fatty acids (rancid)

• Sugars and organic acids (maturation)

• Biogenic Amines (index freshness)

• Aliina (garlic and onions)

Process control

• Sugars (fermentation and pasteurization) • Amino acids (fermentation)

• Lactic acid (cheese production) • Alcohols (fermentation)

Other applications

• GMO's • Animal Reproductive Cycle

Table 3. Main areas applying biosensors technologies in food industry [40].

Quality control is of paramount importance in food and beverage industries. In food and
fermentation processes, quick and reliable analytical methods are required to analyze sugars
like glucose, fructose and sucrose for better process efficiency and economy Also, the recent
demands for high quality food products to meet the customer needs have opened up newer
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and improved sensor technologies that are coupled with production processes for quality
control and consumer assurance.

The concept of food safety involves ensuring the production and marketing of harmless food,
and by that way ensure the health of the consumer. The quantity and types of food additives
incorporated into food products are regulated by the legislation of each country, their detection
and quantification are important to prevent fraud and malpractice by manufacturers, allergies
and other adverse effects to determined groups of the population [10]. Because of this, special
attention has been given the way to detect the presence of contaminants, such as residues of
heavy metals and components antinutritional.

On the other hand, foods can naturally present anti-nutritional compounds that can generate
disorders in the consumer, given that they hinder absorption and metabolize distinct nutrients
causing them to have a deficiency. Antinutritional components (oxalate and glycoalkaloids)
or allergen (gluten) can be contained naturally in foods. First mentioned are mostly detected
by enzymatic amperometric biosensors, while for allergens are described imunosensors [40].
Table 4 presents some examples of biosensors used in the detection of anti-nutrients.

Biological component Transductor Analyte Reference

oxalate oxidase immobilized

on chitosan
Potenciometric Oxalate [41]

oxalate oxidase and peroxidase Amperometry Oxalate in urine [42]

oxalate oxidase immobilized

on gold nanoparticles
Amperometry Oxalate [43]

β-glucosidase Potenciometric amygdalin [44]

Peroxidase Potenciometric amygdalin [45]

Table 4. Biosensors used in anti-nutrients detection.

Oxalic acid is of great importance in food industries and clinical analysis. An increase in oxalate
excretion through urine indicates hyperoxaluria, renal failure, kidney lesions and pancreatic
insufficiency. The ingestion of a large quantity of food rich in oxalic acid can cause loss of
calcium in the blood as well as injury to the kidneys [43,46]. Many methods have been
recommended for oxalate determination in clinical laboratory analyses but some of them are
time-consuming (as chromatographic and spectrophotometric) while some others need a
chemically pre-treated sample [42].

Cyanogenic glycosides, such as amygdalin, are found in a wide variety of plants. Although
cyanogenic glycosides are not toxic as it is, cyanide liberated from them as a result of hydrolysis
has acute toxicity as is well known [45]. The design of a simple D-amygdalin biosensor is
important for its applications, namely in the analytical monitoring of this cyanogenic glyco‐
side. Several dried fruits like bitter almonds or kernels etc. contain amygdalin. Cyanoglyco‐
sides yield glucose, benzaldehyde and hydrocyanic acid when hydrolysed in vitro by mineral
acids or in vivo by enzymes. Unexpectedly, efluents of food and feed production can also
contain cyanide [44].
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4.1. Commercially available biosensors for food industry

Despite the large number of publications on biosensors used in food analysis, only a few
systems are commercially available (Table 5). Among some limitations that must be overcome
are the limited lifespan of biological components, mass production, as well as convenience in
handling. However, these problems can be managed in a near future, since the biosensors
provide unique solutions for food analysis in terms of specificity and time saving [47].

Company Biosensor Country

Oriental electric Fish deterioration tracking China

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology
Detection of Escherichia coli 0157:H7 in lettuce (Canary) USA

Michigan State University’s

Electrochemical Biosensor

Detection of Escherichia coli O157:H7 and Salmonella in

meat products in USA
USA

Georgia Research Tech Institute
Detection of Salmonella and Campylobacter

in pork industry
USA

Naval Research Laboratory
Detection of Staphylococcal enterotoxin B and Botuminum

toxin A in tomatoes, sweet corn, beans and mushrooms
USA

Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

in collaboration with CSIC
Detection of atrazine traces Spain

Molecular Circuitry Inc.
Escherichia coli 0157, Salmonella, Listeria and

Campylobacter
USA

Research International
Proteins, toxins, virus, bacteria, spores and fungi

(simultaneous analysis)
USA

Universal Sensors
Ethanol, methanol, glucose, sucrose, lactose, L-aas,

glutamine, ascorbic acid and oxalate
USA

Texas Instruments Inc. Penaut Allergens, antibiotics USA

Yellow Springs Instruments Co
Glucose, sucrose, lactose, L-lactate, galactose, L-glutamate,

ethanol, H2O2, starch, glutamine and choline
USA

Affinity Sensors Staphylococcus aureus and cholera toxin UK

Ambri Limited Pathogens such as Salmonella e Enterococcus USA

Biacore AB
Water soluble vitamins, chemical veterinary residues and

mycotoxins
Sweden

BioFutura Srl Glucose, fructose, malic acid and lactic acid (fermentation) Italy

Biomerieux Microorganisms France

Biosensor Systems Desing Microorganisms and toxic substances USA

Biosensores S.L. Toxic substances Spain

Chemel AB Glucose, sacarose, ethanol, methanol and lactose Sweden

IVA Co Ltd Heavy metals Rusia

Motorola Microorganisms and GMO's Japan

Inventus Bio Tec Ascorbic acid Germany

Table 5. Commercial biosensors for food industry. Modified from [40,47].
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5. Biosensors for benzoic acid detection

The concept of food security implies the production and marketing of food products that offer
no risk to consumer health. The use of additives has become an increasingly common practice
in the food industry seeking greater lifetime favoring storage and long distance transport [48].

Due to the growing demand for processed food, the use of preservatives has been gaining
importance in modern food technology. Benzoic acid as well as salts, benzoates Na and K, are
among the most widely used preservatives to inhibit microbial growth, depending on the cost-
benefit [49]. Benzoates constitute very important group of food additives to protect the
consumer from microbiological risks of some bacteria, fungi and yeasts which may be
responsible for poisoning [50].

Given the wide use of benzoic acid and its salts (benzoates) as preservatives in the food
industry,  detection  and  quantification  of  these  are  of  great  importance  in  controlling
product quality in order to prevent fraud and improper manufacturing practices, consider‐
ing the possible adverse effects those including preservatives,  exacerbation of symptoms
of chronic rhinitis, asthmatic reactions, hyperactivity in children, genotocixidade, clastoge‐
nicity  and  mutagenicity  (in  human  lymphocytes)  [51-54].  Furthermore  benzoates  may
undergo decarboxylation in the presence of ascorbic acid under certain conditions to form
benzene beverages [55-56].

Although  considered  safe  for  health,  studies  suggest  that  the  consumption  of  these
preservatives is related to a number of adverse health effects,  especially in children and
susceptible people. The acute toxicity is low benzoates. However, cases of urticaria, rhinitis,
asthma and anaphylaxis have been reported after oral, dermal or inhalation. In sensitive
people,  even  at  doses  lower  than  5  mg /  kg  may  cause  immunologic  reactions  do  not
contact (pseudo-allergy) [50].

In the case of food additives, it is important to note that the toxicity or the benefits depend on
the extent to which this food components has adsorption, metabolism and excretion affected
as a whole, since there are synergistic interactions among them, the limits for human con‐
sumption can be changed [10]. Some studies have reported cases of allergic cross-reactions
benzoates and other additives such as sunset yellow, for example [53].

Aiming to make the analysis of benzoates in food, faster, cheaper and simpler, there has been
development of various methodologies described in the literature in terms of biosensors as
promising alternatives to conventional methods (Table 6). Thus the immense development
opportunities and market potential, has driven research analysis methods to the area of food
in terms of biosensors [65].

Amperometric biosensors based on enzymes have emerged in the last decade, with the
possibility of very promising application in the food and beverage industry. These devices are
usually highly selective, sensitive, relatively inexpensive and easy to handle system integration
and continuous analysis. Successful application of these sensors for industrial purposes,
however, requires a sensor design which meets the specific needs monitoring of the target
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analyte in the particular application, since each individual application requires different
operating conditions and characteristics of sensor [64].

Addition of enzyme activity, enzyme inhibition can also be used as analytical signal to be
monitored in biosensors thus the activity is measured before and after inhibition promot‐
ed  by  a  specific  inhibitor  in  a  given  time  range  [66].  The  percentage  inhibition  of  en‐
zyme  is  sustained  by  quantitatively  related  to  the  concentration  of  the  inhibitor  [67].
Generally,  biosensors developed for  detection of  benzoic  acid in food,  are  based on the
principle of enzyme inhibition [67].

The characteristics of biosensors are dependent biological element of the recognition and
signal transducer used as well as the communication between these two elements, which
means  that  although  promising,  have  limitations  and  drawbacks  as  well  as  any  other
methods of analysis [68].

6. Biosensors for heavy metals

Heavy metals are the most dangerous environmental contaminants, which present a serious
threat to human health, even in trace quantities. Contamination of soils due to discharge of
industrial effluents is one of the most significant problems faced by man. Heavy metals are
widely existent in these contaminated environments. For example, many places are consider‐
ably polluted with chromium from tannery waste waters. In these areas, chromium exists in

Biosensor/principle Detection range/sample References

Mushroom tissue homogenate/ enzyme

inhibition
25–100 µM (non-alcoholic) [57]

PPO-PANI/enzyme inhibition 0.0366 mg/L (non-alcoholic) [58]

PPO-PANI- Pan/enzyme inhibition
2×10-7M (milk, yogurth andnon-alcoholic

beverages)
[59]

PPO-Teflon/grafite/enzyme inhibition
9.0×10-7 M (mayonnaiseand non-alcoholic

beverages)
[60]

Carbon Electrode modified with PPO-

nano-CaCO3/enzyme inhibition

5.6×10-7 - 9.2×10-5 M (yogurth, and non-

alcoholic beverages)
[61]

Glassy Carbon Electrodemodified with

PPO/CaHPO4enzyme inhibition

119.6-132 mg/L (non-alcoholic beverages,

mayonnaise)
[62]

PPO-Gel made of Titanium modifiedwith

carbon nanotubes /enzyme inhibition
0.03 mM – 1.06 mM (non-alcoholic beverages) [63]

Table 6. Biosensors for detection benzoate/benzoic acid in food samples.
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both the hexavalent and the trivalent forms. The plants grown in such areas can accumulate
chromium ions. These ions have certain threshold levels for essential functions of living
organism and man, but cause toxic actions if the tolerance levels exceed [69].

Moreover, fertilizer has become one of the polluting sources of heavy metals. So repetitive
applications of commercial fertilizers and pesticides continually for agriculture have contrib‐
uted to a continuous accumulation of heavy metals in soils. The trace metal content of
commercial fertilizers is also highly variable, depending mainly on the phosphate rock source
and the fertilizer production process. The heavy metals in fertilizer can endanger the human
body by the crop containing heavy metals [70-71].

The majority of existing techniques used for trace analysis of heavy metals includes spectro‐
scopic, voltammetric and chromatographic methods, which can detect species at low concen‐
trations or even in single elements. However, all of these traditional methods are generally
expensive and can hardly be used for in situ analysis. Recently, the ability to detect heavy metal
contaminants using biosensors for in situ analysis has gained much interest [72].

Soldatkin et al. [73] presented by a biosensor composter a differential pair of planar thin-film
interdigitated electrodes, deposited on a ceramic pad, (used as a conductometric transducer)
together with the three-enzyme system (invertase, mutarotase, glucose oxidase), immobilized
on the transducer surface, (used as a bioselective element). The developed biosensor demon‐
strated the best sensitivity toward ions Hg2+ and Ag+.

Ravikumar et al. [74], designed and applied molecular biosensor for heavy metals, zinc and
copper, for use in bioremediation strategies. Bacteria utilize two component systems to sensor
change in the environment by multi signal components incluing heavy metals and control gene
expression in response to changes in signal molecules.

7. Conclusions

The modern environmental and food analysis requires sensitive, accurate, and express
methods. The growing field of the biosensors represents an answer to this demand. Unfortu‐
nately, most biosensor systems have been tested only on distilled water or buffered solutions,
but more biosensors that can be applied to real samples have appeared in recent years. In this
context, biosensors for potential environmental and food applications continue to show
advances in areas such as genetic modification of enzymes and microorganisms, improvement
of recognition element immobilization and sensor interfaces.
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Chapter 8

Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering Liquid Sensor for
Quantitative Detection of Trace Melamine in Dairy
Products

Mingqiang Zou, Xiaofang Zhang, Xiaohua Qi and
Feng Liu

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter

http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/52485

1. Introduction

Raman spectroscopy has emerged as a fast, non-invasive, analytical method for the detec‐
tion and quantification of adulterants in many fields (Wong et al., 2007; Weng et al., 2003;
Muik et al., 2003; Micklander et al., 2002; Peica et al., 2005; Rubayiza et al., 2005; Ellis et al.,
2005; Paradkar et al., 2001; Abalde-Cela et al., 2009; Mulvihill et al., 2008; Zhou et al., 2006).
Although signals from conventional Raman spectroscopy are very weak, great progress has
been made with the development of surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) as a
sensing method. SERS is a powerful spectroscopy technique that can provide ultra-sensitive
characterization of adsorbate molecules on roughened metal (e.g., Ag, Au, and Cu) surfaces
that produce a large enhancement to the Raman scattering signal (Lin et al., 2008; Lee et al.,
1982; Wei et al., 2009; Küstner et al., 2009; Koglin et al., 1996; House et al., 2008; Leopold et
al., 2003; Yaffe et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2007; Tiwari et al., 2007; Guingab et al., 2007; Tian et al.,
2002; Wang et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2012; Betz et al., 2012). Generally, solid/liquid substrates
are necessary to enhance the SERS spectrum to obtain adequate sensitivity.Solid substrates,
generally prepared as gold or silver nanoparticles with a silica or alumina shell, have a wide
application range. However, only a few examples of liquid substrates have been reported,
though they are easily prepared and enhance the analysis some analytes.For example, using
a silver colloid, at least a 105-fold enhancement of the Raman signal is achieved for the meas‐
urement of melamine (Zou et al., 2010).

Presently, there are two commonly accepted sensing mechanisms(Chu et al., Phys. Rev;
Campion et al., 1998; Knoll, 1998; Kneipp et al., 1999; Moskovits et al., 1998; Otto et al. 2005):
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the electro-magnetic enhancement mechanism, which involves enhancement in the field in‐
tensity by plasmon resonance excitation; and the chemical enhancement mechanism, which
involves enhancement of the polarizability by chemical effects such as a charge-transfer ex‐
cited states.The efficiency of the generation of the SERS signal is high enough to observe the
Raman spectrum of even a single molecule. With the rapid development of nanofabrication
technology, SERS has grown to become a very active field of research in several areas of ma‐
terials and analytical sciences, such as medicine, the environment, food, gems, cultural rel‐
ics, and archaeology (Fan et al., 2011; Jun et al., 2010; Deiss et al., 2011).

In the following section, liquid milk melamine detection using a SERS liquid sensor is de‐
scribed as an example of this technique. In the example, liquid milk samples preparation
process is very easy, i.e. only diluted with double-distilled water and centrifugation is re‐
quired. With the aid of silver colloid, at least a 105-fold enhancement of the Raman signal
was achieved for the measurement of melamine. The limit of detection by this method was
0.01 g mL-1 for melamine standard samples. Based on the intensity of the Raman spectrosco‐
py with vibration bands normalized by the band at 928 cm-1 (CH2), external standard meth‐
od was employed for the quantitative analysis. The linear regression square (R2) of curve
was 0.9998, the limit of quantitation using this approach was 0.5 g mL-1 of melamine in liq‐
uid milk, the relative standard deviation was ≤ 10% and recoveries were from 93 to 109%.
The test results for SERS were very precise and as good as those obtained by LC/MS/MS.

2. Background of surface-enhanced Raman scattering liquid sensor for
melamine detection

Since 2008, there has been mounting concern about the intentional adulteration of protein
ingredients in milk powder with melamine, because milk powder blended with melamine
can lead to kidney disease and even death in babies. Thisfear of milk powder tainted with
melamine has an important influence on the dairy production of milk powder and cow
breeding, as well as an important impact on the food market and industry. Currently, new
methods such as high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) (Ehling et al., 2007; Mu‐
niz-Valencia et al., 2008), liquid chromatography coupled with mass spectroscopy (LC-MS)
(Varelis et al., 2008), LC-MS/MS (http://www.cfsan.fda.gov/∼frf/lib4421.htm), thin-layer
chromatography (TLC) (Broszat et al., 2008), commercial enzyme-linked immunosorbent as‐
say technology (Eric et al., 2008), matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization mass spectrom‐
etry (Tang et al., 2009), and surface desorption atmospheric pressure chemical ionization
mass spectrometry (Yang et al.,2009) are the principal analysis techniques used for the detec‐
tion and quantification of melamine in food. However, these methods are time consuming
and cannot satisfy the need for melamine detection in practice because raw milk spoils and
must be assayed within 4 h. Moreover, these methods require access to complicated and ex‐
pensive laboratory facilities, especially in terms of sample preparation and clean-up steps.
Therefore, it is of particular importance to develop a simple, quick, cost-effective, and sensi‐
tive method for detection of melamine in food.
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We demonstrate an approach to detect melamine in liquid milk using surface-enhanced
Raman spectroscopy in a silver colloid, which can be used for the rapid and online detection
of melamine in dairy products.

2.1. Optimization of the surface-enhanced Raman scattering liquid sensorfor melamine
detection

In recent years, gold nanoparticles (Au NPs) and silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) have been
widely used as colorimetric probes for chemical sensing and biosensing of various substan‐
ces (Zhao, et al., 2008), such as viruses (Niikura et al., 2009), protein (Wang et al., 2008),
DNA (Cho, et al., 2008), cancerous cells (Medley et al., 2008), and small molecules (Chen, et
al., 2010; Li et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2008), relying on their unique size-dependent and/or
interparticle distance-dependent absorption spectra and solution color. For example, triple
hydrogenbonding recognition between melamine and a cyanuric acid derivative grafted on
the surfaced of Au NPs can be used for reliable detection of melamine (Ai et al., 2009).

Currently, much attention has been paid to the study of the optical absorption spectra of
nanoscale colloidal silver in the quest for SERS enhancement factors. Compared to Au NPs,
Ag NPs have some advantages, for example, lower cost of preparation and higher extinction
coefficients relative to Au NPs of the same size (Lee, et al, 2007). Therefore, Ag NPs are also
good candidates for melamine sensing (Han, et al., 2010; Ping et al., 2012).

Upon considering the influence of temperature, ionic strength, and aggregation behavior of
colloids on the SERS spectra band intensity in the presence of adsorbates and the wave‐
length at which maximum enhancement occurs, the latter shift to higher values with time. In
particular, the adsorption of the colloid is strongly influenced by chloride ions (Koglin et al.,
1996) and pH (House et al., 2008). Scanning electron microscopy images of a silver colloid
before and after addition of reagent A (Sodium chloride aqueous solution or aqueous potas‐
sium chloride solutions) and reagent B (Aqueous sodium hydroxide or potassium hydrox‐
ide solution) are presented in Figure 1. As shown in Figure 1a, the colloidal silver particles
mainly displayed a spherical morphology with a uniform size of ~70-100 nm. After added
reagent A (Fig. 1b) or reagent B (Fig. 1c), the silver colloid became aggregated and inhomo‐
geneous. When reagents A and B were added to the colloidal silver at the same time, the
morphology of the silver colloid became more dense and uniform (Fig. 1d), which is the best
form for SERS enhancement. Thus, this system was chosen as the surfaced-enhancing sub‐
strate for further study. Figure 1e shows the SERS spectra of 1 µg mL-1 melamine on the cor‐
responding enhancing substrates from (a), (b), (c) and (d) in Figure 1. There are no evident
Raman bands of melamine on silver colloid (curve ⅰin Fig. 1e) or on silver colloid with re‐
agent A (curve ⅰin Fig. 1e). However, when reagent B was added to the silver colloid
(curveⅰin Fig. 1e), a weak characteristic peak of melamine was observed at 698 cm-1, i.e., the
SERS spectra band intensity was affected by pH. After reagents A and B were added to the
silver colloid (Curve IV in Fig. 1e), the characteristic peak of melamine was strongly en‐
hanced, with the intensity of the peak at 698 cm-1being the greatest.
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Figure 1. a-d) Scanning electron microscopy images of colloids and(e)SERS spectra of 1 μg mL-1 melamine with the
corresponding enhancing substrates.Scanning electron microscopy images of silver colloids (a)before and(b) after ad‐
dition of reagent A, (c) reagent B, and (d) reagents A and B together.(e) Curves ⅰ, ⅰ, ⅰ, and ⅰare SERS spectra of 1 μg mL-1

melamine from the corresponding enhancing substrates from (a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively.

2.2. Description of use of the milk melamine liquid sensor

It is believed that melamine (2,4,6-triamino-1,3,5-triazine) is sometimes intentionally added to
food ingredients to make the products appear to contain higher protein levels due to the high
nitrogen content of melamine. A safety limit for melamine ingestion is officially set at 2.5 ppm
for adult food and 1 ppm infant formula by the US Food and Drug Administration (Zhao et al.,
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2.2. Description of use of the milk melamine liquid sensor

It is believed that melamine (2,4,6-triamino-1,3,5-triazine) is sometimes intentionally added to
food ingredients to make the products appear to contain higher protein levels due to the high
nitrogen content of melamine. A safety limit for melamine ingestion is officially set at 2.5 ppm
for adult food and 1 ppm infant formula by the US Food and Drug Administration (Zhao et al.,
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2009;  http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/  Newsroom-/  PressAnnouncements/  2008/
ucm116960.htm.). The maximum residue level of melamine in infant formula is now legally
regulated at 1 ppm by the Chinese government after the recent melamine accident (Guo et al.,
2010). To achieve this lower limit of detection (LOD), silver colloids are ideal candidates to be
used as surfaced-enhancing substrate liquid sensors due to their strong Raman-enhancing ef‐
fect. Thus, we chose silver colloid as a surfaced-enhancing substrate for the detection of mela‐
mine in this study, and the detection process is diagrammed in Figure 2.First, liquid milk was
diluted with double-distilled water (Fig. 2a) toobtain a diluted milk sample. Next, the diluted
sample was placed into a 1.5-mL conical centrifuge tube and centrifuged for 4 min at 14,000
rpm, and then it was delaminated (Fig. 2b). Next, the supernatant was removed from the cen‐
trifuge tube and was added to the silver colloid, which was previously prepared with drop-
wise addition of reagents A andB, and uniformly mixed (Fig. 2c).Finally, the SERS spectra were
recorded using a portable Raman spectrometer (Fig. 2d) to collect analytical results.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the on-line and rapid method for measuring melamine in liquid milk using surface-
enhanced Raman spectroscopy.(a) Liquid milk was first diluted with double-distilled water.(b) The diluted sample was
then centrifuged and delaminated.(c) The supernatant was addedto the silver colloid.(d) SERS spectra were recorded
using a portable Raman spectrometer.
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2.3. Optimization of the melamine spectra

Based on these experimental results, the spectra of different concentrations of melamine in
solution were investigated from 500–1200 cm-1, as shown in Figure 3.Typical Raman peaks
of solid melamine at 382, 584, 678, and 983 cm-1 were observed (Fig. 3a).The most intense
peak at 678 cm-1 is assigned to the ring breathing II mode, which involves in-plane deforma‐
tion of the triazine ring. And the second most intense peak at 983 cm-1 arises from the ring
breathing mode I of the triazine ring (Koglin et al., 1996). The peaks at 698 and 1005 cm-1,
visible in the SERS spectra of Figure 3b–d, were obtained from melamine samples at concen‐
trations of 5×10-1, 10-1, and 10-2 µg mL-1. The Raman spectra of the enhanced substrate, i.e.,
silver colloid treated with reagents A and B,is shown in Figure 3e.In the absence of mela‐
mine, small peaks at 698 and 1005 cm-1 were observed, and the other peaks disappeared. On‐
ly a small peak at 678 cm-1 was observed in the Raman spectra of melamine dissolved in
water (Fig. 3f), and no peaks were evident in the spectra obtained from the 103 µg mL-1 mela‐
mine sample in the absence of the enhancing substrate (Fig. 3g).
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Figure 3. Raman spectra and SERS spectra of melamine at different concentrations.(a) Raman spectra of solid mela‐
mine.SERS spectra of melamine solution at (b) 5×10-1 μg mL-1, (c) 1×10-1 μg mL-1, and (d) 1×10-2 μg mL-1.Raman spectra
of silver colloid treated with reagents A and B (e) and melamine at different concentrations: (f) ~3.3×103 μg mL-1; and
(g) 1×103 μg mL-1.
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2.4. Analysis of detection results

To demonstrate the practical application of melamine in liquid milk, we used melamine in
raw liquid milk as an example. Various concentrations of melamine in liquid milk were ex‐
tracted and analyzed by their SERS spectra (Fig. 4). As shown in Figure 4a, seven concentra‐
tions (0.5, 1, 2, 2.5, 5, 8, and 10 µg mL-1) of melamine in liquid milk were studied, and the
intensity of the melamine peak at 698 cm-1 was enhanced with increasing melamine concen‐
tration. To eliminate the effects of the matrix and other factors (e.g., temperature, humidity,
and focal distance), the intensity of the peak at 928 cm-1 was set at 100 for milk, and the Ram‐
an peak at 698 cm-1 in the absence of melamine had a fixed value. Accordingly, a melamine
standard curve was obtained by establishing a plot correlating the melamine concentrations
in liquid milk to the intensity of the intense SERS spectral peak of melamine at ~698 cm-1. A
linear regression (R2 = 0.9996) was found between the Raman intensity and melamine con‐
centration (Fig. 4b). The limit of quantification (LOQ) using this approach to detect mela‐
mine in liquid milk was also investigated, as shown in Figure 5. We found that this specific
approach is reasonable for the detection of melamine in liquid milk because only one promi‐
nent peak was present in the melamine SERS spectra, which can be applied to field detection
of various liquid milk products.

Moreover, the tests were performed and assessed by the Ministry of Science and Technology
of the P. R. China, complying with the general administration quality supervision inspection
quarantine of the P. R. China, the Ministry of Agriculture of the P. R. China, the Ministry of
Health of the P. R. China, and the National Institute of Metrology P. R. China. The SERS test
results were very precise and as good as those obtained by the LC/MS/MS method (Table 1).
Forty-nine of 50 test samples results were correct, i.e., melamine was correctly detected in
98% of the test samples (Table 2).The concentration error in the samples was 0.2 ppm, which
exceeds the limit of quantification using Raman spectra. The relative standard deviations
(RSDs) were ≤ 10%, and the relative measurement deviations (RMD) were ≤ 10%.Therefore,
the SERS method is an effective approach for measuring liquid milk melamine, which pro‐
vides on-line, rapid, and reliable screening.

Sample # LC/MS/MS (μg mL-1) Quantity Quality

No.1 2.37 2.6 Positive

No.2 2.37 2.5 Negative

No.3 0.48 1.1 Negative

No.4 7.20 7.5 Positive

No.5 2.37 2.8 Positive

No.6 2.37 2.7 Positive

No.7 ≤0.1 0 Negative

No.8 2.37 2.6 Positive

No.9 1.91 2.05 Positive

Table 1. Comparison of results obtained by Raman spectroscopy and LC/MS/MS of liquid milk from the first test.
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Figure 4. SERS spectra and standard curve of melamine in milk.(a) SERS spectra of different concentrations of mela‐
mine in milk. (b) Standard curve of melamine in milk.
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Figure 5. Predicted melamine value (μg mL-1) compared to a spiked melamine value (μg mL-1) using (a) the external
standard method and (b) the error line. The spectral region = 1000-1800 cm−1; spectral number n = 63.
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Serial number Random

number

Raman (ppm) LC/MS

(μg mL-1)

Average

value (μg mL-1)

RSD

(%)

RMD

(%)

1 754 0 <0.03

2 769 0

3 775 0

4 781 <0.2

5 788 0

6 800 0

7 695 0.19 0.20 0.25

8 709 0.29

9 719 0.24

10 725 0.16

11 731 0.28

12 736 0.51

13 741 0

14 751 0.29

15 658 0.57 0.50 0.55 10 0.10

16 669 0.52

17 676 0.47

18 684 0.58

19 692 0.62

20 700 0.54

21 711 0.54

22 606 1.19 1.02 1.07 10 0.10

23 617 1.08

24 685 0.98

25 694 1.01

26 703 1.06

27 708 1

28 721 1.15

29 451 2.26 2.02 2.23 2 0.10

30 523 2.14

31 574 2.2

32 611 2.23

33 615 2.25

34 620 2.3

35 626 2.2

36 634 2.23

37 642 2.2

38 652 2.22

39 686 2.27

40 589 28.37 30.25 30.78 6 0.02

41 590 32.69

42 609 32.31
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Serial number Random

number

Raman (ppm) LC/MS

(μg mL-1)

Average

value (μg mL-1)

RSD

(%)

RMD

(%)

43 621 33.4

44 625 30.86

45 644 29.97

46 646 30.51

47 691 28.1

48 457 10.55 10.07 10.67 3 0.07

49 614 10.8

50 683 11.15

Table 2. Comparison of results obtained by Raman spectroscopy and LC/MS/MS of liquid milk from the second test.

A method was established to detect melamine in liquid milk using surface-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy with the aid of a silver colloid enhancing substrate. An enhancement factor of
≥ 105-fold was achieved in the measurement of melamine on this SERS-active substrate. In
addition, the milk sample preparation process used in this technique is easy and time-sav‐
ing, only requiring four steps: dilution, centrifugation, addition of samples to the enhanced
base, and collection of the Raman spectra. The total detection time using SERS to measure a
sample was ~3 min, which is starting from the dilution up to the final results. And the Ram‐
an spectra were acquired for only 3 s. Based on the calculations of the most intense peak in
the melamine SERS spectra at approximately698 cm-1, the LOQ of the SERS spectra achieved
a level of 0.01 µg mL-1 for melamine standard samples, which corresponds to 0.5 µg mL-1

melamine in liquid milk. The RSD was ≤ 10 %, and recoveries were from 93-109%.The re‐
sults from actual sample analyses were very precise and as good as those results obtained
by LC/MS/MS.

3. Summary

Melamine, a nitrogen-rich chemical, has recently caused enormous economic losses to the
food industry due to instances of milk products being adulterated by melamine, which has
led to an urgent need for a rapid and reliable detection method for melamine in food. Here,
we used a SERS liquid sensor to detect melamine in dairy products. The preparation proc‐
essfor the dairy product samples is very easy, i.e.,only dilution with double-distilled water
and centrifugation is required.With the aid of a silver colloid, at least a 105-fold enhance‐
ment of the Raman signal was achieved for the measurement of melamine. The LOD by this
method was 0.01 g mL-1 for melamine standard samples. Based on the intensity of the Ram‐
an spectra with vibration bands normalized by the band at 928 cm-1 (CH2),the external
standard method was employed for quantitative analysis. The linear regression (R2) of the
curve was 0.9998, the LOQ using this approach was 0.5 g mL-1 melamine in dairy product
samples, the relative standard deviation was ≤ 10%, and the recoveries ranged from
93-109%. The test results for SERS were very precise and as good as those obtained by
LC/MS/MS.
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Our method is simple, quick (only requiring ~3 min), cost-effective, and sensitive for the de‐
tection of melamine in dairy product samples using a SERS liquid sensor. Therefore, Ag NPs
are good candidates for melamine sensing and suitable for the detection of melamine in dai‐
ry products. We believe that liquid Au NPs and Ag NPs will be widely used as liquid sens‐
ing substrates and that SERS will be widely investigated and applied for the analysis of
other molecules, including pesticides, herbicides, pharmaceutical chemicals, banned food
dyes, explosives, nicotine, and organic pollutants.
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Our method is simple, quick (only requiring ~3 min), cost-effective, and sensitive for the de‐
tection of melamine in dairy product samples using a SERS liquid sensor. Therefore, Ag NPs
are good candidates for melamine sensing and suitable for the detection of melamine in dai‐
ry products. We believe that liquid Au NPs and Ag NPs will be widely used as liquid sens‐
ing substrates and that SERS will be widely investigated and applied for the analysis of
other molecules, including pesticides, herbicides, pharmaceutical chemicals, banned food
dyes, explosives, nicotine, and organic pollutants.
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1. Introduction

As biological receptors, biosensors offer enormous potential for detecting a wide range of
analytes in the food industry and in drug residue monitoring. For immunobiosensors, a
probe is required to conjugate with a protein to monitor a specific interaction, and these
probes possess reactive functionalities convenient for covalent linkage to antibodies and oth‐
er protein molecules. As the usage of these probes becomes standardized, an increasing
number of instruments have become widely available for measuring their signals. The de‐
velopment of multiplexing-capable immunobiosensors offers the possibility to simultane‐
ously measure many different analytes in a small sample volume. The advantages of a
multiplexing-capable immunobiosensor increase with each additional analyte analyzed and
can be translated into substantial savings in the cost of reagents and time.

In this chapter, we review the main applications of multiplexing-capable immunobiosensors
and illustrate their multiplexing capabilities by example of a suspension array system. First,
the principle of a suspension array system is introduced. Microspheres are the common car‐
rier in suspension array systems. Microspheres with different sizes or colors or a single mi‐
crosphere with different fluorescent probes are used for multiplexed immunoassays (IAs).

Second, we list the main applications of suspension array systems. Suspension array tech‐
nology was initially widely used in nucleic acid detection and genotyping. Recently, it has
been gradually introduced for the detection and quantification of many viruses and antibod‐
ies in various samples based on IAs. However, there are also quite a few reports on multi‐
plexed detection of low molecular weight compounds, such as drug residues, because this is
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more difficult for competitive IAs than for noncompetitive (sandwich) ones to meet the sen‐
sitivity and specificity requirements.

In the following section, a rapid, sensitive, multiplex, and competitive IA model based on a
suspension array system is described. Antigens are covalently bound to different coded
functional carriers to compete for antibodies with analytes in sample, and the fluorescent
probe is used as a transducer. As the fluorescence signals are measured, the analytes can be
screened simultaneously.

2. Multiplexing-capable suspension array system

2.1. History of high-throughput technology

High-throughput screening (HTS) has been developed as an advanced technique to perform
large-scale screening of samples to analyze biological or chemical activity (Burbaum & Sigal,
1997; Hill, 1998). Descriptions of this technology first appeared in the scientific literature as
early as the 1980s. Over the past 30 years, the developments in the scale, efficiency, and tech‐
nical level of HTS have rendered it a key technology in the areas of international drug re‐
search, genomics, proteomics, and analytical techniques (Burbaum, 1998; Eggeling et al.,
2003; Haber et al., 2005).

HTS technology can be used to construct a micro-biochemical analysis system by integrating
micromachining technology with microelectronics technology. With a large number of nu‐
cleic acid fragments with specific sequence or proteins fixed on a functional carrier, as well
as labeled reactants (nucleic acids or protein) reacting in the reaction system, HTS can quan‐
titatively determine the target analytes in samples by detecting the intensity of fluorescent
reporter signals and can screen for compounds, nucleic acids, proteins, cells, and other bio‐
logical components. Multiplexing and miniaturization are current trends in the develop‐
ment of HTS technology. Assays performed on large numbers of candidates in small sample
volumes and using target analytes (e.g., antigens, antibodies, nucleotides, and peptides) can
be screened. HTS has important application prospects in the fields of drug discovery, drug
screening, and diagnostics, and suspension array technology is one of the representatives in
a variety of new high-throughput analysis methods.

2.2. Suspension array system and its detection principles

The suspension array system is based on encoded microspheres, which are both the encoded
carrier and analysis platform for the probes. Compared with traditional flat biochips, the ad‐
vantages of suspension biochips are as follows (Meza, 2000; Battersby, 2000; Grondahl,
2000):

• Liquid phase conditions are conducive for maintaining the natural conformation of pro‐
tein molecules, and the use of microspheres as the solid carrier in the assay leads to reac‐
tion kinetics approaching phase conditions;
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ment of HTS technology. Assays performed on large numbers of candidates in small sample
volumes and using target analytes (e.g., antigens, antibodies, nucleotides, and peptides) can
be screened. HTS has important application prospects in the fields of drug discovery, drug
screening, and diagnostics, and suspension array technology is one of the representatives in
a variety of new high-throughput analysis methods.

2.2. Suspension array system and its detection principles

The suspension array system is based on encoded microspheres, which are both the encoded
carrier and analysis platform for the probes. Compared with traditional flat biochips, the ad‐
vantages of suspension biochips are as follows (Meza, 2000; Battersby, 2000; Grondahl,
2000):

• Liquid phase conditions are conducive for maintaining the natural conformation of pro‐
tein molecules, and the use of microspheres as the solid carrier in the assay leads to reac‐
tion kinetics approaching phase conditions;
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• Differently coded microspheres conjugated to the capture antibody or target molecules
are required for each reaction and can be flexibly pooled together for a multiplexed assay
and separated later during data acquisition, reducing the analysis cost;

• These “no-wash” assays eliminate the need for washing steps; and

• Suspension array systems offer an approach for large-scale screening, which is an impor‐
tant breakthrough in the number of analytes compared with traditional flat chips.

Of course, suspension array system has some shortcomings: optimization of multiple liquid
phase reaction conditions is more difficult, and the cross reaction and its elimination is more
complicated which would require thorough analysis. In addition, on-line monitoring of ana‐
lytes could not be done using suspension array system.

In spite of this, with widespread prospects for application,suspension array technology is
becoming a research focus.

Microsphere-based suspension array technology consists of a detection platform and micro‐
spheres. Such technology has a long history of simplifying the separation of biological sys‐
tems, the positioning of biological interactions, and signal amplification in the biomedical
field (Brown, 1987; Deleo, 1991). After decades of development, microsphere-based analysis
techniques have now been developed into a wide range of analysis systems to meet specific
needs. However, despite their various forms, the basic principle of these assays is micro‐
spheres pre-encoded by chemical, spectral, electronic, or physical methods. Each micro‐
sphere encodes specific identifying information, and these microspheres offer binding sites
for bioconjugation. Before testing, differentially coded microspheres are coupled with the
capture antibody or target molecules (e.g., antigens, oligonucleotides, receptors, or peptides)
that are required for each reaction. Then, a reporter molecule labeled with a fluorescent
marker (e.g., phycoerythrin or Alexa 532) binds to the analytes captured on the micro‐
spheres in the sample solution. The bound microspheres are passed through the detection
channel and separated during data acquisition.

It can be concluded that microspheres-based suspension array technology includes two key
factors: 1) coding and decoding a large number of microspheres, and 2) conjugating capture
antibodies or target molecules with functional microspheres for the identification of differ‐
ent analytes.

As a typical multiplexed microsphere-based suspension array platform, the Lumi‐
nex®xMAP™ system is a flow-based dual-laser system capable of analyzing and reporting
up to 100 different analytes in a single reaction vessel in just a few seconds per sample (Du‐
bar, 2006).The target molecules are fixed on the carrier via non-covalent or covalent bonds.
Usually, reactive functionalities on microspheres provide the means to specifically label cer‐
tain target groups on capture antibodies or target molecules in the form of a covalent bond.
The common covalent bonds include amide, ester, and ether bonds (Deleo, et al. 2000; Meh‐
naaz, et al. 2003).
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3. Competitive model based on IA

3.1. Immunoassay (IA)

Immunoassay technology is a type of analysis method based on antigen-antibody specifici‐
ty, identification, and binding. Depending on the available antigen or antibody reagents,
one can achieve qualitative and quantitative detection of a specific analyte.

Immunoassay is  a  very popular method,  has been rapidly developed by many research
laboratories,and many versions are commercially available due to their rapid, simple, spe‐
cific detection capabilities. Different types ofIA with specific characteristics listed in Table
1 would give a comparison. In the early 1990s, IA, together with liquid chromatography
(LC)  and gas  chromatography (GC),  were  called  three  of  the  most  advanced  analytical
techniques by the Association of small molecule residue determination mainly uses com‐
petitive IA.

type characteristics

Radioimmunoassay,RIA Reagent with low cost, high sensitivity; complex operation, radioactive

pollution, short duration

enzyme immunoassay,EIA Reagent with low cost, simple operation; low sensitivity, suitable for

qualitative and semi-quantitative determination

chemiluminescent enzyme

immunoassay,CIZIA

Simple operation, low cost, high sensitivity, stable reagent; working curve

drift with time

fluorescence immunoassay,FIA High sensitivity, stable reagent; complex operation, high cost of reagents,

the background interference

Table 1. Different types ofIA with specific characteristics

3.2. Operational process of competitive IA

The basic operational process of  the competitive model includes fixing the antigen on a
solid support,  pooling the sample (antigen) and antibody in the reaction vessel together
for competitive interaction, and adding a reporter molecule labeled with a marker to the
sample solution to bind to the analyte captured by the antigen fixed on the solid carrier.
Competitive IA can quantitatively determine the analyte in a sample indirectly by detect‐
ing the intensity of the reporter signals because the detection signal is inversely propor‐
tional to the concentration of the analyte in a competitive model. Small molecular weight
compounds, such as drug residues, and theconsist of preparation of the immunogen (arti‐
ficial antigen), production of the antibody, and optimization of reaction conditions.
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Small molecular weight compounds enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay became an inevi‐
table trend, and multiplexed assays have been further simplified by introducing immuno‐
sensors, which are available for HTS and automation. Remarkably, optical immunosensors
are widely employed to their full potential.

4. Applications of a suspension array system based on competitive IA

4.1. Main applications of a suspension array system

Microsphere-based  suspension  array  technologies,  such  as  the  Luminex®  xMAP™  sys‐
tem,  offer  a  flexible  technical  platform  based  on  Flexible  Multi-Analyte  Profiling
(xMAP) technology, which was recently developed (Morgan, et al.  2004).  Such technolo‐
gy combines encoded microspheres with flow cytometry.  Two lasers analyze the micro‐
spheres  in  a  flow stream. The first  laser  indentifies  each microsphere-associated analyte
according to the fluorescent  signature of  the microsphere,  and the second measures the
reporter  molecules  attached  to  the  analytes  quantify  the  amount  of  analyte  (Nolan
&Sklar, 2002).

Many  studies  have  been  performed  in  the  field  of  clinical  diagnosis  and  genomic  re‐
search  by  combining  flow-based technology  with  IA (Yan et  al.  2004;  Fuja  et  al.  2004).
Beads  of  different  sizes/colors  or  a  single  bead  with  different  fluorescent  probes  are
used  for  multiplexed  IA.  Previous  studies  using  multiplexed  assay  technology  include
detection  of  thyroxine  and  thyrotropin  from  blood  spot  samples  for  congenital  hypo‐
thyroidism  (Bellisario,  et  al.  2000),  antibodies  to  West  Nile  virus  in  human  serum  and
cerebrospinalfluid (Wong et al.  2004), and Ig classes in serum and stool samples (Dasso,
et  al.  2002),  as  well  as  identifying  response  patterns  in  hyperinflammatory  diseases
(Hsu,  et  al.  2008)  and  cytokines  in  human  serum  (Ray  et  al.  2005).  As  an  open  plat‐
form,  xMAP was gradually  introduced for  the detection and quantification of  many vi‐
rus  and  drug  residues  in  food  and  agriculture  samples.  For  example,  a  multiplex
microsphere  IA  was  developed  to  monitor  seed  potatoes  for  potato  viruses  X,  Y,  and
PLRV (Bergervoet et  al.  2008),  and a flow cytometric  IA was developed to detect  sulfo‐
namide residues in milk (de Keizer et al.  2008).

Notably, the multiplexed IAs using suspension array technology are currently more preva‐
lent for analyzing viruses and antibodies than detecting small molecular weight compounds
such as drug residues.

A recent study reports the use of a suspension array system for the detection of drug resi‐
dues, highlighting its simplicity, low cost, specificity, and multiplexing capabilities (Zou et
al. 2008). Fig. 1 shows the competitive IA strategy and the detection principles of the Lumi‐
nex® xMAP™ system.
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Figure 1. Microsphere-based competitive IA strategy. EX: excitation laser; RP: reporter laser; CL: clarification laser

4.2. Detection of low molecular weight compounds using an immunobiosensor based on
competitive IA

Low molecular weight compounds are widely utilized as animal drugs, food additives, and
pesticides to pursue maximum productivity and profits directly or indirectly in food prod‐
ucts. However, residues of such low molecular weight compounds in food products are det‐
rimental to human health. For instance, clenbuterol (313.65u), a β-adrenergic agonist growth
promoter, is associated with a series of severe food poisoning outbreaks around the world.
Therefore, quantitative analysis of such low molecular weight compounds is essential to
safeguardpublic health, prevent their illicit use, and facilitate governmental regulation and
surveillance.

In comparison to conventional ELISAs, a microsphere-based competitive fluorescent IA
(MCFI) has been established to analyze low molecular weight compounds in food as descri‐
bed in the literature (Zou et al. 2008). This method utilizes an artificial antigen bound to 4-
µm polystyrene beads together with an FITC-conjugated monoclonal antibody. In this
indirect IA, the fluorescent conjugated antibody is bound to an artificial antigen fixed on the
polystyrene beads and subsequently analyzed by multiparameter flow cytometry. Quantifi‐
cation is based on the intensity of the fluorescent reporter signal: the higher the hazardous
low molecular weight compound concentration, the lower the fluorescence intensity.

It is worth pointing out that the entire process is specially designed for aqueous systems that
are bio-compatible with proteins’ native structures. To illustrate the feasibility of this novel
strategy, clenbuterol was selected as a practical analyte. Compared to traditional IAs, such
as ELISA, microsphere-based competitive fluorescent IA by flow cytometry offers compara‐
ble or higher sensitivity, better reproducibility, and a greater dynamic range.
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4.3. Simultaneous detection of antibiotics in raw milk

Antibiotics, as conventional veterinary medicine, are widely used for the treatment and pre‐
vention of microbial infections. Antibiotic residues can enter the body and are metabolized
by the liver. Further, antibiotics and their metabolites can impair the nervous and psychiat‐
ric systems, circulatory system, and even brain function before elimination by the kidneys.
Thus, every country has established a maximum residue limit (MRL) for the total amount of
antibiotics in various food products (e.g., raw milk) to bolster public health and the security
of international trade in food products. For example, the European Union established a MRL
of 100 µg/L for the total amount of gentamycin in milk and, 150µg/L for the total amount of
kanamycin in milk.

As previously published (Wang, et al. 2011), we applied suspension array technology to de‐
velop an indirect multiplexed competitive IA for simultaneous detection of antibiotic resi‐
dues, such as kanamycin and gentamycin, in raw milk. First, we successfully produced a
monoclonal antibody (McAb) against gentamycin. Then, with the coating antigens of kana‐
mycin and gentamycin attached to differentially encoded beads and R-phycoerythrin-conju‐
gated goat anti-mouse IgG as the fluorescent probe, an indirect bead-based competitive
fluorescent IA using a Bio-PlexTM 200 suspension array system was developed. To develop
the actual application, raw milk samples spiked with kanamycin or gentamycin were ana‐
lyzed using ELISA and our Bio-PlexTM assay for comparison.

A McAb against gentamycin was successfully obtained, and an indirect bead-based compet‐
itive fluorescent IA was developed for rapid detection of small molecule drug residues in
animal-derived food products, such as raw milk. Notably, even with the matrix’s back‐
ground interaction with milk, the fluorescent intensities detected from raw milk samples are
still strong enough and sufficient to detect the lowest allowable quantity of the antibiotics in
milk at the MRL level. In fact, cephalosporins and sulfonamides, which are used worldwide
in cows and are also tested in milk, could be added to the assay because the suspension ar‐
ray technology permits up to 100 different assay combinations. Compared to ELISA, the
multiplexed assay had a similar limit of detection,but its ability to simultaneously measure
several analytes in a single sample is superior to ELISA. Details of limit of detection, detec‐
tion time, etc. are described in the literature (Wang, et al. 2011).

With a particular focus on applications in real samples containing complex matrices, kana‐
mycin was intraperitoneally administered to three cows at a dose of 10 mg/kg (twice per day
for 3 days), and gentamycin was administered in another three cows in the same way.

Sixty raw milk samples were collected from these six cows. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the com‐
parison of the detection results obtained by the bead-based competitive fluorescent IA and
ELISA. The analysis shows that there is good correlation between the results of the multi‐
plexed assay and those of ELISA. Basically, the kanamycin concentrations in raw milk de‐
creased gradually. Seven hours after the last injection, the residues were present at 190
ng/ml, and 20 h later, the residues were reduced to 40 ng/ml, which is lower than the MRL
provided by the European Union. The gentamycin concentrations in raw milk decreased in
a similar manner.
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Figure 2. Raw milk depletion profile of kanamycin after intramuscular administration to cows.
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Figure 3. Raw milk depletion profile of gentamycin after intramuscular administrationto cows.
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4.4. Other applications using immunobiosensors based on competitive IA

To illustrate the feasibility of this competitive strategy, we present an example of the simul‐
taneous detection of antibiotic residues like kanamycin and gentamycin, though other relat‐
ed reports exist.

Sulfonamides are a class of antibiotics used in veterinary and human medicine for the treat‐
ment and prevention of microbial infections. The European Union (EU) established a MRL
of 100 µg/L for the total amount of sulfonamides in milk. To detect sulfonamides in raw
milk, a multi-sulfonamide flow cytometric IA (FCI) was developed using the xMAP tech‐
nology as described in the literature (de Keizer, et al. 2008). In this automated FCI, a previ‐
ously developed biotinylated multi-sulfonamide mutant antibody (M.3.4) was applied in
combination with fluorescent  beads,  directly  coated with a  sulfathiazole  derivative,  and
streptavidin–phycoerythrin (SAPE) for detection.  Because of  differences in sensitivity to‐
ward different sulfonamides, the FCI was considered and validated as a qualitative screen‐
ing assay.

Simultaneous detection for three kinds of veterinary drugs: chloramphenicol (CAP), clenbu‐
terol, and 17-beta-estradiol has also been reported (Liu, et al. 2009). Conjugates of chloram‐
phenicol and clenbuterol coupled with bovine serum albumin were synthesized and
purified. Probes for the suspension array were created by coupling the three conjugates on
fluorescent microspheres, and the microstructures on the microspheres’ surfaces were ob‐
served by scanning electron microscopy, which was direct confirmation for successful conju‐
gate coupling. The addition of conjugates and the amounts of antibodies were optimized
and selected, respectively. The suspension array is specific and has no significant cross-reac‐
tivity with other chemicals. Meanwhile, unknown samples were analyzed by suspension ar‐
ray and ELISA in comparison with each other. The errors found for the detection of the
unknown samples were relatively small in both methods, but the detection ranges of the
suspension array are broader and more sensitive than that of traditional ELISA.

Further research investigated the simultaneous quantitative determination of five antibiotics
(tylosin, tetracycline, gentamycin, streptomycin, and chloramphenicol) in milk in the same
research laboratory (Su, et al. 2011). A novel treatment of milk samples for the suspension
array with diethyl ether was performed, which greatly reduced the interference of the dis‐
turbing components in milk on the reaction results with no significant effect on detection
sensitivity. Compared to using a biotin-labeled monoclonal antibody, using a secondary bio‐
tinylated antibody further increased the detection sensitivity. Thus, suspension assay tech‐
nology is powerful for the rapid, quantitative analysis of multiple drug residues.

5. Conclusions

In this chapter, the competitive IA method with immunobiosensor as a detection platform
was first used with a single analyte in simple buffer for its sensitivity, specificity, and re‐
peatability, and then complex substrates such as milk were introduced. Thousands of actual
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samples were screened for confirmation of this multiplexing-capable immunobiosensor
based on competitive IA. As an easy, effective, and time-saving method, the multiplexing-
capable immunobiosensor based on competitive IA has the potential to detect small molecu‐
lar weight compounds in various actual applications. Previous research has laid a firm
foundation for simultaneous screening of multiple analytes in food products. Future re‐
search should focus on adding more analytes to the assay and establishing a reliable multi‐
plexed assay to detect analytes in additional samples, such as tissue and fat. It is a flexible
technical platform with multiplexing capabilities.
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1. Introduction

The modern intensive and highly-efficient agricultural technologies impose strong demands
on the crop protection against pests and weeds. Among others, there are two main ways, of‐
ten controversial, to achieve an efficient crop protection: to use the pesticides and herbicides
and/or to modify the crop genome so that it can become immune or less susceptible to the in‐
vaders' attacks. This approach is widely applied in industrial countries and is gaining popular‐
ity in the rest of the world. Due to the unavoidable toxicity of pesticides and herbicides,
including possible genotoxicity and carcinogenicity, there is an urgent need to extend a pollu‐
tion control and to monitor the levels of pesticides and herbicides in ground water and soil. On
the other hand, the genetically modified organisms (GMOs) are the products of a new technol‐
ogy and the effects of genome modification on human health are largely unknown. Hence the
GMOs are not permitted or are restricted in some countries. In European Union, the content of
GMO's in foodstuff is restricted to 0.9%. Since the Roundup Ready corn GMO, for instance, is
cultivated in USA already on more than 80% of the fields, the analysis of food products for
GMO becomes necessary. In this Chapter, the progress in the development of new inexpen‐
sive analytical sensors for pesticides, herbicides, and GMO is presented and discussed in view
of the necessity of environmental pollution control, as concerns to pesticides and herbicides,
and in view of the GMO content in foodstuff, as required by the mandated restrictions. The
common feature of the sensors discussed is the strong dependence of the analytical signal of
the sensors on the interaction of DNA molecules immobilized on the sensor surface with the
analyte. In the case of GMOs, this provides a straightforward means for biorecognition and
very sensitive identification of the GMO genes. In the case of pesticides and herbicides, it ena‐
bles testing formulations that include adjuvants in addition to the main pesticides or herbi‐
cides, and their effect on DNA, thereby probing the affinity of analytes to DNA and possible
DNA damage.
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2. Effect of pesticides and herbicides on DNA

The pesticides and herbicides are designed to either kill or disable pests and weeds. They
often act directly onto the DNA of pests or weeds and while they do not appear to be imme‐
diately harmful to larger animals, the evidence suggest teratogenicity and in some cases
they clearly exhibit genotoxic and carcinogenic properties.

The pre-mutagenic DNA modifications leading to DNA damage (strand scission, mutations)
often begins with nitrogen base oxidation. It has recently been found [1] that catechol-contain‐
ing compounds in the presence of copper(II) or iron(II) ions, may induce a Fenton cascade lead‐
ing to reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation which are potent enough to damage DNA.
Currently, more than one half of the world production of catechol is consumed by the pesti‐
cide and herbicide industry. The oxidative damage to DNA structure is of critical importance
for many biological processes, including aging, mutation, and carcinogenesis [1-4]. A number
of pesticides and herbicides interact with DNA and can cause DNA damage [5-12].

In this Chapter, we describe the extent of DNA damage done by herbicide paraquat (PQ)
and the effect of another herbicide, atrazine (Atz), on DNA helix using electrochemical
DNA-biosensor method [4, 11, 13, 14]. Also we present DNA-based piezoelectric sensors de‐
veloped for the detection of genetically modified foodstuff [15].

Paraquat is a broadly used herbicide which is highly toxic and acts nonselectively. This her‐
bicide can cause fatal intoxication in humans and animals [16] since it targets the dopami‐
nergic neurons. It has been reported that paraquat may also induce neurodegenerative
diseases such as Parkinson’s disease [17-22]. There are known extreme cases of PQ causing
widespread damage to many organs [23, 24]. We have demonstrated [4] that paraquat can
initiate the formation of ROS, such as HO•, O2•-, in the presence of H2O2 and induce DNA
damage. PQ-mediated DNA damage was found also by Yamamoto and Mohanan [25] and
Ali et al. [24]. Tokunaga et al. [26] have reported that paraquat caused oxidation of guanine
and increased the 8-hydroxy-deoxyguanosine amount in heart, brain, and lung. Schmuck et
al. [27] have shown that PQ can induce an oxidative stress in rat cortical neurons and astro‐
cytes in vitro, leading to the dopaminergic cell death in the nigrostriatum.

Atrazine is another commonly applied herbicide. It is known as an inhibitor of photosystem

II (PSII) in plants [28]. Several studies indicate atrazine genotoxicity [7, 8, 29-32]. Because of
this, its use has been regulated in many countries [9]. Other studies have shown no toxicity
of pure atrazine. There is a growing consensus that atrazine alone may act as a sensitizer
[11] increasing the DNA susceptibility to a damage inflicted by various adjuvants of herbi‐
cide preparations which then become cytotoxic [32].

3. Biosensors for pesticide/herbicide pollution monitoring and screening
of their interaction with DNA

The extensive use of highly toxic herbicides and pesticides and serious risk for the environ‐
ment and human health compel the development of pollution control. The Food and Agri‐
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culture Organization (FAO) and the World Health Organization (WHO) have established
maximum residue limits for pesticides in food [33-36].

The standard laboratory procedures for routine analysis of pesticides and herbicides are
based on gas chromatography, mass spectrometry and high-performance liquid chromatog‐
raphy (HPLC). The application of these methods requires sophisticated and costly instru‐
mentation, laborious sample preparation, and highly trained personnel. Therefore, there is a
pressing necessity for the advancement of new analytical platforms able to assist in the rap‐
id and inexpensive field-deployable testing. It becomes apparent that biorecognition-in‐
spired biosensors based on DNA, antibody, and whole cells can fill the gap:

i. Electrochemical DNA-biosensors. In Hepel's laboratory, the interactions of herbicides
and pesticides with DNA have recently been widely studied [11, 12], including
among herbicides: atrazine (Atz), paraquat (PQ), glufosinate ammonium (GA), and
2,4-dichydrophenoxyacetc acid [2,4-D), and among pesticides: diflubenzuron
(DFB), carbofuran (CF), paraoxon-ethyl (PE). The DNA electrochemical biosensor
was also used by Mascini to the determination of intercalating and groove-binding
drugs and pollutants including daunomycin, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs),
aflatoxin B1, cisplatin, atrazine, and hydrazine [37]. Moreover, an electrochemical
DNA-biosensor has been used to investigate the interactions between DNA and de‐
rivatives of 1,3,5-triazine herbicides [38].

ii. Piezoimmunosensors. The next kind of biosensors used for highly-sensitive, quantita‐
tive detection of herbicides has been the antibody based quartz crystal nanobalance
biosensor. Halamek et al. [39] have developed a piezoelectric immunosensor for the
detection of 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid [2,4-D) and Pribyl et al. [40, 41] for the
detection of atrazine and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB).

iii. Cell-based biosensors. Immensely significant in the determination of environmental
pollutants, toxic chemicals, pesticides or water quality assessment has been the de‐
velopment of cell-based biosensors. These excellent analytical tools based mainly
on bacteria, algae or yeast have been widely investigated in recent years [42-46]. Li
and coworkers have described fluorescence and bioluminescence bacterial biosen‐
sors for the determination of petroleum products such as benzene, toluene, ethyl‐
benzene, and xylenes (BTEX) in groundwater and soil samples as an alternative to
conventional HPLC and GC-MS methods of BTEX measurement [47]. Naessens et
al. [28] have developed a new algal-based fluorescence biosensor for the detection
of inhibitor of photosystem II (PSII) herbicides: atrazine, diuron and simazine with
the detection limit of 0.1 µg/L.

4. GMO alternative to pesticides and herbicides

Area of the genetically modified cultivations including: soybean, maize, cotton, and rape‐
seed increases in recent years and more and more of genetically modified plants or their de‐
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rivatives are involved into the food industry. Mainly, a soybean and a maize are used in the
production of food and feed. Many countries, such as Korea, Japan, and Australia, have de‐
veloped laws controlling the marketing of the GMOs. The European Union (EU) and polish
legislation (EC Directive 18/2001, 1829/2003, 1830/2003, 1946/2003] imposes a duty to control
GMO by qualitative and quantitative assays. The food products and ingredients, containing
transgenic material in percentage higher than 0.9 %, 3%, and 5%, have to be labeled in EU,
Korea, and Japan, respectively. However, the labeling of GM foods is not compulsory in the
United States and Canada. The genetic modification confers plants novel characteristics
which improve their agronomic properties (eg. response to herbicides), quality (taste, matu‐
ration, shelf live, color), and pest resistance, including viral, fungal, insect, and parasite re‐
sistance. The most common of the genetically modified plants inoculated against herbicide
glyphosate are Roundup Ready soybean, maize, and cotton. The Roundup Ready genetic in‐
sert contains a portion of the cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV) 35 promoter, the Petunia hy‐
brid 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase (EPSPS), chloroplast transit peptide
(CTP), the CP4 EPSPS coding sequence, and a portion of the 3’ non-translated region of the
nopaline synthase gene terminator (NOS) [48]. The microbial CP4 gene introduces a glypho‐
sate resistance to the plants. Glyphosate is a broad-spectrum herbicide which controls plants
by inhibiting enzyme EPSPS, an essential enzyme in the shikimate pathway which plays a
role in the biosynthesis of aromatic amino acids, used in the protein synthesis, cell wall for‐
mation, and pathogen defense. Glyphosate is toxic to plants because it prevents the produc‐
tion of tryptophan, tyrosine, and phenylalanine.

5. GMO detection technologies

Presently, the main assays used for GMO detection are DNA- and protein-based methods.
In these methods, the genetic modification such as the inserted/altered gene is detected or
the product resulting from the genetic modification is identified. DNA-based detection
method relies on the inherent ability of the complementary strands to form a double-helix of
a double-stranded DNA and may utilize either a Southern Blot or a Polymerase Chain Reac‐
tion (PCR) technique [49-55]. For GMO quantification, the Real-Time PCR is used [56, 57].
The methods based on liquid chromatography - mass spectrometry (LC-MS) enable precise
analytical measurements. The protein-based detection method relies on finding proteins
coded by the transgene. The following techniques are used for the determination of proteins
from GMOs: one- and two-dimensional gel electrophoresis, Western Blot, Enzyme Linked
Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) and the lateral flow strip [54, 55]. Rogan et al. have em‐
ployed immunological methods to measure the 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate syn‐
thase (CP4 EPSPS) protein derived from the Agrobacterium sp. strain CP4 in the major
processed fractions derived from Roundup Ready soybean [58]. All of these methods are
very sensitive but costly, requiring very expensive equipment and reagents, and highly ex‐
perienced personnel. Therefore, the mandated monitoring of GMOs on the market calls for
the development of new, fast, and inexpensive analytical biosensing platforms enabling
field-testing of crop, foods and feeds.
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Recently investigated biosensors based on DNA hybridization [2] may become a viable al‐
ternative. The DNA-biosensors are relatively cheap and easy to use. These devices are used
in many fields of research including clinical, environmental, and food industryand many re‐
views evaluating the progress in DNA-biosensors have been published [59-62]. Some of the
electrochemical sensors have utilized inherent electroactivity of nucleic acid bases which un‐
dergo electrooxidation processes at carbon and mercury electrodes [63-66]. In others,
changes in peak current or potential for redox-active probe-molecules, which selectively
bind to DNA grooves, electrostatically interact with negative chain, or intercalate into
dsDNA helix, are monitored [67-69].

The electrochemical methods of GMO detection based on DNA biosensors have been utilized
in the investigations of the Filipiak’s group [70-72]. The Authors have been able to detect a spe‐
cific bar gene coding for the resistance to herbicide, phosphinotricin, by using the electrochem‐
ical hybridization indicator – [2,2’-bipirydyl)cobalt(III) [68]. This indicator intercalates into the
double-stranded DNA after the completion of hybridization of the immobilized 19-mer or 21–
mer single-stranded probe DNA (pDNA) with target-gene single-stranded DNA (tDNA). The
cathodic signal of Co(bpy)3

3+ was significantly higher after the formation of a DNA double-he‐
lix from the bar gene target and pDNA. Also, the Authors have detected genetically modified
plants with a transgenic coding for resistance to kanamycin (nptII). In their investigations, they
used an organic dye, methylene blue (MB), which shows considerable affinity toward gua‐
nine bases in DNA. After the interaction of the probe with complementary target sequence of
nptII gene, the electrochemical signal of this indicator has decreased. Meric et al. have been
able to detect the most common insert in GMOs, nopaline synthase terminator (NOS) using
DNA biosensor [67]. The Authors have based their investigations on an MB intercalator probe
as the hybridization indicator. They tested their sensor with short synthetic oligonucleotides
and DNA fragments obtained by PCR amplification. We have investigated the dye Nile Blue,
used in DNA staining in carcinoma-cell tumors [73], to evaluate the effect of herbicides and
pesticides on DNA [13], [14]. The next kinds of biosensors which are promissing for the deter‐
mination of GMOs are based on the surface plasmon resonance and piezoelectric sensors. The
Mascini’s group has investigated the promoter [35S) and the terminator elements (T-NOS),
which are widely used for the production of many transgenic commercially available vegeta‐
bles. They have performed a hybridization study using short-oligonucleotide of DNA sam‐
ples isolated from certified reference materials  (CRM),  soybean powder,  real  samples of
different dietetic products, which were amplified by PCR, as well as the genomic and plasmi‐
dic DNA samples non-amplified by PCR [74-76]. Stobiecka at al. [15], have designed a DNA
hybridization biosensor  for  the determination of  genetically  modified soybean Roundup
Ready using a chemically-modified gold piezoelectrode with single-stranded probe DNA im‐
mobilized in sensory films using avidin-biotin binding system.

6. Materials and methods

6.1. Chemicals

All chemicals used for investigations were of analytical grade purity. Avidin, 6-mercapto-1-
hexanol  (MCH),  N-[2-hydroxyethyl]piperazine  –  N’-[2-ethanesulfonic  acid]  (HEPES),
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K3[Fe(CN)6],  paraquat  (PQ),  redox  active  dye  Nile  Blue  A  (NB),mercaptopropionic  acid
(MPA),  N-[3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N′-ethylcarbodiimide (EDC),  and ethanolamine were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Company (St. Louis, MO, U.S.A. or Poznań, Po‐
land). Atrazine was purchased from Supelco (Bellefonte, PA, U.S.A.). The short synthetic oli‐
gonucleotides used in investigations with atrazine and paraquat were obtained from Eurofins
MWG/Operon (Huntsville, AL, U.S.A.). Synthetic biotinylated oligodeoxynucleotides used as
a probe to the detection of the genetically modified soybean and unbiotinylated oligodeoxynu‐
cleotides complementary or noncomplementary to probes were synthesized in the Laborato‐
ry  of  DNA  Sequencing  and  Oligonucleotides  Synthesis,  IBB  PAS,  Poland.  Samples  of
fragments of DNA amplified by PCR and genomic DNA were prepared in the Genetic Modifi‐
cations Analysis Laboratory, IBB PAS, Poland. 3,3’-dithiodipropionic acid di(N-succinimidyl
ester) was from Fluka-Sigma-Aldrich (Poznań, Poland). Aqueous solutions were prepared us‐
ing Millipore Milli-Q deionized water (conductivity σ = 55 nS/cm) (Billerica, MA, U.S.A.) or
Simplicity® 185 Water System (Molsheim, France).

6.2. Quartz crystal nanobalance measurements

For  nanogravimetric  measurements,  a  Model  EQCN-700  Electrochemical  Quartz  Crystal
Nanobalance from Elchema (Potsdam, NY, U.S.A.) and a Model CHI-410 Time-Resolved Elec‐
trochemical Quartz Crystal Microbalance (CH Instruments, U.S.A.) were used. Quartz crys‐
tals coated with gold on both sides with resonant frequency of 9.975 MHz or 7.995MHz were
used as the substrates for working electrodes, and were obtained from Elchema or CH Instru‐
ments, respectively. The geometric surface area of the working electrode was 0.1963 cm2 and
the apparent-mass changes Δm were related to the fundamental frequency shift Δf using the
equation: Δf = 0.8673Δm or Δf =1.34Δm ng, respectively, based on Sauerbrey equation [77-80]:

∆ f = -
2 ∆mn f 0

2

A μqdq
(1)

where, Δf is the change in the resonant oscillation frequency, Δm is the change in the interfa‐
cial mass, A is the piezoelectrically active area, n is the overtone number and f0 is the funda‐
mental frequency which depends on the quartz properties (density, dq=2.648 g cm-3, and
shear modulus, µq = 2.947 × 1011 g cm-1 s-2) and resonator thickness (here: 0.166 mm)). All ex‐
perimental variables influencing the resonant frequency [77] of the EQCN electrodes such as
the temperature, pressure, viscosity and density of the solution, were kept constant in the
apparent mass change measurements.

6.3. Electrochemical measurements

Cyclic voltammetric (CV) measurements were performed with a standard electrochemical
setup - a Potentiostat/Galvanostat Model PS-205B with a Data Logger and Control System,
Model DAQ-716v, operating under Voltscan 5.0 data acquisition and processing software
from Elchema (Potsdam, NY, U.S.A.) or with the Time-Resolved Electrochemical Quartz
Crystal Microbalance (CH Instruments, U.S.A.). Potentials were measured versus the dou‐
ble-junction saturated Ag/AgCl reference electrode. As the working electrodes, gold disk
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electrodes with an area of 1 mm2, gold coated quartz crystal piezoresonators with a real sur‐
face area of 0.264 cm2 (f0 = 9.975 MHz) obtained from Elchema, and quartz crystals coated
with gold on both sides (f0 = 7.995 MHz) obtained from CH Instruments, were used. A plati‐
num wire was used as the counter electrode. First, the surfaces of gold electrodes were pol‐
ished on a flat pad with two kinds of alumina, 0.3 and 0.05 µm dia., in wet alumina slurry
(Coating Service Department, Indianapolis, U.S.A.). Next, the electrodes were cleaned elec‐
trochemically in deoxygenated solutions of 1M KOH and 0.1 M H2SO4 until the cyclic vol‐
tammograms showed no further change. The solutions were deoxygenated by purging with
argon. Quartz crystal piezoelectrodes were also cleaned electrochemically.

6.4. Molecular dynamic simulations and quantum mechanical calculations

The molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and quantum mechanical calculation (QC) of
electronic structure for a model DNA molecule and herbicides for the analysis of interac‐
tions of atrazine and paraquat with DNA, were performed using procedures embedded in
Wavefunction Spartan 6 (Irvine, CA, U.S.A.).

7. Design of DNA-based biosensors

In Figure 1, a schematic of the biosensor films with DNA immobilized on a gold electrode is
presented for:

a. Au/MPA/dsDNA20-bp film and

b. Au/DASE/avidin/RR-gene oligonucleotide film,

where the basal self-assembled monolayer (SAM) film is composed of either the mercapto‐
propionic acid (MPA) or the 3,3’-dithiodipropionic acid di-(N-succinimidyl ester) (DASE).

In the first kind of biosensor (a), a clean gold electrode was modified with 10 mM mercapto‐
propionic acid for 1 h. After the activation of carboxyl group in MPA witha 0.1 M N-[3-Di‐
methylaminopropyl)-N‘-ethylcarbodiimide (EDC) solution, the sensor was incubated for 1h
with a NH2-modified oligonucleotide probe 5‘NH2C6H12-ATTCGACAGGGATAGTTC‐
GA3‘ with final concentration of 1 µM,to attach it to the thiol film. The hybridization process
was performed by injecting 1 µM (final concentration) solution of complementary oligonu‐
cleotide 5‘TCGAACTATCCCTGTCGAAT3‘to PBS solution (pH = 7.4) for 1h. The DNA bio‐
sensor prepared in this way was rinsed with 0.02 M PBS buffer (pH = 7.4) and used for
testing of DNA damage caused by two herbicides: paraquat (PQ) and atrazine (Atz) using a
redox dye Nile Blue (NB) as the probe intercalator and marker of DNA damage. After the
interactions of ds DNA helix with herbicides, the DNA based biosensors were discarded
and a new modification of gold piezoelectrodes was prepared for next experiments due to
the expected DNA damage by atrazine and paraquat. The reproducibility of subsequent
modifications was very good (ca. 5 %).

In the second kind of a DNA biosensor (b), a clean gold piezoelectrode was modified with 5
mM solution of 3,3’-dithiodipropionic acid di-(N-succinimidyl ester) (DASE) in chloroform
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for 2 h. Then, 1 mM solution of 6-mercapto-1-hexanol (MCH) in ethanol was used to block
the remaining free surface of the gold electrode for 1 h. Next, the electrodes were modified
with 0.2 mg/mL aqueous solution of avidin for 1 h and additionally for 1 h with 1 mM aque‐
ous solution of 2-aminoethanol (pH 8.00). The biotinylated probes 5’-biotin-ATC CCA CTA
TCC TTC GCA AGA-3’ were injected with final concentration 300 nM. The DNA biosensor
prepared in this way was then tested with short complementary and non-complementary
synthetic oligonucleotides and PCR products. Following the tests, the sensor was used for
the detection of genetically modified soybean Roundup Ready. Sensors were regenerated by
immersing the quartz crystal electrode into the HEPES denaturation buffer pH 8.00, for 10
min at 95 OC, and then cooled down on ice or washing thrice with 10 mM NaOH for 2 min.
The reproducibility of the hybridization process in the samples non-amplified by PCR, ex‐
pressed by the average coefficient of variation, was 20%.

Figure 1. Design of functionalized DNA biosensors for (a) the determination of DNA damage by herbicides (Au/MPA/
dsDNA20-bp film) and (b) the detection of the genetically modified soybean Roundup Ready (Au/DASE/avidin/RR-gene
oligonucleotide film).

7.1. Studies of DNA damage by atrazine and paraquat using intercalation redox probe

In Figures 2 and 3, cyclic voltammetric response of the Nile Blue redox dye probe incorpo‐
rated in sensory films of the DNA-biosensors is presented. This electroactive probe was
used for the determination of DNA damage by herbicides atrazine and paraquat (in Figure 2
and 3, respectively). Voltammograms were obtained in pure PBS buffer without NB dye.
The sensor was incubated first in a 100 µM solution of NB dye for 10 min, carefully washed
in PBS buffer, and tested in the same buffer (curve 2). The NB molecules intercalate into the
double-helix structure of DNA. A couple of well resolved redox peaks with cathodic and
anodic peak potentials at Epc = -0.41 V and Epa = -0.38 V vs. Ag/AgCl is observed. The linear
dependence of the peak currents, Ipc and Ipa,on the potential scan rate v indicates that the re‐
dox peaks correspond to the surface bound NB species [14]. Then, the sensor was incubated
in 100 µM solution of herbicide (atrazine or paraquat, respectively) and characterized in a
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PBS solution without intercalative dye (curve 3). Next, the sensor was soaked once again in
the solution of NB, washed in PBS, and characterized in pure PBS buffer (curve 4). The
changes in cathodic peak current (Ipc)of a Nile Blue probe before and after the interactions of
herbicides with DNA were quantified. It is seen that after the interaction of Atz or PQ with
DNA, the Ipc of a NB bound to DNA has changed considerably. The DNA damage φ was
measured as the relative current increase/decrease in the NB uptake after interaction of
DNA with herbicide:

( ) ( ), 1 ,0 0 100 – / –pc herbicide b pc bI I I Ij = (2)

where, Ipc,0 and Ipc,herbicide are the cathodic peak currents for the reduction of NB intercalated
in dsDNA helix on electrode before and after interactions of DNA with herbicides, respec‐
tively; and Ib0 and Ib1 are the background currents.

7.2. Interaction of atrazine with DNA

After the incubation of a dsDNA sensor in atrazine solution, the cyclic voltammetric charac‐
teristic of NB, recorded in pure PBS buffer solution without redox dye, shows a considerable
increase of the cathodic current of NB (Figure 2, curve 4) in comparison to the cathodic cur‐
rent of NB before interaction of dsDNA with the herbicide (Figure 2, curve 2) [13],[11].

Figure 2. Cyclic voltammograms for an Au/MPA/dsDNA20-bp film after subsequent treatments: [1] PBS only, [2] after 10
min soaking in 100 μM NB solution; [3] after 40 min soaking in 100 μM atrazine solution; [4] after 10 min soaking in
100 μM NB solution; scan rate v = 400 mV/s, solution: 0.02 M PBS, pH = 7.4. Modified from reference [13] with permis‐
sion. Copyright 2010 The Electrochemical Society.

It indicates that more molecules of the electroactive dye were intercalated into the DNA he‐
lix. It is reasonable to conclude that the higher capacity of dsDNA towards the Nile Blue
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probe is associated with B-DNA structure altering caused by the herbicide. It is interesting
that the second incubation of DNA sensor with NB dyes, after the interaction of dsDNA sen‐
sor with atrazine, resulted in so large an increase in the NB uptake (φ = 65%). Separate ex‐
periments performed with not fully matched complementary oligonucleotides (C-A
mismatched oligonucleotides) have also led to the increased NB uptake but only by φ = 17%
[14]. This indicates a high sensitivity of the DNA biosensor proposed. Molecular dynamic
simulations have confirmed that atrazine molecules cause underwinding of double-stranded
helix of DNA and increase the uptake of Nile Blue redox probe due to the increase in the
inter-base spacing in the base stacks.

7.3. Effect of paraquat on DNA biosensor responses

The interactions of paraquat with dsDNA, immobilized on a sensor surface, have been investi‐
gated [4]. Changes in cyclic voltammograms of a Nile Blue intercalative redox probe have been
observed after the incubation of a DNA-biosensor in a paraquat solutions. For the incubation
times of a DNA-biosensor in a paraquat solution for up to 55 min and soaking the biosensors
for 10 min in solution of a Nile Blue (100 µM), the peak current of NB reduction was observed
to increase in comparison to the peak current of NB before the interactions of DNA with para‐
quat. The uptake of NB intercalated into the dsDNA helix after the interactions with PQ in‐
creased on average by φ = 13.9% (for interaction times of paraquat with dsDNA of 10, 35, and
55 min). This indicates the unwinding of the dsDNA helix, similar to the effect of atrazine on
dsDNA, resulting in the increased uptake of NB molecules into the DNA duplex. However, af‐
ter longer interaction time of paraquat with dsDNA (t = 80 min), the peak current of NB reduc‐
tion has been found to decrease (Figure 3, curve 4) in comparison to the peak current of the
probe in an undamaged dsDNA (Figure 3, curve 2). It clearly indicates on a break and fragmen‐
tation of dsDNA caused by long-lasting action of paraquat which leads to the observed dimin‐
ished uptake of NB probe into the DNA helix, with φ = -32.1%.

7.4. Characterization of the biofilm and testing of EQCN-based DNA biosensor

Each modification step during the construction of a DNA biosensor used for probing the af‐
finity of atrazine to DNA and possible DNA damage was monitored by quartz crystal nano‐
balance technique (Figure 4). For instance, the immobilization of the mercaptopropionic acid
(MPA) on a gold surface of a piezoelectrode has led to a total resonant frequency shift of Δf
= 24.3 Hz, corresponding to the apparent mass change of Δm = 21.1 ng and surface coverage
γMPA = 0.76 nmol/cm2 (Ageo = 0.22 cm2, roughness factor R = 1.2, and real surface area: A =
0.264 cm2). Next, after activation of the carboxylic groups of the thiol film with EDC, the
NH2-modified oligonucleotide probes (pDNA) and complementary to them target oligonu‐
cleotides (tDNA) were attached. After the injection of oligonucleotides, the frequency shifts
Δf = 73.8 Hz and Δf = 72.3 Hz were observed, for pDNA and tDNA, respectively. The main
mass increase was observed within 45 min which was considered as the time necessary to
attain stable and full-monolayer coverage of dsDNA biofilm. The dsDNA surface coverage
γDNA= 34 pmol/cm2 determined from the experimental mass of DNA film was close to the
theoretical value for hexagonal close packing and corresponds to the loading of 0.68
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nmolbp/cm2 [13],[11]. The DNA-biosensor prepared in this way was subsequently used for

the investigations of the behavior of atrazine and possible DNA damage detection.

Figure 3. Cyclic voltammograms for an Au/MPA/ dsDNA20-bp film after subsequent treatments: [1] PBS only, [2] 10 min
soaking in NB solution (100 μM); [3] after 80 min soaking in PQ solution (100 μM); [4] after soaking in PQ and 10 min
soaking in NB solution (100 μM); scan rate v = 100 mV/s, solution: 0.02 M PBS, pH = 7.4. Modified from reference [4].
Adapted with permission from Antioxidant Effectiveness in Preventing Paraquat-Mediated Oxidative DNA Damage in
the Presence of H2O2, M. Stobiecka, A. Prance, K. Coopersmith, M. Hepel, 2011, 211-233, in: S. Andreescu, M. Hepel
(Ed.) Oxidative Stress: Diagnostics, Prevention, and Therapy. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society.

Figure 4. Resonant frequency shift recorded for a gold piezosensor after injection of mercaptopropionic acid (MPA),
NH2-modified oligonucleotide (5‘NH2C6H12-ATTCGACAGGGATAGTTCGA3‘) (pDNA) and a complementary oligonu‐
cleotide (5‘TCGAACTATCCCTGTC GAAT3‘) (tDNA); solution: 0.02 M PBS, pH = 7.4; CMPA = 10 mM, CpDNA = 1 μM, CtDNA =
1 μM, all concentrations are the final concentrations. Modified from reference [13] with permission. Copyright 2010
The Electrochemical Society.
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8. Detection of genetically modified soybean Roundoup Ready by quartz
crystal nanogravimetric technique

A DNA biosensor for the determination of genetically modified soybean Roundup Ready
was examined using quartz crystal nanobalance technique [15], [69]. In Figure 5, cyclic vol‐
tammograms for ferricyanide redox probe obtained after each step of the modification of a
gold piezoelectrode are presented. The voltammogram obtained for a bare gold electrode
(Figure 5, curve 1) shows a couple of well-developed redox peaks for the marker ion with
peak separation, ΔEp = 111 mV. After forming the 3,3’-dithiodipropionic acid di-(N-succini‐
midyl ester) (DASE) self-assembling monolayer on a gold surface, a repulsion of the
[Fe(CN)6]3-/4- ions from the film was observed and the peak separation of the redox probe
couple in voltammetric characteristics has increased to ΔEp = 135 mV for the ester-modified
gold piezoelectrode (Figure 5, curve 2).

Figure 5. Cyclic voltammograms for a K3Fe(CN)6 test solution recorded after subsequent steps of the DNA biosensor
construction: [1] bare gold piezoelectrode, [2-5] gold piezoelectrode after immobilization of successive layers of [2]
3,3’-dithiodipropionic acid di-(N-succinimidyl ester) (DASE) (5 mM), [3] avidin (0.2 mg/mL), [4] aminoethanol (AET) (1
mM), [5] biotin-oligonucleotide (300 nM), v = 100 mV/s, Ccompl = 80 nM, Cnon-compl = 72 nM; the solution composition:
0.1 M phosphate buffer pH = 7.2, 0.1 M KCl and 0.001 M K3Fe(CN)6, scan rate 0.1V/s. Modified from reference [69],
unpublished data

The addition of an avidin solution, has led to further decrease in the marker signal and an
increase in the peak separation for ferricyanide ions to ΔE = 208 mV (Figure 5, curve 3). Af‐
ter the immobilization of the protein, the electron transfer of the Fe(CN)6

3-/4- couple has de‐
creased due to the formation of a blocking avidin layer, reduced surface accessibility, and
steric hindrance. The immobilization of aminoethanol (AET) molecules promoted an elec‐
tron transfer between the redox molecules and the electrode surface. Hence, the immobiliza‐
tion of AET on a gold electrode surface resulted in the increase of the redox marker reaction
reversibility and a dramatic decrease of the peak separation of the redox probe to ΔEp = 163
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mV (Figure 5, curve 4). The attachment of the biotinylated oligonucleotides resulted in a de‐
crease of the redox response of the electroactive marker and an increase in the peak separa‐
tion for ferricyanide ions to ΔE = 182 mV. The decrease of the ferricyanide probe signal after
the immobilization of oligonucleotides was expected due to repulsions between negatively
charged DNA chains and negative ferricyanide ions.

A freshly prepared DNA-biosensor was first functionalized with short synthetic oligonu‐
cleotides using quartz crystal nanobalance technique [15] for film formation monitoring. In
Figure 6, the hybridization process of short synthetic oligonucleotides, complementary and
non-complementary, to the oligonucleotide probe immobilized on the sensor surface is pre‐
sented. The probe was related to the 5-enolpyruvylshikimate – phosphate synthase (EPSPS)
gene, which is an active component of an insert integrated into a Roundup Ready soybean.
Next, the DNA biosensor was used for testing with a 169 base-pair fragment of EPSPS gene
extracted from Roundup Ready soybean genome and amplified by PCR, and with a non-
complementary 138 base-pair fragment amplified by PCR on maize alcohol dehydrogenase
gene template. Finally, the DNA biosensor was employed for the detection of EPSPS se‐
quence in PCR non-amplified DNA samples extracted from animal feed containing 30% of
the genetically modified soybean RR. The sensor was able to distinguish between a trans‐
gene sequence of the modified and unmodified soybean DNA at the genomic DNA quanti‐
ties used in the analysis: 3.6, 4.6 and 5.4 µg. The detection limit was in the range of 4.7×105

genome copies in 200 µL of a QCN cell [15].

Figure 6. Resonant frequency shift recorded for an Au/DASE/avidin film after injection of a complementary and non-
complementary oligonucleotides,Ccompl = 80 nM, Cnon-compl = 72 nM; the solution composition: 27 mM HEPES, 55 mM
NaCl, pH 7.5; total volume in the QCM cell: 200 μl. Modified from reference [15] Copyright 2007 M. Stobiecka , J.M.
Cieśla , B. Janowska , B. Tudek, H. Radecka; licensee MDPI, Basel, Switzerland.
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9. Molecular dynamics

To better understand the interactions of herbicides with dsDNA, further investigations were
carried out using molecular dynamics (MD) simulation and quantum mechanical calculation
(QC) of electronic structures. In MD simulations, atrazine and Nile Blue molecules were: [1]
docked on the sugar-phosphate chain and at minor and major grooves of DNA to evaluate hy‐
drogen bonding and electrostatic interactions and [2] were inserted into a gap between two
stacked bases in model structures of ssDNA and dsDNA [11],[14],[13]. In investigations car‐
ried out for the herbicide paraquat, three molecules of the herbicide were placed between the
bases in a model dsDNA consisting of 11 nucleic base-pairs [4]. In these investigations, we
have found that the intercalation of Atz and PQ in dsDNA helix leads to a conformational al‐
terations of the DNA structure. The herbicides caused an increase in the interbase distance,
longitudinal helix expansion and unwinding of the dsDNA confirmed by the higher binding
capacity of DNA toward the Nile Blue intercalative redox probe and a higher uptake of the
probe after incubation of DNA with herbicides. Long time interactions of paraquat with mod‐
el dsDNA resulted in the denaturation of the double-stranded helix to single strands decreas‐
ing  the  NB  uptake.  The  molecular  dynamics  simulations  strongly  corroborate  cyclic
voltammetry and fluorimetric measurements carried out by our groups. In Figure 7, an exam‐
ple of a simulation of the unwinding process of a dsDNA during its interactions with atrazine
is presented. A clear elongation of the DNA duplex is readily discernible.

Figure 7. Molecular dynamics simulation of the interactions of atrazine (Atz) with ds DNA helix.

10. Conclusions

In this Chapter, the principles of sensory film designs for DNA-biosensors using nanogravi‐
metric and voltammetric signal transduction techniques were presented. The biosensing
platforms we have studied include the electrochemical biosensing with intercalating redox
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probe (NB) and travelling redox probe (ferricyanide ions), as well as the EQCN monitoring
of conformational film canges correlated with herbicide-induced DNA alterations. Applica‐
tions of DNA-biosensors for probing the affinity of atrazine and paraquat to DNA, the inter‐
actions of herbicides with DNA, assessment of DNA damage, and detection of the
genetically modified soybean RR, have been reviewed. We have shown that the interactions
of herbicides with DNA caused an evident alteration of the B-DNA conformation including
unwinding of the helix and an increase in the interbase distance. The unwinding results in
an increase in the capacity of dsDNA to bind an intercalative electrochemical probe and
higher uptake of Nile Blue molecules into the DNA duplex. At longer interaction times of
DNA with paraquat, strand breaks and DNA fragmentation has been observed as evidenced
by the lower Nile Blue uptake into the DNA helix. The piezoelectric DNA-biosensor based
assay developed was utilized as an alternative, highly sensitive, inexpensive, and simple
method for the detection of genetically modified soybean in samples that do not require
PCR amplification.
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1. Introduction

The US market size of chemical sensors is projected to increase 8.6% annually to reach $6
billion in 2014. This growth will be sustained especially by high demand of biosensors for
medical applications such as glucose monitoring, biomarker detection for infectious disease
and cancer diagnosis. In addition, there will be strong demand in biodefense, environmental
monitoring, food, and pharmaceutical industries. The biosensor market is forecast to reach
$4.4 billion in 2014 in the US [1].

There is interest in developing sensors that could be used in point-of-care applications or
on-field measurements. These sensors need to have high precision, compact size, fast re‐
sponse time and be sensitive to small amount of biological material. Field effect transistor
structures (FETs) are promising for these applications. In a standard FET, the size and shape
of the conductive channel between the source and drain terminals is controlled by an elec‐
trode that applies gate voltage. In place of the electrode, chemical characteristics of the ac‐
tive area could also play a crucial role in controlling the performance behaviors of the
device. This property makes semiconductors ideal materials for sensors in many chemical
and biochemical systems. Compared to methods such as protein assays [2], there is no need
for optical components to translate the surface binding phenomena into a readable signal.
Semiconductor properties including, surface current, potential, and impedance characteris‐
tics can be used to directly measure chemical or physical stimuli on the semiconductor sur‐
face [3-10]. Handheld, wireless-capable medical sensors are attractive for reducing financial
and emotional cost of false-positive tests. The ability to make robust, inexpensive sensor ar‐
rays using semiconductor technology is one of the main driving forces behind this work. A
typical semiconductor-based bio-sensor consists of a bio-receptor and transducer, which is
generally a gateless field effect transistor structure. The bio-receptor is typically an enzyme
or antibody layer attached to the gate of the FET.
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To date, silicon-based sensors have been the main platform due to their low cost and maturi‐
ty as well as the extensive experience base for chemical treatments on silicon oxide or glass.
A drawback with Si sensors is that they generally cannot operate under harsh conditions of
elevated temperature and /or pressure, and they are susceptible to degradation in chemical‐
ly corrosive environments. This has led to interest in the use of GaN-based semiconductors
as alternatives to silicon because of their greater chemical inertness in acidic and basic solu‐
tions, higher temperature of operation and ability to also emit and blue and ultraviolet light
that can be used for fluorescence detection of particular bio-species. Other GaN applications
already commercialized include blue/violet/white/UV Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) used in
traffic stoplights and full color displays, blue light lasers, which are employed in high densi‐
ty CD-ROM storage, and high resolution printers, high power microwave transistors with
applications in new generations of radar and cell phone systems and low noise, radiation
hard transistors for use in high temperature sensors and space-flight instrumentation.

In the area of detection of medical biomarkers, many different methods, including enzyme-
linked immunsorbent assay (ELISA), particle-based flow cytometric assays, electrochemical
measurements based on impedance and capacitance, electrical measurement of microcantile‐
ver resonant frequency change, and conductance measurement of semiconductor nanostruc‐
tures.  gas chromatography (GC), ion chromatography, high density peptide arrays, laser
scanning quantitiative analysis, chemiluminescence, selected ion flow tube (SIFT), nanome‐
chanical cantilevers, bead-based suspension microarrays, magnetic biosensors and mass spec‐
trometry (MS) have been employed [1,2]. Depending on the sample condition, these methods
may show variable results in terms of sensitivity for some applications and may not meet the
requirements for a handheld biosensor. Most of the techniques mentioned earlier such as ELI‐
SA possesses a major limitation in that only one analyte is measured at a time. Particle-
based assays allow for multiple detection by using multiple beads but the whole detection
process is generally longer than 2 hours, which is not practical for in-office or bedside detec‐
tion. Electrochemical devices have attracted attention due to their low cost and simplicity,
but significant improvements in their sensitivities are still needed for use with clinical sam‐
ples. Microcantilevers are capable of detecting concentrations of 10 pg/ml, but suffer from an
undesirable resonant frequency change due to the viscosity of the medium and cantilever
damping in the solution environment. In clinical settings, biomarkers for a particular dis‐
ease state can be used to determine the presence of disease as well as its progress.

A promising FET sensing technology utilizes AlGaN/GaN high electron mobility transistors
(HEMTs). HEMT structures have been developed for use in microwave power amplifiers due
to their high two dimensional electron gas (2DEG) mobility and saturation velocity. The con‐
ducting 2DEG channel of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs is very close to the surface and extremely sen‐
sitive to adsorption of analytes. HEMT sensors can be used for detecting pH values, proteins,
and DNA.The GaN materials  system is  attracting much interest  for commercial  applica‐
tions of green, blue, and UV light emitting diodes (LEDs), laser diodes as well as high speed
and high frequency power devices. Due to the wide-bandgap nature of the material, it is very
thermally stable, and electronic devices can be operated at temperatures up to 500 ºC. The
GaN based materials are also chemically stable, and no known wet chemical etchant can etch
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these materials; this makes them very suitable for operation in chemically harsh environ‐
ments. Due to the high electron mobility, GaN material based high electron mobility transis‐
tors (HEMTs) can operate at very high frequency with higher breakdown voltage, better
thermal conductivity, and wider transmission bandwidths than Si or GaAs devices [3-10].

The high electron sheet carrier concentration of nitride HEMTs is induced by piezoelectric po‐
larization of the strained AlGaN layer in the hetero-junction structure of the AlGaN/GaN
HEMT and the spontaneous polarization is very large in wurtzite III-nitrides. This provides an
increased sensitivity relative to simple Schottky diodes fabricated on GaN layers or FETs fab‐
ricated on the AlGaN/GaN HEMT structure. The gate region of the HEMT can be used to mod‐
ulate the drain current in the FET mode or use as the electrode for the Schottky diode. A variety
of gas, chemical and health-related sensors based on HEMT technology have been demonstrat‐
ed with proper surface functionalization on the gate area of the HEMTs, including the detec‐
tion of hydrogen, mercury ions, prostate specific antigen (PSA), DNA, and glucose.

In this chapter, we discuss progress in functionalization of these sensors for applications in
detection of gases, pH measurement, biotoxins and other biologically important chemicals
and the integration of these sensors into wireless packages for remote sensing capability.

2. Sensor Functionalization

One drawback of HEMT sensors is a lack of selectivity to different analytes due to the chem‐
ical inertness of the HEMT surface. This can be solved by surface modification with detect‐
ing receptors. Sensor devices should be usable with a variety of fluids having environmental
and bodily origins, including saliva, urine, blood, and breath. For use with exhaled breath,
the device may include a HEMT bonded on a thermo-electric cooling device, which assists
in condensing exhaled breath samples. One of the key technical challenges in fabricating hy‐
brid biosensors is the junction between biological macromolecules and the inorganic scaf‐
folding material (metals and semiconductors) of the chip. For actual device applications, it is
often necessary to selectively modify a surface at micro- and even nano-scale, sometimes
with different surface chemistry at different locations. In order to enhance detection speed,
especially at very low analyte concentration, the analyte should be delivered directly to the
active sensing areas of the sensors. A common theme for bio/chem sensors is that their oper‐
ation often incorporates moving fluids. For example, sensors must sample a stream of air or
water to interact with the specific molecules they are designed to detect.

The general approach to detecting biological species using a semiconductor sensor involves
functionalizing the surface (eg. the gate region of an ungated field effect transistor structure)
with a layer or substance which will selectively bind the molecules of interest. In applica‐
tions requiring less specific detection, the adsorption of reactive molecules will directly af‐
fect the surface charge and affect the near-surface conductivity. In their simplest form, the
sensor consists of a semiconductor film patterned with surface electrodes and often heated
to temperatures of a few hundred degrees Celsius to enhance dissociation of molecules on
the exposed surface. Changes in resistance between the electrodes signal the adsorption of
reactive molecules. It is desirable to be able to use the lowest operating temperature to maxi‐
mize battery life in hand-held detection instruments.
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Since GaN-based material systems are chemically stable, this should minimize degradation
of adsorbed cells. The bond between Ga and N is ionic and proteins can easily attach to the
GaN surface. This is one of the key factors for making a sensitive biosensor with a useful life‐
time. HEMT sensors have been used for detecting gases, ions, pH values, proteins, and DNA
temperature with good selectivity by the modification of the surface in the gate region of the
HEMT. The 2DEG channel is connected to an Ohmic-type source and drain contacts. The
source-drain current is modulated by a third contact, a Schottky-type gate, on the top of the
2DEG channel. For sensing applications, the third contact is affected by the sensing environ‐
ment, i.e. the sensing targets changes the charges on the gate region and behave as a gate.
When charged analytes accumulate on the gate area, these charges form a bias and alter the
2DEG resistance. This electrical detection technique is simple, fast, and convenient. The de‐
tecting signal from the gate is amplified through the drain-source current and makes this sen‐
sor very sensitive for sensor applications. The electric signal also can be easily quantified,
recorded and transmitted, unlike fluorescence detection methods which need human inspec‐
tion and are difficult to precisely quantify and transmit the data. Table 1 shows a summary
of surface functional layers used with HEMT sensors for selective detection of various gas‐
es, toxins, cancers and biomarkers, heavy metals, pressure changes and marine pathogens.

3. pH Sensors

An important aspect of biosensing, particularly for health monitoring, is the need to monitor
the concentration of several different species for calibration purposes or conditions such as
pH. which can also be used to calibrate samples of breath condensate. The glucose oxidase
enzyme (GOx) is commonly used in biosensors to detect levels of glucose for diabetics.
However, the activity of GOx is highly dependent on the pH value of the solution. The pH
value of a typical healthy person is between 7 and 8. This can vary significantly depending
on the health condition of each individual, e.g. the pH value for patients with acute asthma
was reported as low as 5.23 + 0.21 (n=22) as compared to 7.65 + 0.20 (n=19) for the control
subjects. To achieve accurate glucose concentration measurement with immobilized GOx, it
is necessary to determine the pH value and glucose concentration with an integrated pH
and glucose sensor.

The measurement of pH is needed in many applications, including medicine, biology, food
and environmental science and oceanography. Solutions with a pH less than 7 are acidic and
solutions with a pH greater than 7 are basic or alkaline. Ungated AlGaN/ GaN HEMTs exhib‐
it large changes in current upon exposing the gate region to polar liquids [6]. The polar na‐
ture of electrolyte introduced to the surface produces a change of surface charge and hence
surface potential at the semiconductor /liquid interface. The use of Sc2O3 gate dielectric in the
gate region produces superior results to either a native oxide or UV ozone-induced oxide.
The ungated HEMTs with Sc2O3 in the gate region exhibited a linear change in current be‐
tween pH 3-10 of 37µA/pH. Figure 1 shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image
(top) and a cross-sectional schematic (bottom) of the completed device. The gate dimension
of the device is 2 × 50 µm2. The pH solution was applied using a syringe autopipette (2-20ul).
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Detection Mechanism
Surface

Functionalization

Detection

Limit

1. Gases

H2 Catalytic dissociation Pd,Pt 10 ppm

CO2

Absorption of water/

charge
Polyethylenimine/starch 1%

CO Charge transfer ZnO nanowires 50 ppm

O2 Oxidation InZnO 5%

2.Toxins

Botulinum Antibody Thioglycolic acid/antibody 1 ng/ml

Anthrax Protective

Antigen
Antibody Thioglycolic acid/antibody 2µg/ml

3. Cancers

Breast cancer Antibody
Thioglycolic acid/c-erbB

antibody

Prostate Specific

Antigen
Antibody

Carboxylate succimdyl

ester/PSA antibody
10 pg/ml

4. Biomarkers

DNA Hybridization
3’-thiol-modified

oligonuceotides

Chloride ions Anodization Ag/AgCl electrodes, InN 10-8 M

Lactic acid LOX immobilization ZnO nanorods 167 nM

Glucose GOX immobilization ZnO nanorods 0.5 nM

Proteins Conjugation/hybridization Aminoprpoylsilane/biotin

pH
Absorption of polar

molecules
Sc2O3 , ZnO ±0.01

KIM-1 Antibody KIM-1 Antibody 1 ng/ml

Traumatic Brain

Injury
Antibody TBI Antibody 1 μg/ml

5. Heavy Metals

Hg+ with Na, Pb, Mg

ions
Chelation Thioglycolic acid/Au 1 nM

6. Marine

pathogens/diseases

Perkinsus marinus Antibody
Thioglycolic acid/anti-P

marinus antibody

Vitellogenin Antibody
Thioglycolic acid/anti-

vitellogenin antibodies

1% serum of

4 μg/ml

Table 1. Summary of surface functional layers used with HEMT sensors.
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The pH solution made by the titration method using HCl, NaOH and distilled water. The
electrode was a conventional Acumet standard Ag/AgCl electrode. Figure 2 shows the cur‐
rent at a bias of 0.25V as a function of time from HEMTs with Sc2O3 in the gate region ex‐
posed for 150s to a series of solutions whose pH was varied from 3-10. The current is
increased upon exposure to these polar liquids as the pH is decreased. The change in current
was 37 µA/pH. The HEMTs show stable operation with a resolution of ~0.1 pH over the en‐
tire pH range.

Figure 1. SEM and schematic of gateless HEMT.

Figure 2. Change in current of HEMT with pH from 3-10.
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4. Clinically Relevant Gas Detection
(i) O2 Sensing

The current technology for O2 measurement, referred to as oximetry, is small and conven‐
ient to use [11,12]. However, the O2 measurement technology does not provide a complete
measure of respiratory sufficiency. A patient suffering from hypoventilation (poor gas ex‐
change in the lungs) given 100% oxygen can have excellent blood oxygen levels while still
suffering from respiratory acidosis due to excessive CO2. The O2 measurement is also not a
complete measure of circulatory sufficiency. If there is insufficient blood flow or insufficient
hemoglobin in the blood (anemia), tissues can suffer hypoxia despite high oxygen saturation
in the blood that does arrive. The current oxide-based O2 sensors can operate at very high
temperatures, such as the commercialized solid electrolyte ZrO2 (700ºC) or the semiconduc‐
tor metal oxides such as TiO2, Nb2O5, SrTiO3, and CeO2 (>400ºC). However, it remains im‐
portant to develop a low operation temperature and high sensitivity O2 sensor to build a
small, portable and low cost O2 sensor system for biomedical applications.

Oxide-based materials are widely used and studied for oxygen sensing because of their low
cost and good reliability. The commercialized solid electrolyte ZrO2 has been widely used in
automobiles for oxygen sensing in combustion processes. The electrolyte metal oxide oxy‐
gen sensor usually uses a reference gas and operates at high temperature (700˚C) [12]. The
semiconductor metal oxides mentioned above do not need the reference gas, but they still
need to be operated at a considerably high temperature (>400˚C) in order to reach high sen‐
sitivity, which means a high power consumption for heating up the sensors [13-15]. For bio‐
medical applications, such as monitoring oxygen in the breath for a lung transplant patient,
a portable and low power consumption O2 sensor system is needed. Therefore, it is crucial to
develop a low operating temperature and high sensitivity O2 sensor for those applications.

The conductivity mechanism of most metal oxides based semiconductors results from elec‐
tron hopping from intrinsic defects in the oxide film and these defects are related to the oxy‐
gen vacancies generated during oxide growth [13-15]. Typically, the higher the
concentration of oxygen vacancies in the oxide film, the more conductive is the film. InZnO
(IZO) films have been used in fabricating thin film transistors and the conductivity of the
IZO is also found to depend on the oxygen partial pressure during the oxide growth. The
IZO is a good candidate for O2 sensing applications.

The schematic of the oxygen sensor based on oxide-functionalized HEMTs is shown at the
top of Figure 3. The bottom part of the figure shows the device had a strong response when
it was tested at 120˚C in pure nitrogen and pure oxygen alternately at a bias voltage of 3V.
When the device was exposed to oxygen, the drain-source current decreased, whereas when
the device was exposed to nitrogen, the current increased. The IZO film provides a high
oxygen vacancy concentration, which makes the film readily sense oxygen and create a po‐
tential on the gate area of the AlGaN/GaN HEMT. A sharp drain-source current change
demonstrates the combination of the advantage of the high electron mobility of the HEMT
and the high oxygen vacancy concentration of the IZO film. Because of these advantages,
this oxygen sensor can operate with a high sensitivity at a relatively low temperature com‐
pared to many oxide-based oxygen sensors which operate from 400˚C to 700˚C. The combi‐
nation of IZO films and the AlGaN / GaN HEMT allows realization of low operation
temperature and low power consumption oxygen sensor.
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Figure 3. Schematic of AlGaN/GaN HEMT based O2 sensor (top) and drain current of IZO functionalized HEMT sensor
measured at fixed source-drain during the exposure to different O2 concentration ambients. The drain bias voltage
was 0.5 V and measurements were conducted at 117 oC.

(ii) CO2Sensing

The detection of carbon dioxide (CO2) gas is important for global warming, biological and
health-related applications such as indoor air quality control, process control in fermenta‐
tion, and in the measurement of CO2 concentrations in patients’ exhaled breath with lung
and stomach diseases. In medical applications, it can be critical to monitor the CO2 and O2

concentrations in the circulatory systems for patients with lung diseases in the hospital. The
current technology for CO2 measurement typically uses IR instruments, which can be very
expensive and bulky [16-22].

The most common approach for CO2 detection is based on non-dispersive infrared (NDIR)
sensors, which are the simplest of the spectroscopic sensors. The best detection limits for the
NDIR sensors are currently in the range of 20-10,000 ppm. The key components of the NDIR
approach are an infrared (IR) source, a light tube, an interference filter, and an infrared (IR)
detector. In operation, gas enters the light tube. Radiation from the IR light source passes
through the gas in the light tube to impinge on the IR detector. The interference filter is posi‐
tioned in the optical path in front of the IR detector such that the IR detector receives the
radiation wavelength that is strongly absorbed by the gas whose concentration is deter‐
mined while filtering out the unwanted wavelengths. The IR detector produces an electrical
signal that represents the intensity of the radiation impinging upon it. It is generally consid‐
ered that the NDIR technology is limited by power consumption and size.

In recent years, monomers or polymers containing amino-groups, such as tetrakis (hydrox‐
yethyl)ethylenediamine,  tetraethylene-pentamine  and polyethyleneimine  (PEI)  have  been
used for CO2 sensors to overcome the power consumption and size issues found in the NDIR
approach [21-24]. Most of the monomers or polymers are utilized as coatings of surface acous‐
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tic wave transducers. The polymers are capable of adsorbing CO2 and facilitating a carba‐
mate reaction. PEI has also been used as a coating on carbon nanotubes for CO2 sensing by
measuring the conductivity of nanotubes upon exposing to the CO2 gas. For example, CO2 ad‐
sorbed by a PEI coated nanotube portion of a NTFET (nanotube field effect transistor) sensor
lowers the total pH of the polymer layer and alters the charge transfer to the semiconduct‐
ing nanotube channel, resulting in the change of NTFET electronic characteristics [25-28].

The HEMT-based device relies on the interaction between CO2 and amino group-containing
compounds. Addition of starch into the PEI enhances the absorption of the water molecules
into the PEI/starch thin film. The reaction mechanism is expected to be that primary amine
groups, -NH2, on the PEI main chain react with CO2 and water forming –NH3 + ions and the
CO2 molecule became OCOOH- ions. Thus, the charges, or the polarity, on the PEI main
chain were changed. The electrons in the two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) channel of
the AlGaN/GaN HEMT are induced by piezoelectric and spontaneous polarization effects.
The PEI/starch was coated on the gate region of the HEMT. The charges of the PEI changed
through the reactions between -NH2 and CO2 as well as water molecules are then trans‐
duced into a change in the concentration of the 2DEG in the AlGaN/GaN HEMTs.

PEI/starch functionalized HEMT sensors were found to be capable of measuring different
CO2 concentration at temperatures as low as 108 C and a fixed source-drain bias voltage of
0.5 V. The current increased with the introduction of CO2 gas. This was due to the net posi‐
tive charges increased on the gate area, thus inducing electrons in the 2DEG channel. The
response to CO2 gas had a wide dynamic range from 0.9% to 50%. Higher CO2 concentra‐
tions were not tested because there is little interest in these for medical related applications.
The response times were on the order of 100 seconds. The drain current changes were linear‐
ly proportional to the CO2 concentration for all the tested temperatures and higher sensitivi‐
ty for the higher testing temperatures. There was a noticeable change of the sensitivity from
the sensors tested at 61 C to those tested at 108 C. The sensors exhibited reversible and re‐
producible characteristics [29].

5. Biotoxin Sensors

Reliable detection of biological agents in the field and in real time is challenging. The objec‐
tive of this application is to develop and test a wireless sensing technology for detecting log‐
icalb toxins. A significant issue is the absence of a definite diagnostic method and the
difficulty in differential diagnosis from other pathogens that would slow the response in
case of a terror attack. Our aim is to develop reliable, inexpensive, highly sensitive, hand-
held sensors with response times on the order of a few seconds, which can be used in the
field for detecting biological toxins.

The current methods for toxin sensing in the field are generally not suited for field deploy‐
ment and there is a need for new technologies. The current methods are impractical because
such tests can only be carried out at centralized locations, and are too slow to be of practical
value in the field. These still tend to be the methods of choice in current detection of toxins,
eg. the standard test for botulinum toxin detection is the ‘mouse assay’, which relies on the
death of mice as an indicator of toxin presence [30].
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(i) Botulinum

Antibody-functionalized Au-gated AlGaN/GaN HEMTs show great sensitivity for detecting
botulinum toxin. The botulinum toxin was specifically recognized through botulinum anti‐
body, anchored to the gate area, as shown in Figure 4. We investigated a range of concentra‐
tions from 0.1 ng/ml to 100 ng/ml. The source and drain current from the HEMT were
measured before and after the sensor was exposed to 100 ng/ml of botulinum toxin at a con‐
stant drain bias voltage of 500 mV. Figure 5 (top) shows a real time botulinum toxin detec‐
tion in PBS buffer solution using the source and drain current change with constant bias of
500 mV. No current change can be seen with the addition of buffer solution around 100 sec‐
onds, showing the specificity and stability of the device. In clear contrast, the current change
showed a rapid response in less than 5 seconds when target 1 ng/ml botulinum toxin was
added to the surface. The abrupt current change due to the exposure of botulinum toxin in a
buffer solution was stabilized after the botulinum toxin thoroughly diffused into the buffer
solution. Different concentrations (from 0.1 ng/ml to 100 ng/ml) of the exposed target botuli‐
num toxin in a buffer solution were detected. The sensor saturates above 10ng/ml of the tox‐
in. The limit of detection of this device was below 1 ng/ml of botulinum toxin in PBS buffer
solution. The source-drain current change was nonlinearly proportional to botulinum toxin
concentration, as shown in Figure 5 (bottom). Figure 6 shows a real time test of botulinum
toxin at different toxin concentrations. This result demonstrates the real-time capabilities of
the chip [31]. These tests are typical for our sensors, to demonstrate their quick response to
different concentrations.

Figure 4. Schematic of AlGaN/GaN HEMT. The Au-coated gate area was functionalized with thioglycolic acid for botu‐
linum detection.
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Figure 5. Drain current of an AlGaN/GaN HEMT versus time for botulinum toxin from 0.1 ng/ml to 100 ng/ml (top)
and change of drain current versus different concentrations from 0.1 ng/ml to 100 ng/ml of botulinum toxin (bot‐
tom).

Figure 6. Real-time test from a used botulinum sensor washed with PBS in pH 5 to refresh the sensor.
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6. Biomedical Applications

(i) Glucose

AlGaN/GaN HEMTs can be used for measurements of pH in exhaled breath condensate
(EBC) and glucose, through integration of the pH and glucose sensor onto a single chip and
with additional integration of the sensors into a portable, wireless package for remote moni‐
toring applications [9,32]. The glucose was sensed by ZnO nanorod functionalized HEMTs
with glucose oxidase enzyme localized on the nanorods. Figure 7 shows an optical micro‐
scope image of an integrated pH and glucose sensor chip and cross-sectional schematics of
the completed pH and glucose device. The gate dimension of the pH sensor device and glu‐
cose sensors was 20 × 50 µm2.

For the glucose detection, an array of 20-30 nm diameter and 2 µm tall ZnO nanorods were
grown on the 20 × 50 µm2 gate area. The lower right inset in Figure 7 shows closer view of
the ZnO nanorod arrays grown on the gate area. The ZnO nanorod matrix provides a micro‐
environment for immobilizing negatively charged glucose oxidase (GOx) while retaining its
bioactivity, and passes charges produced during the GOx and glucose interaction to the Al‐
GaN/GaN HEMT. The GOx solution was prepared with concentration of 10 mg/mL in 10
mM phosphate buffer saline. After fabricating the device, 5 µl GOx solution was precisely
introduced to the surface of the HEMT using a pico-liter plotter. The sensor chip was kept at
4 oC in the solution for 48 hours for GOx immobilization on the ZnO nanorod arrays fol‐
lowed by an extensively washing to remove the un-immobilized GOx.

Figure 7. SEM image of an integrated pH and glucose sensor. The insets show a schematic cross-section of the pH
sensor and also an SEM of the ZnO nanorods grown in the gate region of the glucose sensor.

To take the advantage of quick response (less than 1 sec) of the HEMT sensor, a real-time
EBC collector is needed. The amount of the EBC required to cover the HEMT sensing area is
very small. To condense 3 µl of water vapor, only ~ 7 J of energy need to be removed for
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each tidal breath, which can be easily achieved with a thermal electric module, a Peltier de‐
vice. The AlGaN/GaN HEMT sensor is directly mounted on the top of the Peltier unit, which
can be cooled to precise temperatures by applying known voltages and currents to the unit.
During our measurements, the hotter plate of the Peltier unit was kept at 21oC, and the cold‐
er plate was kept at 7 oC by applying bias of 0.7 V at 0.2 A. The sensor takes less than 2 sec to
reach thermal equilibrium with the Peltier unit. This allows the exhaled breath to immedi‐
ately condense on the gate region of the HEMT sensor.

The HEMT sensors were not sensitive to switching of N2 gas, but responded to applications
of exhaled breath pulse inputs from a human test subject, The principal component of the
EBC is water vapor, which represents nearly all of the volume (>99%) of the fluid collected
in the EBC. The measured current change of the exhale breath condensate shows that the pH
values are within the range between pH 7 and 8. This range is the typical pH range of hu‐
man blood. The sensors do not respond to glucose unless the enzyme is present, as shown in
Figure 8. Although measuring the glucose in the EBC is a noninvasive and convenient meth‐
od for the diabetic application, the activity of the immobilized GOx is highly dependent on
the pH value of the solution. The GOx activity can be reduced to 80% for pH = 5 to 6. If the
pH value of the glucose solution is larger than 8, the activity drops off very quickly [15].
When the glucose sensor was used in a pH controlled environment, the drain current stayed
fairly constant. The human pH value can vary significantly depending on the health condi‐
tion. Since we cannot control the pH value of the EBC samples, we needed to measure the
pH value while determining the glucose concentration in the EBC. With the fast response
time and low volume of the EBC required for HEMT based sensor, a handheld and real-time
glucose sensing technology can be realized.

Figure 8. Change in drain-source current in HEMT glucose sensors with and without localized enzyme.
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(ii) Prostate Cancer Detection

Prostate cancer is the second most common cause of cancer death among men in the United
States and 1 in 6 men will be diagnosed with prostate cancer during his lifetime [3,33,34].
The most commonly used serum marker for diagnosis of prostate cancer is prostate specific
antigen (PSA). Prostate cancer can often be found early by testing the amount of (PSA in the
patient’s blood. It can also be detected on a digital rectal exam (DRE). Most men have PSA
levels under 4 nanograms per milliliter of blood. When prostate cancer develops, the PSA
level usually goes up above 4 nanograms per milliliter; however, about 15% of men with a
PSA below 4 will have prostate cancer on biopsy. Generally PSA testing approaches are
costly, time-consuming and need sample transportation.

Antibody functionalized Au-gated AlGaN/GaN HEMTs shown schematically in Figure 9
were found to be effective for detecting PSA at low concentration levels. The PSA antibody
was anchored to the gate area through the formation of carboxylate succinimdyl ester bonds
with immobilized thioglycolic acid. The HEMT drain-source current showed a response
time of less than 5 seconds when target PSA in a buffer at clinical concentrations was added
to the antibody-immobilized surface. The devices could detect a range of concentrations
from 1 µg/ml to 10 pg/ml. The lowest detectable concentration was two orders of magnitude
lower than the cut-off value of PSA measurements for clinical detection of prostate cancer.
Figure 10 shows the real time PSA detection in PBS buffer solution using the source and
drain current change with constant bias of 0.5V[42]. No current change can be seen with the
addition of buffer solution or nonspecific bovine serum albumin (BSA), but there was a rap‐
id change when10 ng/ml PSA was added to the surface. The abrupt current change due to
the exposure of PSA in a buffer solution could be stabilized after the PSA diffused into the
buffer solution. The ultimate detection limit appears to be a few pg/ml [3].

(iii) Breast Cancer

The most effective and widely used diagnostic exam for breast cancer, the mammogram, is
potentially harmful due to radiation exposure. Currently, the overwhelming majority of pa‐
tients are screened for breast cancer by mammography [35-40]. This procedure involves a
high cost to the patient and is invasive (radiation) which limits the frequency of screening.
Breast cancer is currently the most common female malignancy in the world, representing
7% of the more than 7.6 million cancer-related deaths worldwide. More than one million
mammograms are performed each year. According to the National Breast Cancer.

There is recent evidence to suggest that salivary testing for makers of breast cancer may be
used in conjunction with mammography [36-40]. Saliva-based diagnostics for the protein c-
erbB-2, have great prognostic potential. Soluble fragments of the c-erbB-2 oncoprotein and
the cancer antigen 15-3 were found to be significantly higher in the saliva of women who
had breast cancer than in those patients with benign tumors. These initial studies indicate
that the saliva test is both sensitive and reliable and can be potentially useful in initial detec‐
tion and follow-up screening for breast cancer. However, to fully realize the potential of sali‐
vary biomarkers, technologies are needed that will enable facile, sensitive, specific detection
of breast cancer.
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Figure 9. Schematic of HEMT sensor functionalized for PSA detection.

Antibody-functionalized Au-gated AlGaN/GaN high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs)
show promise for detecting c-erbB-2 antigen [41]. The c-erbB-2 antigen was specifically rec‐
ognized through c-erbB antibody, anchored to the gate area. We investigated a range of clin‐
ically relevant concentrations from 16.7 µg/ml to 0.25 µg/ml. The Au surface was
functionalized with a specific bi-functional molecule, thioglycolic acid. We anchored a self-
assembled monolayer of thioglycolic acid, HSCH2COOH, an organic compound and con‐
taining both a thiol (mercaptan) and a carboxylic acid functional group, on the Au surface in
the gate area through strong interaction between gold and the thiol-group of the thioglycolic
acid. The device was incubated in a phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution of 500 µg/ml c-
erbB-2 monoclonal antibody for 18 hours before real time measurement of c-erbB-2 antigen.

Figure 10. Drain current versus time for PSA detection when sequentially exposed to PBS, BSA, and PSA.

Figure 11 (left) shows real time c-erbB-2 antigen detection in PBS buffer solution using the
source and drain current change with constant bias of 500 mV. No current change can be seen
with the addition of buffer solution around 50 seconds, showing the specificity and stabili‐
ty of the device. The current change showed a rapid response in less than 5 seconds when tar‐
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get 0.25 µg/ml c-erbB-2 antigen was added to the surface. The source-drain current change
was nonlinearly proportional to c-erbB-2 antigen concentration, as shown in Figure 11 (right).
Between each test, the device was rinsed with a wash buffer of pH 6.0 phosphate buffer sol‐
ution to strip the antibody from the antigen.  Clinically relevant concentrations of  the c-
erbB-2 antigen in the saliva and serum of normal patients are 4-6 µg/ml and 60-90 µg/ml
respectively. For breast cancer patients, the c-erbB-2 antigen concentrations in the saliva and
serum are 9-13 µg/ml and 140-210 µg/ml,  respectively.  Our detection limit suggests that
HEMTs can be easily used for detection of clinically relevant concentrations of biomarkers.

(iv) Lactic Acid

Interest in developing improved methods for detecting lactic acid has been increasing due to
its importance in clinical diagnostics, sports medicine, and food analysis. An accurate meas‐
urement of the concentration of lactate acid in blood is critical to patients that are in inten‐
sive care or undergoing surgical operations as abnormal concentrations may lead to shock,
metabolic disorder, respiratory insufficiency, and heart failure. The concentration of lactate
in human blood is typically 1~2 mmol/L at rest, but can rise to greater than 20mmol/L dur‐
ing various physiological and pathophysiological states, including intense exercise, shock
(e.g., hypovolemia, congestive heart failure, septic shock), infections, respiratory insufficien‐
cy, and various metabolic disorders (e.g., inborn errors of metabolism such as congenital lac‐
tic acidosis). Since elevated concentrations of lactate may not only indicate the presence but
also the severity of these clinically important disorders, accurate measurements of blood lac‐
tate concentration is critical to their proper management. Lactic acid concentrations can be
used to monitor the physical condition of patients with chronic diseases such as heart fail‐
ure, diabetes and/or chronic renal failure.

Figure 11. Drain current of an AlGaN/GaN HEMT over time for c-erbB-2 antigen from 0.25 μg/ml to 17 μg/ml (left)
and change of drain current versus different concentrations from 0.25 μg/ml to 17 μg/ml of c-erbB-2 antigen.

A ZnO nanorod array, which was used to immobilize lactate oxidase oxidase (LOx), was se‐
lectively grown on the gate area using low temperature hydrothermal decomposition (Fig‐
ure 12, top) [42,43]. The array of one-dimensional ZnO nanorods provided a large effective
surface area with high surface-to-volume ratio and a favorable environment for the immobi‐
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lization of LOx. The AlGaN/GaN HEMT drain-source current showed a rapid response
when various concentrations of lactate acid solutions were introduced to the gate area of the
HEMT sensor. The HEMT could detect lactic acid concentrations from 167 nM to 139 µM.
Figure 12 (bottom) shows a real time detection of lactic acid by measuring the HEMT drain
current sensor to solutions with different concentrations of lactic acid. The sensor was first
exposed to 20 µl of 10 mM PBS and no current change could be detected with the addition of
10 µl of PBS at approximately 40 seconds, showing the specificity and stability of the device.
A rapid increase in the drain current was observed when target lactic acid was introduced to
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Figure 12. Schematic cross sectional view of the ZnO nanorod gated HEMT for lactic acid detection (top) and plot of
drain current versus time with successive exposure to lactic acid from 167 nM to 139 μM (bottom).

(v) Chloride Ion Detection

Chloride ions are also an essential counter-ion in our bodies [44-47]. Our kidneys balance
the chloride in body fluids, such as serum, blood, urine, and exhaled breath condensate
(EBC). Abnormal chloride ion concentration in serum may serve as an indicator for diseases
such as renal diseases, adrenalism, and pneumonia. Chloride ion concentration can be a bio‐
marker for the level of pollen exposure in allergic asthma, chronic cough, and airway acidifi‐
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cation related to respiratory disease. Also, the Cl− concentration in EBC can be used as a
reference for the other biomarkers in the EBC to estimate the dilution effect from the humid‐
ity in the ambient during the EBC collection.

Current analytical methods for measuring chloride ion include colorimetry, ion-selective elec‐
trode, x-ray fluorescence spectrometry, activation analysis, and ion chromatography. Howev‐
er, these methods involve high expertise levels and require expensive instruments that cannot
be readily transported. The narrow gap semiconductor InN has positively charged surface
donor states that function as fixed surface sites for the reversible anion coordination and it
has been proposed as a useful material for sensing applications. InN thin film based poten‐
tiometric ion-selective sensors have been reported to detect Cl− ions down to 1mM. In addi‐
tion,  HEMTs  with  a  Ag/AgCl  gate  are  found  to  exhibit  significant  changes  in  channel
conductance upon exposing the gate region to various concentrations of chorine ion solu‐
tions. The Ag/AgCl gate electrode, prepared by potentiostatic anodization, changed electri‐
cal potential when it encountered chorine ions. The HEMT shown schematically in Figure 13
(top) source-drain current showed a clear dependence on the chorine concentration.

Figure 13 (bottom) shows the time dependence of Ag/AgCl HEMT drain current at a con‐
stant drain bias voltage of 500mV during exposure to solutions with different chlorine ion
concentrations. The HEMT sensor was first exposed to DI water and no change of the drain
current was detected with the addition of DI water at 100 seconds. There was a rapid re‐
sponse of HEMT drain current observed in less than 30 seconds when target of 10-8 M NaCl
solution was switched to the surface at 175 sec. The limit of detection of this device was 10-8

M chlorine in DI-water. Between each test, the device was rinsed with DI water. These re‐
sults suggest that our HEMT sensors are recyclable with simple DI water rinse.

Real time detection of chloride ion detection with AlGaN/GaN high electron mobility tran‐
sistors (HEMTs) with an InN thin film in the gate region has also been demonstrated [45].
The sensor, shown schematically in Figure 14, exhibited significant changes in channel con‐
ductance upon exposure to various concentrations of NaCl solutions. The InN thin film pro‐
vided fixed surface sites for reversible anion coordination. The sensor was tested over the
range of 100nM to 100µM NaCl solutions. Figure 14 also shows the results of real time de‐
tection of Cl- ions by measuring the HEMT drain current at a constant drain bias voltage of
500mV during exposure to solutions of different chloride ion concentrations. No change of
the drain current was detected with the addition of DI water at 100 seconds. The small spike
in the current is due to mechanical disturbance of the HEMT surface when the water was
added. A rapid response of drain current was observed in less than 20 seconds when target
of 100 nM NaCl solution was exposed to the surface at 200 seconds. The abrupt current
change stabilized after the sodium chloride solution thoroughly diffused into water and
reached a steady state. When the InN gate metal encountered chloride ion, the electrical po‐
tential of the gate was changed and resulted in the increase the pizeo-induced charge densi‐
ty in the HEMT channel. The measured drain current of the InN gated AlGaN/GaN HEMT
in NaCl solutions was linearly proportional to the logarithm of chloride concentration, satis‐
fying the Nernst equation. The pH value of the solutions did not affect the chloride ion con‐
centration measurements.
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Figure 13. Schematic cross sectional view of a Ag/AgCl gated HEMT (top) and time dependent drain current of a Ag/
AgCl gated AlGaN/GaN HEMT exposed to different concentrations of NaCl solutions (bottom).

Figure 14. Schematic of an InN-gated HEMT sensor (top) and optical image of the gate region (bottom).
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Figure 15. Source-drain current of InN-gated HEMT as different concentrations of Cl- ions were added.

(vi) Endocrine Disrupters

There have been many reports evaluating the adverse effects of endocrine disrupters (ED)
on reproduction in wild animals, especially in aquatic environments [47-53]. A wide range
of chemicals are considered EDs, including naturally occurring or improperly disposed es‐
trogens and anthropogenic chemicals that were heavily used in the past. These chemicals
promote feminization in wild life and also pose a threat to public health. Some reports sug‐
gest that ED can influence fetal development or act as a carcinogen. It is beneficial to devel‐
op tools that could accurately monitor the level of ED exposure.

Vitellogenin (Vtg) is a major egg yolk precursor protein used as a biomarker to indicate an
organism’s exposure to ED. The gene for this protein is expressed in the liver of oviparous
animals under the control of estrogen. Male fish, under natural conditions, should have very
low doses of Vtg since they do not produce eggs. However, if male fish are exposed to estro‐
gen or to estrogen mimics in the environment, the Vtg gene is turned on. The dynamic range
of this protein in normal male fish is 10-50 ng/ml in plasma and ~20 mg/ml in females pro‐
ducing eggs. There have been reports of finding as much as 100 mg/ml in some fish that
were induced with estrogen. While the dynamic range is over 6 orders of magnitude, one
normally finds 1~100 µg/ml in plasma in exposed males. Although Vtg from one species is
limited in its application as a probe for another, some segments of Vtg are highly conserved
among species, suggesting the possibility of developing antibodies with wide cross-reactivi‐
ty. There have been few reports on the detection of analytes in a real solution such as serum.
We have detected Vtg in both fish serum and phosphate buffer saline (PBS) using HEMT
sensors with anti-vitellogenin antibodies attached to the gate region. A schematic of the sen‐
sor is shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Cross sectional schematic of the vitellogenin-functionalized HEMT sensor.

Figure 17 shows the results of real time detection of Vtg. The drain current measurement be‐
gan with 10 µL of PBS placing on the HEMT surface. Before introducing the Vtg solutions,
an additional 1µL drop of PBS was added to the sensor. In comparison, a rapid response of
HEMT drain current was observed in less than 10 seconds when the sensor was exposed to
5µg/mL of Vtg at 100 seconds. The abrupt current change stabilized after the VTG thorough‐
ly diffused into the solution and reached a steady state. A larger signal change was observed
when 10µg/mL of Vtg was added at 200 seconds. The sensor was exposed to higher Vtg con‐
centrations of 50µg/mL and 100µg/mL sequentially for further real time test. The sensors
were rinsed with 10mM PBS at pH=6 because antibodies have optimal reactivity at pH=7.4
and will release the antigen at a lower pH.

Perkinsus marinus (P. marinus), a protozoan pathogen of the oyster, is highly prevalent
along the east coast of the United States. Perkinsus species (Perkinsozoa, Alveolata) are the
causative agents of perkinsosis in a variety of mollusc species. Perkinsus species infections
cause widespread mortality in both natural and farm-raised oyster populations, resulting in
severe economic losses for the shellfish industry and detrimental effects on the environment.
Currently, the standard diagnostic method for Perkinsus species infections has been fluid
thioglycollate medium (FTM) assay detection. However, this method of detection requires
several days. The polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based technique is also used to diagnose
Perkinsus, but it is quite expensive and time-consuming, and requires exquisite controls to
assure specificity and accuracy. Clearly, such methods are slow and impractical in this age
of global trade that requires rapid detection of such pathogens.
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Figure 17. Real time source-drain current of sensors when introduced to 5, 10, 50, and 100 µg/mL of vitellogenin.

Figure 18 (top) shows a schematic device cross section with immobilized thioglycolic acid,
and followed by anti-P. marinus antibody coating. Figure 18 (bottom) shows a picture of
Tridacna crocea. The Tridacna crocea are extremely popular ornamental reef clams imported in
huge numbers into the USA from the Indo-Pacific for the aquarium trade. Tridacna crocea are
known to be vulnerable to P. marinus. This may pose a threat to domestic shellfish and neg‐
atively impact our desirability as trade partners. The infection status of the Tridacna crocea in
this study was verified by histopathology, FTM, and polymerase chain reaction assays.

Figure 19 shows real time P. marinus detection using source and drain current change with
constant drain bias of 500 mV. No current change can be seen with the addition of buffer
solution mixed showing the specificity and stability of the device. The current change
showed a rapid response in less than 5 seconds when 2 ul of tank 2 water was added to the
surface. Continuous 2 ul of the tank 2 water added into a buffer solution resulted in further
decreases of drain current. Tank 2 housed sick and dying calms releasing P. marinus organ‐
isms into the water, which subsequently shed surface antigens readily detected by the sen‐
sors. Then, the sensor was washed with PBS (pH 6.5) and used to detect the P. marinus
again. The recycled sensor still showed very good sensitivity as previously. These results
demonstrated real-time P. marinus detection and reusability of the sensor.

7. Summary and Conclusions

We have summarized recent progress in AlGaN/GaN HEMT sensors. These devices take ad‐
vantage of microelectronics, including high sensitivity, possibility of high-density integra‐
tion, and mass manufacturability. The goal is to realize real-time, portable and inexpensive
chemical and biological sensors and to use these as handheld exhaled breath, saliva, urine,
or blood monitors with wireless capability. Frequent screening can catch the early develop‐
ment of diseases, reduce the suffering of the patients due to late diagnoses, and lower the
medical cost.
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Figure 18. (top) Schematic of AlGaN/GaN HEMT sensor. The gate area was functionalized with anti-P. marinus anti‐
body on thioglycolic acid. (bottom) A picture of the clam, which may carry the perkinsus.

Figure 19. Real-time detection of P. marinus in an infected water from tank 2 before recycling the sensor with PBS
wash (bottom).

There are many possible applications, including diabetes/glucose testing, hydrogen sensors,
breast cancer testing, asthma testing, prostate testing and narcotics testing. The characteris‐
tics of these sensors include fast response (liquid phase-5 to 10 seconds and gas phase- milli-
second), digital output signal, small device size (less than 100 × 100 µm2) and chemical and
thermal stability.
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There are still some issues. First, the sensitivity needs to be improved to allow sensing in
real body fluids, including blood and urine. Second, integrating multiple sensors on a single
chip with automated fluid handling and algorithms is needed to analyze multiple detection
signals. Third, a package that will result in a cheap product is needed. Fourth, the stability
of surface functionalization layers in some cases is not conducive to long-term storage and
this will limit the applicability of those sensors outside of clinics. There is a need for detec‐
tion of multiple analytes simultaneously. However, there are many such approaches and ac‐
ceptance from the clinical community is generally slow for regulatory concerns.
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1. Introduction

Our main interest is discussing amperometric biosensors with application in certain disease
diagnosis. These biosensors are based on the affinity reaction between antigen/antibody (im‐
munosensor) or DNA/DNA (genosensor) or enzymatic catalytic reaction. The selective inter‐
actions will be also discussed in this chapter. In this first part, the central goal is to present
and discuss some aspects of working electrode (WE) surface preparation and characteriza‐
tion, electrochemical cell arrangements and (chrono)amperometry as a simple electrochemi‐
cal technique to evaluate some types of biosensors.

It is well known that in chemical sensors the chemical information is transformed into useful
analytical signal. The chemical information can be associated with the concentration of a
specific component present in the sample. In a simple way, a molecular receptor in series
with a physico-chemical transducer characterizes what is called chemical sensor [1]. When
the molecular receptor involves a biochemical component, a biosensor is obtained [2]. In a
biosensor, the biological component is responsible for the selectivity while the characteris‐
tics of the electrochemical detector determine the sensitivity. It means that the electrochemi‐
cal detector (transducer) must be carefully selected and prepared. In its selection, the
mechanism nature of the biosensor must be known. This mechanism depends basically on
the type of active components involved and on the mode of signal transduction. For in‐
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stance, in enzymatic biosensors, the active site of the enzyme must be preserved after immo‐
bilization and satisfactory electrochemical communicability between the redox site and the
electrode should be guaranteed.

Different electrochemical techniques can be used to characterize and evaluate biosensors:
chrono(amperometry), chronopotentiometry, linear potential sweep (LPS), cyclic voltamme‐
try (CV) (DC techniques), and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and AC vol‐
tammetries (AC techniques). For electrochemical characterization of electrode processes, CV
and EIS are probably the most used electrochemical techniques. In general, when pre-treat‐
ed surfaces and modified electrodes are characterized using these techniques, the reversibili‐
ty, the electron charge transfer (e.c.t.) rate of a redox couple such as Fe(CN)6

3-/4-, Ru(NH3)6
3+,

etc., and the diffusion coefficient of the electroactive species are determined and compared
with their standard behavior. If the electrochemical response is given by species in a stag‐
nant solution containing an excess of supporting electrolyte, the response corresponds to a
reversible e.c.t. controlled by diffusion of the electroactive species to or from the electrode
surface. If the electrode is partially blocked with self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) or non-
electroactive surface modifiers in the examined potential range, the electrochemical re‐
sponse may vary depending on the shape and size of the access to the active sites by the
electroactive species from the solution. Generally, an electrochemical response resembling a
less reversible system is observed. The reversibility of the system may decrease as the
blocked fraction of surface area increases. It is easily detected by the increase of the differ‐
ence between anodic and cathodic peak potentials and by the decrease of peak currents. For
EIS studies, the decrease in the reversibility is observed by the increase in the modulus of
electrochemical impedance and the decrease in the e.c.t. reaction rate [3]. However, if the
electroactive species is attached or adsorbed on the electrode surface, the electrochemical re‐
sponse will depend on the distance between the redox center and the surface and accessibili‐
ty of electrons to this redox center, on the position of the redox center into the molecule
attached to the electrode surface, and the nature and state of the electrode surface. General‐
ly, if a monolayer of the redox species is attached to the electrode surface and a reversible
e.c.t. process takes place, the CV shows peak potential separation near zero. Similar response
shows a film with several monolayers of the redox species and the electron exchange be‐
tween the layers reversibly occurs [4].

Details on cyclic voltammetry and its applications are displayed in some textbooks [4-6].
Fundamentals and mathematical analysis of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy can be
found in [7,8]. For some applications of CV and EIS to immunosensors characterization, the
readers are referred to [9].

The main reasons for the large use of (chrono)amperometry are its simplicity in data collec‐
tion due to the apparent facility in measuring the current related to the e.c.t. associated with
the biosensor response. For example, if one compares the amperometric technique with the
EIS [9], also used in biosensors characterization and monitoring, there is no doubt that the
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later is much more laborious; it is also true that EIS is a better technique to deeply investi‐
gate the global behavior of the system [3,10].

The electrochemical techniques are not able to identify the chemical nature of the products
or reactants involved in certain electrochemical process, and then some non-electrochemical
techniques complement and help us to understand the electrochemical processes. They can
be associated to surface or bulk (solid, liquid or gas) analysis.

Amperometry is a voltammetric method in which two- or three-electrode cell configurations
are used, and the potential applied between the WE and the auxiliary electrode (AE) results
in a constant potential at the working versus a reference electrode (RE). If the current is
measured as function of time we have the chronoamperometry technique. In this technique,
a drastic and immediate change in the WE potential from an initial potential value Ei (where
no faradaic reactions take place) to a final potential Ef (where the faradaic reaction of interest
occurs) and the current is continuously measured. The analysis of the current-time (I-t) tran‐
sients can be used to study many electrochemical processes as e.c.t. involving species in sol‐
ution, new phase formation, adsorption, diffusion coefficient determination and so on. For
chemical analysis, time-independent current is interesting to be obtained, which can be at‐
tained if the diffusion layer thickness is constant. It is possible to obtain by convection trans‐
port or using micro or mainly ultramicroelectrodes [11,12].

In order to develop an amperometric biosensor, special attention should be devoted to
choose the WE, to conveniently prepare and modify its surface, and identify the electro‐
chemical response related to the specific reaction involving any electroactive species present
in the biosensor system, which may unequivocally indicate the presence of certain disease.
The performance of the biosensor is strongly dependent on the e.c.t. reaction rate. The cur‐
rent generated at the WE measured using a two- or three-electrode cell configuration de‐
pends on the reaction rate. The steady-state current is proportional to the analyte
concentration in the bulk, cbulk. The area of RE (two-electrode configuration) or the AE
(three-electrode configuration) needs to be at least 10 times wider than the WE, and then the
reaction occurring at the AE is fast compared to that one occurring at the WE. To fulfill its
role, the AE must be a good conductor of electricity and it must be placed in the cell in order
to guarantee good distribution of electric field [13].

In order for facilitating the analyses of I-t curves and for getting the best sensitivity for the
appropriate electrochemical reaction, the applied potential value can be chosen in such way
that the surface concentration (csurf) of the investigated species is zero. If csurf is not zero the
current will be lower and dependent on the potential and time. The corresponding equa‐
tions and mathematical details can be found in [14-17].

Based on the comments presented before, some aspects about the transducer in amperomet‐
ric biosensors should be considered:

• chemical nature of the working electrode, surface preparation and characterization;

• choosing the potential value of the working electrode;

• repeatability and sensitivity in (chrono)amperometry measurements.
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1.1. Chemical nature of the working electrode, surface preparation and characterization

In this section, it will be presented different materials that have been used as transducers,
mainly for amperometric immunosensors construction, electrode surface preparation and
pre-treatments (when used), and electrochemical cell configurations.

Among these different materials, some can be mentioned, such as: gold, CD-trode, screen-
printed electrodes, silver, mercury, graphite, glassy carbon, carbon nanotubes, gold nano‐
wires, gold nanoparticles, metallic oxide nanoparticles, carbon paste, boron-doped diamond
and composites. These surfaces can be transformed with different modifiers to form SAMs,
and composites which carry or incorporate the active components desired to construct the
biosensor.

In aqueous medium, gold presents some advantages compared to platinum since it does not
adsorb hydrogen and it has high overpotential for hydrogen-evolution reaction, which is ap‐
propriate to study cathodic processes. The real surface area can be determined measuring
the charge involved in the reduction of the gold oxide layer formed at high overpotentials.
This area can be very different from the geometrical one. In the case of carbon paste elec‐
trode, the main advantages are ease of preparation, versatility in the chemical modification
and its rapid renewal. Glassy carbon electrode has low cost, high resistivity to chemical at‐
tack, very low permeability to gas, large potential window, it is easily polished and treated
via potential scanning and it may improve the kinetic of some charge transfer reactions [4].

It is well known that the response of a solid electrode is strongly dependent on the surface
preparation, i.e., the mechanical, chemical and electrochemical pre-treatment applied. Dif‐
ferent from the liquid electrodes (Hg, Tl), the rate of e.c.t. at solid electrodes is extremely de‐
pendent on the surface condition. To a general procedure for surface preparation of solid
electrodes, the readers may consult the literature [13]. Probably, the more critical conse‐
quence of this behavior of solid electrodes is the difficulty in renewing the surface in order
to obtain reproducible electrochemical response. Also, preparation, characterization and
control of the transducer surface play an important role in the following steps of the sensor
construction, stability, quality of response and amount of SAM or other modifier compo‐
nent, and the success or fail of the developed device. These steps and properties are crucial
for the immobilization of the biological molecules or other material on the transducer sur‐
face and subsequent interaction between the modified surface and the analyte, i.e., the final
electrochemical response of the biosensor.

Massive or modified gold was also used to produce immunosensors. A gold electrode was
repeatedly polished with 1.0 and 0.3 µm alumina slurry, successively sonicated in bi-distil‐
led water and ethanol for 5 min, and dried in air [18]. Kheiri et al. [19] used similar proce‐
dure to pre-treat the gold electrode before modifying it with carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and
other modifiers. The gold electrode was polished with 0.3 and 0.05 mm alumina powders in
succession, thoroughly rinsed with double distilled water between each polishing step, suc‐
cessively sonicated with acetone and double distilled water, and dried at room temperature.
Another strategy was adopted to clean and pre-treat the gold electrode surface to construct
immunosensors [20]. Gold electrodes were first polished with aqueous alumina slurries of
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25 and 1 µm, rinsed with MilliQ water, sonicated for 1 min, dried with argon, treated with
cold piranha solution for 30 s, washed with Milli-Q water and argon dried. Afterwards, a
preliminary electrochemical cleaning was performed by LPS between −0.2 and −1.8 V in 0.1
mol L-1 KOH, followed by CV in 2 mol L-1 H2SO4 at 0.2 V s-1 for 30 cycles or until stable CVs
were recorded.

Gold electrodes array, consisting of 16 gold working electrodes where each WE was placed
between an Ag pseudo-reference and a gold AE, were used to prepare amperometric immu‐
nosensors for tumor detecting [21]. A thin film of gold or platinum was modified with CNTs
to construct an amperometric immunosensor for rheumatoid arthritis [22]. To construct am‐
perometric immunosensors for detection of Chagas disease, transducers were prepared by
sputtering gold on Si and Si3N4 in argon atmosphere [23]. The silicon-gold slices were an‐
nealed at 1000 oC for 5 s, cooled at air atmosphere and room temperature, vigorously wash‐
ed with distilled water and dried with purified compressed air.

(a) (b) 
 

2

3

1

Figure 1. Regions of CD-Rs: (1) inner, (2) central and (3) out border. (B) CDtrode: (1) electric contact of copper, (2) PTFE
tape to fix the electric contact, (3) 1KFA25 Kapton tape® applied on the surface to delimit the area of the electrode,
and (4) area of the working electrode [29].

Gold-based substrates produced by sputtering can be substituted, with advantages, by met‐
allic substrates obtained from recordable compact discs (CD-Rs) [24]. These devices present
comparable electrochemical performance to commercial gold electrodes, they are easily con‐
structed and versatile, of low cost to be used and discarded in cases of fouling, surface oxi‐
dation, irreversible adsorption, and so on, and are user-friendly because electrode polishing
is not necessary [25,26]. In general, the gold CD-R has a gold film thickness of 50-100 nm
and it can be also used as WE (CDtrode). As-received CD-R pieces may be treated with
69-70% HNO3 for 5-10 min to remove the polymeric layers, cleaned with 95-98% sulfuric
acid and abundantly washed with ethanol and/or water. Recently, Foguel et al. (2011) [27,28]
developed an amperometric immunosensor for Chagas disease using CDtrode prepared by
the procedure described above. It was observed that the voltammetric response of CDtrode
depends on the procedure applied to remove the protective polymeric-based layer, the sub‐
sequent chemical or electrochemical treatments, trade of CD-R and also sometimes the re‐
gion of the CD-R. Foguel [29] also investigated in more detail the use of different CD-R
trades, nominated as AA, BB and CC, and different regions (out border, center and inner) of
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CD-Rs (Fig. 1a). The polymeric layers covering the gold surface were removed by different
procedures: (a) careful manual removal with tweezers, vigorous washed with distilled water
and dried with purified compressed air; (b) the procedure described by Lowinsohn et al.
[26]; (c) the procedure described in (b) and the area of the electrode limited by a mask of
toner. Figure 1b illustrates the final setup of the electrode.

Surface roughness, CD track height and thickness, and the distance between CD tracks (cav‐
ities thickness) were measured by AFM. For AA CD-R the measured parameters were al‐
most invariable in the inner, center and out border regions of the CD-R; BB CD-R presented
almost the same surface roughness and CD track height in all regions, high difference in
track thickness, the inner border tracks are thicker and the distance between them is higher;
the inner and border parts of the CC CD-R showed similar tracks height, thickness and
roughness values, but varied the distance between CD tracks among the different regions of
the CD-R, and different values for all parameters in the center compared with the other re‐
gions. These results indicated that the AA CD-R is the only one that showed a more homo‐
geneous gold surface and, therefore, it should present the best electrochemical behavior. FE-
SEM analysis showed differences in the CDtrodes surface: CD tracks were better defined
when the polymeric layers were manually removed and flatter when concentrated HNO3

was used. Unmodified electrode surfaces were initially characterized by CV of 1 x 10-3 mol
L-1 Fe(CN)6

4- in 0.5 mol L-1 H2SO4 aqueous solution (higher e.c.t. rate) at 50 mV s-1 without or
with an application of 10 cycles from +0.2 to +1.5 V / Ag|AgCl|KClsat. in 0.5 mol L-1 H2SO4

solution at 50 mV s-1. When the polymeric layers were manually removed the I-E profiles
were bad-defined and this procedure was abandoned.

Figure 2 shows cyclic voltammograms (CVs) recorded for unmodified CDtrode, constructed
from BB CD-R, in 0.1 mol L-1 phosphate buffer (PB) solution at pH 7.0 containing 1 x 10-3 mol
L-1 Fe(CN)6

3-/4- at 50 mV s-1: (A) after removal the protective layers from the gold surface us‐
ing the procedure (b); (B) after applying the procedure (b) followed by 10 cycles from +0.2 to
+1.5 V / Ag|AgCl|KClsat. in 0.5 mol L-1 H2SO4 solution at 100 mV s-1 and 10 cycles from −0.4
to +0.7 V / Ag|AgCl|KClsat. in 1.0 x 10-3 mol L-1 Fe(CN)6

3-/4- + 0.1 mol L-1 PB solution at pH 7,
at 50 mV s-1.

It is clear that the I-E profile described in Fig. 2B resembles the response of a reversible charge
transfer process, while the I-E profile in Fig. 2A suggests a non-reversible charge transfer
process. Many factors can be involved in this electrochemical response. All of them are relat‐
ed to the surface nature of the solid electrode: the presence of protective material residues and
other dirt, contaminants, oxides generated during the acid attack, defects and heterogeneities
on the surface present in the original material or caused by the chemical attack. In this case,
the mechanical procedure which is applied in many solid electrodes is not applicable. The
chemical etching recommended to gold by using “piranha” or strong alkaline solution may al‐
so damage the delicate surface mainly at stressed regions of gold deposit. Therefore, the
chemical etching is not recommended for CDtrodes. The adsorbed species can be removed
and the electrode surface activated by potential cycling between the potentials of H2 and O2

evolution reactions. This process makes the surface reproducible and repeatable, and may im‐
prove the reversibility of the electrode process, as observed in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. CVs of 1.0 x 10-3 mol L-1 Fe(CN)6
3-/4- in 0.1 mol L-1 PB solution at pH 7.0, 50 mV s-1 on gold CDtrode in which

the protective layers were removed by procedure b (A) and b followed by 10 cycles in 0.5 mol L-1 H2SO4 solution from
+0.2 to +1.5 V / Ag|AgCl|KClsat at 100 mV s-1 and 10 cycles in 1.0 x 10-3 mol L-1 Fe(CN)6

3-/4- in 0.1 mol L-1 PB solution at
pH 7.0 from −0.4 to +0.7 V / Ag|AgCl|KClsat at 50 mV s-1 (B) [29].

In the case of screen-printed electrodes (SPEs), special care should be taken during handling
to avoid irreversible damage. For instance, in recent studies [3,10], screen-printed gold-
based electrodes were used as-received. These SPEs are received in aluminum sealed pack‐
age individually isolated from the atmosphere. The package of each electrode was opened
just before using and avoiding surface contamination. Chemical etching is not recommend‐
ed for SPE gold electrodes. Therefore, the SPEs were thoroughly washed with ethanol and
Milli-Q water for further procedures. Similar procedure has been recommended in literature
[30,31]. It was observed that some immobilization or electrochemical processes are not sig‐
nificantly influenced by surface pre-treatments [32], and, some cases, they are used as-pro‐
duced or -received, without pre-treatment [33].

Carbon based materials (graphite, glassy carbon, carbon fibers, carbon-SPE, carbon-epoxy
resin composites, nanotubes and boron-doped diamond) have been used in both unmodi‐
fied and modified forms by incorporation of gold nanoparticles (GNP) or iron oxides nano‐
particles (NPs) dispersed in a polystyrene polymer matrix to construct amperometric or
other biosensors. Iron oxides NPs exhibit magnetic properties and are constituted by para‐
magnetic γ-Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 or modified with some specific groups or can be a core-shell
structure, with a core (γ-Fe2O3) and shell (styrene-based copolymer). In a recent work, bare
graphite electrodes were mechanically treated by wet polished on emery paper, thoroughly
washed with distilled water and modified to construct an amperometric biosensor [34].
Glassy carbon was successively wet polished with 1.0, 0.3 and 0.05 mm alumina slurry until
a mirror-like surface, and the surface was thoroughly rinsed between each polishing step
with doubly distilled water. Afterwards, it was successively sonicated in 1:1 nitric acid, ace‐
tone and doubly distilled water, and allowed to dry at room temperature [35]. Carbon fiber
electrodes are produced, mainly in connection with the preparation of high-strength compo‐
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sites by high-temperature pyrolysis of polymer textiles or via catalytic chemical vapor depo‐
sition [36]. A chitosan-modified carbon fiber electrode was used to develop a biosensor for
dengue virus envelope protein detection [37]. The carbon fibers surfaces were sonicated in
ultrasonic bath with 10% HNO3 solution for 10 min, rinsed with distilled water and conven‐
iently modified. Commercial available carbon SPE was treated by applying an anodic cur‐
rent of 25 µA for 2 min in 50 µL of 0.1 mol L-1 H2SO4 solution dropped on the SPE carbon
electrodes and washed with 0.1 mol L-1 Tris buffer pH 7.2 [38].

Graphite powder may be used to prepare composites which can be modified by NPs and/or
magneto NPs and used in amperometric sensor. Recently, graphite powder and epoxy resin
were used by Pividori, et al. to develop a sandwich magneto immunoassay [39]. The modi‐
fied magnetic NPs are captured by the magnetic field on the magneto electrode. Arrays of
carbon-SPE electrodes were also used to construct immunosensors. The arrangement was
washed with water to remove any adsorbed species and characterized by CV in 5.0 mmol L-1

Fe(CN)6
3- solutions [40].

The development, properties (good electrical conductivity, nanometer size, high aspect ratio
and structure, electrochemical stability, high specific area and surface chemistry) and appli‐
cations of CNTs, mainly in biosensors construction, were deeply discussed recently [41].
Both its high specific area, which allows the analyte to be accumulated on the surface, and
the capability of increasing e.c.t. reaction rate increase the response signal and diminish the
overpotential for some electrode reactions. However, the fundamental reasons for that are
not still well-established. The electrochemical behavior of graphitic materials is in great part
defined by edge defects and oxygen functionalities at the surface, and the properties of the
CNTs are similar to the high oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). Details of CNT growth,
working electrode preparation, surface modification and its application to construct specific
enzymatic biosensors and genosensors were described [41]. In general, the CNT electrodes
are subjected to electrochemical treatments based on three different electrolytes: 0.1 mol L-1

HNO3, 10 s at 1 V; 0.1 mol L-1 KCl, 60 s at 1.75 V and 1 mol L-1 NaOH, 60 s at 1 V / Ag|AgCl|
KCl; the last one seems to be the best. The CNTs cleaning is based on oxidation of the amor‐
phous carbon, and carboxylic moieties generation for further covalent functionalization.
SPEs made of commercial or homemade carbon inks were modified with multiwall carbon
nanotubes (MWCNTs) and Au NPs to construct immunosensors [42]. These electrodes are
pre-treated by applying +1.5 V / Ag|AgCl|KClsat. for 5 min in 0.1 mol L-1 NaOH solution,
and chemical treated by 3:1 concentrated H2SO4 and HNO3 solution. This modified surface is
immersed in 0.5 mol L-1 H2SO4 solution containing 0.1 mmol L-1 HAuCl4 and gold NPs
which are deposited by applying 15 cycles from +1.0 to 0.0 V / Ag|AgCl|KClsat. at 50 mV/s.
The resulting surface is rinsed with deionized water and stored in 0.1 mol L-1 phosphate buf‐
fer saline (pH 7.0) before characterization. CNTs can be conveniently functionalized with
amino groups, deposited GNP, generated an appropriate composite and applied on massive
gold electrodes [19]. Composites of MWCNT-polystyrene were modified and also applied
on gold or on platinum thin film, and used to construct an amperometric immunosensor for
rheumatoid arthritis diagnosis [22].
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1.2. Choosing the potential value of the working electrode

Several factors influence the choice of the best potential value to be applied to the working
electrode in order to get the best sensitivity of the biosensor. Some criteria may be adopted:
(a) all steps of the biosensor construction should be carefully characterized by electrochemi‐
cal and non-electrochemical techniques; (b) the current peak or wave responsible for the bio‐
sensor response must be unequivocally determined; (c) the stability and repeatability of the
system should be investigated by obtaining enough number of I-E curves or CVs for a series
of biosensors prepared by the same methodology.

Theoretically, the potential to be applied should reduce to zero the surface concentration of
active centers responsible for the amperometric biosensor response. At this potential cur‐
rent, is directly proportional to the analyte concentration and the effective electrode surface
area. In practice, this potential value frequently corresponds to the peak potential of CV,
which does not mean that the surface concentration is zero; it depends on the electrode
process. As the current generated at this potential is the sum of all faradaic processes occur‐
ring, supposing that no significant charging current is present, the reaction of interest identi‐
fication may not be easy. Getting satisfactory reproducibility and repeatability of the
biosensor response may be a hard task, mainly if low currents are generated, which may re‐
quire more sophisticated setup and/or more expensive instrumentation. Different studies
have applied the peak potential obtained from the CVs or the peak current of CVs at a con‐
stant scan rate to evaluate the biosensor response.

1.3. Repeatability and sensitivity in (chrono)amperometry measurements

For surface-controlled electrode processes (adsorption, new phase formation, surface modi‐
fications and so on) the current-time curves recorded at constant potential are strongly de‐
pendent on the nature of the substrate, and the reproducibility is strictly related to the
similarity between previous and renewed surfaces. At constant temperature and solution
composition, the structure of the monoatomic layers at the renewed surface are not strictly
similar to that recorded to the previous surface, which may leave to different I-E profiles.
Therefore, the best practice is recording a great number of current transients for each inves‐
tigated condition and using the average current value. In minor grade, the surface condi‐
tions also influence the current values even if electroactive species are in solution, due to
changes in the surface roughness or adsorption of active or inactive species on the surface.
The response of modified surfaces may also depend on the surface roughness, defects, heter‐
ogeneities, coating stability, impurities in the medium, etc.

Some techniques are more sensitive than others for specific properties of the system. For in‐
stance, EIS presents high sensitivity to any change on the electrode surface. Amperometric
response for diffusion-controlled processes depends on cbulk, diffusion coefficient, number of
electrons/particle, applied potential and effective surface area, size and geometry of the
working electrode, and it is inversely proportional to the square root of time. Therefore, the
higher current is obtained at short measuring time and, in general, it exponentially decays,
tending to a stationary value. The capacitive current contribution is higher at very short
time, the faradaic current depends on the kinetic of the electrode process, and the total cur‐
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rent reaches a stationary value for longer times. These two characteristics of the technique
may result in lower sensitivity when compared to some other electrochemical techniques.
The analytical current density can be increased by convection (flux, stirring or jet the ana‐
lyte) during the electrolysis or using micro or ultramicroelectrodes. Decreasing the analyte
concentration, the faradaic current decreases and approximates to the current background
(charging current, surface oxidation or reduction processes, noise). Therefore, in classical po‐
larography the charging current limits the detection from 5 x 10-6 to 1 x 10-5 mol L-1 interval.
However, techniques with time dependences for capacitive and analytical currents favoring
the analytical one (pulse polarography techniques) may offer lower limit of detection. All
these pulse techniques are based on a sampled current potential-step (chronoamperometric)
experiment [36].

Also, higher faradaic/capacitive currents ratio (lower limit of detection) can be obtained for
redox processes which occur near the potential of zero charge of the working electrode.
Therefore, if possible, the working electrode that must be chosen is the one with a potential
of zero charge closest to the redox potential of the analyte.

In order to optimize the working conditions of the developed biosensor, other parameters
and/or properties influencing its response should be investigated such as pH, operating po‐
tential, temperature, stability, repeatability, cut off, limit of detection and sensitivity.

Following biosensor for disease diagnosis based on antigen/antibody (immunosensor) or
DNA/DNA (genosensor) or enzymatic catalytic reaction will be described.

2. Amperometric immunosensors

The immobilization of antigens or antibodies on the surface of electrochemical transducers
led to the development of immunosensors for several substrates of interest in the biological,
clinical and industrial areas [43-45]. Immunosensors combine the advantages of the elec‐
trode process and the high specificity of immunologic reactions [46]. The methods are very
rapid, they have the advantage of requiring small sample volumes affording an increase in
the number of analyzed samples, and enabling versatile transducers and different techni‐
ques for monitoring, thus lowering costs compared with conventional analytical methods.

The immunosensor is classified as optical, mass-sensitive or electrochemical according to the
technique. The electrochemical immunosensor, according to the monitoring, is classified as
amperometric, potenciometric, impedimetric and condutometric. As mentioned before,
chrono-amperometric technique for the development of amperometric immunosensor com‐
pared with other electrochemical techniques, is simple, cheap, sensitive, its potential applied
not affected sample and possibly portable measuring amperometric system.

Several amperometric immnunosensors have been developed for disease diagnosis as
shown in Table 1.

Cavalcanti et al. [37] developed a chitosan modified fiber electrode for dengue virus enve‐
lope (DENV). Antibodies against DENV were covalently immobilized on the chitosan ma‐
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trix after activation with sodium periodate. Amperometric response of the competitive
immunoassays was generated by hydrogen peroxide with peroxidase conjugated to DENV
and 2´-azino-bis-(-3-ethylbenzthiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) (ABTS) as mediator. The immuno‐
sensor showed a lower limit of detection for DENV (0.94 ng mL−1) than previously described
and a linear range from 1.0 to 175 ng mL−1, in concentration levels clinically relevant for den‐
gue virus diagnosis.

A novel amperometric immunosensor for the detection of the p24 antigen (p24Ag) from
HIV-1 using gold nanoparticles (GNP), multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), and an
acetone extracted propolis (AEP) film was developed by Kheiri et al. The GNP/CNT/AEP
film provided a suitable surface for the immobilization of antibodies and prevented direct
contact of the biomolecules with the substrate. Moreover, GNPs were synthesized in situ on
the amino functionalized MWCNTs (MWCNTNH2) for antibody immobilization, which al‐
so improved the electrochemical signal of HRP-anti p24 Ab, thus enhancing the detection
sensitivity of the reduction of H2O2 [19].

Two methods to diagnose hepatitis B [18,35] are described in Table 1 and both methods de‐
termine hepatitis B surface antigen based on gold nanoparticle. The method developed by
Zhuo et al. [18] is based on the gold nanoparticles and horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-modi‐
fied gold electrode for the determination of hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg). The system
was optimized for a reliable determination of HBsAg in the range of 2.56-563.2 ng mL-1 with
a limit of detection 0.85 ng mL-1. Qiu et al. [35] also determined hepatitis B surface antigen
using a glassy carbon electrode modified with an assembly of positively charged poly(allyla‐
mine)-branched ferrocene (PAA-Fc) and negatively charged gold nanoparticle. The concen‐
tration of the antigen can be quantified in the range 0.1 and 150 ng mL-1, with a limit of
detection 40 pg mL-1.

González et al. [38] used screen-printed carbon electrodes to detect pneumolysin (PLY) in
human urine. The voltammetric immunosensor is based on the electrochemical detection of
indigo blue, produced by alkaline phosphatase (AP) when 3-indoxyl phosphatase (3-IP) is
used as enzymatic substrate. It is prepared and evaluated for measuring this toxin in human
urine samples. The single-use immunosensor is fabricated by deposition of biotinylated anti-
PLY monoclonal antibodies onto pre-oxidised streptavidin coated screen-printed carbon
electrodes (SPCEs). Rabbit polyclonal IgGs anti-PLY are used in combination with an anti-
rabbit IgG alkaline phosphatase conjugate as detection antibodies.

The determination of the antigliadin antibodies from human serum samples is of vital im‐
portance for the diagnosis of an autoimmune disease such as celiac disease. Therefore, Riv‐
era et al. determined antigliadin antibodies in real human serum using an electrochemical
immunosensor with control over the orientation and packing of gliadin antigen molecules
on the surface of gold electrodes. The orientation of the antigen on the surface has been ach‐
ieved using a carboxylic ended bipodal alkanethiol that is covalently linked with amino
groups of the antigen protein. Amperometric evaluation of the sensor with polyclonal anti‐
gliadin antibodies showed stable and reproducible low limits of detection (46 ng mL-1; %
RSD = 8.2, n = 5) [20].
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Disease or 
infectious agent Electrode / immobilization/Sample Limit  

of detection 

Dengue Carbon fiber electrode / chitosan with antibody against dengue 
virus envelope protein / Hs [37] 

0.94  
ng mL-1

Malaria 
falciparum 

Graphite epoxy composite electrode / magnetic nanoparticle 
modified  with monoclonal antibody against HRP2 / Hs [39] 

0.36  
ng mL-1

Screen-printed electrodes / multiwall carbon nanotubes and Au 
nanoparticles with rabbit anti-PfHRP-2 antibody / Hs [42] 8 ng mL-1

HIV-1  
p24 antigen 

Multi-walled carbon nanotubes / Au nanoparticles with p 24 
antibody / Hs [19] 

0.0064  
ng mL-1

Hepatitis B 

Glassy carbon electrode / assembly of positively charged 
poly(allylamine)-branched ferrocene (PAA-Fc) and hepatitis B 
surface antibody / Hs [35] 

40 pg mL-1

Gold electrode / Au nanoparticles / HRP and hepatitis B 
surface antibody / Hs [18] 

0.85  
ng mL-1

Pneumonia Screen-printed carbon electrodes / biotinylated anti-
pneumolysin monoclonal antibodies Hu [38] 

0.12  
ng mL-1

Celiac disease Gold electrode / gliadin antigen / Hs [20] 46 ng mL-1

Urinary infection Gold electrodes array / alkanethiolate SAM / monoclonal 
antibody anti-lactoferrin / Hu [47] 

145 pg 
mL-1

Tumor  markers Carbon screen-printed / capture antibody / Hs [40] 0.03-0.05 
ng mL-1

Colon cancer Gold electrode arrays / anti-carcinoembryonic antibody / Hs 
[21] 

0.2  
ng mL-1

Rheumatoid 
arthritis 

Carbon nanotube composite electrodes / anti-citrullinated 
peptide antibody / Hs [22] 

 1:200 
dilution Hs

Chagas disease 

Au-SPE / antigenic protein (epimastigote membranes) / Hs [51] 0.104 A 
(cut-off)

Au-SPE / antigenic Tc85 protein (trypomastigote membranes) / 
Hs [23] 

0.158 A 
(cut-off)

Au-CD-R transducer / antigenic Tc85 protein (trypomastigote 
membranes) / Hs [27] 

0.949 A 
(cut-off)

Gold electrode / anti-Trypanosoma cruzi G / Hs [52] 
 

62  
ng mL-1 

  Human serum (Hs); Human urine (Hu) 

New Figure 4 

New Figure 5 

Human serum (Hs); Human urine (Hu)

Table 1. Amperometric biosensors for diseases or infectious agents based on immunosensors.

Pan et  al.  [47]  reported the development of  an electrochemical  immunosensor for direct
detection of  the urinary tract  infection (UTI)  biomarker lactoferrin from infected clinical
samples. The electrode surfaces were coated with either a SAM of 11-mercaptoundecano‐
ic  acid  (MUDA) or  a  mixed of  MUDA and 6-mercapto-1-hexanol.  A sandwich ampero‐
metric immunoassay was developed for detection of lactoferrin from urine, with a limit of
detection 145 pg mL-1.

Honglan et al. developed an electrochemical immunosensor array for the simultaneous de‐
tection of multiple tumor markers by incorporating electrochemically addressing immobili‐
zation and one signal antibody strategy. As a proof-of-principle, an eight-electrode array
including six carbon screen-printed working electrodes was used as a base array for the
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Disease or 
infectious agent Electrode / immobilization/Sample Limit  

of detection 
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0.94  
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0.36  
ng mL-1
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 1:200 
dilution Hs
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62  
ng mL-1 
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ic  acid  (MUDA) or  a  mixed of  MUDA and 6-mercapto-1-hexanol.  A sandwich ampero‐
metric immunoassay was developed for detection of lactoferrin from urine, with a limit of
detection 145 pg mL-1.

Honglan et al. developed an electrochemical immunosensor array for the simultaneous de‐
tection of multiple tumor markers by incorporating electrochemically addressing immobili‐
zation and one signal antibody strategy. As a proof-of-principle, an eight-electrode array
including six carbon screen-printed working electrodes was used as a base array for the
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analysis of two important tumor markers, carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) and a-fetopro‐
tein (AFP) and a horseradish peroxidase-labeled antibody was used as a signal antibody.
The result showed that the steady current density was directly proportional to the concen‐
tration of target CEA/AFP in the range from 0.10 to 50 ng mL-1 with a limit of detection 0.03
and 0.05 ng mL-1 for CEA and AFP, respectively [48].

Laboria et al. [21] reported on the development of an amperometric biosensor for detecting
CEA in colon cancer detection based on the immobilization of anti-CEA monoclonal anti‐
body on a novel class of bipodal thiolated self-assembled monolayers containing reactive N-
hydroxysuccinimide ester end groups. The current variations showed a linear relationship
with the concentration of CEA over the range of 0-200 ng mL-1 with a sensitivity of 3.8 nA
mL ng-1 and a limit of detection 0.2 ng mL-1, which is much below the commonly accepted
concentration threshold (5 ng mL-1) used in clinical diagnosis.

A simple amperometric immunosensor was constructed to be potentially used for the detec‐
tion of serum anticitrullinated peptide antibodies, which are specific for rheumatoid arthri‐
tis (RA) autoimmune disease. Sera of RA patients contain antibodies to different
citrullinated peptides and proteins such as fibrin or filaggrin. Herein, a chimeric fibrin-filag‐
grin synthetic peptide was used as a recognition element anchored to the surface of a multi‐
walled carbon nanotube-polystyrene-based electrochemical transducer [22].

2.1. Amperometric immunosensors for malaria

Malaria is a serious tropical disease transmitted to humans via the female Anopheles mosqui‐
to and is caused by 4 species of protozoal parasites from the Plasmodium genus: P. falciparum,
P. vivax, P. ovale and P. malariae. P. falciparum causes the most severe form of the disease and
can be fatal if not correctly treated.

The P. falciparum parasite synthesizes several proteins containing large amount of amino
acid histidine, which are commonly referred to as histidine-rich proteins (HRP). One of
these, HRP2, with 34% histidine and 37% alanine shows a markedly high density among
proteins [42].

In recent years, devices for the diagnosis of P. falciparum malaria based on HRP2 have signif‐
icantly gained importance. The abundance of the antigen and the resulting high sensitivity
of the diagnostic devices combined with the simplicity of their application make them an
obvious alternative in settings where microscopy is not available or not of sufficiently high
quality standard [48].

Sharma et al. developed amperometric immunosensor for the detection of HRP2 in the sera
of humans with P. falciparum malaria. For this purpose, disposable screen-printed electrodes
were modified with multiwall carbon nanotubes and Au nanoparticles. Nano-Au/MWCNT/
SPEs yielded the highest-level immunosensing performance among the electrodes, with a
limit of detection 8 ng mL-1 [42].

Castilho et al. [39] used, for the first time, magneto immunoassay-based strategies for the
detection of P. falciparum histidine-rich protein 2 related to malaria using magnetic micro-
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nanoparticles. The immunological reaction for the protein PfHRP-2 was successfully per‐
formed in a sandwich assay on magnetic micro- and nanoparticles by using a second
monoclonal antibody labeled with the enzyme horseradish peroxidase (HRP). Then the
modified magnetic particles were easily captured by a magneto sensor made of graphite-ep‐
oxy composite (m-GEC) which was also used as the transducer for the electrochemical de‐
tection. The schematic representation for the detection of the P. falciparum antigen related to
malaria disease in human serum based on a sandwich assay performed on magnetic beads
or nanoparticles modified with a IgM monoclonal antibody (anti-HRP2-MB and anti-HRP2-
MNP, respectively) and using a second IgG monoclonal antibody labeled with the enzyme
horseradish peroxidase (anti-HRP2-HRP) electrochemical signal is showed in the Figure 3.

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the experimental details for the electrochemical magneto immunosensor [39].

The electrochemical signal was determined by polarizing the m-GEC electrode at a working
potential of −0.100 V / Ag|AgCl. The electrochemical signal was based on the enzymatic ac‐
tivity of the HRP after the addition of hydrogen peroxide as the substrate and hydroquinone
as a mediator. The electrochemical magneto immunosensor coupled with magnetic nano‐
particles have shown a limit of detection 0.36 ng mL-1 [39].

2.2. Amperometric immunosensors for Chagas disease

Chagas disease, also known as American trypanosomiasis, is a neglected tropical disease
caused by the hemoflagellate Trypanosoma cruzi (T. cruzi). An estimated 10-15 million people
are infected worldwide, mostly in Latin America where Chagas disease is endemic. More
than 25 million people are at risk of the disease. There is no vaccine for Chagas disease;
therefore, vector control and diagnostic tests are effective methods of preventing Chagas
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disease. Blood screening is necessary to prevent infection through transfusion and organ
transplantation [49].

The detection of antigen in the blood sera could be useful just for the acute phase of Cha‐
gas disease. Detection of anti-T. cruzi antibodies in the serologic investigation is the meth‐
od  of  choice  for  the  etiological  diagnosis  of  Chagas  disease  in  the  chronic  phase,
considering the specificity and sensitivity of the tests used in the clinical analysis routine.
Traditional  in clinical  practice are the following serological  tests  using T. cruzi  antigens:
indirect  hemaglutination,  indirect  immunofluorescence  and enzyme-linked immunosorb‐
ent assay (ELISA) [50].

The methodology for clinical diagnosis must be sensitive and with high reproducibility and
repeatability. Different analytical methodologies were developed and amperometric immu‐
nosensors were constructed and applied for diagnosis of various diseases stages.

Antigenic proteins (Ag) of T. cruzi epimastigote membranes were used for construction of
an amperometric immunosensor for serological diagnosis. Proteins with molecular mass
ranging from 30 to 100 kDa were immobilized on gold surface of screen-printed electrode
treated with self- assembled monoyers (SAMs) of cysteamine (CYS) and glutaraldehyde
(GA). Antibodies (Ab) present in the serum of patients with Chagas disease were captured
by the immobilized antigens and the affinity interaction was monitored by chronoamperom‐
etry at a potential of −400 mV / Ag|AgCl|KClsat. using peroxidase-labeled IgG (Ac*) conju‐
gate and hydrogen peroxide, iodide substrate. Figure 4 shows a scheme of the reactions
involved in the steps of SAMs formation, antigen T. cruzi immobilization on GA-CYS SAMs
and immunoassays. The incubation time to allow maximum antigen-antibody and antibody-
peroxidase-labeled IgG interactions was 20 min with a reactivity threshold at −0.104 µA [51].
Another amperometric immunosensor was developed using a specific glycoprotein of the
trypomastigote surface (Tc85). The purified recombinant antigen also was immobilized on
cysteamine and glutaraldehyde self-assembled monolayers. The affinity reaction was moni‐
tored directly using amperometry through a secondary antibody tagged to peroxidase at
−400 mV / Ag|AgCl|KClsat. [23]. In both amperometric immunosensors, peroxidase enzyme
catalyses the I2 formation in the presence of hydrogen peroxide and potassium iodide, and
the reduction current intensity was measured at a given potential with screen-printed elec‐
trodes. The immunosensor was applied to sera of chagasic patients and patients having dif‐
ferent systemic diseases with a reactivity threshold at −0.158 µA. Amperometric
immunosensor also was developed for determination of Chagas disease through a gold
based electrode obtained from a recordable compact disc (CD-R transducer) modified with
4-(methylmercapto)benzaldehyde for the immobilization of Tc85 protein of the T. cruzi. The
immunoassays were carried out using positive and negative sera from Chagas disease pa‐
tients and immunoglobulin conjugated with peroxidase enzyme. The immunosensor pre‐
sented −0.949 µA as cut-off value and was applied in sera samples [27]. It is important to
note that the cut-off value obtained for each immunosensor is different because the trans‐
ducer modifications are not the same.
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Figure 4. Scheme of the immobilization of antigenic protein on gold modified with SAMs and immunoassays.

Recently, Belluzo et al. applied strategy orientation recombinant proteins to develop am‐
perometric biosensors to diagnose Chagas disease. The gold electrode was modified with
thiol and activated the thiolated surface with carbodiimide which allow the subsequent re‐
action with the amine moieties of the protein Lys residues. The immunoassay involved se‐
rum sample anti-T. cruzi (analyte), peroxidase-conjugated anti-human immunoglobulin G
and with 62 ng mL-1 limit of detection [52].

3. DNA based biosensors

Electrochemical biosensors that use DNA, also called genosensors, can be used for analysis
and determination of base sequences of DNA to diseases diagnose. DNA molecule has
structural features that allow its immobilization on electrode surfaces as single or double he‐
lix [53]. Several electrode materials can be modified with DNA, and DNA biosensors can be
used for hybridization studies in order for disease diagnosis, mutation detection [54] and al‐
so for DNA damage [55] analysis and for detection of antioxidant capacity of many com‐
pounds [56]. In this part of the chapter, the focus is on amperometric biosensors for
hybridization studies.

DNA hybridization technology has been applied in biosensor systems for diagnosis and it
can be considered rapid, with simplicity of execution and lower cost. Hybridization process
involves the formation of the DNA duplex by annealing two complementary single strands.
The single-stranded DNA (ss-DNA) modified electrode identifies the complementary se‐
quence of nucleic acid in the sample solution leading to the formation of a hybrid double-
stranded (ds-DNA). This identification is effective and specific even in the presence of non-
complementary sequences [57]. The stability of the hybridization depends on the nucleotide
sequences of both strands. A perfect match in the sequence of nucleotides produces very sta‐
ble ds-DNA, whereas one or more base mismatches impart increasing instability that can
lead to weak hybridization of strands [58].

The ability to immobilize the probe DNA in a predictable manner while maintaining their
affinity for complementary DNA is an important aspect of genosensors development. The
appropriate immobilization is strictly dependent on the characteristics of the transducer,
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since each of the different immobilization strategies can lead to the proper orientation of bio‐
molecules, allowing to control the probes conformational freedom, making them accessible
for interaction with target DNA and providing minimal steric hindrance. Random DNA at‐
tachment to the electrode surface can result in chemical modifications of genetic material ba‐
sic components, which consequently may cause the decrease in the specificity of layer
recognition.

The hybridization event can be direct or indirectly monitored [57,59,60]. Direct detection or
label-free detection involves the measurement of changes in electrochemical signals related
to the electroactivity of DNA bases, most commonly guanine oxidation. After the hybridiza‐
tion, the steric conformation of the DNA molecule protects the guanine oxidation, causing
an electrochemical signal decrease, since the oxidation sites of the base are in the internal
parts ds-DNA molecule [61]. Although this method is simple and sensitive, the direct oxida‐
tion of DNA requires relatively high potential. Other disadvantage is that such measure‐
ment of the decreased anodic signal of the immobilized probe cannot be used for detecting
targets containing guanine bases. An alternative is the use of inosine-substituted probes.
Guanines in the probe sequence are substituted by inosine residues (pairing with cytosines)
and the appearance of a guanine signal upon hybridization with the target enables a new
detection method for DNA hybridization [62].

Indirect hybridization detection protocol can be based on the incorporation of electroactive
indicators. These compounds, usually cationic metal complexes or organic compounds, have
different affinities for the double-stranded DNA (formed after the hybridization process)
when compared with single-stranded DNA, preferentially binding with ds-DNA in the
groove, by intercalation or electrostatic interaction. Due to variation of redox indicator con‐
centrations near the electrode surface, the resulting current signal indicates the hybridiza‐
tion event. An example of this kind of biosensor is described by Gao & Tansil [63]. After
hybridization, a threading intercalator called PIND-Ru was introduced into the biosensor.
PIND-Ru selectively intercalated with double-stranded DNA (ds-DNA) and became immo‐
bilized on the biosensor surface. The redox moieties of the interacted PIND-Ru showed ex‐
cellent catalytic activity towards oxidation of amines observed by amperometry at 0.65 V /
Ag|AgCl. The current was proportional to the target DNA concentration and a limit of de‐
tection 1.5 pmol L-1 was determined.

The use of enzymes has shown a good sensitivity for indirect electrochemical hybridization
detection. The target DNA sequence is previously labeled with a redox active enzyme which
catalyses a redox reaction and further generates an electrochemical change [64]. An electro‐
chemical genosensor array for the individual and simultaneous detection of two high-risk
human papillomavirus (HPV) DNA sequences using horseradish peroxidase enzyme (HRP)
labeled DNA probes was developed by Civit et al. [65,66]. Using polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) products of three specific high-risk HPV sequences, HPV 16, 18 and 45, it was possi‐
ble to detect DNA in picomolar range. A high specificity of the sensor array was observed
with negligible hybridization signal with the non-specific target.

A DNA sensor for West Nile Virus (WNV) was developed by Ionescu et al. [67]. In this
work, aminated DNA probe was immobilized on the electrode, followed by hybridization of
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the WNV complementary DNA target and an additional hybridization process with a com‐
plementary biotinylated WNV DNA, resulting in an extremely sensitive detection limit (1 fg
mL-1) of WNV DNA target.

Genosensors based on enzyme label have also been applied for diagnosis of some kind of
cancer, for example, acute promyelocytic leukemia. Lin et al. [68] employed oligonucleotide
derivative that hybridizes with very high affinity to perfectly complementary targets. Hy‐
bridization event was monitored by the HRP. The biosensor was applied in PCR amplicon
from the fusion gene, which plays an important role in leukemogenesis. Another DNA bio‐
sensor for detection of promyelocytic leukemia/retinoic acid receptor alpha fusion gene is
described by Wang et al. [69]. This biosensor, based on a ‘sandwich’ sensing mode, involves
a pair of capture probe immobilized at electrode surface and biotinyl reporter probe as an
affinity tag for streptavidin-horseradish peroxidase. It allowed detecting the complementary
DNA standard concentration range from 0.05 to 5.0 nmol L-1. A large number of studies de‐
scribe the use of enzymes to monitor amperometrically DNA or RNA hybridization in order
to analyze other diseases or infectious agents and some of them are included in Table 2.

As described above, there are many works about DNA biosensor for disease detection or di‐
agnosis purposes. In our research group, we have been working in the development of gen‐
osensors for hepatitis C virus (HCV) detection. According to World Health Organization
(WHO), hepatitis C affects about 170 million people worldwide and more than 350,000 peo‐
ple die from hepatitis C-related liver diseases each year. Since it rarely causes specific symp‐
toms, hepatitis C is one of the most serious public health problems [70]. In general, the goal
of a detection strategy is the simplification of the analytical methodology to a practical level,
with a minimum demand of operator skills. In this way, HCV biosensors have become an
alternative for diagnosis.

In the first work, we studied a piezoelectric biosensor [71]. Gold electrodes from quartz crys‐
tal microbalance were modified with oligonucleotides for detection of hepatitis C virus in
serum. Avidin or streptavidin were immobilized and used for attachment of biotinylated
DNA probes from four different sequences. The piezoelectric biosensors were used to moni‐
tor the DNA resulting from samples from HCV contaminated patients and the results com‐
pared with the standard RT-PCR procedure (test kit Roche Amplicor®). The samples
characterized as positive in the Amplicor test were able to hybridize with at least one of the
four probes immobilized on the piezosensor. However, some of the samples appearing as
negative in the Amplicor assay also provided hybridization with some of the immobilized
probes. This inconsistency might be explained by different sequences of probes used in the
piezosensor assay and in the Amplicor assay (sequence unknown). These results are consid‐
ered preliminary as not all parameters affecting the hybridization reaction were optimized
and the effect of temperature on the double strand formation and stability of hybridized
complex on the surface of piezosensor is critical. In our case, all measurements were carried
out at room temperature (25 °C), thus allowing for hybridization and duplex formation
probably even in the case of only a partial matching between the probe and the amplicon.
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Disease or infectious

agent

Electrode /

immobilization
Sample

Limit of

detection
Reference

Colorectal Cancer Gold / SAM Synthetic oligonucleotides 5.85 pmol L-1 [72]

Celiac Disease Gold electrode / SAM Synthetic oligonucleotides 0.01 nmol L-1 [73]

Pseudomonas

aeruginosa
Gold / SAM

Total RNA isolated from P.

aeruginosa
0.012 pg μL-1 [74]

Uropathogenic

bacteria

Gold array / SAM
16S rRNA from bacterial

lysis
0.3 fmol L-1 [75]

Gold array / SAM
16S rRNA from bacterial

lysis

0.5 ng µL-1

for E. coli total

RNA

[76]

Biosensor array
16S rRNA from bacterial

lysis
104 cfu mL-1 [77]

Gold SPE / SAM
16S rRNA from bacterial

lysis
--- [78]

Escherichia coli

Fe2O3@Au core/shell nanoparticle /

SAM
E. coli genomic DNA 0.01 pmol L-1 [79]

Screen-printed electrodes- magnetic

beads / STA-biotin
PCR products 0.01 cfu mL-1 [80]

Gold electrode array / STA-biotin rRNA from E. coli
1000 cells

without PCR
[81]

Staphylococcus aureus
Graphite-epoxy electrodes /

adsorption onto a nylon membrane
Synthetic oligonucleotides --- [82]

Enterobacteriaceae

family

Gold screen-printed electrodes -

magnetic beads / Tetrathiafulvalene
PCR products 5.7 fmol [83]

Streptococcus

pneumoniae

Gold electrode and magnetic

beads / STA-biotin
PCR products 1.1 nmol L-1 [84]

SAM: self-assembled monolayer; STA: streptavidin; PCR: polymerase chain reaction; rRNA: Ribosomal ribonucleic acid;
cfu: colony-forming unit.

Table 2. Amperometric biosensors for diseases or infectious agents based on DNA or RNA hybridization.

A selective and sensitive label free electrochemical detection method of DNA hybridization
for HCV was proposed in cooperation with Dr. M. Josowicz’s research group [85]. DNA
probes of specific sequence HCV type-1 were immobilized on polypyrrole films deposited
on Pt microelectrodes. The monitoring of the hybridization with the complementary DNA
was based on electrostatic modulation of the ion-exchange kinetics of the polypyrrole film
and it allowed the detection of HCV-1 with a limit of detection 1.82 x 10-21 mol L-1. With this
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biosensor, HCV-1 DNA detection did not show unspecific interactions in the presence of
mismatched sequences from different HCV genotypes as 2a/c, 2b, and 3.

An advantage of the construction of DNA biosensors is the use of disposable electrodes.
These electrodes have a low construction cost, good reproducibility of the area, the possibili‐
ty of large scale production, and the absence of surface inactivation. Different disposable
electrodes as recordable gold CD-R and pencil graphite electrodes (PGE) have being used.

Using PGE, we developed a disposable HCV genossensor with thin films siloxane-poly(pro‐
pylene oxide) hybrids prepared by sol-gel method and deposited on the electrode surface by
dip-coating process [86]. The streptavidin (STA) was encapsulated in the films and biotiny‐
lated 18-mer DNA probes for hepatitis C virus (genotypes 1, 2a/c, 2b and 3) were immobi‐
lized through STA, since strong interaction occurs between the avidin (or streptavidin) and
biotin. The complementary DNA was hybridized to the target-specific oligonucleotide probe
immobilized and followed by avidin-peroxidase labeling. Hybridization event was detected
by amperometrically monitoring the enzymatic response at −0.45V / Ag|AgCl using H2O2 as
enzyme substrate and KI as electron mediator. Negative and positive controls and positive
samples of sera patients were analyzed and the HCV 1, 2a/c, 2b and 3 oligonucleotide
probes immobilized on PGE were able to distinguish positive and negative sera samples.

Chemometric studies were applied to the development of another biosensor for hepatitis C
virus using PGE [87]. Fractional factorial and factorial with center point design were applied
in order to simultaneously evaluate the variables of interest that have significant influence
on the biosensor response. MINITAB software generated level combinations for all factors
used in the assays. Then the sensor current was measured by controlled potential ampero‐
metric technique for each of these level combinations. This strategy had several advantages,
such as a reduced number of experimental runs, more information obtained and biosensor
delineation, in which the biosensor response permitted the optimal experimental conditions
to be determined. It was possible to optimized concentration and incubation time for all bio‐
molecules studied with this biosensor using the developed methodology. We also demon‐
strated the applicability of full factorial and fractional factorial designs to the immobilization
of DNA molecules at a gold electrode built using a recordable compact disc (CDtrode) [88].

For DNA immobilization on electrode surfaces, the optimization of many parameters is nec‐
essary, such as: biomolecules concentration and incubation time. In this way, the biosensor
for HCV, illustrated in Figure 5, was developed using chemometric experiments applied to
steps 4-6 (Figure 5). The evaluated variables were the degree of dilution and incubation time
of DNA probes for HCV-1, dilution and incubation time of complementary DNA, and con‐
centration and incubation time of conjugate avidin-HRP, which was the label for hybridiza‐
tion accompanied by amperometry measurements. After establishment of all optimized
parameters for biomolecule immobilization, the amperometric genosensor was applied to
HCV-1 DNA detection in different HCV-infected patients, which had been previously ana‐
lyzed by the standard qualitative Amplicor hepatitis C Virus Test. The results showed that
the current intensities for the positive samples were higher than those for the negative sam‐
ples. The factorial design procedure enables identification of critical parameters, while
knowledge of the chemistry involved enables further refinement of the technique, where
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necessary. Full and fractional factorial design methods were employed for the optimization
of a biosensor for hepatitis C diagnosis, and could be extended to other types of DNA-based
biosensors.

Figure 5. Scheme of DNA biosensor construction with gold CDtrodes [88].

According to the literature, biosensors rank fourth among the techniques used for the detec‐
tion and classification of pathogens, behind the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), culture
and colony counting and ELISA methods [89]. The reason for that is DNA biosensors offer
several advantages, such as the ability to analyze complex fluids, high sensitivity, compati‐
bility with compact instrumentation technology and portability, becoming a good alterna‐
tive for application in clinical chemical analysis.

4. Enzyme based biosensor

Enzymes play a critical role in the metabolic activities of all living organisms and are widely
applied in biotechnology. Abnormality of the enzyme metabolism systems leads to a num‐
ber of metabolic diseases [90]. Diseases associated with components of the enzyme metabo‐
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lism or with the enzyme activities are broadly applied in clinical examinations as special
markers as some examples displayed on Table 3.

Disease Enzyme
Electrode /

immobilization

Limit of

detection
Reference

Diabetes mellitus glucose oxidase

Gold nanocomposite/poly(pyrrole

propylic acid)

Graphene/nafion Film

50 mmol L-1

30 mmol L-1

[91]

[92]

Uremia urease

Rhodium nanoparticles/acrylonitrile

copolymer membrane

Platinum and graphite composite/ urease

covered with dialysis membrane

500 mmol L-1

---

[93]

[94]

Heart failure,

Respiratory

insufficiency, Metabolic

Disorders

lactate oxidase

Carbon screen-printed/mesoporous silica

Carbon screen-printed/polysulfone-

carbon nanotubes

18.3 μmol L-1

1.5 mmol L-1

3.46 μmol L-1

[95]

[96]

Idiopathic urolithiasis,

intestinal diseases
oxalate oxidase

Gold electrode/multi-walled carbon

nanotube-gold nanoparticle composite

Platinum/multi-walled carbon nanotubes-

polyaniline composite film

1 μmol L-1

3 μmol L-1

[97]

[98]

Muscle damage
creatinine

amidohydrolase

Platinum/multi-walled carbon nanotube-

polyaniline composite film

Platinum/PbO2 layer-polyurethane

membrane

0.1 μmol L-1

0.8 μmol L-1

[99]

[100]

Table 3. Amperometric biosensor for disease based on enzyme.

4.1. Biosensor for substrate determination

Cholesterol and its fatty acid ester are extremely important compounds for human beings
since they are components of neural and brain cells and are precursors of other biological
materials, such as bile acid and steroid hormones. However, high cholesterol accumulation
in blood due to excessive ingestion results in fatal diseases, such as arteriosclerosis, cerebral
thrombosis, myocardial infarction, coronary diseases and lipid metabolism dysfunction
[101]. Brahim et al. [102] developed a rapid, two-step method for constructing cholesterol bi‐
osensors by entrapment of cholesterol oxidase within a composite poly(2-hydroxyethyl
methacrylate) (p(HEMA))/polypyrrole (p(pyrrole)) membrane. The optimized cholesterol bi‐
osensor exhibited a linear response range from 500 µmol L-1 to 15 mmol L-1 and limit of de‐
tection 120 µmol L-1 toward cholesterol and was applied in the analysis of serum samples
from hospitalized patients. A review on cholesterol biosensor is published by Arya [103].

Choline is used as a marker of cholinergic activity in brain tissue, especially in the field of clin‐
ic detection of neurodegenerative disorder diseases, such as Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s dis‐
eases. Zhang et al. [104] presented an electrochemical approach for the detection of choline
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based on prussian blue (PB) modified iron phosphate nanostructures (PB-FePO4), being the
amperometric choline biosensor developed by immobilizing the enzyme choline oxidase on
the PB-FePO4 nanostructures and monitoring the formation of H2O2. The biosensor exhibited
a low limit of detection (0.4 ± 0.05 µmol L-1) and a wide linear range (2 µmol L-1 to 3.2 mmol
L-1). López et al. [105] designed a choline amperometric biosensor using as biological compo‐
nent choline oxidase entrapped in polyacrylamide microgels. The working electrode was pre‐
pared  by  holding  the  enzyme  loaded  microgels  on  a  platinum  electrode  by  a  dialysis
membrane. Under optimal conditions the biosensor presented high sensitivity for choline
with limit of detection 8 µmol L-1, and the response linear range from 20 µmol L-1 to 0.2 mmol
L-1. On the other hand, Lenigk et al. proposed methodology for the clinical purpose of evaluat‐
ing anti-Alzheimer medicine based on the inhibition of acetylcholinesterase [106].

Phenylketonuria is a disease characterized by not metabolizing phenylalanine resulting in
brain damage and mental retardation in children. A carbon paste electrode composed by
paraffin oil, NAD+, phenyalanine dehydrogenase, uricase and electron mediator was pro‐
posed [107] for aminoacid determination in urine sample. The reagentless biosensor present‐
ed a limit of detection 0.5 mmol L-1.

Among biosensors for substrate determination, the most investigated and more successful
on the commercial point of view is for glucose determination; probably because the diabetes
mellitus is a world health problem, but also due to the stability of glucose oxidase (GOX).

The stability of enzymatic biosensors is important for the success of these devices as analyti‐
cal instruments, and it is mainly dependent on the lifetime, or the rate of denaturation or
inactivation of the immobilized enzyme [95]. Depending on the conditions of storage, tem‐
perature and method of immobilization, the enzyme can retain the activity from days to
months [91-100], and is often one of the most important factors to take into account for the
commercial viability of such device.

4.2. Biosensor for enzyme activities determination

Abnormal enzymes concentration can be related to diseases as shown.

Trypsin and trypsinogen levels are increased with pancreatitis disease like acute pancreati‐
tis, cystic fibroses. Radioimmunoassay tests estimated 248 ± 94,9; 1100 ± 548 and 1399 ± 618
µg L-1 for healthy, chronic renal failure and acute pancreatitis, respectively. Ionescu et al.
proposed a biosensor based on the suppression of GOX by steric hindrance due to a gelatin
membrane and its reactivation by trypsin digestion of blocking membrane: the GOX was
previously mixed with pyrrole and adsorved onto platinum electrode after that the enzyme
was entrapped into the polypyrrole film by electropolimerization at +0.8 V / Ag|AgCl|
KClsat. LOD was 42 pmol L-1 and response time 10 min [108].

Aspartate aminotranferase is an enzyme to diagnose acute myocardial infarction [109]. A
biosensor based on Os-HRP layer and a layer composed by hydroxiethylcellulose, micro‐
crystalline cellulose, aspartic acid, cetoglutaric acid and pyridoxil onto the gold electrode
was proposed by Guo,  et  al.  [110].  The LOD was 10 U L-1,  shelf  stability 2  months,  re‐
sponse time 120 s.
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Adenosine deaminase (ADA) level is a biomarker for liver disease. A printed Ir/C was modi‐
fied by xanthine oxidase and purine nucleoside phosphorylase; through the H2O2 measure‐
ment at potential of +0.27 V / Ag|AgCl the ADA activities in blood sample were
determined. Linear calibration curve from 0 to 36 U L-1 was obtained, which is suitable for
discriminating a healthy individual from a person suffering of liver disease, 18 and 31.6 U
L-1, respectively [111].

Reviews on age-related disease [112], clinical chemistry [113], cancer clinical testing [114],
technology of commercial glucose monitoring [115] and glucose biosensor based on carbon
nanomaterials [116] have been recently published.

5. Concluding remarks

Two aspects are very important to consider in biosensor development: the biological compo‐
nent determines the selectivity while the transducer determines the sensitivity. To guarantee
the maximum selectivity, the active center of a biological molecule must be chemically
and/or physically accessible and as freer as possible of steric effects. The surface preparation
and modification of the transducer need to be thought mainly to reach this goal. In this case,
the affinity reaction between different molecules such as antigen/antibody or DNA/DNA or
enzymatic catalytic reaction can be used for quantification of biological substances which
are important for the medicine and clinical analysis. The tendency is to produce more and
more sophisticated and specific surface transducers using surface engineering and nano‐
technological tools to get the best biosensor device. If this happens, health workers will be‐
lieve more in this bioanalytical methodology and they may get benefits from it in the instant
of giving to the patient an unequivocal diagnostic of disease.
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1. Introduction

Biomineralization refers to the process of obtaining biominerals in living organisms, and can
be both a pathological and a non-pathological process [1]. This term was coined at the begin‐
ning of the eighties of the past century, and opened a new way of inspiring materials for
biomedical applications [2].

Nowadays, the understanding of many diseases, like gallbladder stones related to patholog‐
ical aspects of biominerals’ formation in living organisms, is based on the knowledge of the
chemical recognition between biological macromolecules, calcium salts and cholesterol mol‐
ecules [3-5]. This kind of chemical interaction has played an important role in the develop‐
ment of biologically inspired biosensors. A biosensor is an analytical device consisting of
two elements in spatial proximity: (1) a biological recognition element able to interact specif‐
ically with a target; (2) a transducer able to convert the recognition event into a measurable
signal [6].

According to the mechanism of biological signaling used, biosensors are classified into five
major types, one of them is the biomimetic one; in this sense, a biomimetic biosensor is an
artificial or synthetic sensor that mimics the function of a natural biosensor [7]. Some exam‐
ples of these types of sensors are the quercetin-modified wax-impregnated graphite elec‐
trode (Qu/WGE) for the purpose of detecting uric acid (UA) in the presence of ascorbic acid
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(AA) [8]; a cell-based biosensor platform of neuron silicon interface with acid-sensing taste
receptor cells cultured on light addressable potentiometric sensor (LAPS) [9]; a Langmuir-
Blodgett film of tyrosinase incorporated in a lipidic layer with lutetium bisphthalocyanine
as an electron mediator for the voltammetric detection of phenol derivatives [10]; a mixed
self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) functionalized with specific olfactory receptors
(ODR-10) constructed on the sensitive area of surface acoustic wave (SAW) chip [11]. Re‐
cently, a new type of chemical biosensor based on intramineral proteins of eggshells for car‐
bonate ions detection has been published elsewhere [12].

The precipitation of the cholesterol and the calcium salts are commonly found in the bladder
(bile), whereas the calcium carbonate, which is the major component, is normally found in
the pancreas, at alkaline pH [13]. This formation usually follows the principles of crystal
growth and the simple chemical solubility rules. However, it has been recently observed
that the formation of gallstones or minerals of biogenic origin (grown in these biological
vesicles) leads the growth process in extreme conditions, even devoid of water in some cas‐
es. It is not clear whether some of the genes (mostly in mammals) could be involved in most
of the pathological processes, however, it has been proved the ethnical influence on the
medical diagnosis [14]. Recent publications have shown that there are genes already identi‐
fied (mainly in marine organisms) whose role in activating biomineralization processes has
been tested by molecular biology techniques [15]. Nowadays, the knowledge about the
genes involved in the formation of certain skeleton in marine spicules is, in general clearly
identified. However, our understanding of the role of any of the proteins in biomineraliza‐
tion is scarce, so is our understanding of the role of the matrix proteins as well as protein-
protein, and protein-mineral interaction [16].

Concerning the crystallization of cholesterol in human bile, there are some proteins from the
serum involved in this matter, the immunoglobulines IgM, IgA, IgG as well as the proteins
α1-Acid Glycoprotein (AAG, usually called Orosomucoid), Phospholipase C and Aminopep‐
tidase N. According to a recent publication, only three proteins from this list showed a po‐
tent enhancement and a promoting effect on the crystallization of cholesterol: IgM, IgA and
AAG protein [17]. Particularly, orosomucoid a protein of 42 kDa, is one of the most abun‐
dant proteins of serum proteins with no well-known physiological function. However, a
number of biological activities have been described for orosomucoid, such as promotion of
collagen fibril formation, inhibition of platelet aggregation, inhibition of heparin accelerated
antithrombin III mediated activation of thrombin and factor Xa, binding of Δ-4 Ketosteroids,
sequestration of a glycosaminoglycan cofactor in the lipoprotein lipase reaction and the
preferential binding of more than 60 cationic therapeutic drugs [18]. The orosomucoid pro‐
tein has an unusual pI of around 3 and an extraordinary carbohydrate content of approxi‐
mately 40% (w/w), comprising five N-linked glycans [19]. However, although the
importance of this orosomucoid in human physiology seems to be high, there are no more
structural data from the native glycoprotein obtained at high resolution. The orosomucoid
was firstly crystallized in 1984 [18], and since then no more structural data of that native gly‐
coprotein at high resolution have been published. The high-resolution crystallographic
structure was not available for a long time. However, the three-dimensional structure has
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been recently available at 1.8Å resolution of a recombinant AAG protein crystallized in a tet‐
ragonal P41212 space group. This recombinant human AAG produced as monomeric, yet un‐
glycosylated protein in E. coli was obtained via secretion into the bacterial periplasm, where
formation of its two-disulphide bonds was facilitated in the oxidizing environment [20]. The
former crystals of the native AAG protein were obtained in a hexagonal P622 or P6222 or the
enantiomorph P6422 space group in the presence of chlorpromazine at 18 °C [18]. Interested‐
ly, the co-crystallization of the tetragonal AAG by soaking method in the presence of the
well-known ligands (phenothiazine tranquilizers) like chlorpromazine, bromazepam or dia‐
zepam, failed [20]. This is due to the unglycosylated 3D structure. It seems that the carbohy‐
drates play an important role into the 3D structure-function of the native glycoprotein when
making the chemical recognition between this AAG protein and some common drugs.

In this  chapter  we evaluate,  from the electro-analytical  point  of  view, the plausible role
into  the  chemical  interaction  and  chemical  recognition  of  sodium  carbonate,  bilirubin,
cholesterol with α1-Acid Glycoprotein (AAG) usually found in biogenic minerals in bile.
Additionally, we show the effect of different gel media on the crystallographic habits of
synthetically  grown  crystals  of  cholesterol.  These  crystals  were  characterized  by  X-ray
powder diffraction. Finally, based on our results, we propose a new design of a biologi‐
cally inspired biosensor.

2. Experimental

Cyclic Voltammetry. All the electroanalytical assays to investigate the analyte-protein interac‐
tion for example, sodium carbonate, cholesterol, and bilirubin with the α1-Acid Glycoprotein
were performed using a Potentiostat/Galvanostat PG580 from UNISCAN Instruments (UK).
The potential was ranging from 0 to 1.80 Volts versus a Saturated Calomel Electrode (as a
reference electrode). The velocity for this electrochemical analysis was 50 mVs-1.

Figure 1. Electrochemical cell used for cyclic voltammetry experiments.
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Figure  1  shows  the  electrochemical  cell  used  for  this  determination.  Three  electrodes
were  used  along  the  experiments.  The  working  electrode  (5  mm diameter)  was  a  gold
microelectrode  Au10  from  Autolab  Electrochemical  Instruments  (USA).  The  auxiliary
electrode was a platinum wire of  0.5 mm in diameter.  The gold electrode was polished
using a diamond paste of 0.25 microns in particle size. The gold electrode was sonicated
several  times  in  order  to  remove  the  impurities.  The  auxiliary  electrode  was  cleaned
with a proper fine texture sandpaper to eliminate oxides on the surface. As an inert elec‐
trolyte  0.5M  Potassium  Chloride  (Strem  Chemicals,  Inc.  Newburyport,  Code  7447-40-7)
was used with a purity of 99.999%. The highly pure α1-Acid Glycoprotein (AAG protein)
was purchased from Sigma (Code G9885) without further purification. The electroanalyti‐
cal  plots,  as  those  shown in  Figure  2,  were  obtained taking into  account  the  gold elec‐
trode  saturation  for  each  scanning  cycle  as  well  as  removing  the  background from the
oxidation of gold at 1.3V. This value corresponds to a maximum peak into the anodic re‐
sponse  of  the  voltammogram  (right-hand  side  of  the  plot  current  versus  potential)  at
each  analyte  concentration.  This  AAG  protein  (50  µg)  was  absorbed  on  the  gold  elec‐
trode until the water was evaporated. For each analyte five different concentrations were
done as well as duplicates for each single concentration. The electrochemical experiment
is carried out until the analyte is put into contact with the protein and after an equilibri‐
um time of  2  minutes.  Before running any of  the experiments  the oxygen was degased
by  bubbling  pure  nitrogen  for  15  minutes.  All  dissolutions  were  prepared  in  a  glass
beaker  of  5  mL with  0.1,  0.2,  0.3,  0.4,  and 0.5  mM of  each  electroanalyte.  The  dissolu‐
tions were then transferred to the electrochemical cell. However, as bilirubin is not solu‐
ble in water, it had to be prepared in DMSO as follows: 2.92 mg were dissolved in 1 mL
of DMSO-Water 80:20 and keeping the solution away from oxidation inside of an amber
container.  Cholesterol  was  prepared dissolving 1.93  mg in  1  mL of  ethanol-water  80:20
and sealing it carefully to avoid any alcohol evaporation.

In  order  to  investigate  the  chemical  interaction  between  cholesterol  and  AAG  protein,
the cholesterol crystals were grown in different crystal growth media, solution, and two
types  of  hydrogels  in  the  Granada  Crystallization  Boxes  via  counter-diffusion  methods
[21]. In solution method, it was used an ethanol solution in the classic evaporation proc‐
ess;  and in  the gel  method tetramethyl  orthosilicate  (TMOS) hydrogel  was prepared by
polycondesation reaction [22],  and agarose hydrogel  was prepared by heating and cool‐
ing  method [23].  After  obtaining  the  gel  phase,  the  solution  of  cholesterol  0.5% w/v  in
ethanol was poured onto the top of each gel allowing cholesterol molecules to diffuse in‐
to  the  gel  network  for  one  week  at  18  °C.  After  this  week,  the  solution  was  removed
and  replaced  with  water  to  produce  the  crystal  growth  of  cholesterol  by  reducing  the
solubility in water, changing the dielectric constant.

X-ray powder diffraction. Cholesterol crystals were characterized by using an Empyrean
XRD system from PANalytical Instruments (Netherlands), into the following conditions: Cu
Kα radiation, monochromator, time step = 0.004s, step size = 19.68, 2θ = 4 to 50 deg, at room
temperature.
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3. Results and discussion

The cyclic voltammetry for AAG protein showed an anodic response when interacting with
carbonate, cholesterol and bilirubin (Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c). The protein alone did not show
any electrochemical response in an aqueous solution of KCl 0.5M (curve not shown). This
protein-substrate response was dependent of the concentration, and is characterized by an
increment of current with the sequential increment of the analyte concentration. Only two of
the three analytes (carbonate ions Figure 2a and bilirubin Figure 2c) investigated showed a
strong protein interaction with them and generated a characteristic plot with increments of
current. A small peak is observed at a potential value of 0.54 V, which corresponds to the
oxygen reduction of the small amount of water electrolysis that occurs during the electro‐
chemical response at E > 1.6 V. The peak is more evident for the cholesterol (Figure 2b) that
interacts in minor proportion with the protein. This behavior decreases the strength of the
interaction, which is almost imperceptible for bilirubin (Figure 2c). This demonstrates that
covered electrode with a stable protein-analyte layer generates a cleaner analytical signal
avoiding the water electrolysis as a parasite reaction.

In order to have a clearer visualization of the effect, the electrochemical response of the pro‐
tein was measured on the gold electrode without analyte (Io). Then this curve was used to
obtain a normalized plot I/Io, which allowed standardizing all the experiments respect to the
chemical interaction to the analyte (see Figure 3). The chemical interaction between the AAG
protein and the specific analytes can be detected by either a big difference between I/I0 or a
big change value on the slope. When obtaining the normalized plots as shown in Figure 3,
bilirubin showed the strongest chemical interaction, less intense followed by the carbonate
ions. This behavior is particularly interesting since most of the preliminary investigations
have claimed that AAG protein recognizes cholesterol molecules or works as a crystalliza‐
tion promoter in human bile, as that observed for different immunoglobulins like IgM, IgA,
IgM or for phospholipase C and aminopeptidase N [17], but according to these results the
interaction with bilirubin must not be discarded.

From these results it is clear that supersaturation of cholesterol in bile is a necessary condi‐
tion though not sufficient, for the formation of cholesterol gallstones [3]. Biliary proteins,
which are capable of affecting the rate at which cholesterol crystallization occurs, are impor‐
tant factors in pathogenesis of cholesterol gallstone diseases [3]. The pathway is as follows:
(1) AAG-bilirubin complex formation, (2) cholesterol nucleation and (3), cholesterol crystal
growth. The solubility of cholesterol is quite an interesting issue to take into account, when
trying to investigate this chemical recognition in vivo experiments. Cholesterol in vitro is
soluble in alcoholic solutions, but in vivo, cholesterol molecules should be solubilized by
aqueous micellar solution or transported either by apolipoproteins or by any other biomole‐
cules in order to make it soluble. The cholesterol can be crystallized inside the bile, or be se‐
creted to the blood stream or sent directly to the stools [4]. This process based on the
electrochemical observations, is in agreement with the enterohepatic circulation from the
liver to the bile [11]. In this physiological process bilirubin needs the chemical interaction
with cholesterol. Bilirubin is firstly conjugated with glucoronic acid in the liver by the en‐
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zyme glucuronyltransferase making it soluble in water, and perhaps with cholesterol too.
Therefore, it makes sense that the first crystals of AAG protein were obtained by Schmidt in
1952 using ethanol as precipitating agent [24]. The α1-Acid Glycoprotein is a cholesterol
crystallization promoter conjugated with a complex bilirubin-cholesterol as shown in the
electroanalytical results in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. a. Cyclic voltammogram of AAG – KCl / Na2CO3 ranging the carbonates concentration from 0.1 to 0.5 mM
scanning speed of 50 mVs-1. b. Cyclic voltammogram of AAG – KCl / Cholesterol ranging the cholesterol concentration
from 0.1 to 0.5 mM scanning speed of 50 mVs-1. c. Cyclic voltammogram of AAG – KCl/Bilirubin ranging the bilirubin
concentration from 0.1 to 0.5 mM scanning speed of 50 mVs-1

In humans, gallbladder sludge (gel-like media), a reversible pre-gallstone phase, consists of
cholesterol crystals and bilirubin granules in a mesh of mocus called mucin. Mucin a glyco‐
protein commonly observed in bile, is the constituent of the core and non-cholesterol matrix
of cholesterol gallstones. It is highly likely that gallbladder mucin is actively involved at a
number of stages in cholesterol precipitation [25].

On the other hand, calcium salts are present in all pigment gallstones as compounds of one
or more of the anions in bile: (i) carbonate; (ii) bilirubinate, and (iii) phosphate. In addition,
since cholesterol stones have been found to contain pigment stone centers, perhaps bilirubin
and AAG protein are complexed. We can postulate that the presence of calcium salts precip‐
itation in bile is a critical event in the initiation of cholesterol gallstones, so that the latter
should be considered a two-stage process: (i) precipitation of calcium salts chemically bond‐
ed to AAG protein to form a macromolecular complex plus some components of the bile, for
example mucin as a growth media, and then (ii) crystallization of cholesterol from its super‐
saturated state on this gel-like environment. It has been published that in vivo experiments
cholesterol precipitation starts with thin filamentous structures, which evolve into helical
and then tubular forms before breaking into characteristic flat cholesterol monohydrate
plates [26].

From the crystal growth point of view, the crystal habit of cholesterol grown in vitro and in
three different media (two of them hydrogels used to emulate mucin, a gel-like component
usually found in bile) shows the vicissitudes that a crystal goes through when growing (Fig‐
ure 4). The crystallographic faces, shown on each gel media, describe the plausible shapes
that cholesterol can display according to the transport and to the crystal growth processes,
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(the cholesterol keeps the same space crystallographic group). X-ray powder patterns of cho‐
lesterol lamellar-like crystals are shown in Figure 5. They have a good agreement with the
pattern reported in the Powder Diffraction File (PDF, file 7-742), which corresponds to the
triclinic phase, as well as those reported by several authors [26-28]. These cholesterol crys‐
tals should be grown in the presence of different combinations of AAG protein plus biliru‐
bin, in order to check the protein as a promoter (nucleant) of cholesterol molecules.
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Figure 3. Normalized plot (I/Io, see text for details) for anodic peaks corresponds to the maximum response of each
voltammogram AAG-KCl, at different molar concentration for each analyte: sodium carbonate, cholesterol and biliru‐
bin according to Figures 2a, 2b and 2c respectively.

Figure 4. Optical images of Cholesterol crystals grown in: A) Solution Ethanol/Water, B) Tetramethyl orthosilicate hy‐
drogel, C) Agarose hydrogel. The pictures (A) and (C) were taken between 90 degrees overcrossed-polarizers, while (B)
picture corresponds to unovercrossed-polarizers. Different scale bars are included as inset on each picture.
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Figure 5. X-ray powder diffraction characterization plots of cholesterol crystals grown in three different media: A) al‐
coholic solution by evaporation method, B) tetramethyl orthosilicate hydrogel, C) agarose hydrogel and D) X-ray dif‐
fraction pattern (PDF file No. 7-742) of a cholesterol of the triclinic phase P1.

In the near future, cholesterol crystals could be grown in the presence of bilirubin, glucoron‐
ic acid and most of the components of the bile extract, in order to see whether these crystals
will show the same crystallographic faces or not. These crystals could be re-dissolved in al‐
coholic solutions and the proteins extracted. These proteins could be purified and character‐
ized from the cholesterol crystals in order to check their similarity to the AAG protein.

Finally, the AAG protein should be co-crystallized in the presence of bilirubin-cholesterol
searching for the specific bonding-sites into the crystallographic structure either by X-ray
Crystallographic methods or by NMR, as performed in the crystallographic projects nowa‐
days. In future investigations we might be looking for inhibitors for the AAG Protein, like
the promising cholesterol antinucleating 120kDa glycoprotein found by Ohya et al. [29]; or
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look for strategies to turn the genes off related to the over-expression of this AAG protein in
vivo to control the cholesterol crystallization.

4. Biosensor’s design

From these electroanalytical results, the most plausible way of producing an ad hoc choles‐
terol-AAG/BR biosensor based on biological macromolecules like AAG, should follow the
steps from A to D as shown in the box-diagram of Figure 6. The first step (A) corresponds to
the gold electrode. The AAG protein would then be deposited on the gold electrode by us‐
ing a thin film of the protein, this is the second step called (B). In the following step, (C) the
protein should be complexed with bilirubin either by electrochemical interaction, or by
Langmuir-Blogget isotherms as proposed by Xie et al., [30]. Finally, (D) the amperometric
biosensor could be tested in the presence of different concentrations of alcoholic solutions of
cholesterol, based on the strategy described in the experimental set up on this contribution.

Figure 6. It shows different steps in order to produce an ad hoc Cholesterol-Bilirubin-AAG Biosensor.

The electrochemical response using this biosensor will be used to optimize the detection
limits to check cholesterol in different media either in solution or in gel (this latter which
would emulate the tissue texture or the mucin usually found in the bile).

5. Conclusions

We can observe from this research, that there is no a direct interaction between α1-Acid Pro‐
tein (AAG) and cholesterol molecules. The perfect biosensor for the evaluation of this chemi‐
cal interaction should take into account that bilirubin is the intermediate molecule between
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cholesterol, and the AAG protein. This protein works as promoter, but needs some inter‐
mediate molecules like bilirubin to solubilize cholesterol in aqueous solutions when precipi‐
tating gallstones. Future investigations should be focused on co-crystallizing these proteins
in the presence of bilirubin/cholesterol. The crystallographic 3D structure of the native gly‐
coprotein can give answers about the specific sites (amino acids), where cholesterol mole‐
cules could be attached to the protein molecule working as nucleation precursor.
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Chapter 14

Amperometric Urea Biosensor Based Metallic Substrate
Modified with a Nancomposite Film

Florina Brânzoi and Viorel Brânzoi

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
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1.Introduction

Urea is one of the final products of protein metabolism. Urea is an omnipresent compound
present in blood and various organic fluids.

The urea concentration in the blood lies  between 2.5-6.7  mM (15-40mg/dl)  while  patho‐
physiological  range covers  30-150 mM (180-900 mg/dl).  Theprimary function of  the kid‐
neys  is  to  remove wastes  from the  body.  These  mayinclude  the  by-products  of  normal
physiologic  processes,  drugs,  and  various  toxins.When  the  kidneys  malfunction,  such
substances  begin  to  accumulate.  Over  time,progressive  kidney failure  can result  in  ure‐
mia  [1-2].  On  the  other  hand,  urea  can  passes  directly  into  the  milk  through  diffu‐
sion.Therefore,  milk  is  the  second  major  biological  sample  for  the  study  of  urea
concentration [3]. A periodic monitoring of urea in milk can be used to predict the state
of animal’s  health and predict  theprotein requirement in its  diet  [4].  Besides milk,  pres‐
ence of urea in agricultural land as apollutantdue to excessive use fertilizers is also wide‐
ly  known.  Various  methods  were  used  for  the  determination  of  urea.Amongst  these
methods,  detection  through electrochemical  mode  is  highly  adopted  and versatile.  This
method involves the use of electrochemical urea biosensor. In the development of electro‐
chemical  urea  biosensors,  immobilization  of  urease  over  modified  electrodes  is  the  key
parameter which decides the sensitivity and reproductibility of the sensor.

Therefore, devices developed based on biocatalyst “urease” to analyze urea also known as
urea biosensors are of vital importance [1-5]. For the fabrication of the urea biosensor, urease
is immobilized over a substrate, which would can be a polymeric film electrodeposited on a
metallic electrode. In a series of our previous papers, it was described the obtainment of dif‐
ferent polymeric films, their mechanical and electrochemical characteristics as a function of
chemical composition of synthesis solution, as a function of morphological structure and
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conditions for obtaining [6-11]. After urease was immobilized in polymer film, in this case in
polyaniline film, the immobilized urease catalyzes the urea conversion into ammonium and
bicarbonate ions based on enzyme substrate reaction. Many biosensors have been developed
for the determination of urea in the biological samples namely spectrometry, potentiometry
with application of pH sensitive electrode, conductometry, coulometry,amperometry and
inductometry [12-24].

Urea determinationhas been performed regularly in the medical field to study the proper
functioning ofthe kidney. It can say that, the urea biosensors mainly are used in the medical
field and also, in the food industry. The food industry has the requirement of a sensing sys‐
tem to accurately analyze dairyproducts during their manufacture and quality control. Urea
biosensor is a valuable tool for monitoring the urea content of adulterated milk. Urea can
stress the environmentbecause it decomposes to ammonia, which is very toxic, and so it can
pollute thestreams and rivers into which it drains. So urea biosensor can be an economical
tool to monitor the concentration of urea to be between limits allowed. The commercial bio‐
sensors that are available, suffer the drawbacks of highcost, complicated construction, and
require extra electrodes to compensate forelectrical interferences. Therefore, the develop‐
ment of cost effective and disposable biosensors for the detection of clinically important me‐
tabolites, such as urea, is a scientific matter of great importance.

In the present paper, a new polymeric film based on polyaniline was synthesized and em‐
ployed as a new electron-mediating support material for fabricating urease-immobilized
electrodes. For this purpose, the urease-immobilized electrodes were prepared using the
electrodeposited polyaniline films of various thickness andapplication todetection ofurea by
amperometric method.

2. Experimental

The electrochemical polymerizations were carried out using a conventional three electrodes
system. A platinum electrode and a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) were used as counter
and reference electrode, respectively. The reference electrode was placed in a separate cell
and was connected to the electrolytic cell via a salt bridge that ends as a Luggin capillary in
the electrolytic cell. This arrangement helps in reducing the ohmicresistance of the electro‐
chemical system. The working electrode was made from a platinum disk. In this paper were
used: aniline 99.5%, urease, urea, Ringer-Brown solution,sulphuric acid 98% which were
purchased from -Sigma-Aldrich or Fluka and all were of analytical grade.Bidistilled water
was used for all sample preparations. Cyclic voltammetry and electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy were used to investigate the electrochemical characteristics of the obtained
modified electrodes. Electrochemical experiments were carried out with an automated mod‐
el VoltaLab 40 potentiostat / galvanostat with EIS dynamic (electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy) controlled by a personal computer.

All the following potentials reported in this work are against the SCE. Scanning electron mi‐
croscopy (SEM) was used to compare the microstructures of the deposited films.
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All the following potentials reported in this work are against the SCE. Scanning electron mi‐
croscopy (SEM) was used to compare the microstructures of the deposited films.
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3. Preparation of the modified electrodes

The Pt electrode was carefully polished with aqueous slurries of fine alumina powder 0.05
µm on a polishing cloth until a mirror finish was obtained. After 10 min sonication, the elec‐
trodes were immersed in concentrated H2SO4, followed by thorough rinsing with water and
ethanol. The prepared electrodes were dried and used for modification immediately. The
purepolyaniline(PANI) films were prepared from an aqueous solution of 0.2mol/L aniline +
0.25 mol/L H2SO4 by cyclic voltammetry on the potential range of -250 mV to +900mV with a
scan rate of 10mV/s and for a number of 20 cycles, when a thick film of PANI was electrode‐
posited. In this way, it was obtained PANI/platinum substrate modified electrode. Enzymat‐
ic electrode type PANI/Urease/Pt was obtained by dripping method. Aqueous urease
solution of 0.76 mg/mL was prepared using 38 mg urease (65.7 u.a. /mg) and 50 mL bidistil‐
led water in order to get the final enzyme layer casting solution 10µL of the enzyme-layer
casting solution was pipetted out onto the PANI/platinum substrate modified electrode sur‐
face and allowed to dry. We shall assume that the urease solution sipped into the porous
PANI layer. Hence, we shall refer to the resulting enzyme biosensor by the full shorthand:
PANI/UreaseDrop/Pt substrate (where Drop means that enzymatic electrode was obtained
by dripping method). The biosensor thus made was always kept in the working buffer (in
our case, the Ringer - Brown solution) at 40C when not in use, and rinsed with deionized
water between experiments.

Then, we tried to obtain an enzymatic electrode type PANI/Urease/Pt by electropolymeriza‐
tion from a synthetic solution containing: 0.2 mol/L aniline + 0.25 mol/L H2SO4 + 0.76 g/L
urease, by cyclic voltammetry on the potential scanning range of -250 to +900 mV at a scan
rate of 10mV/s and for a cycles number of 20. Several attempts have been made but there
was no co-deposition, consequently the enzymatic electrode was not obtained. New at‐
tempts were made and finally, the enzymatic electrode was obtained by co-deposition.
But,in this case was obtained first a thinpolyaniline film by electropolymerization from a
synthetic solution containing: 0.2 mol/L aniline + 0.25 mol/L H2SO4, by cyclic voltammetry
on the potential scanning range of -250 to +900 mV at a scan rate of 10mV/s and for a num‐
ber of 10 cycles. The obtained modified electrode PANI/Pt was rinsed with bidistiled water
and then it was immersed in another synthetic solution containing 0.2 mol/L aniline + 0.1
mol/L H2SO4 + 0.76 g/L urease. Using the cyclic voltammetry on the potential range of -250
to +900 at a scan rate of 10 mV/s and for 10 cycles, the enzymatic electrode PANI/Urease‐
COD/Pt was successfully obtained.In this case we shall refer to the resulting enzyme biosen‐
sor by the full shorthand PANI/UreaseCOD/Pt,where COD is co-deposition.

4. Results and discussions

Amperometry is most commonly used technique for biosensors based on conductingpoly‐
mers. Devices based on amperometry measure the change in current as a consequence of
specific chemical reactions which take place at biotransducer electrode surface under none‐
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quilibrium condition. The principle of the amperometry is based on the efficiency of the
electron transfer between the biomolecule and underlying electrode surface in presence of
electron mediator or conducting polymer. Moreover, amperometric biosensors are not only
limited to the redox enzyme but also related to the biocatalyst reaction and interaction of the
reaction product with conducting polymer to induce change in current [15-16]. Urea biosen‐
sor is the typical example of biocatalyticamperometric biosensor where ammonium ion
which is a product of biocatalytic reaction interacts with polymer to induce a change in con‐
ductivity of the polymer. As mentioned before, in urea biosensors the enzyme immobilized
to the electrode surface catalyzes the hydrolysis of the urea, in an overall reaction leading to
the formation of ammonium, bicarbonate and hydroxide ions as shown below:

+ - -
2 4 3 3H O    2NH + HCO + OHUreaseUrea ¾ ®+ ¾¾ (1)

The ionic products of the above reaction change the electronic properties of the biosensor
electrode (modified with conducting polymers), which can be observed by various electro‐
chemical techniques, in this case was used amperometric technique. Devices based on am‐
perometry measure the change in current as a consequence of specific chemical reactions
which take place at biotransducer electrode surface under nonequilibrium condition.

For the beginning, the enzymatic electrode type PANI/UreaseDrop/Ptwas obtained by drip‐
ping method. In figure 1 are shown the polymerization cyclovoltammograms of aniline for
obtainment of PANI/Pt modified electrode. Hence, these voltammogramswere recordeddur‐
ing the growth of PANI film. As we can see from figure 1, at the cyclic potential sweep on
the range -250 mV up to +900 mV, on the cyclic voltammograms appear three anodic oxida‐
tion peaks while, at the reverse potential sweep on the cathodic branch appears also three
reduction peaks. This behaviour can be explained in the following mode: it is well known
that polyaniline can exist in three different oxidation states such as leucoemeraldine (fully
reduced form), emeraldine(partially oxidized form) and pernigraniline (fully oxidized form)
as shown in the following scheme:

A very important characteristic of polyaniline consists in the fact that its structural units
contain two different entities with different ponderables. Taking into account this property
we can write thus: when y = 1, we have leucoemeraldine base, when y = 0 we obtained per‐
nigraniline base and when y = 0.5 an intermediate state between leucoemeraldine and perni‐
graniline is obtained which is called emeraldine base. These forms of polyaniline are
dependent on the applied potential. At the increasing anodic potential sweep the oxidation
forms of polyaniline are obtained and on the anodic branch of the cyclovoltammogram ap‐

Scheme 1.
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pear the oxidation peaks while at the reverse potential sweep the reduction processes take
place, on the cathodic branch of the cyclovoltammograms appear the reduction peaks. The
three polyaniline oxidation forms correspond to the three anodic oxidation peaks while, the
three polyaniline (PANI) reduction forms correspond to the three reduction peaks from the
cathodic branch of cyclovoltammograms [6-11].

On the platinum surface of the working electrode a polyaniline thick film was electrodepos‐
ited and for the obtainment of the enzymatic electrode, the urease was immobilized in the
PANI thick film by the dripping method (see chapter intitulated: Preparation of the modi‐
fied electrodes).

Figure 1. The obtainment of a PANI thick film by cyclic voltammetry from a synthesis solution of 0.2M aniline + 0.25 M
H2SO4 using a potential scan rate of 10mV/s, on the potential range of -250 mV up to +900 mV and for 20 cycles.

Further,the obtained enzymatic electrode PANI/UreaseDrop/Pt was rinsed with bidistiled
water and then immersed in a Ringer – Brown solution. Using the cronoamperometry meth‐
od were registered the response currents at the addition of the urea samples. Hence, the test‐
ing of the obtained biosensor was carried out by amperometry method at the constant
potential, in our case, at the open circuit potential.

In figure 2 is shown the variation diagram of response current at the successive additions of
the urea samples.
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Figure 2. Response value of the peak current versus time at successive additions of the urea samples of 0.05mM (1 ml
urea solution 0.05M).

Bellow, in figures 3 are presented the calibration curves of urea biosensor obtained by drip‐

ping method on different concentration ranges.
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Figure 3. Calibration curve of urea biosensor type PANI/UreaseDrop/Pt namely,value of response current versus con‐
centration of urea additions. Inset shows linear range of variation of response current value versus concentration of
urea additions for urea biosensor type PANI/UreaseDrop/Pt.
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Analyzing the obtained results (see figures 2 and 3), it can be observed that, these results are
not satisfactory and for this reason it was fabricated a new urea biosensor namely PANI/
UreaseCod/Pt so how it was described in chapter intitulated: Preparation of the modified
electrodes. As we shown, initially it was obtained a thin film of PANI (see figure 4) and then
the urea biosensor of type PANI/UreaseCod/Pt (see figure 5). For this reason, the obtained
modified electrode type PANI thin film/Pt was immersed in a synthesis solution of 0.2
mol/L aniline + 0.1 mol/L H2SO4 + 0.76 g/L urease, and then the electrode potential was
scaned on a scanning range of -250 to +900 mV at a scan rate of 10mV/s and for a number of
10 cycles.

Figure 4. The obtainment of a PANI thin film by cyclic voltammetry from a synthesis solution of 0.2M aniline + 0.25 M
H2SO4 using a potential scan rate of 10mV/s, on the potential range of-250 mV up to +900 mV and for 10 cycles.

Analyzing in comparison to figure 5 the figure 1,it can be observed that,the shape of cyclo‐
voltammograms from figure 5 differ very much comparative to shape those from figure
1.This fact points out that,the redox processes are very different in the two electrdeposited
films, respectively,in the thick PANI film (figure 1) and in the PANI/Urease co-electrodepos‐
ited film (figure 5). In the same time, this fact proves that the composition and morphologi‐
cal structure of the two electrodeposited films are different and that means that the urease
was entrapped in polyaniline matrix.Thus,the urease enzymatic electrode type PANI/Urea‐
seCOD/Ptwas formed.

The testing of the obtained biosensor was carried out by amperometry method at the con‐
stant potential, in our case,at the open circuit potential, in a Ringer-Brown solution and the
response currents were registered at the addition of the urea samples and after different
times.
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Figure 5. The recorded cyclovoltammograms at the urea biosensor obtainment by electropolymerization from a syn‐
thesis solution of 0.2 mol/L aniline + 0.1 mol/L H2SO4 + 0.76 g/L urease, on the potential scanning range of -250 to
+900 mV at a scan rate of 10mV/s and for a number of 10 cycles.
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Figure 6. The response value of the peak current versus time at the successive additions of urea samples of 0.05 mM
(1 ml solution urea 0.05M), for urea biosensor type PANI/UreaseCod/Pt.
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Figure 7. Calibration curve of urea biosensor of type PANI/UreaseCod/Pt which shows the variation of the response
current versus urea concentration. Inset shows linear response range of urea biosensor type:PANI/UreaseCod/Pt

Further,the influenceoftestingtime on the value of the response currentwasstudied. Infigure
8 is shown the variation diagram of the response current after 24 hours. As, it can be ob‐
served, the activity of urea biosensor is still high enough and this fact proves that the sensor
type: PANI/UreaseCod/Pt is much better than the sensor type: PANI/UreaseDrop/Pt. This
fact points out that, obtainment of the enzymatic electrode by co-electrodeposition lead to
results much more good and to a biosensor much more stable and sensitive, see in compari‐
son the figures 2, 6 and 8.

Enzymatic

electrode
Response current peak Response current peak (after 24 hours )

i1, [µA/cm²]
i2, [µA/

cm²]

i3, [µA/

cm²]

i4, [µA/

cm²]

i5, [µA/

cm²]

i1, [µA/

cm²]

i2, [µA/

cm²]

i3, [µA/

cm²]

i4, [µA/

cm²]

i5, [µA/

cm²]

PANI/

UreaseDrop/

Pt

51.72 24.61 19.19 15.61 10.93 5.24 3.27 2.16 1.45 0.67

PANI/

UreaseCod/P

t

77.44 43.68 36.65 32.72 30.57 24.97 23.89 22.74 21.97 19.89

Table 1. The values of response currents for urea biosensors synthesised in different modes,only for the firstfive
samplesof ureaadded and different times
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Figure 8. Response value of peak current versus time for urea biosensor type PANI/UreaseCod/Ptto successive addi‐
tions of urea samples of 0.05mM (1mL urea solution of 0.05 M) after 24 hours.
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Figure 9. Calibration curve of urea biosensor of type PANI/UreaseCod/Pt which shows the variation of the response
current versus urea concentration.Inset shows the response linear range for urea biosensor type:PANI/UreaseCod/Pt
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Further, in table 1 are given the values of response current at the succesive additions of urea
samples, immediately after biosensor preparation and after 24 hours.

Comparative analysis of current response values in Table 1 and Figures 2, 6 and 8, it can be
observed that, in the case of urea biosensor type PANI/UreaseCod/Pt the response currents
are much higher than the response currents of the biosensor typePANI/UreaseDrop/Pt, this
means that sensitivity is much better than for biosensor type: PANI / UreaseDrop / Pt. Ana‐
lyzing the values of response current after 24 hours from table 1, it can be observed that, for
the biosensor typePANI/UreaseDrop/Pt, the values of the response currents have decreased
very much in comparison to values of response current for biosensor type PANI/
UreaseCod/Pt. This facts points out that the stability of biosensor type, PANI/UreaseCod/Pt
is much higher than for biosensor type: PANI / UreaseDrop /Pt.For this reason, is advisable
to obtainthe urea biosensors by co-electrodeposition of polyaniline and urease enzyme.
Hence, the obtainment of urea biosensor type PANI/UreaseCod/Pt by co-electrodeposition
leads to a much more strong immobilization of urease into polymeric matrix and this fact
means that, the stability and sensitivity of fabricated biosensor is much more higher than the
biosensor typePANI/UreaseDrop/Pt obtained by dripping method.

The results of analysis carried out on milk samples contaminated with urea were in good
concordance with experimental results given above in the paper.

Figure 10. SEM images of different magnitudes for polyaniline electrodeposited film
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Figure 11. SEM images of different magnitudes for PANI/Urease co-electrodeposited film.

For a better understanding of these electrodeposited films behaviourwas given SEM images
more of different magnitudes – see figures 10 -11.

Comparative analysis of the SEM images from figures 10 and 11,points out that, morpholog‐
ical structure of the two films differ greatly of and also, one can see how the biomolecules of
urease are entrapped into polyaniline matrix.In this way it can be explained the different be‐
haviour of the two biosensors namely PANI/UreaseDrop/Pt and PANI/UreaseCod/Pt in the
same conditions. Also, in the same mode the difference between the shapes of the cyclovol‐
tammograms of the two electrodeposited films can be explained.

5. Conclusions

The result presented indicates that the electrochemical behaviour of polymer film electrodes
is strongly dependent on the actual morphology of the polymer matrix;
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The morphology of polymer matrix is an essential factor for the processes occurring in these
films and in the design of electrodes for practical purposes;

The rate of charge transport which is of vital importance in the use of these systems for elec‐
trocatalytic purposes can be influenced by the temperature, the nature of the supporting
electrolyte and its concentration;

The stability of the surface layer may be influenced by applying the proper conditions of
film preparation, as well as high electrolyte concentration;

The obtained modified electrodes are stable, highly permeable for ions but at the same time
fulfill the conditions needed for fast electron transfer.
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